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F R E F A C E,

iliNcou RAGED by tlic piibllc reception of the for-

mer editions, the Author has spared neither la-

bour nor expence, to render this as perfect as his

opportunities and abilities would permit. The

progrefs of botanic knowledge is so rapid, and the

discoveries so numerous^ both at home and abroad,

that this may rather be regarded as a new work

than as a re-publication of an old one. On this

accoimt,^a short enumeration of the more important
'

changes may pofsibly be expected by the reader.

The Genera are now taken from ScfiREBER’s

Genera Plantarum, published at Frankfort iii

1789, and 1791* The structure of each Genus is

illustrated by references to such figures as are best

calculated to give an idea of it, particularly those

in the Institutions of Tournefort^ the works of

G.^rtner, and the Cryptogamise of Hedwig; The
exceptions and observations at the end of each

Genus are also considerably augmented.
t

The character^ of the Species have been com-

pared with the third edition of the Species Playi-
i • I

tarum^ and with Gmelin’s SysteinaNatuVije ^\xh\hhtd

at Leipsic in 1791* Many of the Specific Cha-

, racters, particularly in the more difficult tribes,

are entirely new, and many have undergone coii-

VoL I.—
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VI PREFACE.

skleral)le alterations. The Author has not hesi-

tated ill tliese attempts at improvement, because

lie is fully convinced that neither the amendment,

nor the. entire change of these characters can pro-

duce confusion in the science, so long as the trivial

names remain inviolable.

Many of the additional descriptions taken from

foreign Authors have been discarded, to make

^
room for others made by the Author or his friends

from recent examinations of the plants as they

grow in this ifland : other descriptions are shortened,

especially where the plants are well known, and

indubitably distinguished by the specific character.

The references to figures so ably executed by

Dr. Stokes for a great part of the second edition,

arc mostly preserved in this, though not without

some changes in the order of excellence, the era-

sure of a few which were found to be erroneous,

and of others which were thought too bad to be

' quoted. The historical facts relative to the older

hgurcs, stating which are copies and which originals,

though perhaps thought curious by some few people,

are omitted, partly because they are foreign to

the purpose of this work, and partly to make room

for additional references now given to infinitely

better figures, in the continuations of Jacquin,

Bulliard, Hedwig, Dickson, Retzius, Seguier,

IdoFFMAN, the F/ora Rojsica, the F/ora Damca^ the

Flora Londinensis^ and the ’transactions .of the Limi^fan
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Sacidy; besides many from other writer's, before

omitted, and from the following Books not before

noticed, viz. Allioni Flora Pedemontana^ FIoffman’s

Historia Salicum^ Kniphoff’s coloured imprefsions.

Smith’s andSowEREv’s characteristic figures, Stack^

HOUSE and Velley on Marine phmts^ and Wood-
ville’s Medical Botany^ Swayne’s Gramina pascua and

Dickson’s fasciculi of dried plants are also referred to.

f
* •

The English reader will perceive that consi-

derable changes have been made in the Perms, by

a nearer approach to the Linnacan language; but

jn this point the Author rather willingly follows

than presumptuously attempts to lead the public

taste ; and as the Explanatory Dictionary of terms

is much enlarged and improved, he hopes that no

person will have cause to regret the change.

The Clafses Gynandria, Monoecia, Dioecia,

and Polygamia are now incorporated with the

other Clafses ; that is, the plants they contained

are distributed, each in its proper clafs, according

to the number of Stamens. This alteration in the

System has not been made without the approbation

of Profefsor Thunberg, the worthy succefsor of the

great Linnasus ; and it meets the concurrence of

most of the firfl botanists of the age.

*>

The reader will find in the present edition,

many Species added to the British Flora, some of

them non-descript : A few have been discarded bc-

A 2
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cause confefsedly not indigenous, but some doubtful

ones are yet retained, upon the principle, that

their retention can produce no inconvenience,

whilst their omifsion might be a real defect.

s

In the Cryptogamia clafs, and in some other

parts where the Species are very numerous, new
arrangements have been attempted, in hopes of

facilitating their investigation. The system of

Agarics formed for the second edition, has been

improved, and considerably augmented ; and lastly,

.

to gain more room, the uses of the different plants

have been thrown into Notes at the foot of the

page.

The Author cannot conclude without exprefsing

his gratitude for the very liberal afsistance he has

experienced, and his hopes of its continuance ; con-

scious that the efforts of any individual would avail

but little towards perfecting the botany of the

British Islands.

Besides the list of contributors to the present
,

edition he begs leave more particularly to mention

the respectable names of, Mr. Afzelius, Demon-

strator of.Botany in the University of Upsal, who

looked over great part of the Author’s collection,

and afforded nriany valuable observations concern-

ing the identity of several Swedish and English

Species;—-of the Revd. Samuel Dickenson, who

sent several curious observations on the difficult

genus Agrostis;—of Mr. James Dickson, who
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iurnrslied many specimens and answered several

queries respecting plants of the Cryptogamia clafs, «

in which he so particularly excells;—of the Revd.

Dr. Goodenough, who, in addition to his masterly

elucidation of the genus Carex in the Trans: of

the Linn : Society, sent several specimens of the

rarer kinds, and ascertained several doubtful species

both in that genus and also in the Fuci;—of j. W.
.Griffith, Efq. whose numerous and instructive

specimens and observations have greatly enriched

the catalogue of Mofses and Lichens;—of Dr.

Hope, whose specimens from his own collection,

and from that of his late worthy father, the Pro-

fefsor of Botany at Edinburgh, have much contri-

buted to elucidate the Flora of Scotland ;—of the

Right Hon. Lady Elizabeth Noel, who furnished

the first Byfsus ever observed in fructification ;—of

Dr.PuLTENEY, whose specimens and remarks afsisted

in correcting some mistakes respeding some of the

plants in the Southern Counties;—of Mr. Edward
Robson, who has enriched the work with some

new Species, and several valuable observations on

the plants of the Northern Counties;—of theRevd.

Richard Relhan, wLose indefatigable researches

have greatly increased the Catalogue of English

plants;—of Dr. J. E. Smith, who has ever shewm

the utmost readinefs to answer such enquiries as the

Author has been led to make, particularly such as de-

pended upon the inestimable Flerbarium, so happily

for science, in his pofsefsion;—of John S 'Ackhouse,

Efq. who, with the utmost liberality, contributed
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by every means in his power to illustrate the Fuci

and Confervce;—of the Revd. G. Swayne, whose

practical knowledge of the Grafses enabled him

to furnish many observations of high importance to

agriculture;—of Sir Charles Thunberg, who, in

the most handsome manner, sent a collection of

Swedish plants, which have not a little afsisted in

/clearing up doubts respecting some species insuffi-

ciently discriminated by Linnaeus;—of Thomas
WopDWARD, Esq. the fruits of whose accurate and

unceasing researches need not be particularly

mentioned ; they are conspicuous in almost every

page of the work. v.
^

•It would be easy to add the names of several

other persons, whose friendffiip and afsistance would

appear highly honourable to the Author, but some

he is restrained from mentioning, and others will be

found in the following list, and also affixed to their

respeptive communications.

i
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AN EASY

INTRODUCTION

TO THE

STUDY of BOTANY.

Of the Parts of a Flower

»

TAKING it for granted, that no Person can be at a lofs to

distinguish a Vegetable, at first sight, froni an Animal, ,or a

Fofsil, and that all Vegetables are capable of producing Flowers

and Fruit,* we shall immediately enter upon a description of the

parts composing a Flower; for as the Linnsean System of Botany

is chiefly founded upon the number^ shape ^ situation^ Sind proportion

ofthese parts, an accurate knowledge and discrimination of them

is necefsary to the understanding the Elements of the Science.

("Calyx (or Empakment.)

Blossom (or Corolla.)

Stamens (or Chives.)

Pistils (or Polntals.)

Seed-vessel (or Perlcarplum*)

^Seeds (or Semina.)

To these may be added, the Nectary {qx Honey-cup^) and

the Receptacle, (or Receptaculum.)

I

* By Fruit is here meant perfect Seedsf whether accompanied, or not, by
an eatable part.

A Flower consists of the

VoL. I.—
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2 INTRODUCTION TO
Some flowers pofsefs all these different parts, whilst others are

deficient in some of them; but either Stamens or Pistils, or

both, are to be found in every perfect flower.

The Calyx is formed of one or more, green, or yellowish

,
green leaves, placed at a small distance from, or close to, the .

blofsom. '

The different kinds of Calyx are (i) a Cup, or Ferianthium

;

(2) an Involucrum, or fence; (3) a Catkin, or Amentum;

(4) a Sheath, or (5) a Husk, orGluma; (6) a Veil,

or Calyptra; (7) a Curtain, or Volva; but the most common is

the Cup. For an explanation of these see the Dictionary of

Terms
;
or look at a Rose, and the green covering which incloses

and supports the blofsom, is called the Cup. PI. 3. fig. i.

(a. a, a, a, a.) The Cup of a Polyanthus is represented in pi. 3,

fig. 10.

Linnseus says, the Calyx is formed by the outer bark of the

The Blossom is that beautifully coloured part of a flower,

which attracts the attention of every one. It is composed of one

or more Petals, or Blolsom-leaves. If it be in one piece, as in the

Polyanthus or Auricula, it is said to be a blofsom of one fetal;

but, if it be composed of several parts, it is accordingly said to be

a blofsom of one^ t=woj three, &c. or many parts or Petals, Thus

the blofsom of the Tulip is formed of six Petals; and the Garden

Roses bear blofsoms composed of tnany Petals. The blofsom is

supposed to be an expansion of the inner bark of the plant.

The Stamens are slender thread-like substances, generally

placed within the Blofsom, and surrounding the Pistils. A
Stamen is cpmposed of Hvp parts, the Filament (or Thread) and the

Anther; but the Anther is the efsential part. Stamens arc

formed of the woody substance of the plant.

The Pistils are to be found in the center of the flower:

they are composed of parts, the Germen {or Seed-bud), the

Style (or Shaft), &r\d the Summit (or Stigma;) but the Style is often

wanting. Some flowers have only one Pistil; others have two,
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three, four, &c. and some have more than can be easily counted*

Linnaeus says, the Pistils are formed of the pith of the plant.

The Seed-vessel. In the newly-opened flower, this part

was called the Germen; but when it enlarges, and approaches to

maturity, it is called the Seed-vefsel. Some flowers have no

Seed-vel'sels : in which case, the seeds are said to be naked; the

Cup, however, generally incloses and retains the Seeds until they

ripen; and in the Tribe of Grafses, this-office is frequently

performed by what was before called the Blofsom.

Seeds are sufficiently well known; the substance to which

they are affixed within the seed-vefsel is called the Receptacle of

the Seeds.

Nectaries, are those parts of a flower which are destined to

contain or prepare a honey-like^ liquor. The tube of the blofsom

serves the purpose of a Nectary in many flowers, as in the Honey-

suckle: but in other flowers there is a peculiar organization created

for this purpose. See pi. 5, fig. i, 2, 3, 4.— It must be acknow-

ledged, that the term Nectary is frequently given to parts which

do not appear to contain, orto secrete any honey-like liquor; but

until the uses of these parts shall be better ascertained, and the

oeconomy ofvegetable life be more fully understood, an attempt

to limit the use of the term, and to create new ones, would be

premature.
^

The Receptacle is the Seat or Base to which the above-

mentioned parts of a flower are fixed. Thus, if you take a

flower and pull off the Calyx, the Blofsom, the Stamens, the

Pistils, and the Seeds, or Seed-vefsels, the remaining part at the

top ofthe stalk is the Receptacle. In many flowers the Receptacle

is not a very striking part, but in 'others it is very large and

remarkable : thus in the Artichoke, after we have taken away

the leaves of the Calyx, the blofsoms, and the bristly substances,

the part remaining, and so much esteemed 'as food, is the

Receptacle.
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Having thus briefly mentioned the different parts which enter

into the composition of Flowers, let us, for the sake of illustra-

tion examine some well-known instance. Suppose it be a flower

of the Crown Imperial. /

CROWN IMPERIAL.
Calyx. . . . None./

Blossom . . Six Petals. (PL 3, fig. 2. a. a. a. a. a. a,)

Stamens. , Six. (PI. 3, fig. 2. be. be. be. be. be. be.) Filaments

six; shaped like an awd. (PI. 3, fig. 2. b. b. b.

b. b. b.)

AntFers oblong; four-cornered. (PI. 3. fig, 2. c.

c. c. c. c. e

Pistil. . . . Single.

Germen oblong; three-cornered. (PI. 3. fig.

2. ii.)

Style longer than the Stamens. (PI. 3, fig. 2. e.)

Summit with three divisions. (PI. 3. fig. 2./.)

Seed-vessel. An oblong capsule, with three cells and three

valves. (PI. 3, fig. 4.) represents the Seed-

vefsel cut a-crofs to shew the three cells in

which the seeds are contained.

Seeds. . . . Numerous; flat.

By considering this description with some attention, and

comparing it with the flower itself, and likewise with the

engraved figures, we shall soon attain a pretty good idea of the

different parts of a flower. If a Crowni Imperial be not at hand,

a Tulip or a Lily will correspond pretty well with the above

description. But if we examine the Crown Imperial, we shall

find at the base of each Petal, a cavity or hollow, filled with a

sweet liquor; this is the Nectary. In pi. 3, fig. 3. is a repre-

sentation ofone ofthe Petals separated frorh the rest, to shew the

Nectary at (>^) and one of the Stamens ’ (/6. /.)

It is natural to ask the uses of these different parts— A full

reply to such a question would lead to a long disquisition,

curious in itself, but quite improper in this place. Let it there-

fore suffice to observe, that the production of perfect Seed is the

obvious use of the flower; that for this purpose the Germen, the
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Summit, and the Anthers, 'are all that are efsentially necefsar}’-;

and perhaps the Summit might be dispensed with. The fine dust,

or Pollen, contained in the Anthers, is thrown upon the Summit

of the Pistil. This Summit is moist, and the moisture acting

upon the particles of the Pollen, occasions them to explode, and

discharge a very subtile vapour. This vapour passing through

the minute tubes of the Pistil, arrives at the Embryo Seeds in the

Germen, and fertilizes them. The seeds of many plants have

been observed to become, tq all appearance perfect, v/ithout this

communication
;
but these seeds are incapable of vegetation. In

pi. 3, fig. 5. at/, one of the Anthers is represented discharging its

Pollen; and at fig, 8. you see a particle of this Pollen greatly

magnified and throwing out its vapour. The Calyx and the Petals

seem primarily designed as covers, to protedl the more efsential

parts ; and perhaps it is not too vain ah imagination to believe,

that a display of beauty was in some measure the design of the

Creator.

Independent however of thefe uses, the Botanist takes advan-

tage of the different number, figure, size, and situation of these

parts, and assumes them as the foundation of a systematic

arrangement. He divides all the vegetable productions upon the

surface of the globe, into Clafses, Orders, Genera, Species, and

Varieties. The Clafses are composed of Orders; the Orders are

composed of Geqera
;

the Genera of Species ; and the Species

admit of Varieties,

Clafsificatlon explained^

We are accustomed to consider the productions of Nature as

forming three distinct parts, called the Animal, the Vegetable,

and the Fofsil or Mineral Kingdom.
Therefore taking the matter up in this familiar language, let

us endeavour to attain an idea of Clafses, Orders, &c. by
continuing the allusion. Let us compare

The Vegetable Kingdoms the Kingdom of England ;

...Classes. . to the Counties; '

. . . Orders to the Hundreds ;

. . . Genera to the Parishes;

...Species to the Villages
;

...Varieties ..... . to the Houses*

B3
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Some have aptly enough compared

A Class . . . to an Army;

An Order . . to a Regiment;

A Genus . . . toaCoMPANv;
And a Species to a Soldier,

But no, comparison can be more in point, than that which

considers the vegetables upon the face of the globe, as analagous

to the inhabitants; thus,

I

Vegetables resemble the Inhabitants in general;

Classes . . resemble the Nations;

Orders '

. . resemble the Tribes;

Genera . . resemble the Families;

Species . . resemble the Individuals

;

And Varieties are the same Individuals in difierent circum-

stances.

All the vegetables in Great Britain are divisible, according

to the System of Linnaeus, into twenty-four Clafses. These

have, of late, been reduced to nineteen, as will be more parti-

cularly noticed hereafter.

The characters of the Classes are taken either from the

nwnbery the lengthy the connection^ or the situation of the Stamens

;

but those founded upon the difference of situation^ are now given

up ; the Genera and Species formerly so arranged, being now

dispersed through the other Clafses, according to the number of

their Stamens.

The characters of the Orders are most frequently taken

from the number of the Pistils ;
but sometimes from some other

circumstances, either of the Stamens or Pistils, as will be noticed

in the proper place.

The efsential characters or marks of the Genera, are taken,

from some particulars in the flower, before unnoticed; but

generic descriptions are designed to contain an account of all the

most obvious appearances in every part of the 'flower.
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The Species are iTKDStly chai\acterizedTrom pecuiranties hr

the Stem or Leaves; sometimes from parrs of the Flower';

rarely from the Roots.

Varieties.—Botli leaves and flowers- are subject to variations

;

some of them evidently dependent upon soil arid situation : but*

others owing to causes hitherto unascertained. Thus the leaves

of the Ranunculus aquatilis, or Water Crowfoot, growing

beneath the surface of the water, are much more divided than

those which grow above the surface
; so that a person una'c-

qiiainted with this circumstance, would hardly believe they

belonged to the same plant. Again; the leaves of the Polygonum

amphibium, or Amphibious Snakeweed, in wet’ situations-, are

smooth; but, in dry and warm situations, rough. Some authors,

therefore, have reckoned them as distinct species; but, let

them change situations, and the appearances will be changed

likewise. But why the leaves of Mint are sometimes curled,

those of Holly or Mezereon variegated with white, &c. is a more

difficult matter to determine
;
seeing that slips from these plants,

though transplanted into different soils, do not lose their pecu-

liarities; but young ones raised from seeds return to their

original form. It, is evident, therefore, that these, however

different in appearance, are not to be considered as distinct

species, but only as varieties.

X

No variations are more common than those of colour; but

desirable as these changes are to the Florist, they have little

weight with the Botanist, who considers them as variable acci-

dental circumstances, and therefore by no means admifsible in

the discrimination of species. It must, however, be allowed,

that in some plants the colours of the flowers are not liable to

variation, and that they often afford the readiest marks of

distinction ; on which account they are generally mentioned in

th,e course of this work.

Many flowers, under the influence ofgarden culture, become

double; but double flowers are monsters, and therefore can only

'Tank in a System of Botany, as varieties. When we consider,

ihat every plant is composed of an outer bark, an inner bark, a
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wood, and a heart or pith; and that flowers are formed by an

expansion of these parts; when we recollect too, that the

Stamens are formed of the woody substance ;
and are, told, that

this woody substance was originally formed by many coats of the

inner bark consolidated ; we shall not be at alofs to account for

the production of double flowers. The woody substance, instead

of being formed into Stamens, is expanded into Petals. This

seems to be, effected by too much succulent nourishment, which

prevents the wpod becoming sufficiently solid. Hence it is, that

the flowers with m^ny Stamens are more apt to become" double,

and to a greater degree, than those which have few ; as appears

in the Anemone, the Ranunculus, the Poppy, and the Rose.

Where the Petals are so much multiplied as to exclude all thp

Stamens, the flowers necefsarily become ba.rren.

Of Clafses, Ordersy and Genera,
\ %

\

OF CLASSES,

By looking over the following Table of the Clafses, by

referring to plate I ; and sometimes by having recourse to the

plants mentioned as examples, the learner will soon commit the

names and characters of the Clafses to memory, so that upon the

first sight of a flower, it will be no difficult matter for him to refer

it to its proper Clafs. The examples are adduced by their

English names, as being more obvious to the young English

botanist, who will readily find the corresponding Linnasan names

by turning to the general index, at the end of the third volume.

In a few instances, these examples to illustrate the Clafses, are

taken from foreign Genera ; and therefore are not to be found

in the index, butthey are plants very generally known, and may
be found in almost every garden. The names of these arp

printed in italic.
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OF ORDERS,

A knowledge of the Orders will very readily be attained, by

observing, that

. In the Ciafs Didynamia, they depend upon the Seeds having a

Seed-vel'sel, or not.

.... Tetr ADYNAMIA, upon thc shapc of the Seed-vefsel.

. . . .Syngenesia, upon the structure of the Florets. (See the

Introduction to that Ciafs.)

. . . . Cryptogamia, upon the natural afsemblages of .plants

resembling one another.

And that in all the other Clafses, not particularly specified,

the Orders depend upon the number of the Pistils only. In

determining the number of Pistils, count the Styles, as they

appear at their bottom part, or base; but if the Summits are not

supported upon Styles, then count the Summits,

OF GENERA.

Before we can understand the Characters ofa Genus, we must

again consider the different parts which enter into the structure

of flowers, and learn how these different parts may be modified.

As for instance,
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\

The Calyx may

be either a

I

(~ Cup, (Perianthium) fixed near to the flower;

as in the Rose, the Cowslip, or the Fox-
I

•

Involugrum, remote from the flower;

generally belonging to the Rundle-bear-

ing, or Umbelliferous plants; as Hem-
lock, or Carrot. When it surrounds the

base of the Umbel, it is called the general

Involucrum; but, when it surrounds the

base of an Umbellule, or little Umbel, it

is called the partial Involucrum, or Invo-

lucellum.

Catkin, (A?nentum) as in Willow, or

Hasel.

Sheath, (Spatha) as in Snowdrop, or

Daffodil.

Husk, (Gluma) as in Wheat, Oats, or other

different kinds of Grafses.
,

Veil, (Calyptra) covering the fructification

of some of the Mofses, and resembling an

extinguisher.

Curtain, (Volva) surrounding the Stems,

and attached to the Pileus of many of the

^
Fungufses. *

For a further explanation of these terms,- and for references

to the plates, examine the Dictionary of Botanical Terms, placed

at the close of this introductory part.

^of one Petal, as Foxglove or Primrose;

The Blossom j of many Petals, as the Rose or Anemone
;

maybeeither
j
but in many flowers the Petals are altogether

V. wanting.

For a more full explanation of the modifications of Petals and
Blofsoms, see the Dictionary, and likewise plate 4.
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The Stamens and Pistils have been sufficiently explained

before, but it is necefsary here to remark, that according to the

Linnxan System, which from its being founded upon the dis-

tinction of the sexes of plants, is also called the Sexual System,

that the Stamens are considered as the male, and the Pistils as

the female parts ; so that flowers containing only the former, are

sometimes called male flowers, and such as have only the latter,

are called female flowers ; but as the greater part of flowers

contain both Stamens and Pistils, they are of course called

Hermaphrodites.

A Seed-vessel

may be cither

f a Capsule, fCapsu/aJ membranaceous^ open^

ing variously
;
as in Poppy, Convolvulus,

Pimpernel.

a Pod, (Siliqua) membranaceous, of 2

valves, the Seeds fixed to each seam ; as

in Wall-flower, and Honesty.

a Legumen; membranaceous, of 2 valves,

the seeds fixed to one seam only ; as in

Pea and Broom.

an Air-bag, (Folliculm) membranaceous,

distended, of i valve, opening by a seam

f at one side, not embracing the Seed; as

in Periwinkle.

a Berry, (Bacca) pulpy, without valves;

the Seeds separate; as in Gooseberry,

Currant, and Elder.

a Dr UP A, pulpy, and without valves, inclos-

ing a hard nut, or stone, as the Cherry,

or the Peach.

a PoMUM, fleshy or pulpy, covering a cap-

sule containing the Seed; as in the Pear,

or Apple.

I^a Cone, (Strobilus) tiled; as in Fir, or Pine.

These Terms will be found more fully explained in the

Dictionary, and illustrated in plate 5.

!
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A Receptacle (ReceftciculuTn) is either peculiar to one

flower, as in the Rose, Lily, and Polyanthus; or common to

many flowers, as in the Dandelion, Hawkweed, and Artichoke.

(See the Dictionary.) .

*

Flowers maybe

collected into

"a Spike, (Sfica.)

a Panicle, (Panicula.) '
.

aCoRX^^Bus, (or broad-top^cd spike•)

a Bunch, (Racemus.)

an Umbel, (Umbella.)

a Tuft, (Cyma.)

aW H 1 R L
, ( Verticillus,

)

Catkin, (Amentum.)

Each of these terms may be found in the Dictionary, where

they are explained by familiar examples, and by references to the

plates.

For a proper understanding of Compound Flowers, the

reader is likewise referred to the Dictionary, and to the explana-

tion of the 4th plate.

The reader having now, it is supposed, attained tolerably

precise ideas of the constitution of Clafses and Orders, ^nd

likewise of the parts upon which the Generic Characters arc

founded ;
we shall select a few instances of well known plants,

and, after investigating them systematically we shall hardly be

at a lofs to investigate others which we do not know. >

Rulesfor Investigation,
'

•

I •'

First. When a plant offers itself to our inspection, the first

thing to be determined is the Clafs to which it belongs. This

is to be done by examining the number of the Stamens, and

referring to the preceding Table of the Clafses. Should there be

a difflculy in ascertaining the number of the Stamens, on account

©f the number appearing different in different flowers, though

I
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belonging to the same plant, it is advisable to examine one or more

of the dowers which are yet unopened, for the Anthers are in that

state more distinct, and we may be certain that none of them

have been lost. Having fixed upon the Ciafs which we believe

to be right, let us turn to the Introduction to that Ciafs, in this

volume, and it the perusal of this gives us no reason to alter our

opinion, we are pretty certain of being so far right. It is best

not,to trust to the examination of one flower only; for we shall

sometimes find the number of Stamens to be really different, in

different flowers upon the same plant; but in that case the classic

character must be taken from the terminaiing flower.

Second. Having thus determined the Ciafs, we must next

refer to the beginning of that Ciafs in the second or third volume,

where we shall find the Synopsis of the Genera contained in that

Ciafs. Here also we must look how many Orders the Ciafs

consists of; and after observing the circumstances by which the

Orders are determined, w'c must compare these with the plant

before us. If the Order we refer it to has any subdivisions, we

shall soon perceive under which of the subdivisions we should

expect to find the Genus.

I’hird. After comparing the Flow'ers with the Characters of

the different Genera contained in the Order, or in the particular

subdivision of the Order, we shall soon perceive with which of

them it best corresponds. We now turn back to the description

of that Genus in this volume, and if the description agrees pretty

exactly with our specimen in all the leading characters, we

conclude that we are now certain of the Genus. Doubtful

matters will sometimes arise; but these are for the most part

made clear by observations subjoined to the generic descriptions.

In consulting the generic descriptions, the learner is desired

to pay particular attention to the structure of the Pistil, and

especially to that of its Germen, when it begins to ripen' into a

Seed-^vefsel ; because these parts being most efsential to the

continuation of the species, they are lefs liable to variation than

the other lefs important parts.
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I'ourth. Ifnone of the Generic Characters at the beginning of

the Clafs agree with the Flower ;
we must then look at the

end of the Order, or' subdivision of the Order, to which we

had referred it, and see what plants are there mentioned

and included between crotchets.
^
If we have not found the

plant before, it must be some one of these ;
therefore look-

ing for these in the index to this volume, and comparing the

generic descriptions with the specimen in hand, we shall not only

discover the Genus, but likewise the circumstance which occa-

sioned our perplexity.
>

'

The young Students are desired to practice the investigation

of Genera only, for a considerable time, before they attempt to

ascertain a Species
;

and when by this means they have attained

a pretty accurate knowledge of Clafses and Orders ; also of the

parts composing a flower, and its subsequent state of fruit, or

fructification, and likewise of the terms employed In describing

them, they may next proceed to determine the Species,

OF SPECIES.

Fifth. Either In the second or third volume, we shall find the

name, and the Essential Character of the Genus, followed by the

several British Species which belong to it. Ydienever the

Species are numerous, they are subdivided. Consider, then,

which of these subdivisions it agrees with; and having deter-

mined that, compare it with the several Spec ific Characters.

Your plant will probably agree wdth some one of these.

If you still are in doubt, guided by the references to figures

which follow the Specific Character, turn to such figures as you

pofsefs; and, to make the point still more certain, compare your

plant with the descriptions which follow the references to figures;

for these will remove many an existing doubt, and obviate many
a pofsible mistake.

If the plant in question be any remarkable Variety, you will

probably find it introduced after the additional descriptions

mentioned above.

Sixth. Make it an invariable rule, not to pafs over a single

term, the precise meaning of which you do not thoroughly

understand, without consulting the Dictionary. By this means
you will very soon be able to do without consulting it at all.
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Seventh. When you gather plants for examination collect a

considerable number of the Flowers, and, if pofsible, some just

opening, others fully expanded, and others with the Seed-vefsels

almost ripe
;
take care also to gather at least one Specimen of the

plant as perfect and as entire as possible.

It was thought necefsary to give a variety of examples for

investigation, i. Because only some of them are to be found at

any one season. 2. Because plants common in one Country are

not equally common in all. 3. Because the student is not sup-

posed previously to be acquainted with many plants, and such as

he does know are probably only a few of the more common kind.

4. is not desired to examine and compare «// the examples

:

perhaps it will be better he should sometimes try his strength, by
examining unknown Flowers which he may pick up in his walks.

• Explanatory Examples,

EXAMPLE I.

LIGUS'TRUM. (Privet.)

The Privet is a shrub common enough in hedges and in

shrubberies in many parts of England. It generally blofsoms in

June, and its blofsoms are white. Let us suppose a branch of it

in blofsom before us; that we are ignorant what plant it is; and

are required to investigate it. We look into several of the

Blofsoms, and find 2 Stamens in each. This circumstance in-

forms us it belongs to the Clafs Diandria. Turning to the

beginning of that Clafs in the second Volume we find it contains

two Orders, and that the Orders depend upon the number of

Pistils: therefore looking again at the Flowers, we find i Pistil

in each
; so that our plant belongs to the Order Monogynia.

—

We find this Order subdivided into eight parts
;
and observing

what these subdivisions depend upon, see that in our specimen

the Blofsom is formed ofone regular Petal fixed beneath the Ger-
^

men. These circumstances correspond only with the first sub-

division, which subdivision contains only one - Genus; so that

there can be no doubt but the Plant is a Ligustrum. . We find

too that the Blossom is cloven into four parts, and that it is

/
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^uicceded by a Berry containing 4 Seeds. Looking therefore to

the Genus Ligustrum, in this Volume, we compare it with the

generic description, and have the fatisfaction to find it agree with

that. Being now pretty certain of the Genus, we look forwards

to the Species, and as there is only one Species, we soon deter-

tnine that it must be the Ligustrum vulgare of LinnasuSj or the

common Privet*

EXAMPLE II.

ARUN'DO. (Reed.)

Upon the banks of rivers, in wet ditches, and upon the

borders of Pools, the Reed is suihciently common. It is a sort of

large grafs, five or six feet high, and flowers in June. Having

got a specimen of this we proceed to examine it systematically.

At first sight we observe that the Flowers grow in panicles,

and that each Flower contains 3 Stamens. We therefore turn to

the beginning of the third Glafs, and find that Clafs divided into

three orders, which depend upon the number of Pistils.* Each

of our Flowers contains 2 Pistils, which brings us to the Order

Digynia. This Order is subdivided into four parts. The ist

subdivision contains the plants whh Flowers scattered, or irregu-

larly disposed, one only in each Calyx. Our plant agrees with

the first circumstance, but not with the last, for we find five

Flowers in each Calyx. The 2d subdivision contains only 2

Flowers in each Calyx* therefore we pafs that over, and come to

the 3d, with scattered flowers,' and several in each Calyx. Before

we proceed further, we just look at the 4th and last subdivision,

but finding those^cfwm in form of a Spike on a long and slender

Receptacle, we immediately recur to the 3d subdivision. This

subdivision contains 6 Genera, and we compare the Characters of

each with the plant in hand. The want of an Awn, and the

woollinefs at the Base of the Blofsoms determines us to call it

Arundo. Turning therefore to the Genus Arundo, we compare
it accurately with the Generic description, and find it correspond

* N. B. Once for all, let it be observed, that the Student should accus-
torn himself to read over very attentively, the Introduction to the Clafses,
until he be perfectly acquainted with the constitution of each, and the ex-
ceptions which are most likely to involve him in difficulties.

VoL. I.—C.
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with it. But as the parts constituting the Flowers of Grafses are

frequently very minute, we make use of the Botanical Microfcope

and the Difsecting Instruments to display them more clearly to

the eye;'*' and likewise take the advantage of comparing them

with the figures in the plate of Grafses. Having determined it

' to be an Arundo or Reed, it remains for us to ascertain the

Species. We see that only four species of Arundo are natives

of Great Britain; and the circumstances of the five Florets in

each Calyx, added to the flexibility of the Panicle, which we had

observed whilst growing to be waved about with ev^ery wind,

leave us no room to doubt that it is the Arundo phragmites of

Linnaeus, or the common Reed.

EXAMPLE HI.

PLANTA'GO. (Plantain.)
/

The Plantain flowers in June and July. It is very common
in mowing Grafs, and on the sides of roads. It is frequently

stuck in the cages of Linnets and Canary Birds, who are fond of

the seeds. Upon examining a specimen of this, we find that

each Flower contains 4 Stamens, nearly of the same length;

therefore we refer it to the fourth Clafs. We find this Clafs con-

tains 4 Orders, dependent upon the number of Pistils. Each of

our Flowers contains only one Pistil, and therefore belongs to the

first Order. This Order admits often subdivisions. The speci-

men we have, contains Blofsoms of one Petal; and this Petal is

fixed beneath the Germen. From these circumstances we look for

it in the third subdivision, and finding by cutting acrofs the

Seed-vessel, that it is divided into 2 f cells, we conclude that it

* N. B. The Botanical Microscopfe and Difsecting Instruments are figured

in Plate XII. They may be had of the Publishers, or of the Country

Booksellers, price 15s. This Microscope is now in a form more conve-

nient for the Pocket, and is at the same time made to stand more steady

when in use.

f To judge whether a Capfule consists of one or more' Cells, the best

method is to cut it through horizontally with a sharp knife, then carefully to

pick out the seeds, leaving the dividing membranes entire. If be very

minute, cut off a thin slice horizontally, place it on the stage of the micro-

scope, view it through the magnifier, and at the same time dissect it with

the instruments.
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is a Plantago. We now compare it with the Generic descrip-

tion, and finding it agree, we try to determine the species. In

the 2d Volume we find that there are five species of Plantain, na-

tives of Great Britain. These Species are not subdivided,

therefore we begin with the first; the Plantago major; but the

Leaves are not egg-shaped
; nor are the stalks cylindrical. The

Plantago media, which is the second, agrees pretty well
;
but the

Leaves are not pubescent, nor is the spike of Flowers cylindrical.

With the third Species it agrees in every particular; therefore we

call it the Plantago lanceolata of Linnasus, or the Ribwort

Plaintain.

EXAMPLE IV.

BE'TULA. (Birch.)

The Birch is a tree common enough, and very generally

known. The flowers are disposed in Catkins, which appear in

April and May. Some of these Catkins contain only Stamens

within their Scales, and others on the same Tree, only Pistils.

In the former, each floret contains 4 Stamens, and in the latter 2

Pistils. These circumstances direct us to the Clafs Tetrandria,

and to the Order Digynia. This Order contains 4 Genera, the

second and third of which bear the Male and Female flowers In

separate Catkins, as we had before observed to be the case in our

plant. An attention to the other parts of the characters induces

us to believe it a Betula, and a comparison with the Generic

description, removes every possible doubt. The Species are only

three, and the shape of the leaves decides us to call our plant the

Betula alba, or common Birch Tree.

EXAMPLE V.

LONICE'RA. (Honey-suckle.)

This Plant is very common in our hedge-rows, and is very

universally known; but let us suppose a person, who never

saw it before, struck with the beauty and the fragrance of its

Blofsoms, carrying a piece of it home for examination. Finding

5 Stamens in each Flower, and the Anthers not united, he refers

it to the fifth Clafs. The Orders in that Clafs being determined

by the number of Pistils, he knows it belongs to the Order Mono-

gynia,for he observes only one Pistil in each Flower, This Order is

C 2
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subdivided into seven parts. The want of the 4 naked Seeds^

and the rough Leaves, immediately determine him to reject

the I St subdivision. The being fixed beneath the Germen^

not corresponding with his Flower, he rejects the 2d and pafses

on to the 3d subdivision, where he finds (3) F/owers of i Petal

fuperior; and the Seeds in a vejfel.

This Flower consists of i Petal, and this Petal is ^x^dsuperior to,

or above iho. Germen. This subdivision containing 4 Genera, he

observes the 3 first have Capsules; but in the last the Seed-vefsel is a

Berry with 2 Cells; this circumstance, added to the inequality of

the Blofsom, and the knob at the top of the Pistil, induces him

to believe it to be a Lonicera. He looks for the Generic descrip-

tion, and comparing the Flower with that, is confirmed in his

'opinion. Under this Genus he finds only two Species ; he com-

pares it with the Specific Chara(5ler of each, and readily deter-

mines it to be the Lonicera Periclymenum, or Wood-bine Honey-

suckle. A still more attentive examination will now convince,

him of the propriety of the remark subjoined to the Generic

description.

EXAMPLE VI.
•

DAU'CUS. (Carrot.) .

We select this as an example of the Umbelliferous or Rukdle-
bearing plants, (See the introduction to the ^th Clafs.)

The 5 Stamens, with Anthers not united, and the 2 Pistils,

evident in each Floret, determine us to look for it in the Order

Digynia, of the 5th Clafs. This Order admits of four subdivi-

sions. (i) Flovoers incomplete. The Genera here do not at all

accord with our plant; Xanthiumhas the Male and Female flowers

separate
;
the Ulmus bears a dry Berry, and a Calyx of i leaf

j

the Humulus has the flowers Male and Female on different plants

;

and the other five Genera have only one seed in each flower.-^

(2) Flo-vJers of i Petal; beneath. But our plant has five Petals;

therefore we go to the 3d, Flovcers of 5 Petals; beneath. The
Florets in hand have 5 Petals, but the Petals are not placed

beneath the Germen. This -subdivision contains only a re-

ference to the Staphylea; therefore we proceed to the- (4th).

blowers of 5 Petals; ?ttoflly of 2 Seeds. Umbelliferous. All

tnese circumstances agreeing with the plant before us, we must
look for it here; but observing that this subdivision of the Order
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!3 farther divided into Plants that have the InvolucmmM general

andpartial; into plants with the Involucrum only partial; and into

Plants Involucrum; we examine the specimen, and

Jind an Involucrum to each Umbel or Rundle, and likewise an

Involucellum to each Umbellule, or Rundlet. The unecjual size

of the Petals ;
the winged Involucrum^ and the prickly Seeds,

agreeing with Daucus, we turn to thatGenus. Finding our plant

agree with the Generic Description, we readily know it to be the

Daucus Carota, or wild Carrot.
«

»

EXAMPLE VII.
/

GALAN'THUS. (Snow-drop.)

The Snow-drop, though not frequent in a wild state, is to be

found in almost every Garden, and is among the first ofourfpring

flowers. When we look at it attentively, the first circumstance

which ftrikes us is the want of a Cup, but instead of that we

find upon the fruit-stalk, a sheathing substance, which covered

the blofsom in its infant state. The 6 Stamens direct us to the

Hexandria Clafs, and the single Pistil fixes us to the first Order of

that Clafs. This order is subdivided into,

(i
.)

Flozvers %vith a Cup and a Blofsom.

(2.) Flowers with a Sheath or Husk,

(3.) Flowers naked.

(4 -) Flowers without Petals.

The want of a cup, and the presence of the sheath, teach us to

expect it in the 2d subdivision, which contains 4 Genera. In

the Allium the blofsom is fixed beneath the Germen, but in our

plant it is above it. In the Narcifsus there is a bell-shaped ne-

ctary and 6 petals, but our plant has 6 petals only, and no such

bell-shaped nectary. The circumstance of 3 petals, shorter

and notched at the end, is sufficiently observable in our plant, and

clearly distinguish it from the Leucojum ; so that it can be no

other than a Galanthus. The Generic description* agrees with

our flower, but there it appears that the 3 inner and shorter petals

may be considered as a Nectary. As there is but one species, it

must therefore be the Galanthus nivalis, or common Snow-drop.

* N. B. Until a little familiarized with the disposition of the System,

the learner is desirid to consult the index at the end of the first Volume,

to find the Generic descriptions ; and the general index at the end of the

third Vo’urae, to find the Specks.
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EXAMPLE VIII.

DAPH'NE. (Mezereon.)

In February the Mezereon is in blofsom, and, though rarely

found wild, is often met with in the garden. Its Stamens being

8 in number, we turn to the Clafs Octandria, and its single Pistil

confines our enquiries to the Order Monogynia. This being

divided into complete and mco7npIete Flowers, we conclude that

the Flower before us belongs to the latter subdivision, because it

wants a Calyx. The character of Daphne corresponds with our

Flower, and there is no other Genus in that subdivision. The

examination of the Generic description, confirms our deter-

mination. We find two British Species, but in that before us,

the Flowers are sitting, and grow hy threes; it must therefore be

the Daphne Mezereum, or common Mezereon.

EXAMPLE IX.

LYCH'NIS, (Cuckow-flower.)

White or Red Campion; Batchelors Buttons; Lychnis; It

grows wild in woods and ditch-banks, flowering all summer.

After examining several of the Flowers, finding lo Stamens in

each, and the Filaments not united ; observing too no vestige

of any Pistil, we begin to suspect that it is one of those plants in

which the Stamens and Pistils are contained in separate Flowers,

and upon distinct Plants. In this state of doubt we go to the place

where the Plant was gathered, and, after examining several, at

length find that the Flowers containing Stamens, and the Flowers

containing Pistils, do grow upon distinct Plants. Directed by the

number of Stamens, we therefore turn to the Decandria Clafs,

and finding the Orders of that Clafs founded upon the number of

Pistils, we look forit in the Order Pentagynia, 5 Pistils being the

number we count in the Female Flowers. This Order contains

7 Genera, the three first of which have 5-celled Capsules ; but

in the Female Flower before us, the Germen cut a-crofs, or the

Capsule, if we happen to have got a ripe one, appears to have

only one cell. Cerastium and Spergula are mentioned to have a

five-leaved Calyx, whilst the Flowers before us have a Calyx of

one leaf. They must therefore be referred either to Agrostemma,
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or to Lychnis. But the difference between these two Genera is

not very obvious in the artificial characters now before us ; we

therefore turn to the Generic descriptions of Agrostemina and

Lychnis ;
compare all the parts of the Flower carefully with both

these, and find reason to believe it a Lychnis. The Obs.

subjoined to that Genus support this conclusion, and amongst

the species of Lychnis we find the Lychnis dioica, witfi the

Stamens and Pistils on different plants.

EXAMPLE X.

PY'RUS. (Pear.)

Finding about 20 Stamens in each Flower, we conclude that

it belongs either to the 12th, or to the 13th Clafs.

The introduction to the 12th, or Icosandria Clafs informs us,

that the number of Stamens alone, will not sufficiently distinguish

it from the Clafses, Dodecandria and Polyandria ; we therefore

attend to the directions there delivered, and finding in our Plant

that the Calyx is formed of a single concave Leaf; that the

Petals are fixed to the sides of the Calyx ; and that the Stamens

do not stand upon the Receptacle, we conclude that we are at

the right clafs; and seeing each Flower furnished with 5 Pistils,

we look for the Genus under the Order Pentagynia. This

Order contains three Genera. In the last Genus the Calyx is

fixed beneath the Germen, but in our Plant it is above the

Germen. In that and in other respects it corresponds with the

two first Genera. The Calyx being cloven into 5 parts, and the

Blofsom being composed of 5 Petals, are circumstances common
to both. But the fruit of the first is a Berry, containing 5 Seeds,

and the fruit of the second is a Pomum, or Apple, with 5 Cells

and many Seeds. Hence it appears that our plant is undoubtedly

the Pyrus ; and turning to the Generic description we are con-

firmed in this opinion. We next cornpare it with the only two

British Species, and are soon enabled to determine whether we
have got the Pyrus communis, or the Pyrus malus,' i. e. the Pea

or the Apple.
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EXAMPLE XI.

. RANU'NCULUS. (Cro^^^oot.)

The beautiful shining yellow Blofsoms of Crowfoot, and the

frequency of it in pastures in the months of June and July, will

probably attract our notice; especially as cattle leaveit untouched,

even when the pasture is bare. We therefore collect some of it;

and finding a great number of Stamens in each Blofsom, we refer

it to the Polyandria Clafs. The introduction to this Clafs tells

us, that the Stamens stand upon the Receptacle, and not upon

the Cup or the Blofsorn. As this appears to be the case, we next

examine the Pistils, and finding them more than can readily be

counted, we refer to the Order Polygynia. This Order includes

eleven Genera. Of these only Sagittaria, Ranunculus, and

Adonis, have a Cup to the Flower. The eight first that occur

have no Calyx; but our Flower has a Cup of 5 Leaves. It is

clear then, that it must be one of these three. Sagittaria it

cannot be, because there the Flowers are Male and Female on

the same Plant, but those before us are all Hermaphrodite.

Upon an accurate examination, we observe a little Pore or

Nectary, within the claw of each Petal, and governed also by the

number of Leaves forming the Cup, and of Peta.ls composing the

Blofsom, we turn to the Generic description of the Ranunculus,^

Quite satisfied about the Genus^ we 'observe the Species are

numerous, and arranged according as the Leaves are divided^ or

not divided. In our specimen the Leaves are divided. We then

compare it with each of the Species, and, from its open or

expanded Calyx, its cylindrical Fruit-stalks, its Leaves with
3^

^

divisions, many clefts, 8cc. find it to be the Ranunculus acris,

upright Crowfoot.

EXAMPLIE XII.

A'RUM. (Cuckow-pint,)

Or Wake-robin ; or Lords and Ladiesv Not unfrequent in

stiff soils. It generally grows in rough shady places, and at

hedge bottoms. It flowers in May.

There is something so very peculiar and unusual in the

Structure of this plant, that we find ourselves at a lofs how tq
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set about the investigation of it. What shall we call this long

purplish substance which stands upright within the sheathing

conical Calyx? We remove the Sheath to inspect the lower

part, and there w’e find this purple substance surrounded at its

base by a number of Germens. It must therefore be a sort of a

Fruit-stalk, or a Rece’ptacle of an unusual length. On a further

examination we observe a number of hair-like fibres, or threads,

but without any Anthers, and between these and the Germens

we perceive a number of Anthers without any Filaments,

As the Anthers are numerous, we turn to the Clafs Polyandria,

and the Germens being more than 6, we look in the Order

Polygynia, Zostera and Arum are the only Genera in which

the existence of a Blofsom is not mentioned ; and as our Plant

shews nothing like a Blofsom, it must be one or other of these.

The conical Sheath of one Leaf,~and indeed all the other circum-

stances mentioned, afsure us that it is an Arum. The Generic

description, and the subjoined observations, fully explain the

structure of this wonderful and extraordinary Plant. The shape

of the leaves accords with the Specific Character, and we pro-

npunce jt to be the Arum maculcttum,

EXAMPLE XIII.

LA'MIUM. (Archangel,)

Or white or Red Deadnettle, It grows every where upon

ditch-banks, amongst rubbish, and in orchards.

Upon opening the Blofsom we observe 4 Stamens, and as 2 of

the Stamens are considerably longer than the other two, we

expect to find it in the Clafs Didynamia. .After reading the

introduction to that Clafs, w^e have no doubt of having clafsed it

right. We then observe that the two Orders in this Clafs are

characterised" from the Seeds being naked^ (Gymnospermia;)
or covered^ (Angiospermia.) In our specimen we find 4 naked

Seeds at the Bottom of the Cup: so that it belongs to the firfl

Order. This Order admits of two subdivisions, founded upon

the clefts of the Cup; our Plant arranging under Cups with 5
clefts, we carefully compare it with each of the generic cha-

racters
; and, after some difficulty, guided by the bristle-shaped

tooth on each side the Mouth of the Blofsom, we suspect it may
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be a Lamium; though we are not certain but it may be a

Galeopsis, We therefore compare our Plant with the Generic

descriptions of both ; and further aided by the Efsential Generic

Characters at the head of the Species, we find that it is a Lamium.

Upon rea!ding the characters ofthe three British Species, we are

soon determined by the taper-pointed, heart-shaped Leaves, &c.

to call it the Lamium album, or white Archangel,

EXAMPLE XIV.

CHEIRAN'THUS. (Wall-flower.)

This Plant is very generally known. It grows wild upon

old walls, and is frequently cultivated in gardens.

Carefully remove the Calyx and the Petals, and you will find

6 Stamens
; two of which are shorter than the other 4. It

belongs therefore to the Qlafs Tetradynamia. The Orders of

this Clafs depend upon the form of the Seed-vefsel ; and, after

examining the specimen, you necefsarily refer it to the first

subdivision of the second Order; for the Seed-vefsel is alongFod,

and the Leaves of the Cup stand upright and close to the Blofsoni,

It is pofsible you must difsect several Flowers before you can

ascertain the Genus ; for this Clafs, like the preceding, is com-

posed of a natural afsemblage of Plants, whofe Flowers bear a

strong resemblance to each other, and the differences when this

is the case, are not very obvious. At length, however, the small

glandular substance on each side the base of the Germen,
determines you to refer it to Cheiranthus. Upon a comparison

with the Generic description, you find it accurately described;

and the shape of the Leaves,' See. put it beyond a doubt that it is

the Cheiranthus Cheiri, or Wall Gilli-flower.

EXAMPLE XV.

ALTHiT'A. (Marsh-mallow,)
I

Or Wymote. It naturally grows in salt marshes, but upon

account of its medical uses it is cultivated in most gardens, and

is pretty generally known.

Upon examining the Flower, we find the Stamens numerous,

and the Filaments all united at the base. We recollect that this

circumstance characterises the Flowers of the Clafs Monadelphia.
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Wc find the Orders in that Clafs depend upon the number of

Stamens; and observing that the Flowers before us contain more

than 10, we must expect to find the plant in the Order Polyan-

dria. Our Plant having many Pistils, we refer it to the 3d

subdivision. The three Genera contained in that subdivision,

nearly resemble each other; but the outer Cup being cloven

into 9 parts, we must suppose it an Althsea. Under that Genus

we find only one Species, and as our Plant agrees both in the

Generic and Specific Character, we pronounce it to be the

Althaea officinalis, or Marshmallow.

EXAMPLE XVI.

SPAR'TIUM. (Broom.)

From the appearance of the Stamens, which are all united by

the Filaments, we should be at'a lofs whether to expect this plant in

the Monadelphia, or in the Diadelphia Clafs; but the butterfly-

shape of the Blofsom determines us to the latter. After reading

the introduction to that Clafs, we observe that the Orders depend

upon the number of Stamens, The Flowers of our Plant con-

tain 10; and, as the Filaments are all united^ we are at no lofs to

see that it belongs to the first subdivision of the Order Decan-

dria. We now compare it with the characters of the different

Genera; but, as the Genera of this Clafs are a natural afsem-

blage, and, from their similarity, admit of one Natural
Character, the differences between each Genus must depend

upon minute circumstances, and therefore demand a good deal of

attention. At length we perceive, from the hairy Summit, and

the Filam.ents clipping the Germen closely, that it must be the

Spartium. Comparing it therefore with the Generic descrip-

tion of Spartium, and still further confirmed by the Efsential

Character, we find it must be the Spartium scoparium, or common
Broom; which happens to be the only English Species belong-

ing to that Genus.

EXAMPLE XVII.

LEON'TODON. (Dandelion
;)

Or Pifs-abed, This Plant is in Blofsom during great part of

the spring and summer; it grows in pastures, roadsides, and the

I
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uncultivated parts of gardens. At the first view we perceive its

structure to be very different from any we have examined before ;

we hardly know what to call Stamens, or what Pistils. The

fact is this; this is a true Compound Flower, or-a flower

formed of a number of little flowers (or florets) sitting upon one

common Receptacle, and inclosed by one comrnon Calyx. Turning

to Compound Flowers and Florets in the Dictionary, and

reading the explanation of Compound Flowers, with references

to the fourth plate, we soon attain a true idea of the matter ; and

therefore separating one of the Florets, and examining it care-

fully, we find 5 Stamens with the Anthers united; and the Pistil

pafsing through the cylinder formed by the union of the Anthers.

We therefore refer it to the Clafs Syngenesia. By carefully

studying the introduction to that Clafs, w^e understand still more

clearly the nature of Compound Flowers, and the Florets which

compose them. We learn too how the Orders are constituted;

and, upon examining the Flower before us, and finding that all

the Florets are furnished with Stamens and Pistils, we perceive

that it belongs to the first Order. From the shape of the

Blofsoms of the Flore*ts, which are all long and narrow, wc

know that we must look In the firfl; subdivision of that Order.

Perceiving that the Receptacle is an important circumstance

in the character of Compound Flowers, wc pull off all the

Florets in one of the Flowers, and expose the Receptacle to view.

We find it naked; that is^ not beset with chaffy or bristly sub-

stances. We* find too, a sort of down adhering to the Seeds

and observe the scales of the Calyx laid one over another like

the tiles on a roof, the outer scales loose, flexible, and turned

back. These characters corresponding pretty well with the

Leontodon, we fix upon that as the Genus. Now we look for-

ward to the Generic description for further information ; with

* The Down attached to the Seeds in the Compound Flowers is either

formed of simple hairs, or of hairs set with other finer hairs ; in the former

case, it is said to be hair like; in the latter it is said to be feathered. Now
as these circumstances must be attended to, in forming Generic Distinctions,

it is necefsary to apprise the learner, that the Down must be exposed to

the air a little time before he can pronounce whether it be hair-like, or

feathered ; for whilst it is moist in the flower^ the lateral hairs often lie sp

clcseas not to be visible.
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this It perfectly agrees, and in the Observations subjoined, wc

are told that in the Leonto'don Taraxacum the Down of the Seed

is supported on a long pedicle, which we had already remarked

in the Flower before us* We now read the characters of the
\

different Species; and, from the deep notches in the leaves,,

judge our plant to be the Leontodon Taraxacum, or common

Dandelion.

It will be very proper for the learner thus to examine several

more Genera of this Clafs, as the Coltsfoot, the Burdock, the

Thistle, the Tansy, the Daisie, and the Groundsel
;
for, by doing

this, he will soon overcome the difficulties which present them*

selves; and when any of the books are at hand which are men-

tioned in italic print, after the Specific Character, it will be

satisfactory to turn to them, and to compare the plant in question

with the figures referred to.

It may not be amifs for him to begin with a Sunflower, which^

though not an English Plant, and therefore not to be found in

this book, may yet, from the large size of its Florets, enable

him to form a good idea of the structure of Compound Flowers

in general.

By paying a proper attention to the nature of Compound

Flowers, we soon learn to distinguish them from double Flowers;

and when by accident or cultivation any of the true Compound
Flowers become double, we shall alw'ays find it depends upon the

multiplication of some of the parts, and the exclusion of others.

These examples will, it is supposed, afford sufficient instruc-

tion to the learner, but, if he wishes for others, he may examine

such plants as are mentioned in the Table of the Clafses.

It still remains to say something of the Cryptogamia Clafs.

The plants in that Clafs are not arranged like the other parts of

the system, and therefore cannot be investigated in the same

manner. We can only recommend a careful perusal of the In-

troduction to the Clafs, and an intimate acquaintance with the

terms made use of. This being done, the industry of the student

c.annot fail of its proper reward.

After conducting my Pupils in this familiar manner through

the different parts of the System, I must suppose that they no

longer stand in need of my afsistance, and that they will soon

find themselves equal to the investigation of every British plant
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which may come before them. But this is not all : They will

find that the Study of Nature is ever attended with pleasing re-

flections : that the Study of Botany, in particular, independent

of its immediate use, is as healthful as it is innocent. That it

beguiles the tediousnefs of the road, that it furnishes amusement

at every footstep of the solitary walk, and, above all, that it leads

to pleasing reflections on the bounty, the wisdom, and the power

of the great CREATOR. '

/

/



DIRECTIONS

FOR

DRYING W PRESERVING
I

SPECIMENS of PLANTS

M ANY methods have been devised for the preservation of

plants
;
we shall relate only such as have been found most suc-

cefsful.

First prepare a prefs, which a workmen will make by the

following directions.
' *

Take two planks of well-seasoned wood, not liable to warp.

The planks must be two inches thick, eighteen inches long, and

twelve inches broad. Get four male, and four female .screws;

such as are commonly used for securing sash windows. Let the

four female screws be let into the four corners of one of the

planks, and corresponding holes made through the four corners

of the other plank for the male screws to pafs through, so as to

allow the two planks to be screwed tightly together. It will not

be amifs to face the 'bearing of the male screws upon the wood,

with iron plates ; and, if the iron plates went acrofs from corner

to corner of the wood, it would be a good security against the warp-

ing. When a prefs is not at hand, the specimens may be dried

tolerably well between the leaves of a large folio book, laying

other books upon it to give the necefsary prefsure; but in all

cases, too much prefsure must be avoided.

Secondly, get a few sheets of strong card pasteboard, and

Haifa dozen quires of large, soft, spongy paper: such as the

stationers call blofsom blotting paper, is the best.
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' The plants you wish to preserve should be gathered in a dry

day, after the sun has exhaled the dew: taking particular care to

collect them in that state wherein their generic and specific cha-

racters are most conspicuous. Carry them home in a tin box^

Vvhich mav be made about nine inches Ions, four inches and a

half wide and one inch and a half deep. Get the box made of

the thinnest dnned iron that can be procured; and let the lid

open upon hinges. The box should be painted, or lacquered, to

prevent it rusting. If anV thing happens to prevent the immedi-

ate use of the specimens you have collected, they will be kept

fresh two or three days in this box, much better than by putting

them in water; but the Blofsoms of some plants are so very deli-

cate, that they shrivel in a very short time, and often before you

can well examine them. In this case, put the stems in water,

cover the whole with a glafs bell, like those used in gardens, or

the receiver of an air pump wdll do
;
expose them to the sun^ and,

in half an hour, you, will find them completely expanded. When
you are about to preserve them, lay them down upon a pasteboard,

as much as possible in their natural form; but, at the same time,

with a particular view to their generic and specific characters.—

•

For this purpose it will be adviseable to separate one or more of

the flowers, and to display them so as to shew the generic charac-

ter. If the specific character depends upon the flower, or upon

the root, a particular display of that wull be likewise necefsary.

When the plant is thus disposed upon the pasteboard, cover it

with eight or ten layers of the blotting paper, and put it into the

prefs. Exert only a small degree of prefsure, for the first two or

three days; then examine it, unfold any unnatural plaits, rectify

any mistakes, and, after putting fresh paper -over it, screw the

prefs a little harder. In about three days more, separate the

plant frorn the pasteboard, if it be sufficiently firm to allow of a

change of place
;
put it upon a dry fresh pasteboard, and, covering

it with fresh blofsom paper, let it remain in the prefs a few days

longer. The prefs should stand in the sun-shine, or within the

influence of a fire, for nothing is so destructive to the beauty of

the Specimens as a long continued dampnefs.* Shrubs and many

* One of my correspondents afsures me, that he finds old broad cloth

better than paper, for absorbing the moisture of the plants; but I have not

had occasion to to try it.
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of the harder perennial plants will lie much neater in the Herba-

rium, if the bark of the principal Stem be slit up with the point of

a sharp knife, so as to allow the inner woody part to be extracted.

When it is perfectly dry, the usual method is to fasten it

down with glue, or paste, or gum water, on the right hand inner

page of a sheet of large strong writing-paper. It requires some

dexterity to glue the plant neatly down, so that none of the gum
or paste may appear to defile the paper. Prefs it gently again for

a day or two, with a half sheet of blofsom-paper between the folds

of the writing paper. When it* is quite dry, write upon the left

,
hand inner page of the paper, the name of the plant; the speci-

fic character; the place where, and the time when it was found;

and any other remarks you think proper. Upon the back of the

same page, near the fold of the paper, write the name of the

plant, and then place it in your cabinet.' A small quantity of

finely powdered arsenic, or corrosive sublimate, is frequently

mixed with the paste or gum water, to prevent the devastations of

insects; but the seeds of Staves-acre finely powdered, will answer

the same purpose, without being liable to corrode or to change

the colour of the more delicate plants. A little Alum added to

the paste makes it keep longer, and a little very coarse brown

Sugar dissolved in the Gum water, renders it lefs brittle when dry.

Some people put the dried plants into the sheets of writing paper,

without fastening them down at all, which I think much the most

useful way: others only fasten them by means of small slips of

paper, pasted acrofs the stem or branches, and others again sew

them to the paper with a needle and fine thread.

Another more expeditious method is to take the plants out of

the prefs, after the first or second day; let them remain upon the

pasteboard; cover them with five or six leaves of blofsom paper,

and iron them with a hot smoothing iron, until they are perfectly

dry. If the iron be too hot, it will change the colours; but some

people, taught by long practice, succeed very happily. This is

quite the best method to treat the different Species of Orchis and

other slimy mucilaginous plants,

I am indebted to T. Velley, Esq. of Bath, for the following

improved method of drying plants, which, being the result of

much experience, cannot but prove acceptable to the practical

botanist.

VoL. I.—

D
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“ “ I place the plant when fresh, between several sheets,

“ of blotting paper, and iron it with a large smooth heater,

“ pretty strongly warmed, till all the moisture is difsipated.

—

“ The flowers and fructification I fix down with gum, upori the

paper on which they are to remain; and iron them in that state,

“ by which means tliey become almost incorporated into the paper

in their proper forms. Many colours I have been able to fix,

which frequently forsook the flowers during the gradual and

“ tedious procefs of sand-heats, and other methods which I had

“ before tried.

“ Some plants require a more moderate heat than others:

“ experience must determine this
; and herein consists the nicety

of the experiment. The forms and colours seem to remain

“ more perfect by this mode than by any other I have been able

“ to try.”- “ If the mucilaginous and fucculent plants do not

‘‘ succeed 'SO well with respect to their colour, under the hot

“ smoothing iron, I have always found that they failed full as

“ much or more, when preserved by other means. The colours

“ of the blofsoms in the clafs Didynamia, I could never fix by a

“sand-heat. Several of these, as well as of the rough-leaved

“ plants, I have preserved tolerably well by ironing.

“ It is necefsary to observe, that in compound flowers, or in

those of a solid and more stubborn form, as the Centaurea,

“ &c. some little art must be employed in cutting away the under

“ part, by which means the profile and form of the flowers will

“ be more distinctly exhibited, provided they are to be pasted

“down.”—“ After all, it must be remembered that a plant,

“ when preserved in a most perfect state, is a kind of Hygrome-
“ ter, and if exposed for any time to a moist atmosphere, or laid

“ up in a situation which is not perfectly dry, will imbibe a

“ degree of humidity that must soon prove injurous to the beauty

“ of the specimen.”

Major Velley sent me some plants dried by these means,

which are the most beautiful specimens I have seen. The facility

of drying plants by ironing, must render this method particular-

ly acceptable to the travelling botanist.

In addition to the methods of preparing a Hortus siccus

already pointed out, I am desired by my friend Mr. Whateley,

Surgeon, in London, to insert the following account of a method
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which he has used with the greatest advantage ;
and such of my

readers as observe his rules, and execute them with adroitnefs,

will find their attentions well rewarded.

$

An Approved Method of Preparing Plants for an

Herbarium*

“ PREVIOUS to the drying- of Plants by this plan, it will be

necefsary to procure the following apparatus.

1. “A strong oak box of the, size and shape of those used for

“ the packing up of tin plates.

2. “ A quantity of fine dry and searced sand of any kind,

“ sufficient to fill the box.

3. “A considerable number of pieces of pliant paper, from

“ one to four inches square. '

4. “ Some small flat leaden weights, and a few small bound
“ books.

“ The specimen of any plant intended for the Herbarium,

“ should be carefully collected when dry and in the height of its

“ flowering, with the different parts as perfect at pofsible, and in

“ the smaller plants the roots should be taken up. It should

“ then be brought home in a tin box well closed from the air.

—

The plant should be cleared from the decayed leaves and dirt,

and afterwards laid upon the inside ofone ofthe leaves ofa sheet

“ ofcommon cap paper. The upper leaves and flowers should then

“ be covered in an expanded state by * pieces of the' prepared

paper, which may be placed in any irregular way, and kept

down by the fingers till these parts of the plant are entirely

“ covered by them ; and after that, let one or two of the leaden

“ weights be placed upon the papers. The parts of the plant

* As the beauty of the Specimen depends very much upon this part of
the procefs, each large petal ought to be laid flat separately with a piece of
paper, and the utmost care taken that every part of the plant be laid down
without folds, which may be done in general in a short time,

D 2
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“ below should then be covered with the pieces of paper, and

likewise with the. weights, and thus the whole plant should be

“ laid in its proper expanded form by the same method. The

“ weights should then be carefully removed, and the other leaf

“ of the sheet of paper applied to its opposite one, having the

“ loose pieces of paper and plant between them. Alter which,

“ one or two of the books should be placed on the outside of the

“ paper, and remain there till as many other plants as are in-

“ tended to be preserved, have been prepared in like manner.*

“ A layer of sand an inch deep should then be put into the box>

and afterwards one of the plants with the books placed upon it,

“ which last should be removed after a sufficient quantity of sand.

“ is put upon the paper, to prevent the plant from varying its

“ form. All the other plants m^iy then be put into the box in the

“ same manner, with a layer of sand about an inch thick between

“ each, when the sand should be gently pressed down by the

“ foot, and the degree of prefsure in some measure regulated by

“ the kind of plants in the box. If they are stiff and firm as the

“ Holly, or Furze, much prelsure is required. If tender and

“ succulent a lefscr degree is better, for fear of extravasating

“ the juices, which would injure the colour of the plant, butpar-*
'

ticular care should be taken to make a sufficient degree of pref-

“ sure upon the expanded blofsoms of plants, that they may
“ not shrivel in drying. The box should then be carefully

“ placed before a fire, with one side a little raised or occasionally

“ flat, as may be most convenient, alternately changing the sides

“ of the box to the fire, twice or thrice a day ; or, when conveni-

“ ent, it may be put into an oven in a gentle heat. In two or

“ three days the plants will be perfectly dry. The sand should

“ then be taken out with a common plate, and put into a spare

“ box, and the plants carefully taken out also, and removed to a

“ sheet of writing paper.

“ This method of preserving plants is from much experience,

“ found preferable to any other, and has every advantage attend-

“ ing it that can be wished for ;
it dries most of them of an ex-

* Those ofthe Genus PotaUiogeton, and such like, ought to be put into

the sand without lofs of time and well prefsed, otherwise they arc apt to .

dry too fast and shrivel.
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“ ceeding fine natural and durable colour, as well in theilowers

“ as leaves. It will be found upon trial, that a different degree

“ ot heat is suitable to different plants, the exact knowledge of

“ which will be easily acquired by a little experience, and that

some will dry much better than others. I have always found

the fewer plants there were in the sand at a time, and the

“ quicker the heat, the better the colours were. Those plants

“ that have coloured flowers should be placed uppermost, other-

“ ways their colour.will be injured by the slow difsipation of the

** moisture from the others.

“ Plants are most fit for fLjture examination when preserved

“ loose within the paper, and if they are kept in a very dry roorhand

“ unexposed to the air, they will preserve their beauty a great

“ number of years, but it will be necefsary to inspect them once

“ a year, to destroy any of the small insects that may breed

among them, and this will be fully sufficient for their pre-

servation,”

In whatever method the plants are dried, the precautions

mentioned in the last paragraph of Mr. Whateley’s account, are

indispensable to their preservation. ' They may be most conve-

niently kept in a Cabinet made for the purpose, with the drawers

open in front, excepting only a shallow ledge at the bottom of

each
;
placing the species of each Genus together, and keeping

each Clafs separate.

In the Clafs Cryptogamia, a different management may be

adopted with advantage, except in the Filices (or Ferns) and
these may be dried and disposed of, the same as the plants pf the

other Clafses
; but the Musci (Mofses,) which constitute the

second Order of the Cryptogamia clafs, being very numerous,

and mostly very minute, may be kept in papers folded to the octavo

size. It is sufficient to place them in the papers, and to give

them a moderate prefsure fora short timL They dry readily and

are not apt to spoil.

The preservation of the Alg^, or third Order of this Clafs,

requires some further directions.

The Lichens require no care in drying; they should not

even be prefsed, or put into papers, but placed in shallow close

drawers which are divided into small partitions.

The Co NFERV.E, a nd the finer leaved Fuci, cannot be ad-

vantageously laid down in the common way, but should be floated
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in a large shallow dish of water, so as to separate and expand their

delicate branches. A stiff piece of writing paper may then be

made to slide under them, and with a^ little addrefs the paper

may be drawn out of the water so as to bring out the plant upon

it, in its beautiful and expanded state. . It the whole be then

dried between blotting papers, under a gpntle pressure, the

plants will,in general adhere to the writing paper so as to preserve

their form. The Sea weeds must all be soaked in large quanti-

ties of fresh water, so as to extract the salt before they are laid

down to dry. If the collector has not time to examine and lay

them down while at the sea side, nothing more should be done

at them, than allowing them to dry moderately in the open air,

and tying them up loosely in strong brown paper. They may

thus be carried without injury to any distance; and when mace-

rated in fresh water, will expand as fully as before, so as- to ad-

mit of their being examined and preserved at leisure.

The Fungi (Fungufses) may be preserved pretty well by the

method described in the 2d volume of the Transactions of the

Linnean Society, at page 263, to which I might refer the reader,

but as a longer continued attention to the subject has given rise

to some little improvement of the method, since that memoir was

communicated, I shall subjoin the following directions :

Take 2 ounces of vitriol of copper reduced to powder; pour

upon it about a tea cup of cold water, stir them with a piece of
stick, or a quill, for about a minute, then pour offthe water and
throw it away.

On the remaining vitrinl pour a pint of boiling water, and
when the whole is difsolved and grown cool, add to it half a pint

of rectified Spirit of Wine. Filtre it through paper; keep it in

a bottle closely corked, and call it the fickle.

To 8 pints of pure spring water, add a pint and half of recti-

fied Spirit of Wine. Keep this in corked bottles, and call it the

stronger liquor.

To 8 pints more water, add one^pint of Spirit of Wine, and
call it the iceaker liquor.

Be provided with a number of wide mouthed glafs jars, of

various sizes, capable of holding from 2 ounces to 2 pints; all

very well fitted with corks.
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Whatever Fungus, whether Agaric, or Boletus, See. you wish

to preserve, should be suffered fo lie upon your table as long as

it can be trusted without danger of its decaying, so as to allow

some part of its moisture to evaporate ; the thick and fleshy plants

should lie the longest, but the deliquescent ones, and those which

are very thin and delicate should be put into pickle almost im-

mediately after they are gathered.

Pour some of the Pickle into a spare jar, and into this im-

merge the specimens to be preserved. The Specimens should

remain in the pickle from three hours to three days, according to

their bulk and fleshinefs. Then remove each specimen into the

jar in which it is to be kept, suiting the size of the Jars to the

size of the Specimens. If they are of the large, juicy, and

fleshy kind, fill up the jar with the stronger liquor, but the weaker

will suffice for the smaller and thinner plants. Whichever liquor

be used, the jar must be quite filled with it, and immediately

corked very tight. Cover the cork and the top of the jar with

Venice Turpentine, by means of a painter’s brush. In three or

four days the turpentine will become nearly dry, and then tic? a

piece of wetted bladder very tight over the top of the jar. These

precautions are necefsary to prevent the accefs of air, and the

evaporation of the liquor: because, if either of these happen, the

specimens w’ill soon be spoiled. The Boleti are in general more

difficultly preserved than the Agarics, and such of either as

abound with a milky juice, are apt to foul the liquor, which must

then be changed. Mofses and Lichens may be preserved in

great perfection, by this method of pickling., ,

X
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BOTANICAL TERMS.

THE following AlphabeticaLList of the Terms employed by

Linnasus, as well as of those used in this work, and by other

modern authors, will be extremely useful to the learner, as he

will thus be enabled to understand other botanical books

which he may wish to consult.

The ladies too, who, in spite of. the obstacles attendant upon

a dead language, often have recourse to Linnaeus in th^

original Latin, will find their researches facilitated by it.

A BBREVIATUS, see short.

Abortivi (floscLili) see barren.

Abrupt (abruptus) when a winged leaf ends abruptly; I. e,

without a tendril or a little leaf. PI. 8. fig. 53.
Acaulis, stem-lefs.

Acerosus, chaffy.

Acicularis, needle-shaped.

Acinaciformis, scymetar-shapcd.
Acini, granulations.

Acorn, the seed of the Oak.
•

N. B. The plants referred to in this Dictionary, for the sake of illustrate

ing the different Term, are for the most part natives of this island, and are
quoted by their most common English names, because the reader who
recollects them will immediately, and without further trouble, be able to

form the right idea which the term is intended to convey 5. and as these
names are inserted in the index, he may easily turn to them. The instances
taken from exotic plants, are chiefly such as are cultivated in almost every
garden, and are introduced only when an English plant was wanting to
which the term could be properly applied, or when it was thought that the

exotic was more commonly known, and more easily attainable than the

native.
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Acotyledones, seeds without lobes, and of course, when they

vegetate, they produce no feminal leaves.

Aculeatus, prickly.

Aculei, prickles.

Acuminatum, (fol.) tapering to a point.

Acute (acutus) tapering gradually to a slender, but not a prickly

or a thorny termination, as the leaves of the Jefsa?nnie, or

the segments of the cup of the Primrose, ^ce pi. 3. f. 10;

or pi. 7. f. 40.

Acutus, acute.

Adnatus, connected.

Adpressus, contiguous, prefsed to, or laid to.

Adscendens, ascending.

/Equal is, equal.

Aggregatus, incorporated.

Air-Bag (folliculus) a distended bladder*likc seed-vefsel, open-

ing on one side, as in the Periwinkle, or Bladder Sena. It is

also used to signify other kinds of distended air-vefsels.

Aui®, wungs.

Alatus, winged seed, stem, or leaf-stalk.

Alburnum, a soft white substance, found in trees, between the

inner bark and the wood, composed oflayers of the former,

which have not yet attained the solidity of the latter. Irt

this state, dealers in timber call it the sap.

ALGiE, the name of the third order of the clafs Cryptogamia.

Alternate (alternus) branches, or leaves, or flowers, spring-

ing out regularly one above another, as the leaves of

Borrage, or Chequered Daffodil. PI. g. f. 3. (^. d. d. d.’d.)

PI. 8. f. 54.
Alveolatum, see favosum.

Amentum, catkin.

Amplexic AULis, embracing the stem.

An CEPS, two-edged.

Androgyna (planta) bearing some flowers with stamens only,

and fome with pistils only, on the same root, without any
mixture of such as are hermaphrodite. Of this we have
examples in the melon and cucumber.

Angiospermia, seeds in a capsule^ as in the second order of the

clafs Didynamia.
Angular (angulatus) stem, See. having edges or corners;

opposed to cylindrical. Astern or stalk may have i, 2,^

3, 4, or more angles or corners. The White Archangel

hath 4.

Capsule, as in Blower de Luce or Flag.

Angustifolius, narrow-leaved.
'

Annual (annuus) living only one year ; ih.Q Larkspur.

Annulus, ring.

Annuus, annual.

Anomalous (anomalus) irregulat, fubject to no certain order.
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Anther, or Tip (antliera) apart of a stamen fixed upon the

filament, and containing the pollen. In Dogs Mercury it

hath one cell; in Hellebore two; in Orchis three ; in Friiillary

four; see stamen. PI. 3, f. 2. (r. c, c. r. c, c.) f. 5. {b. b.

b. b. b. b.) f. 6. (h.)

An’thera, Anther.

Apetalus, without petals.

Apex, the point, end, or termination of a leaf. See.

A p H Y L L i; s
,
Icaflefs

.

Ar 0 p H Y s rs
,
excrescence

.

Appendiculatus, appendage, mostly applied to exprefs an
additional small leaf.

Approaching, see converging.

Approximatus, near to, or near together.

Arachnoideus, cobwebbed.
Arborescens, arborescent, gradually becomingfirm and woody.
Areoreus, tree-like; having a permanent woody stem.

Arcuatus, bowed.
Ariel us, seed-coat.

Arista, awn,
A R I s T A T u s ,

awned.
Arm (brachium) see measure.

Arm a, weapons of defence.

Arrow-shaped (saglttatus) Leaf, shaped like the head of an
arrow, as the leaves of Sorrel ; the Small ox Great Bindweed.

. PI. 7, f. 13.

Anthers, as in the Crocus, Elder.

STiPULiC, as in the Fea.

Art I c UL at us, jointed.

Articulus, joint.

Ascendens, or Adscendens, ascending.

Ascending (ascendens) growing first horizontally and then

bowed upwards. It is applicable either to Leaves, to Stalks,

to Stems, as in fpiked Speedwell, or to Stamens, as in all the

Speedwells. See the Stam.enswo.yX below {a) in pi. i, f. 8,

Asper, rough.
' Asper iFOL I A, rough-leaved.

Assurgens, rising.

Attenuatus, tapering.

Auctus, Calyx, when the Calyx has the addition of another
smaller Calyx.

Auriculatus, ear-shaped; also having an appendage.
Avenis, without veins.

Awl-shaped (subulatus) slender, and becoming finer towards
the end, like an awl. PI. 7. f. 8. PI. 5. f. 1 5. {a) as the

leaves of Bock Stone-crop.

• Filament, as in Crerwx. Borrage. Daffodil. Haw-
thor?i.

\ Seeds, as in Shepherds Needle.
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Awn (arista) the slender sharp substance growing to the valves

of corn or grafs, and frequently called a beard. It is

remarkable enough in Oats and Barley. It is sometimes

used to signify a sharp point terminating a leaf,&c. FI.

2. f. 2 1. (^. L) f. 23. (
1 . h.)

Awned (aristatus) having an Awn.
Awnless (muticus) without Awns.

Axillary (axillaris) at the base or bosom of the leaves, or

branches, on the upper and inner side.

Bacca, berry.

Bacciferous, bearing berries.

Barbatus, bearded.

Barbed, (retrorsum-sinuatum.) See pi. 7. f. 27.

Bark (cortex) the universal covering of the stems, roots, and
branches of vegetables. It is generally spoken of as inner

and outer. A Blofsom is an expansion of the mner^ and a

Calyx is a continuation of the outer bark.

Barren (masculi; abortivi) Flowers or Florets, such as pro-

duce no perfect seeds. The barren flowers are generally

such as have Stam.ens, but no Pistils; these are also called

male flowers. Flowers which have only Pistils, are some-
times barren, owing to the absence of other flowers which
bear the Stamens. In the Umbelliferous flowers (Clafs V.
Order II.) it is not uncommon to have several of the florets

barren, though they are furnished both with Stamens and
Pistils

;
perhaps owing to some imperfection in the Pistils

;

but future observation must determine this matter. PI. i.

21. a; 22. a. 2^.

BASt (axillaris) that part of a leaf. Sec. nearest to the branch or
stem.

of the Leaves or Branches. Flowers or fruit-stalks are
often said to grow at the base of the leaves, or the branches;
that Is, when they are placed at the bottom of a leaf, or
branch, and on the inner side, where it joins to the stem.
The same as Axillary. PI. g. f. 5. (w,) the fruit-stalks of
the Cotnmon Pimpernel; the Great Perinvinkle^ and the Flowers
of the Common Calimint,- are examples.

Battledore-shaped (spatulatum.) See pi. 8. f. 64.
Beaded (granulatus) consisting of many little knobs connected

•by small strings. As the root of the White Saxifrage.

Beak, or Bill (rostrum) a long projecting appendage to some
seeds, like the beak of a bird; remarkable in the
Geranium. See pi. 5. f. 15.

Bearded (barbatus) beset with straight parallel hairs.

Bell-shaped (campanulatus) the idea this term is intended to

convey cannot well be mistaken
; examples of it occur in

the Cup of the Cherry; in the Blofsoms of the Convolvulus or
Lily of the Valley; and in the Nectary of the Wild Daffodil.
PI. 5. f. I. (a) PI. 4. f. 2. 3. 4. 5.
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Bellying (ventricosus) distended in the middle.

Beneath (inferus) a Blossom is said to be beneath^ when it

includes the Germen, and is attached to the part imme-
diately below it, as the blofsom of Sage; Barrage; Con-

volvulus; Polyanthus.

a Germen is said to be beneath when it is placed below

the attachment of the blofsom, and therefore not included

within it; as in the Honeysuckle ; Currant; Plawthorn.

Bent inwards (inflexus) as the leaves, pi. g. f. 5. {a. a.)

Berry (bacca) a pulpy seed-vefsel without valves ;
in which

the seeds are naked, as in dne Gooseberry^ or Elderberry,

Pi. 5. f. ig.

Bicapsularis, having 2 Capsules.

Bicornes, ,2-horned.

Biennial (biennis) plants or roots
; are those which continue

alive two years.

Bifarius, pointing from opposite sides.

Bifiuus, cleft, or cloven into two.

Biflorus, 2-fiowcred.

Bigeminum, twin-fork.

BijuGUM, in 2 pairs.

Bilabiata, 2-lipped, (blofsom.)

Bilob.um, 2-lobed, (leaf.)

Biloc glare, 2 -celled, (seed-vefsel.)

Bin at us, in pairs.

Bipartitum, deeply divided into 2 parts.

Bipinnatum, doubly winged, (leaf.)

Bird-footed (pedatus) bearing some resemblance to the feet of
land fowl

;
as the leaves of the Passion Flowery or the seed-

vefsel of the Bird's-foot Trefoil. PI. 7. f. 4g.
Biternatus, doubly three-fold.

Bitten (pracmorsus) not tapering to a point, or ending in any
even .regular form, but appearing as if bitten off; as in the

root of Devil's-bit; and the petals of Common Mallows

y

and Marshmallows. PI. 7. f. 18.

Bill (rostrum) a long awl-shaped substance attached to a seed,

resembling the bill of a Woodcock ;
as in Shfpherd' s Needle;

or Crane' s- bill. . PI. 5. f. 15. {a.)

Bivalve, 2-valved (seed-vefsel.)

Blaoders (vesicLiloe) a kind of Air-bags found on some species

, ' of Fucus.

Bladder-shaped (inflatus) inflated or distended like a blown
bladder; as is the Cup of Bladder Campion

y
O-ud ihc

blofsom of the Figwort.

Blistered (bullatus) when»the surface of a leaf rises high
above the veins, so as to appear like blisters.

Blossom (corolla) one of the parts of a flower, It may consist

of one or more Petals; and is formed by an expansion of

the inner bark of the plant. Pi. 4. It is sometimes dif-
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ficult to say, whether we should call this protecting cover

to the Stamens and Pistils, a blolsom or a cup. In most

instances the former is coloured, and the latter green ;
but

that is not always the case, for there are green blofsoms

and coloured cups; but Linnasus remarks, that the blofsom

has its Petals, or its Segments placed alternately with the

Stamens, whilst the leaves or segments of the cup stand

opposite to them. If this rule be adopted, the blofsom or

Corolla of the Tulip, and several other bulbous rooted

plants, must be considered as a Cup.

Blunt (obtusus) opposed to acute ^ as the leaves of the Spiked

Speedwell; the cup of the CowWw/wi',* and the capsule of

the Tellow Rattle. See the leaf, pi. 7. f. 39.

Boat-shaped (navicularis) like a little keel-bottomed boat ;
as

are the valves of the seed-vefsels of the Woad and the

Mithridate. PI. 5. f. 13. and the keel or lower petal of

many of the butterfly-shaped blofsoms.

Border (limbus) the upper spreading part of a blofsom of one

Petal; as in the Primrose and Auricula. It is sometimes

used to signify the thin membranaceous part of a seed, or

seed-vessel. PI. 4. f. i. {b. h.)

Bordered (marginatus) having a border.

Bowed (arcuatus) bent like a bow.

inwards (incurvatus.)

Br ACHiATUS, see crofs-pairs.
'

Br ACH iuM, an arm; see measure.

Bra GTE A, fioral-leaf.

Branched (ramosus) having lateral divisions.

Bristles (setse) strong, stiff, cylindrical hairs.

Bristle-shaped (setaceus) slender, and nearly cylindrical, of

the size of a bristle, as the straw of the least Bullrush; the

leaves and stipulas of the Asparagus.

Broad-topped-spike, see Corymbus.
Bud (gemma) a protuberance upon the stem or branches, gene-

rally scaly, and gummy or resinous. It contains the

rudiments of the leaves, or flowers, or both, which are to

be expanded the following year.

Bulb (bulbus) may be considered as a Bud placed upon the

root. It contains the rudiments or embryo, of a future

plant. Bulbs sometimes are found upon the stem, as in

some species of Garlic. •

A Bulbous Root (bulbosus) is either

Solid, as in the Tulip. PI. ii. f. 3.

Sc AL Y

,

as in the L/'A. PI. ii.f. 4. or

Coated, as in the Onion. PI. 1 1. f. 2.

J 0 1 N T e d

,

as in the Adoxa and Lathrrea.

Bulging (gibbus) swollen out, not regularly, but on some one
or more sides, as the under part of the blofsom of the

Foxglove., the blofsom of the Honeysiickle, the Calyx of the

Turnept Cabbage., and WallJlo%cer. PI. 4. f. 12. ib.)
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Bullatum, blistered (leaf.)

Bunch (racemus) a fruit-stalk furnished with short lateral

branches. The Grape, the Currant, and the Barberry a.re

instances. PL 6. f. 8.

Bundle (fasciculus) when several flowers stand on their

respective fruit-stalks, which grow nearly from the same

point, and rise to the same height
;
as in the Snjeeet William,

Bundled (fasciculatus) Leaves, when they arise nearly from

the same point, and are crowded together; as in ^o-Larch.

PI- 9- P 3- (/•)— Roots; a sort of tuberous roots in which the knobs'

are connected without the intervention of threads, as in the

Feeony.

Butterfly-shaped (papilionaceus) from an imaginary resem-

blance that some blofsoms bear to that insect. The Fea

and the Broom furnish examples. See the introduction to

the Clafs Diadelphia; and also pi. 4. f. 13, 14. 15. 16. 17.

Caducus, shedding.

Caspitosus, matted together. '

Calcaratus, having a spur.

Caliculus, seed-coat cover.

Calyculatus, double Calyx.

Calyptra, veil.

Calyx, or Empalement, is a continuation of the outer bark of a

plant, constituting a part of the flower. It is either

a Cup (perianthium) as in the Frimrose

;

pi. 3. f. 10.

an Invo lucrum (involucrum) as in Carrot; pi. 6. f. g.

(r. r.)

a Catkin (amentum) as in Hasel; pi. 6. f. 12.

a Veil (calyptra) as in several Mosses; pi. i. f. D. (a.)

a Husk (gluma) as in Oats; pi. 2. f. 21. {a.ai) f. i. {a.a,)

a Sheath (spatha) as in Narcissus; pi. 3. f. g. {a. a.) or

a Curtain (volva) as in several Fungufses. Pi. i. f. H.
(c.) See those terms.

Campanul ATUS, bell-shaped.

Canaliculatum, channelled (leaf.)

Cancellatus, latticed,

Capil LARIS, hair-like.

Capitatus, growing in heads.

Capitulus, knob, or little head (of flowers.)

Capreolus, see Cirrus, and Tendril.

Capsule (capsula) a dry hollow seed-vefsel, which opens

naturally in some determinate manner; as at the side by a

small hole in and Campanula; horizontally in

pernel; longways in Convolvulus; at the bottom in Arrow-

grafs; or at the top, as in most plants. See pi. 5. f. 6.

g. 14.

Carina, keel.

Car IN ATUS, boat-shaped, or keeled.
.

,

i
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Car NO SUM, fleshy (leaf.)

Cartilagineum, gristly (leaf.)

Catkin (amentum) is a composition of flowers and chaff, on a

long, slender, thread-shaped receptacle, the figure of the

whole resembling a cat’s tail. The WilloWj the Hasd, and

the Reedmac£* are instances. PL 6. 1. 12,
, I

Cauda, tail.
‘

Caudex, stem, or trunk
;

particularly applied to a tree.

Caulescens, having a stem.

Caul IN us, belonging to the stem.

Caulis^ stem.

Cavis, hollow.

Cell (loculamentum) having cells (locularls) a vacuity in the

capsule for lodging the seed. Capsules have either one

cell, as in Primrose; two as in Thornappk ; three as in Lily;

four as in Spindletree ; five as in Rue ; six as in Asarabacca^

Sec. PI. 3. f. When a Capsule has several cells, with

a single seed in each, it is sometimes called Cocca; thifs a

2-celled and a 2-seeded Capsule is called Capsula dicocca;

but its application seems limited to Capsules which have

external protuberances corresponding with the internal

cells, and these protuberances being so strongly marked,
as to give the appearance of so many Capsules united

together, rather than one single Capsule.—It also signifies

the cavity in the Anthers which contains the Pollen,

Central (flores flosculosi) Florets; those v/hich occupy the

middle part of a compound flower ; as the yellow ones in

the middle ofa common Daisy; pi. 4. f. 24, (b.) and it

likewise is used to signify the florets in the middle part of
an Umbel.

Leaf -Stalk is fixed not to the base, but to the middle
part of a leaf, as in the garden Nasturtiumy and Marsh
Penny^wort. PL g. f. 4. {a.)

Cernuus, cfooked (fruit-stalk.)

Chaff (palea) a thin membranaceous substance growing upon
a common receptacle, to separate the florets from each
other, as in Teasel; Scabious; Willow; Burdock,

Chaffy (acerosus) Leaves; these are hard, dry, strap-shaped,

permanent, surrounded at the base by a kind of mem-
branaceous chaff-like substance. The leaves of the F/V,

the Te-Wy the Pine^ and the Cedar are so called. PL 9.

f-3- (?•)

Receptacle, Flower, or FIusk (paleaceus) set with

a substance like chaff.

Channelled (canaliculatus) Leaves, Leaf-stalk, ofFruit-
stalk; having a deep furrow or channel extending from
the base to the end.

Chive, see Stamen.
Cic atrisatus, scarred. ^
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CiLiATus, ftinged.

CiN GENS, binding round.
Circular (subrotundus) round andflat; nearly in the form of

a cirde, as are the leaves of the Alder^ or the petals of the

Strai>:herry Hawthorn. PI. 7. f. 2.

CiRcuMcissA, cut round.

Circumference (radius) the part of a circle most distant from
the centre. Thus in a shiliing or half crown, the inscrip-

tion is round the circumference. It is used in botany to

exprels the florets that are furthest from the centre of a

compound flower
; as the white ones which surround the

yellow ones in the Common Daisie^ or the florets in the outer
part of an Umbel. PI. 4. f. 24. {a. a. a, a.)

CiRRosuM (fol.) terminating in a tendril.

Cirrus, tendril.

Clammy (viscosus) adhesive like bird-lime; as are the leaves of
the Alder; or the stalks of Fraxinella; and Cum Clitus.

Clasper, see tendril.

Class (claf^is) see the introduction.

Cl a us us, closed.

Clavatus, club-shaped.

Clavicula, the same as Cirrus.

Claw (unguis) blofsoms that are composed of several petals,

have frequently those petals so formed as to admit of two
distinct names

; the claw and the limb. The claw is the

lower part, or that next to the base
; thus if you take a Pinky

a Campion, or a Wallflower

,

and draw out one of the petals,

the lower and the slender part by which it was connected,

and which was included within the cup, is the part which
is called the Claw. PI. 4. f. ii.~(a. a.)

Cleft, see cloven.

Climbing (scandens) a term applied to plants which take the

advantage of some adjoining body to support and raise

themselves ; as the Ivy.

Cloathing (pubes) every species of hairinefs on the surface of

plants. See, Cotton ;
Hair; Wool; Bristles. In

a still more extended sense, it also includes viscid matter,

glands, &CC.

Close (conglomeratus) when a branching fruit-stalk bears its

flowers closely compacted together, but without regularity.

Cloven (fifsus) divided half way down, as are the summits of
Growid Ivy, and Jacob's Ladder', the petals of Campion; and
the leaves of Worinwood.

An'ihers; see pi. i. f. 3. {a. a. a.)

Club-shaped (clavatus) thinner at the base and thicker up-

wards, as is the long receptacle of the Ciickowplnt, and the

fruit-stalk of the African Marigold.

Cluster (thyrsus) a collection of flowers somewhat in an egg-

^
shaped form, as those oPthe Lilac and Butterbur,
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CoADUNATUS, joined together at the base.

CoARCTATus, compact

Coated (tunicatus) root; composed of layers one over another,

as in the onion.

Cobwebbed (arachnoideiis) covered with a substance resembling

a Cobweb.
Co c CUM, see Cell;

Coccus, a name given to a Capsule when 2 or more are joined

together. If 2, dicoccus; if 3, tri-coccus, &c. Mercurialis

(Dogs Mercury) is an example of the dicoccus Capsule.

ocHLEATUM (pod) coiivoluted like a snail shell.

oloUatus, coloured.

oloured (coloratus) when a leafor cup is any other colour than

green
;
as the floral-leaves of Golden Saxifrage,

CoLUMNELLA, column.'

Column (columnella) the upright little pillar in the center of

some Capsules to which the seeds are fixed.

Coma, comb.
Comb (coma) a collection of floral-leaves, terminating the flower-

ing stem, as in Sage and Crown Imperial; it is remarkable
also in the Pine Apple.

Comb-like (pectinatum) a sort of winged leaf, the leafits of
which are like the teeth of a comb.

Common Calyx, (calix communis) including several flowers; see

the introduction to the clafs Syngenesia. We have a well

known instance in the Dandelion and in all the thistles .—

-

PL 4. f. 20,

Receptacle (receptaculum commune) a seat for seve-

ral flowers or florets included within one common Calyx J

as is the case with most of the plants in the clafs Syngene-
sia. The Dandelion is an example. PL 4. f. 23. (a*)

—^ Fruitstalk, bearing several flowers*

Communis (common.)
Compactus, firm.

Compact (coarctatus) growing close and as it were prefsed

together.

Completus, complete flowers, such as have both a cup and a
blofsom.

Complicatus, doubled together.

Compositi (compound.)
Compound Flowers; (compositi flores) consist of many florets

' or little flowers, upon one receptacle or seat, and included
within one common Calyx; as most of those in the clafs

Syngenesia; a is a familiar example. PL 4. f. ig.

24. 25, Sometimes, but with lefs propriety, the flowers

which grow in Umbels are called compound, as those in

the second order of the clafs Pentandria
;
of which th«

Carrot is a well-known instance,

VoL. L—

E
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Compound Umbel (umbella composita) when each umbel is sub-

divided into other little umbels or umbellules. Pi. 6. f. g.

Bunch, composed of several lefser bunches.

Spike, composed of several little Spikes or Spikets.

CoRYMBus, composed of several small corymbs.

Leaf, when each leaf-stalk supports more than one

leaf; or when one leaf is inserted into another, as in

Horsetail. PI. y. f, 47. 49. PI. 8. f. 52. 53. 54. 55. 56.

PI. g. f. 3. (a.) See also doubly compound; triply compound.

Berry, when one large berry is composed ot several

small ones, as, for instance, the Raspberry.

Compressed (comprefsus) a term applied to a cylindrical sub-

stance more or lefs flatted. Thus suppose a straw' to be the

cylindrical substance; if this be prefsed between the thumb
and finger so as to flatten it, we should then say it was
comprelsed. The cup ot the GilliJionjoer or the Wallflo’vcer

is comprefsed, and so is the blofsom of the Rattle., and the

pod ot the Ladysmock.
—^ Leaf, one that is thicker than it is broad.

Concave (concavus) hollow'ed out like a bowl; as are the petals

of the Cherry or the Hawthorn the leaves of Broad-leaved

Plantain: or hollowed in a more general sense as the valves

of the grafses.

CoNc EPT AC ULUM, scc Air-bag.

CoNDUPLicATus, folded or doubled together.

Gone (strobilus) a species of seed-vefsel formed by a Catkin with

hardened scales; containing a seed within the base of each
scale; exemplified in the Pine and Fir. PI. 5. f. 18. -

Coneshaped (cucullatus,) leaf, a term applied to leaves which
are rolled up, as the grocers roll paper to put sugar or

spices in, like a hollow cone.

CoNFERTUS, crowded.

Confluent (confluentia folia) running one into another at the

base.

Congestus, heaped together.

CongloMer atus, congregated.

Congregated (glomeratus) when several little spikes or pani-

cles are crow'ded together somewhat in a globular form.

—

Examples are not uncommon among the Grafses; Rough

Cocksfoot is one.
Conical (conicus) the shape of t\\o Alpine Strawberry', nearly

resembling the form of a sugar loaf.

CoNjuG atuaJi, a winged leaf with only r pair of leafits.

Connatum, united at the base.

Connected (adnatus) Leaves or StipuH, such as have their

upper surface at the base growing to the stem or branch.

CoNNivENS, converging or approaching; closing. '

Contiguous (adprefsus) when a leaf, branch, or seed-vefsel

rises up so perpendicularly as to stand almost parallel and
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dose to the stem, as if prefsed to it. The pods of the

Common Mustard fiirnisb an example; and the leaves of

the Crefs Muhridate, PL g. f. 6.

ContRarium, see Transversum.

Converging (connivens) approaching each other at the top.

Leaves, bent inwards towards the stem. PI. 9. f.

(a. a.) •
'

‘ Petals, leaning towards the center of the flower, as

in the Paeony and Globe-flower.— — Filaments, as in Borage.

Anthers, leaning towards each other, as in Gill, and
white Archangel or Deadnettle.

Convex (convexus) opposed to concave. Rising like the surface

of a globe. The receptacle of the garden dansey is convex*

CoNvoLUTus, rolled or twisted spirally.

CoRcuLUM, corcle, or heart of a seed*

Co R datum, heart shaped.

CoRiACEus, leather like.

CoRNutus^ horn-shaped.

Corolla, blofsom.

Corona, crown; see crowned*

Cortex, bark.

CoRYMBus, differs from a spike in having the flowers of which
it is composed not sitting, but standing each on its proper

fruitstalk, each of Which again springs out of one common
fruitstalk. They are unequal in lengthy the lowermost
being the longest, the others gradually shorter as they

ascend, so that the whole collection of flowers forms nearly

a flat and broad surface at the top* See PI. 6. f. 7 ;
or look

at a Pear Tree when in flower.

Costatum, ribbed (leaf.)

Cotton (tomentum) Cottony (tomentosus) or downy ; covered
with a whitish cotton-like substance, as the leaves of the

Great Mullein and of the Marsh-mallow,, *
'

Cotyledones, seed-lobes.

Creeeping (repens) Stem; creeping along the ground, and
sending: forth little roots ; the Violet and Ivy are instances.

PI. 10. f. 8.

Root, as in the Spearmint, PI. 10. f. 7.

Crenatus, scolloped.

Crescent-shaped (lunularis) (lunatus) shaped like a new moon;
as are the Anthers of the Strawberry,

—Leaf. PI. 7. f. ii.

Crested (cristatus) flowers, furnished with a tuft or crest, as is

the common Milkwort,

Cris TATUS, crested.

Crooked (cernuus) Fruit-stalk ; so much bent that the flower

faces the earth, and so stiff that it cannot be straightened

without breaking : as in Crown Imperial,

E 2
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Cross-pairs (decufsatus) when leaves grow in pairs, and each

pair points in a different direction to the pair next above

or below it. Thus, if one pair point East and West, the

pair next below it point North and South; the third pair

crofses the second, the fourth the third, and so on, . FI. g.

f. I.—-Br AC HI AT us seems to apply to branches growing

in the same manner.
Cross-shaped (cruciatus) (cruciformis) Flowers; are those

which have four petals disposed in the form of a crofs.

—

The Gilliflo^ijoer y Candytuft

y

and Cabbage

y

are familiar

instances. PI. 4. f. ii. f. 12.

Crowned (coronatus) Seed
;

is a seed to which the Calyx adheres,

as in Teasel; or it is a seed furnished with down, as in

Dandelion. PI. 4. f. 22. f. 27.
Berry, is a berry with the Calyx adhefing; as in the

Honeysuckle.

Cruciatus, crofs-shaped.

Cruc iFORMis, see crofs-shaped.

Cryptogamia, see the introduction to the Clafs so called.

CucuLLATUS, cone-shaped.

Cubit, about half a yard; see measure.

CuLMus, straw.'

CuNEiFORMis, wedge-shaped.

Cup (perianthium) a species of Calyx contiguous to the other

parts of the flower. It either includes one flower, as in

the Convolvtdus and Gillifiower; or several florets, as in the

Sunflower and Daisie. PI. 3. f. i. f. 10. f. 5. (a) PI. 4. f,

7. (c) f. 12. fb.J f. 13. 14. 18. fa. a. a.)

Double (calyculatus) when one Cup has another sur-

rounding its base.

Curled (crispus) Leaves; as in Endive and Curled Mint. PL
8. f. 67.

Curtain (volva) the Calyx of Agarics and Boleti. It is some-

times fibrous, but generally like thin white leather. It

surrounds the Stem and is attached to the Pileus. When
torn by the growth of the former and the expansion of the

latter, the part surrounding the Stem often remains, and in

that state it is called the Ring. See PI. i. f. H. {a.)

CuSpidatus, prickly-pointed.

Cut-round (circumscifsus) when a seed-vefsel does not open
longways, in the uswal manner, but in a circle surround-

ing it, like a snuff-box or an ivory egg; as in Pimpernel.--^

PI. 5. f. g.

Py ATH IFORMIS, glafs’shapcd.

Cylindrical or round, (teres) like a walking stick ;

the form of the trunk of a tree.

of,a Straw
; Bullrush. \

of a Stalk
; Great Plantain.

^ of a Stemj Asparagus.

of a Leaf
;

ild Garlic; Onion. Pi. 8. f. 68.
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; of a Cu p ;
Pifik.

• Catkin; Reedmace ; Hazle,

Cyma, tuft.

Dagger-pointed (mucronatus) not gradifally tapering to a

point, but ending suddenly in a sharp pointed substance,

iike^the blade of a dagger from its handle
;
as in the Calyx

of Phleum.
Deb I LIS, feeble.

Decagynia, io Pistils.

Decandria, I o Stamens, see the introduction to the Clafs so

called.

Decaphyllus, io leaved; (cup.)

Decemfidus, with lo clefts, (cup.)

Dec emloculare, lo'celied, (Capsule.)

Dec iDuous (deciduus) Leaves
;
those which fall off at the apr

- ' proach of winter.

Calyx or Cup; falling off before the blofsom; as does

that of the Thorn-apple^ the Cabbage the Ladysmock, and the

Seed-vessel
;
tailing off before it opens, as in the Sea

Rocket and Woad.
Declining (declinatus) bent like a bow, with the arch down-

wards; as the seed-vessel of the Water Crefset; the filaments

of the Buglofs, See the lower Stamens in pi. i . f. 1 1 . f. 12.

Decompositus, doubly compound.
Decumbens, lying down.
Decurrent (decurrens) leaf; when there is no leaf-stalh, but

the base of the leaf runs down the stem. The White

Mullein and Musk Thistle are examples. PL g. f. 4. {e.)

Decur sivuM (leaf) when the leafits of a winged leaf are decur-

rent upon the leaf-stalk.

Dec ussATus, crofs pairs.

Deflexus, bending outwards in a small degree.

Deflor AT us, spoken of Anthers which have shed their Pollen.

Dehisc ens, opening or standing open.

Deltoid eus, triangular spear-shaped, or trowel-shaped.

Demersus, see submersus.
De N dr o IDES, shrub-like.

Dentat o-SERRATus, tooth Serrated.

De NTATO-siNUATus, toothed and indented,

Dentatus, toothed.

Dented (retusus) a blunt leaf, &c. with a dent or blunt notch
' at the end; a.s in the Broad-leaved Sea Heath.

Denticulatus, set with little teeth.

Dependens, hanging down.
Depr Essus, depressed.

Depressed (deprefsus) when the surface of a leaf, &c. is in a

sm all degree concave —
•

prefsed down— flatted.

Dmdelphia, see the introduction to the clafs so named#
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Diamond-shaped (rhombeus) applied to leaves which resemble

the figure of a diamond as painted on cards.

Diandria, (2 stamens) the name of the second clafs,

Dichotomus, forked.

Dicoccus, 2 capsules united, each with i cell.

Didyma, double.

Didyn AM I A, see the introduction to the clafs so named,
Difformis, irregular in shape; of different shapes.

Diffusus, spreading.

Digitatus, finger-like.

Digynia (2 Pistils) the name of several of the Linnasan Orders.

Dimidiatus, half round, extending halfway round.

Dimpled (umbilicatus) having a little hollow dot; as in the

fruit of the Barberry.

Dioecia, signifies that the flowers bearing Stagaens, and those

bearing Pistils, grow on different plants. Thus in the Tenxs

Trecy if you find it in flower, and one gi -the flowers is

furnished with Stamens; all the flowers upon that particular

tree have only Stamens and no Pistils ; but if you find a

flower with a Pistil and no Stamens, then all the flowers

upon that tree will be found equally destitute of Stamens.-—*

PI. I. f. 22.

Di-petala, 2 petaled,

Diphyllus, 2 leaved.

Discus, disk.

Disk, of a leaf, signifies its surface, either upper or under.

rr compound or incorporated flower, signifies -the central

part only. Thus in a daisy, the minute yellow florets from
the Disk, and the larger white strap-shaped florets the Rays.

Dispermus, 2 seeded.

Dissect UM, see laciniatum.

Dissepimentum, partition.

D issiLiENS, bursting suddenly asunder.

Distant (distans) far asunder; as the Stamens of the 'Mkvt-; or
the whirls of the flowers in the Corn Mint.

Distended (ventricosus) or bellying, as the cup of the or

the under part of the blofsom of the Foxglove. PI, f,

Distichus, 2 rowed.
Distinct, unconnected, separate from each other,

Divaricatus, straddling.

Diverging (divergens) spreading wide from the stem, almost

horizontally. This -term is opposed to Compact.

Divisions. See the next article.

Divided (partitus) applied to a leaf, a cup, or a petal; it signi-

fies that it is parted more than half way down ;
as the petals

of Chiclmeed ; the cup of Comfreyy or Borage. PI. 7. -f, 28.

Dodecandria (12 stamens) the title of a clafs, which see,

Dodrans, a palm; about a quarter of a yard; see measure,

D Q L a B R I f O'R ME (leaf) hatchet-shaped,
*
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Dorsalis, fixed to the back.

Dotted (punctatus) marked with little hollow dots; as are the

leaves of the Sea Chaymmile

;

and the receptacle of some of

the compound flowers. PI. 4. f. 23.

Doubled together (conduplicatus) as are the leaves of the Black

Cherry before they unfold.

Double (didymus) applied to the anthers of several flowers,

when upon one filament there are two anthers united, like

a double nut; as in the Ranunculus^ Anemone^ Celandine

^

Plumbs Cherry. PI. 3. f. 6. (h.)

Calyx (duplex or calyc'ulatus) when the calyx of a

flower hath another outer calyx surrounding it, as in the

MarshmalloWy and Hollyhock.

Germen, when two Germens are united together,

as in Goose-grafs or Cleavers,

Doubl Y-coMPouND (decompositus) Leaves, having the primarv

leaf-stalk divided, so that each division forms a compound
leaf. They are of three different kinds.

1. Twineork (bigeminus) when a forked leaf-stalk bears seve-

ral leafits at the end of each division or fork. PI. 10. f. 4.

2. Doubly-threefold (bi-ternatus) when a leaf-stalk with

three divisions bears three leafits upon the end of each

division. PI. 8. f. 57,

3. Doubly-winged (duplicato-pinnatum) (bi-pinnatum) when a

leaf-stalk has lateral ribs, and each, of these ribs forms a

winged leaf; example Pansey^ Tarrow. PI. 8. f. 36.

For leaves more than doubly compound, see Triply Compound.
Down, (pappus) the fine hair or feather-like substance crowning

the seeds of some plants and enabling the wind ,to scatter

them abroad. In Sozv-thistle it consists of simple or undi-

vided hairs, but in the Goatsbeard it is branched, and then

is called feathered down. PL 4. f. 22. (/.) PI. 6. f. 2. {^a. b.)

Downy (leaf) see Cottony.

Drooping (nutans) for such is the niost exact meaning of the terms

when applied to a Panicle, as it frequently is when speaking
of the Grafses, whose spikets often hang down in a beauti-

ful pensile form.

Drupa, a pulpy seed vefsel without valves, consisting of a hard
nut or stone, encompassed by a pulpy substance; exem-
plified in the Plwnb i\\c Cherry and the Peach. PI. 3. f. 21.

Duplicatus, doubled.

Duplicato-crenatum, doubly scolloped.

Pinnatum, doubly winged.
— r— Serratum, doubly serrated.

Tern ATOM, doubly three-fold.

Dust, see Pollen.

Dusted (pulveratus) some plants appear as if covered with a

kind of dust or powder; _e. g. the English Mercury and the

leaves of the Auricula. ^
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Ear-shaped (auriculatus) somewhat resembling a human ear.

It is also used to exprefs a little appendage at the base of a

leaf or leafit,

Ebract EAT us, without any floral-leaf,

Ecalcarata, without a spur or horn.
‘

Echinatus, set with prickles.

Egg-shaped (ovatus) signifies a shape resembling the solid suh*=

stance of an egg, as the seed-bud of Jacob's Ladder, and the

seeds of Feyinel

;

or it implies only the form of an egg, if

divided longways, as in the leaves of the Beech-tree or

Peppermint. PI. 7. f. 3.

Egg-spear-shaped (ovato-ianceolatum.) See spear-egg-shaped.

Ellipticum, see oval.

Emarginatum, notched at the end.

Embracing (amplexicaulls) the Stem; when the base of a leaf

nearly surrounds the stem, as in Solomon s Seal, Poppy, and
Borrage. PI. g. f. 4. (/.)

Empalement, see Calyx,

Enervium, nervelefs,

Enneagynia, 9 Pistils,

Enneandria, 9 Stamens.

Enodis, jointlefs, or without joints.

Ensiforme (leaf) sword-shaped.

Entire (integer) Leaf, or Petal, this term is opposed t<s

cloven, gashed, indented, &c. but it does not signify that

it is not serrated or scollopped. When a leaf is said to be
very entire (integerrimus) we understand that it is not

even scollopped or serrated. The leaves of a Nettle are

entire, but those of a Lilac Me very entire. PL 7. f. 31. 35.
entire leaves, f. 39. 40. very entire leaves.

Equal (asqualis) sometimes signifies regular ; all alike; as the

blofsoms of Angelica. The florets forming the compound
flowers in the first Order of the Clafs Syngenesia are said

to be equal ; that is, they are all alike in being equally-

furnished both with Stamens and Pistils.

Equitans, folded one upon another; laminated.

Erectus, upright.

Er osuM, gnawed.
Essential Character (character efsentialis) is a single cir-

cumstance serving to distinguish a genus from every other

genus. Thus the Croufoot (Ranunculus) is distinguished

from other genera by the Nectary at the base of each

petal ; and the Colewoori is known from all the other genera

in the same natural order, by the four longer threads being

forked at the top.

Even (lasvis) Surface, level, regular; in opposition to scored,

furrowed, or other inequalities, occasioned by deficiency of

substance, or by the presence of hairs, See.

Exaratus, see furrowed.
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Exckescekce (apophysis) a substance gi'owing^'' mthe sea? of
the flower in some ot the Moises.

ExPANDiNG (patens) standing in a direction between upright

and horizontal; as the petals of the Sirawhnyf the

branches of most plants, and the leaves of die

SpeeckvelL PL g. f. 5. (r. r.)

Exsertus protruding; opposed to inclosed.

ExTIPULAT LTS, without Stipuljc.

Extrafoliaceus, underneath the leaves.

Eye (hilum) the external scar upon a seed by wdiich It wasflxed

to the seed-vefsel ; it is very remirkabie in a Bean* PL 6.

f. 3. (e*)

Farctus, filled full.

Farina, see Pollen.

FaSCICULARIS It t, ,

^ > bundled.
P ASC ICULATUS

\

Fasciculus, a bundle,

Fastigiatus, flat topped.

Fathom (orgya) see measure.

Faux, mouth.
Fav osuM, honey-combed.
Feathered (plumosns) the down of seeds, sometimes consists

of fine simple or undivided hairs, in others it sends out

lateral hairs, and then it is said to be feathered. PL 4.

f. 22. (/.) PI. 6. f. 2. (i.)
''

Feeble (debilis) not strong enough to stand upright. ''

Female Flowers, or Florets; such as contain one or more
Pistils, but no Stamens.

Femineus, see Female.

Fence, see Involucrum, and Involucellum.

Ferns, see Filices.

Fertile Flowers (fertilesvelfemmei flores) those that produce

seed capable of vegetation ; as is very generally the case in

the flowers which have both Stamens and Pistils. Flowers

that have only Stamens never can produce seeds ;
and

flowers that have only Pistils must be barren, if they are so

situated as to be out of reach of the Pollen, from the

Anthers of. thev«tamenIferous flowers: in some instances

they will indeed produce seeds to all appearance perfect,

but‘-these' seeds will never vegetate. -

Fibres- ‘ (ftervi;) woody strings or nerves, running undivided

‘ from-the base to the extremity of a leaf; as in the broad

and'-naiTQw-leav^ed Tlaintain* PL 7. f. 46. These kind
of fibres, whether branched or not, have been indifferently

called nerves, and veins, but without much proof that they

are destined to the office of either. Perhaps they ought

only to be considered as ribs, formed to strengthen the leaf.

Fibrou^ (fibrosus) Roots; composed of small threads or fibres.

PI. 10. f. 7,
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Fiddle-shaped (panduriformis) oblong, but narrowed in the

middle and broader below, as is the leaf of one species of

Dock, supposed to resemble a violin, therefore called a

Fiddle Dock.
Filament, or thread (filamentum) the thread-shaped part of a

Stamen supporting the Anther. See Stamen ;
see also PI.

3. f. 3. (L) f. 6. (g.) and PI. i. f. ig. (a. a.)

Filices, Ferns, the name of the natural afsemblage of plants

constituting the' first Order of the Clafs Cryptogamia.
Filiformis, thread-shaped.

Fimbriatus, see fringed.

Fissum, cloven.

Fistulosus, hollow.

Five-cornered (quinquangulare) leaf. See pi. 7. fig. 20.

Flaccidus, limber, feeble
; see debilis.

Flagellum, a Runner.
Flatted, see comprefsed.

Finger-like (digitatus) a species of compound'LE a ves, resem-

bling the expanded fingers of a man’s hand; so that two or

more leaves are joined to the end of an undivided leaf-stalki

e. g. those of the Wild black Hellebore^ Lupine

y

and Horse

Chesnut, PI. 7. f. 48.

they may be in Pairs (binatus) with two ter-

minating leafits. P1
. 7. f. 50.

IN Threes (ternatus) wfth three

terminating leafits. PL 7. f. 51.

iN.Fi VES (quinatus) with five tter-

minating leafits.

Firm (compactus) applied to the texture of a leaf.

Flat-topped (fastigiatus) rising to the same height, so as tjp

form a flat, or nearly flat surface at the top.

Fleshy Seed-vessel, see Pcmuui..

Leaf, or Root (carnosum) as the leaves of Sedum
Daivphyllum.

more solid than pulpv; as the Truit of the Apple; the

root of the Turnip; and the leaf oi \.\iQ Round-leaved Stone*

crop.

Flexible (flexHis) readily bending without breaking.

Flexuosus, zigzag.

Floating (natans) applied to aquatic plants, whose leaves or
flowers float upon the surface of the ,w^ter : -e. g. Waterlily.

Floral-leaves (bractese) differ in aihape or colour from the

other leaves of the plant; they aie gonerally pli^ced on the

fruit-stalk, and often so near the flower as in some instances

to be easily mistaken for the Calyx; but thejCalyx dries or

withers when the fruit is rioe, whereas the floral leaves

endure as long as the other leaves of the plant. Examples
of floral leaves may be seen in the Ramicy the Limetreey the

HelleborCy the Fafsion-fljwevy the SagCy the wild Marjoram;
and many others. Pi. g. f. 8. (a. a.)
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— (Morale fol.) means also, someiimes tho leaves more
immediately approaching the flower, though not properly

floral-leaves.

Floret (flosculus) a little flower, one of the small flowers com-
posing a compound or incorporated flower. See the intro-

duction to the Clafs Syngenesia. They are Tubular;
that is, formed of a tube cloven into five parts at the border,

as in the Tansie; or Narrow, when the blofsom is long

and strap-shaped, as in 'Dandelion. In the Daisie and Sun-

fyO-iver, the florets in the centre are Tubular, and those in

the circumference Narrow, or Radiate. PI. f. 21.

f. 24. f. 26. In the second Order of the Clafs Pentandria,

which contains the Umbelliferous plants, the florets com-
posing the Umbels are each formed ot five Petals. When
the petals are all of the same size and shape, the florets are

said to be EQUAL

;

as in Angelica and Celery; but when the

outer petals are larger than the others, the florets are said

to be Radiate
;

as in Shepherd's Needle and Carrot,

Flos, flower.

Flosculus, florets.

Flosculosus, a tubular floret.

Flower (flos) a temporary part of a plant appropriated to the

production of seeds ;
It is composed of seven parts ; the

Calyx; the Blossom; the Stamen^; the Pis-

tils; the Seed-vessel; the Seeds; and the Recep-
tacle. To these perhaps we may add an eighth, viz,

the Nectary. It is not necefsary that all these parts

shoukl be present to constitute a flower. In,complete
flowers are deficient in one or more of the parts. The
Hyacinth and Tidip have no Calyx. The Misletoe, Gale^

Hopy TeWf Dog's Mercury
y
Nettle

;

and the flowers of the

plants bearing Catkins, have no blofsoras. The Ground

J^y the white and red Deadnetthy and all the plants in tlie

first Order of the Clafs Didynamia,,.haye no seed-vefsels.

Foliaceus, leafv.

•Folio lum, leafit.

FoLauM, leaf.

FoLLaeuLus, air-bag.

Foo-t (pes) see measure.

Forked (furcatus) (dichotomus) dividing and often subdividifig

into forks, as the branches of most -of ‘the the

fruit-stalks of the Common Calaminty and the Pink; -the

,Stple of the Currant. PI. 10. f. 4.

For NIC AT us, vaulted. It also signifies closed, when applied to

the blofsom of the rough-leaved plants in Pentandria Mono-
gynia, meaning that the-top efthe tuhe% ^hut, orelosed.

Four-cornered (tetragonus) a-s 'the of the Deadnetile

.

Fringed (ciliatus) as the blofeptji pf ^upkbeany a*nd *the

Garden Nasturtium; or -the leaves oi<^^i^<Grofs-leaved Heath.

PI. 7, f. 43. The term jimhriatus has also been used to
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exprefs the fringe of a blofsom, but it seems an uselefs

distinction.

Frons, frond, a term designed to signify that the stem,, root, and
leaf, are all in one, as in the Ferns, the Fuci, &c. but

there is no great use in such a term, neither does it strictly

apply in all cases, according to its original intention.

Fructus, fruit.

Frutex, a shrub.

Fr uiT (fructus) a part of a flower consisting of the Seed-vessel,
the Seed, and the Receptacle.

Fruit-stalk (pedunculus) a part of a stem or branch, bearing
flowers but not leaves. PI. g. f. 5. (m.) f, 8. (r.) pi. 6.

f. 7. (a. a, a. a. a. a.)

Fruticosus, shrub -like

Fulcra, props.

Fu LIG IN osus, sooty.

Fungi, the last Order of the Clafs Cryptogamla.

Funnel-shaped (infundibuliformis) applies to a blofsom of one
petal; the lower part of which is tubular, the upper part

conical, as in Hound' s Tongue
^
Buglofs^ Cowslip. PI. 4.

—I Cup; diSmThnift,

Furca, fork.

Furcatus, forked.

Furrowed (sulcatus) marked with deep lines running length-

ways. • •

Fusiform IS, spindle-shaped.

Galea, helmet.

Gaping (ringens) (personatus) Blossoms; so called from the

resemblance to a gaping mouth. Toadflax and Snapdragon

are instances. PI. 4. f. 8. 9. 10.

Gashed (lobatus) divided nearly half way down, into lobes

which are convex at the edges and distant from each other ;

as the leaves Ladies Mantle and Water-elder. PI, 7. f. ig.

Gelatinous, jelly-iike.

Geminis, in pairs.

Gemma, bud.

General Involucre (involucrum) a species of Calyx 'placed

at the base of a general Umbel, as in a Carroty Angelica^ or
Lcvage. It consists of one, or ,more leaves. PI. 6. f. 9.
(r. c.)

\ Sec the introduction.Genera 3 ^
.

Generic Description consists of an accurate description of
the different parts composing a flower; and all those plants

'Whose flowers agree with this description, are species of
,the same genus.

..
(See the introduction.)

Geniculatus, knae-jointed.

G E N i c u lFm, knee-^tnt
;
sometimes it also signifies simply a knot

or joint without implying any bend.
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Germen, or Seed-bud^ the lower part ©f a Pis.til. It is the

rudiment of the seed-vefsel, or ot the embryo fruit. Sec

Pistil. PI. g. f. 2. («/.) f. 5. (r.) f. 7. (/.)

Gib BUS, bulged, or bulging.

Gills (lamella?) the thin plates on the underside of the Pileus

or Hat of an Agaric. Well known in the commoinMush-
room. »

Gl ABER, smooth.
'

»

Glands (glandulie) secretory vefsels, difTerently situated in

different plants. In the Willo^jo they are placed at the

margins of the leaves ; in the Bird's Cherry and Jllmciid

Tree at the base of the leaves ; in Buttenvort and the Stm-

, d(TjQ upon the surface of the leaves, and in the Plumb on the

inner side of the Calyx. PI. 10. f. 6. (r. c.) pi. 1 1. f. i.

(^a. a. a. a.)

Glass-shaped (cyathiformis) tubular, but dilated towards the

top like a drinking glafs ; as the cup of Jacob's Ladder

;

the

summits of the Field Southern-njoood

;

the Nectary of the

Nettle,

Glaucous (glaucus) a kind of hoary, or grey bluish green,

as the back of a Cabbage leaf. It is frequently called sea-

green.

Globosus, globular.

Globular (globosus) like a round ball; as the cup of the

Burdock; the seed-vefsel of the Flax; the seed of the Pea;

the capsule of the Poppy. PI. §. f. 5.

Glochis, a barbed point.

Glomeratus, congregated.

Gluma, husk.

Glutinositas, glutinous.
' '

Glutinous (glutinosum) covered with a slippery or adhesive -

slime.

Glossy (nitidus) smooth and shining, as the fruit of the Sweet

Briar; the leaves of the Holly, Ivy, and Box.

Gnawed (erosum) as when an indented leaf appears as if it had
also been gnawed or bitten at the edges. PI. 7. f. 21.

Grain (granulum) an excrescence upon the valves of the Calyx

of some of the Docks, in size and shape somewhat like a

grain of corn. It is also called a Bead.

Grained (graniferus) bearing a grain, or bead.

Gr AxMiN A, /grafses.

Granulations (acini) the small berries which joined together

compose a large one, as in the Mulberry, Blackberry

,

and

Raspberry.

GranulatuS, beaded.

Gristly (cartilagineus) as in the edge of some leaves, being-

stronger and more transparent than the rest of the leal.

Gymnospermia, seeds naked; the titlfe of the first Order of the

the Clafs Didvnamia.
4
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GyKANdria, Stamens on the Pistils. The 20th Clafs of the

Linn&an System, but the plants of that clafs are now
arranged amongst the remaining clafses, according to the

number of their Stamens.

HABititTJcf, the natural place of growth of a plant in its wild

state. Tbk is now generally exprefsed by the word
Habitat.

Hair-like (capillaris) slender, undivided, and cylindrical; as the

filaments in Plantain, Raygrafs, Reed, and most of the grafses.

Hairs (pill) are supposed to be secretory ducts.

Hairs-breadth, see measure.

Halbert-shaped (hastatus) as the floral-leaves of t\\Q Pansie ;

the leaves of Sheeps Sorrel and Guckcnvpint, Pi. 7. f. i 5.

Hamos(js, hooked.

Hamus, hook.

HANDS-BREADf H, palmUS.

Hand-shaped (palmatus) resembling a human hand with

the fingers expanded; as the leaves of White Briony;

PafsionJlo^Mer

;

and the roots oi Spotted Orchis, PI. 7. f. 22.

PIas‘tat'u$, halberd-shaped.

Hat (pileus) the upper broad expanding part of Fungufses. In

Mushrooms the hat is often called the flap. PI. 1 . f. H. (r.)

Hatchet-shaped, Leaf (dolabriforme) and like a hatchet or

axe of unequal thicknefs.

Headed (capitulus) Stalk; when a stalk supports one com-
pact knob or head of flowers upon its extremity, as in Thrift,

Heads (capitatus) of Flowers; when flowers grow together in

compact knobs; as in Peppertnint, Waiermint, Common
TIjyme.

Heart (corculum) that part of a seed which is a future plant

in miniature. PI. 6. f. 3. {h.)

Heart-shaped (cordatus) a term used to exprefs the form of a
petal, a leaf, &c. the leaves oiWaterlily, Deddnettle, Burdock,

and Violet, are heart-shaped. PI. 7. f. 10.

Heart-arrow-shaped (cordato-sagittatum) applied to exprefs

the shape of a leaf. PI. 7. f. iq.

Helmet (galea) a term to exprefs the upper part of a gaping
blofsom, which bears sorne resemblance to a helmet. See
the introduction to the Clafs Didynamia.

HexMispheric al (hemisphericus) in the shape of half a globe

;

as the cup of the Tansey,

Heptandria, seven-stamened. The name of the seventh clafs.

Herbaceous (herbaceus) Stem; one that is succulent and
tender, in opposition to one that is woody; it perishes

annually down to the root. The Pea and the ISettle are

instances. The stem of the Gillijiower is somewhat woody.
Hermaphrodite (hennaphroditi) flowers or florets

; such as

contain one or more Stamens, and also one or more Pistils,

as is the case with the greater part of flowers.
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Hexagon US, hexagonal, or 6-sided.

Hexagynia, having 6 Pistils.

Hexandria, six-stamened. The name of the sixth Glafs'.

Hexapetalus, 6-petaled.

Hexaphyllus, 6-ieaved.

Hians, open; in opposition to closed.

Hilum, eye, of a seed.
'

Hirsutus, rough with strong hairs-; shaggv.

Hir Tus, rough-haired.

Hispidus, hispid; rough with stifFbristly hairs.

Hoary (incanus) covered on one or both sides with a very fine

white silvery looking subtancc.

Hol LOW (cavus) as is a straw,

Hone Y-coMBED (favosum, alveolatum) a receptacle divided into

cellsi open at the top, with a seed in each cell.

Honey-cup, see Nectary.

Hooded, see cone-shaped.

Hoof-SHAPED (ungulatus.)

Hook (hamus) a thorn or a bristle is sometimes hooked at the

end.

Horizontal (horizontalis) a leaf or branch which grows from
- the stem pointing to the horizon, and parallel to the sur-

face of the earth. PI. 9. f. 5. {d. d.)

Horn-shaped (cornutus) like the Nectary or spur of the Lark'

sj)ur. PI. 5. f. 4. (a.)

Hunched, see bulging.
'

HusK (gluma) the Calyj and the blofsoms of Grafses are called

husks; they are thin, dry, and semi-transparent, like

chaff; a husk consists of one or more leaves, called Valves^

and, when contiguous to other parts ofthe flower, inclosing

the Stamens, and Pistils, answers the purpose of a Blofsont:

but, when placed on the outer sid6, and inclosing the inner

valves, as well as the Stamens and Pistils, it is called the

Calyx. This kind of Calyx frequently contains several

florets. See the plate of Grafses.

Hyerida, a plant produced by the Pollen of one flower fertiliz-

ing or impregnating the Germen of another flower, of a

different species. These productions are called Hybrids,

or Mules.

Hypocrateriformis, salver-shaped.

Jagged (laciniatus) Leaves; such as are variously divided into

lobes, and these lobes again divided in an irregular man-
ner. The Pansie is an instance. PI. 7. f. 24.

Icosandria, 2o-stamened; the name of the 12th Clafs in the

Linnsean System, but now incorporated with the Clafs

Polyandria.

Imberbis, beardlefs.
'

Imbricatus, tiled.

Imperfect (imperfectus) flowers, such as want either Anther
or Pistil, or both.
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In/Equalis, unecal.

In AN IS, pithy. .

'

Inc AN us, hoary.

Inch (pollex) see measure.
In CIS us, snipt.

Inclinans, leaning.

Includens, inclosing.

In cl us us, inclosed.

Incompletus, incomplete.

Incomplete (incompleti) Flowers; such as want either the

cup or the blofsom. The Tulip wants a cup; and the

Neitle is without a blofsom.

Incrassatus, thickest upwards.

Incorporated (aggregatus) when a number of little flowers

or tlorets, are so disposed as to lorm one compound flower;

all of them either inclosed within one common calyx

or situated upon one common receptacle; so that

none of them can be taken away without destroying the

uniformity of the whole. Thus the flowers of^ Thrift,

Parsley, .Teasel, Scabious, Daisie, are incorporated; several

small flowers or florets, combining to form one large flower.

Incumbens, fixed by the side when applied to Anthers; leaning

or resting against, when applied*to Stamens.

Incurvatus, bowed inwards.

Indented (sinuatus) Leaf; the edges of an indented leaf are

hollowed, or deeply scolloped, the lobes standing asunder

as it p&rt of the leaf had been cut out. The leaf of the

Oak or the Turnip are familiar examples. See also pi. 7.

f. 25.

Indistinct (obsoletus) not well defined.

Individual (proprius) Blossom; the blofsom belonging to a

single floret in a compound flower. Thus in a Carrot, each

floret is composed of five petals, which constitute the

blofsom of that individual floret. The individual blofsoms

in Taitsey a\'Q all tubular; in Dandelion they are all long

and strap-shaped. In the Sunflower they are tubular in the

centre, and strap-shaped in the circumference. PI. f. 21.

f. 26.

Indivisum, lOaf undivided.

Inermis, unarmed. .

'

Inferus, beneath.

Inflated (inflatus) distended, as if inflated like a blov/n Up
bladder.

Jnflatus, biadder-shaped; or inflated.

Inflexible, see rigid.

In flex us, ben't inwards.
'

Inflorescientia, mod^ of flowering. See the introduction.

Infundibuliformis, funnel-shiped.

Integer, entire
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Integerrimus, very entire. See entire.

In TERN ODIUM, the space between the joints.

Interrupted (interruptus) broken in its regular form
; as the

spike of Betony; the leaves of some species of the Ladies

Finger. A spike may b^ interrupted by the intervention

of leaves, or smaller sets of flowers, or by the naked stem

appearing; a winged leaf may be interrupted by the in-

tervention of smaller pairs oi little leaves. Pi. 8. f. 55.
Intorsio, twisting. -

' v

Intrafoliaceus, within the leaves.

Inversely-heart-shaped (obcordatus) with the point of the

heart next to the stem; as the seed-velsel of the Shepherds

Furse ; the petals of Geranium or Marshmallow ; and the

leaves of some of the Trefoils. PI. 8. f. 69. where each op
the leafits is so shaped.

Involucellum. or partial Involucrum, is the Calyx surround-

ing the base of an Umbellule. PI. 6. f. g. {^d. d. d. d.)

Involucrum, or Fence, the Calyx of an Umbel. It is placed

at some distance from the flowers. It is either General or

Partial. The CarroC furnishes instances of both. The
General Involucrum is placed under the Umbel ; the Partial

under the Umbellulcs. PI. 6. f. g. (r. c.) {d, d. d. d.)

Involutus, rolled inwards.

Joint, articulus.

Jointed (articulatus) Stem; a wheat straw is an instance

familiar to every one. PI. 10. f. 3.

Leaves; as in the Indian Fig. PI. g. f. (a.)

JuGA, pairs; Bi-juga, 2 pairs, Tri-juga, 3 pairs; applied to the

leaflts of a compound leaf.

Irregular (irregularis) a term applied to compound flowers

wherein the florets are not uniform
;

as in the Carrot and
Coriander,

Blossom. See Regular.
Keel (carina) a name given to the lowermost petal in a butter-

fly-shaped blofsom, from its supposed resemblance to the

keel of a ship
;
see the introduction to the Clafs Diadelphia.

See also pi. 4. f. 17. and f. 13. {d.)

Keeled (carinatus) bent like the keel of a ship or boat; as the

,
Style of the Pea; the Calyx of Canary Grafs. PI. 2. f. 10,

{a. a.)

Kidney-shaped (reniforme) as the seed of the French Bean, the

Anthers of the Mallow; the leaves of Ground Ivy, Golden

Saxifrage, and Meadowhout, PI. 7. f. g.

Knee-jointed (geniculatus) when a straw or stem is a little

bent at the joints, PI. 2. f. 21. the Awns.
Knob (capitulum) See Head.
Knot (nodus) a joint; remarkable in the stems or straws of

Grafses.

Voi.. I.—

F
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Labiatus (flower) having lips.

Labium, lip.

La CERus, ragged.

La c I N I a
, segments.

Lacin lATus, jagged.

Lactescent (lactescens) abounding with a milky juice,

Lacunosum, pitted.

Litvis, level.

Lamell/e, gills.

Lamina, limb.

Laminated (equitans) when the flat surfaces of leaves lie close

one upon another.

Lana, wool.

Lanatus, cottony.

Lanceolatus, spear-shaped,

Lanceo lato-ovatum, spear-egg-shaped.

Lanugo, soft wool, or down.
Lateral (lateralis) Branches, growing from the sides of the

stem ; opposed to ter7nmating,
— Flowers; those which grow from the sides of the

stems or stalks ; thus the spikes of flowers in the Common
Speedwell grow on lateral fruit-stalks, or on fruit-stalks

proceeding from the sides of the stem.

Latticed (cancellatus) open like lattice work.
Lax us, limber or loose, in opposition to crowded or compact.

Leaf (folium) the green leaves which are the lungs of plants,

and the organs of motion. The leaf of a flower is called a

petal.

Leafit, or little leaf (foliolum) one of the single leaves of a

compound leaf.

Leaf-stalk (petiolus) the foot-stalk of a leaf. It supports the

leaves but not the flowers. In the Great Periwinkle the

ieaf-stalks are very long. PI. g. f. 4. (^z. b. c.)

Leafy (foliaceus) furnished with leaves.

Calyx (auctus) when the base of a Calyx is surrounded

by a series of leaves, different from those which form the

Calyx.
— Seed; a seed that is surrounded by a thin leafy edge,

as in Cow's Madnep.
Leather-like (coriaceiis) tough and pliable like leather;

e. g. the cup of the Corn Cockle^ and most of the plants in

the fifth division of the 24th Clafs.

Legumen, or shell; seed-vefsel of two valve.s, wherein the

seeds are fixed to one seam only ; as in the Ppa^ and most
of the plants in the fourth order of the Clafs Diadelphia.

It is not unusual in common language to call these legnmi-

nous plants. PI. 5. f. 16.

Lenticulare, globular but comprefsed.
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Le PR os us, rough like the skin of a leper, generally applied to

cxprefs the ground or crust on which are formed the

tubercles or saucers of the crustaccous Lichens.

Level (fastigiatus) when several branches or fruit-stalks grow
to equal heights, so as to form a flat surface at the top

;

as in the flowers of the S^eet IVilJiam.

Liber, the inner bark.

Lid (operculum) a cover to the Capsules of several of the

Alofses ; as in the Bogmofs. PI. i . f. D. {b.)

Lignosxjs, woody.
Ligulatus, strap-shaped. Does not seem to differ from Uneare^

unlefs it is that the latter js applied to the leaves, &c. and
the former used exclusively to petals.

Limb (lamina) the upper spreading part of a petal, in blofsoms

composed of more than one regular petal. Thus in the

TVall-Jiower^ the upper flat broad part of the petal is called

the limb; the lower slender part included within the cup
is called the claw. PI. q. f. ii. {b. b. b» b,) f. 12. {a. a)

a. a.)

Limber (flaccidus) Fruitstalk, bending with the weight of

its own flowers.

Limbus, border.

Line (linea) the breadth of the white part at the root of the

middle finger nail; about the tenth of an inch; see

measure.

Line are, strap-shaped.

Lineari-cuneiforme, strap-wedge-shaped. ^
T T ® u ^ j C see spear-egg-
Lineari-lanceolatum, strap-spear-shaped. >
Lineari-subulatum, strap-awl-shaped. ^ *

Lin eat us, streaked.

Linguiforme, or lingulatum; tongue-shaped.

Lip (labium) the upper or under division of a gaping blofsom.

The Deadnettle and the greater part of the plants in the

Clafs Didynamia furnish examples. See the introduction

to that clafs. See also pi. 4. f. 8. f. g. and f. 10.

Little Fruit-stalk (pedicellus) the little foot-stalk that

supports an individual flower, when there are several

flowers upon one’ common fruit-stalk. PI. 6. f. 7. [a. a. a,

* dm dm^
Lobatus, gashed.

Lobes (lobum) the divisions of a gashed leaf; see Gashed.
Lobes are rounded at the edges, and stand distant from
each other. The leaves of the Hopy Anemone

y
Hepaticdy

and Sycdmorcy furnish examples. PI. 7. f. 17. f. 19.

Loculamentum, cell.

Long (longus) a cup is said to be long, when it is equal in

length to the tube of the blofsom.

Lopped (truncatus) appearing as if cut off" with a pair of scissors

:

the leaves of the Great Bindweed are lopped at the base,

F 2
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the petals of the Periwinkle are lopped at the end. PL 8.

f-63-

Lucidum, transparent.

Lunatum, )
,

Lunulatum,
3

^

Lyratus, see

Lyre-shaped (lyratus) as the leavesof HerbBennet^ or PI. 8. f. 62.

Male (masculi) Flowers, are such as contain one or more
Stamens, but no Pistils ; see barren.

Mar c ESC e NS, shrivelling.

Marginatus, bordered.

Masculi, male (flowers.)

Measures, when used to exprefs the size of any particular parts

of plants, are generally exprefsed by mentioning the pro-

portion which those parts bear to other parts, but some-
times reference is made to certain standards of measure : as

A Hairs-bre ADTH, a 1 2th part of a line.

A Line (linea) the 12 th part ofan inch, or the breadth

of the white at the root of the nail of the middle finger.

A Nail (unguis) about an inch.

An Inch (pollex) the breadth of the broadest part of

the thumb.
A Hands-bre ADTH (palmiis) about 3 inches, or the

breadth of the four fingers.

A Span (spithama) the space between the end of the

thumb and the fore finger, when extended; about 7 inches.

Palm (dodrans) the space between the end of the thumb
and the end of the little finger, when fully 'extended

; about

9 inches. This is nearly the palm of foreign nations, and
is something more than a quarter of the English yard.

A Foot (pes‘) from the outer bend of the elbow to the

lower joint of the thumb
;
or from the inner bend of the

arm, to the second joint of the thumb
;
about 1 2 inches.

A Cubit (cubitus) from the outer bend of the elbow

to the end of the middle finger; about 18 inches, or half

an English yard.

x^N Arm (brachicum) from the armpit to the base of

the middle finger; about aqinches, or two feet.

A Fathom (orgya) about 6 feet, or the space between

the ends of the fingers when the arms are both widely

stretched out.

Matted (casspitosus) thickly interwoven together, as the fibres

in turf-bogs. Sometimes also, it signifies many stems rising

from the same root.

Medulla, pith.

Membranaceous (membranaceus) thin, skinny, and semi-

transparent, like parchment.
•*—— Stem; when the edges of the stemare bordered

with a thin leafy substance, as in Water Figworiy and Broad

Leaved Pease Everlasting. -

I
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MENSURA, measure.

Mid-rib, the principal nerve which runs from the base towards"

the end of a leaf, along its middle.

Mo NAD EL PH I A, united threads or filaments; the name of a clafs

in the Linnacan System; see the introduction to that clafs.

Monandria, one Stamen; the name of the first clafs in the

Linnosan System.

Monoecia, one house; the name of the 21st Clafs in the

Linnasan System. In the plants of this Clafs the Stamens

and Pistils are in different flowers, but on the same plant.

These plants are now distributed amongst the other Ciafses

according to the number of their Stamens.

Monogynia, one Pistil in each flower. This circumstance cha-

racterizes an Order in several of the Ciafses.

Monopetala, monopetalous.

Monopetalous (flower) having a blofsom consisting of only

one petal, as the Convolvulus or the Primrose.

Monophyllus, one-leafed.

Monosperma, one-seeded.

Monostachyos, a single spike.

Mosses (musci.)

Mouth (faux) the upper and opening part of the tube, in

blofsoms consisting of a single petal ; as Barrage, Hounds-

tongue, Deadnettle. PI. 4. f. g. (d. d.)

Mucronatum (leaf) sharp pointed at the end. Dagger-

pointed.

Mules, see Hybrid.

Multangularis, many-cornered,

Multifidam, many-clefted.

Multiflores, many-flowered.

Multiloculare, many-celled.

Multipartita, having many deep divisions.

Multivalvis, many-valved; more than two.

Mur I CAT us, 'Covered with sharp points.

Musci, Mofses; the name of a natural afsemblage of plants con-

stituting the fecond Order of the Clafs Cryptogamia. '

Muti cus, awn-lefs.

Nail (unguis) see measure.

Narrow (ligulatus) the florets in some species of compound
flowers are tubular at the bottom, but flat and narrow like

a strap or fillet at the top. In Dandelion .the florets are all

narrow : in the common Daisie the florets in the circum-
ference only, are narrow. PL 4. f. 10. f. 21. f. 24.,, The
term linearis (strap-shaped) seems to convey the same idea,

but has been more particularly appropriated to leaves.

Naked (nudus) destitute of leaves
; as the stalk of the TW/jp or

Cowslip.

Mouth
;
when the mouth of the tube of a blofsom is not

close.! by valves or hairs. The mouth of the blofsom of
F3
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Borragf is closed by five valves, or teeth : but that of Grom^

•well is open and naked,

Receptacle
; neither chaffy nor hairy; as that of the

Daisle.

Leaves; leaves destitute of hairs.

Nap, or Nappy, see cottony, from which this term does not

appear to differ.

Natans, floating,

Navicularis, b^oat-shaped.

Nectarium, nectary.

Nectary, or Honey-cup, a part of a flower designed to secrete

and contain honey. In flowers that have only one petal,

the tube of the blofsom contains the honey
; or else it is

contained in a sort of horn-shaped appendage, as in the

Butterwort. In the Violet^ the Larkspur

^

the ColumbinCy and
the Fumitory^ it is a sort of spur, or horn. In the Ranun-

culuSf the Lilyy and the Crown Imperial^ it is a hollow cavity .

in the substance of the petals. In the Daffodil and Helle-

bore it is tubular, In the Fraxinella and Campanula it is

fixed to the Anthers
; in the Gillifiower and the Turnep^ it

is placed on the Germen in form of a gland. Its struct

ture is no where more singular or beautiful than in the

Grafs of Parnafsus. PI. 5. f. i. {a.) f. 2, (a, a. a. a. a.)

f. 3. (a. a.) f. 4. (rt.)

Nervos UM, fibrous (leaf.)

Neutral flowers or florets; such as contain neither Stamens
nor Pistils, and of course produce no seeds,

Nidulantia (semina) seeds dispersed in pulp.

Nit I DUS, glofsy.

Nodding (nutans) Flower; when the fruit-stalk is bent near

the end, as in the Chequered Daffodil, Narcifsus, and Jonquil.

PI. 3. f. q. but in a smaller degree than is meant by the

term crooked.

Nodus, knot.

Notched (emarginatus) at the End; as the petals of the

Small Campion and Dove' s-foot Cranes' -hill \
the little leaves

of Vetch; the leaves of the common Maple. PI. 7. f. 16. 36.

Notched (runcinatus) ' Leaves ;
the edges cut something like

the teeth of a large timber saw. Dandelion, Broad-leaved

TVatercrefs, Long-rooted Flawke's-eye, * and Smooth Succory

Hawkweed, are examples.
Nucleus, a kernel.

Nudus, naked.

Nutans, nodding; but applied to a panicle more properly

drooping.

Nux, nut.

Nut (nux) a seed covered by a hard woody shell; e. g. the

Hasel Nut. . This woody shell is sometimes covered by a

soft pulpy or fleshy substance, as in a Peach or Apricotj and

then it is called a stone. PI, 5. f. 21. (b. b.)
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Ob, inversely; thus,

Ob-con I CUM, signifies inversely conical.

Ob-cordatum, inversely-hear^-shaped; which see.

Obl iQUUS, slanting.

Oblong (oblongus) considerably longer than broad, and nar-

rowed, though rounded at the ends; as the leaves of the

Daiste; the Anthers of the Honeysuckle. Pf. 7. f. 5.

Oblongiusculus, rather oblong.

Oblongo-ovatum, oblong-egg-shaped.

Oblong-egg-shaped, o

towards the end.

Ob-ovATUM, inversely-egg-shaped; that is, egg-shaped, but
with the small end downwards.

Obsoletus, indistinct.

Obtusus, blunt.

Obtus IUSCULU 8 , bluntlsh.

OcTANDRiA, 8-stamened. The name of a Clafs.

OcTOFiDos, 8-clefted.

OcTOGYNiA, 8 Pistils; the name of some ofthe Linnacan Orders.

OcTo-PARTiTug, having 8 divisions.

Open (patulus) standing open, or spreading wid^.

Operculatum, covered with a lid.

Operculum, lid.

Opposite (oppositus) growing on the opposite sides pf the stem,

but at the same height from the ground, as the leaves of
the Nettle. In pi. g. f. 5. all th? leaves are opposite,

Oppositifolium, opposite the leaf.

Oppositus, opposite.

Orbic ula Tus, round and flat.

Ordo, order; see the introduction.

Ore (perianthii) rim of the cup.
Or GY A, a fathom.

OssEus, hard as bone.
Oval (ovale) leaf; as the leaves of Box. PI. 7. f. 4.

OVA T o

-

l‘a N c E o L A T u M, egg-spear-shaped.

Ovato-oblongum, egg-shaped, but lengthened out towards

.the end.

OvATO-suBULATA (capsule) egg-awl-shaped. That is, egg-

shaped at the base, but tapering into awl-shaped towards
- the other extremity.

Pag IN A, surface of a leaf.

Pairs (binatus; geminus) leaves, or fruit-stalks, sometimes
grow in pairs. PI. 7. f. 50. See also Jug a.

Palate (palatum) the inner part of the mouth of gaping blof*

soms. PI. 4. f. 10. (c.) It is frequently closed, or nearly

so, by a projecting plait of the lower lip; this part is called

the palate. PI. 4. f. 10. (c.)

Palea, chaff.

Paleaceus, chaffy.

Palm (dodrans) see measure.
Palma tus, hand-shaped.
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Palm us, hands-breadth.

Panduriformis, fiddle-shaped.

Panicle (paniciila) an afsemblage of flowers growing without

any very regular order, upon fruit-stalks which are vari-

ously subdivided; e. g. Oats, PL 6, f. 6. It is said to be
— Spreading

;
when the partial fruit-stalks diverge and

stand wide asunder, as in the Comnon and Reed Meadou^-

grafs.

Compact; when they stand near together, as in the

Sheeps Fescue., and Purple Hairgrafs^

Pan 1C LED (paniculatus) Bunch; an afsemblage of flowers

partaking the properties of a panicle and a bunch. See

those terms. Golden Rod may serve as an example.
Spike ; an afsemblage of flowers partaking the pro-

perties of a panicle and g spike; as the Wall Fescue, and
the Manured Canary Grafs, in which the collections of

florets resemble a spike in their general appearance, but

the florets are furnished' with fruit-stalks, shorter than

themselves.

Papiliona/Ceus, butterfly-shaped.

Papillosus pimpled.

Pappus, down,
Parallelus, parallel.

Parasitical (parasiticus) Vegetables; not taking root in

the earth, but growing upon other vegetables. Thus
Misletoe is found to grow upon the Apple Tree, the Pear,

the Lime, the Elm, the Poplar, the Hawthorn, and the

Buckthorn, but never upon the ground.

Partial (partialis) ekprefsive of a part, not of the whole.

Thus the Umbellules, or small Umbels, composing a large

Umbel, are sometimes called partial Umbels; and the

Involucellum or fence at the base of these partial Umbels,
is sometimes called the partial Involucre. See pi. 6. f. g.

(^. d. d, d.)

Partition (difsepimentum) the substance dividing seed-vefsels

into different cells. Thus the seed-vefsel of ‘Jacob' s Laddei-

is divided into three cells
;

and if you cut a Lemon acrofs,

you will plainly see the partitions that divide it into nine

cells. See also pi. 5. f. 12. {b, b.) f. 14. {b. b. b» b,)

Partitus, divided.

Patens, expanding.

Patulus, open.

Pectinatum, contb-like, leaf.

Pedat UM, bird-footed.

Pedicellus, little fruit-stalk, or pedicle.

Pedicle, a little fruit-stalk, or partial fruit-stalk, being that

part of a compound or branched fruit-stalk, which is the

immediate support of a single dower or floret, or spiket.

It is also sometimes used to exprefs the little pillar whiclt

supports the down in some of the compound flowers.
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Pedukculatus, growing oil a fruit-stalk, opposed to sitting.

P E D u N c u L u s ,
fruit-stalk

.

Pelt A, target.

Peltatum, target-shaped (leaf.)

Pencil-shaped (penicilliformis) like a camel-hair pencil ; as

the summits of Millet^ or the appendages to the bioisoms of

the Mea.^oio Milhvort. PL 2. f. ii. (r. c.)

Penicilliformis, pencil-shaped.

Pendant (pendulus) hanging down; as the bunches of the Red
Cwrayit; the cones of the Scotch Fir; the flowers of the

Cohmbine.

Pentagon us, 5-cornered.

Pentagynia, 5 Pistils; the name of an Order In several' of the

Clafses.

Pentandria, 5-stamened; the name of one of the Clafses.

Pentapetala, 5-petaled. > -

Pentaphyllus, 5-leaved (cup.) I

Perennial (perennis) continuing for several years ; at least

, more than two.

Perfect (completus) Flower, having both a cup and a blof-

som; and also one or more Stamens and PIsj;Ils.

Perforated (perfollatus) Leaves; when the stem seems to go
through the leaves'; as In the Round-leaved Thorough%vax,

PI. g. f. 4. {g,) '

,
_

.

Perfoliatum, perforated leaf.

Perianthium, cup. /

Pericarpium, seed-vefsel.

Perich/Etium, an Involucrum surrounding the base of the fruit-

stalk In Mofses.

Peristoma, the fringe at the mouth of the Capsule of Mofses.

PI. 14. f. 27. {a.) ’

Permanent (persistens) Cup, remaining till the fruit Is ripe;

as in Barrage; Currant; Pink; and Deadnett/e*

Persistens, permanent.

Personatus, gaping (blofsom.)

Pes, a foot; see measure.

Petaliformis, resembling a petal.

Petals (petala) the leaves which constitute the blofsom are

called Petals, to distinguish them from the other leaves

of the plant. See pi. 3. f. 2. (a. a. a. a. a, a.) PI. 4. f. 12.

(a, a. a, a.)

Petio laris, fixed to the leaf-stalk,

Petiolatus, having leaf-stalks.

Petiolus, leaf-stalk.

Pi LE us, or Cap
; the spreading part which forms the top of several

of the Fungi, and covers the fructifications. Thus In the
• common Mushroom it covers the gills, and is sometimes

also called the Hat, and when fully expanded the Flap.

PiLi, hairs. /

PiLosus, hairy.
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Pillar (stipes) the little shaft or pedicle upon which the down
of some seeds is placed, as in Dandelion. PI. i . f. H. {h.')

PI. 4. f. 22. (/.) PI. 6. f. 2. \d.) Stipes is also used to

exprefs the stem of an Agaric, &:c.

Pimpled (papillosus) beset with pimples, or hard little protu*

berances.

PiisTNA, a leafit of a winged leaf.

PlNNATIFlDUM, with wi«gcd cicftS.

PiNNATUM, winged.
PiNNULATUM, when a leafit of a winged leaf is again subdivided.

Pistil, or Pointal; a part of a flower, composed of the Ger-
* MEN, the Style, and the Summit. Look into the blof-

* som of a Plimh or Cherry y and in the centre you will sec
' the Pistil surrounded by the Stamens. In the blofsom of

the Apple, or Pear, you will perceive five Pistils in the

centre. In the Deadnettle you will find the Pistil covered

by the upper lip, and forked at the top. In the centre of
the blofsom of the White Lily, the Pistil stands surrounded

by six Stamens. In this flower the GERMnN, which is the

lower part of the PistiR is long, cylindrical, and marked
with six furrows ; next above this part is the Style, which
is long and cylindrical; and, at the top of the Style is the

Summit, which is thick and triangular. See pi. 3. f. 2.

,(d. e.f.) f. 7. (/. k. /.) f. 5. (c. d. e.)

Pistil LI FERGUS flowers or florets, such as contain one or more
Pistils, but no Stamens.

Pitcher-shaped (urceolatus) swelling or bellying out like a

common jug.

Pith (inanis) a soft spongy substance filling up the cavity in

some plants
; as in the Rush and the Elder

.

Pitted (lacunosum) when the surface of a leaf lies in hollows

betw’een the veins.

Plaited (plicatus) folded in plaits; as the blofsom of ConvoL
'Villus ; the cup of Thrift; and the leaves of Ladies-mantle-.

PI. 7. f. 37.
Plenus, flat.

Plenus (flos) a double blofspmed flower.

Plicatus, plaited.

Plumosus, feathered.

Pod (siliqua) a seed-vefsel of two valves, within which the seeds

are fixed alternately to each seam. When long, it is

called a long pod, as in Gilliflovier

;

when broad and short,

it is called a short pod, or pouch, as in Honesty and Shep-

herd"s Purse. PI. 5. f. 10. f. II. f. 12. f. 13.

Pointal, see Pistil.

Pointing from two opposite Lines. See two-rewe'd.

one Way (secundus) as the flow'ersofthe Foxglove,

the Cock"
s-
foot, and the Sheep's Fescue Grafs. PI. a. f. I3.(</.)

Pollen, Farina, or Dust, a fine powder contained in the An-
thers of flowers: it ia too minute for the naked eye to
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examine, but by the afsistance of a microscope, it appears

very different in dif'erent plants : Thus in the Bloody Gera^

nium it is a perforated globule ;
in the Marsh7nallow like the

wheel of a watch; in the Pansie it is triangular; in the

Narcifsus kidney-shaped; and in Comfrey the globules are

double. PI. 3. f. 5. (f.) An Anther discharging its

pollen ;
f. 8. a part cle of the pollen greatly magnified.

PoLLEx, an inch; see measure.

Poly ADELPHY A, Stamens in 3 or more sets, being united by
the filaments. The title of a clafs, which see.

PoLYANDRiA, many stameiis. The title of a clafs, which see.
^

PoLYGAMiA, the title of the 23d Clafs in the Linnsean system.

The plants it contained are now distributed amongst the

other clafses according to the number of the Stamens.

PoLYGAMiA-NECESSARiA, the title of the -jth Order of the Clafs

Syngenesia. See introduction to that Clafs, as also for

—- TIqualis.
Superflua.
Frustranea, -

And Segregata.
PoLYPETALus, many petaled, (flower) having more than one

Petal.

PoLYPHYLLus, many leaved, (Calyx, &c.) of more than one
leaf.

PoLYSPERMA, many seeded.

PoLYSTACHYUs, many spiked. .
*

PoMUM, a fleshy or pulpy seed-vefsel without valves, covering a

Capsule which contains the seeds ; as in the Apple ajid

Pear. PI. 5. f. 20.

Pores (pori) little holes. At the inner side of the base of the

petals, in all the species of Ranunculusy or Crowfoot^ arc

little pores filled with honey. See also pi. 3. f. 3. (A.)

Posticus, hinder part.

Pouch, a short pod ; see pod,

Pr^morsus, as if bitten off.

Pressed to (adprefsus) see contiguous.

Prickles (aculei) sharp-pointed weapons of defence,- formed
from the bark, and not from the woody part of a plant.

The prickles of the Rose a.rc a familiar example. PI. 10.

f. 2. {a. a.) and {L L)
Prickly (aculeatus) armed with prickles.

Prickly-pointed (cuspidatus) ending suddenly in a hard
sharp point,

pRiSMATicus, see

Prism-shaped (prismaticus) differing from cylindrical in the

circumference being angular, as the cup of the Pulmonaria,

Procumbens, trailing.

Prolifer ous (proliferi flores) Blossoms ;
when one grows

out of another, as is not uncommon in the Polyanthus,

\
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Proliferous Shoots; when one shoot springs out of another,

as in the Hypnum proliferum.

Stem,* when an otherwise unbranched stem

sends out a number of branches from its top.

pROMiNENS, projecting (partition) when it stands out beyond
the valves.

Prominent (prominens) the partition of a seed-vefsel is said to

be prominent when it projects beyond the valves, as in

Cabbage, and many other plants of the Tetradynamia clafs.

pRONus, the under surface of a leaf.

Propriu.8, belonging to an individual.

Props (fulcra) these are of 7 kinds, viz. Stipulx, Floral-leaves,

Thorns, Prickles, Tendrils, Glands, and Hairs. See

those Terms.
Protruding (exsertus) standing out of the blofsom as do the

Stamens of some of the Erica’s.

Protuberances (torosus) in seed-vefsels; occasioned by the

,
swelling of the inclosed seeds. They are sufficiently evi-

dent in the pods of Mustard, and in some sorts oi' Beans,

Pubes, cloathing.

Pubescent (pubescens) cloathed with soft wool or hair.

' PuLPosus, pulpy.

Pulpy (pulposus) soft and tenacious. A Cherry is pulpy, but an '

Aggie is fleshy.

• Seed-vessel, see Drupa.
PuLVERATUS, duStcd.

PuNCTATUS, dotted. <

Purse-shaped (scrotiformis) like a purse that draws together

with strings at the top ;
as the seed-vefsel of the Burgle

Marshlocks, or the Nectary of the Satyrion,

Quadrangular IS, 4-corned, (stem.)

QuADR IDE NTATUS, 4-tOOthed.

Qtf ADR I FI DUS, 4-clcfted.

Quadrilobum, 4-lobed.

Quadriloculare, 4-celled.

Quadr iPARTiTUM, with 4 divTsions.

Quadrivalve, 4-valved.

Quaterna, by fours; as the leaves Pl. 9. f. 3. (r. cl)

Quin A, by fives.

Quinatum, 5-leaved.

Quinquangulare, 5-cornered.

Quinquefidum, 5-clefted.

Qu INQUEL OB UM, 5-lobed.

Quinqueloculare, 5-ceIled.

Quinquepartitum, with 5 divisions.

Quinquevalve, 5-valvcd

Racemus, bunch.

Each is, spike-stalk.
I
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Radiate (radiatus) a sort of compound flowers in which the

florets of the centre differ in form from those in the cir-

cumference. Thus the Daisie and Sunjlower are radiate

flowers; the florets in the centre being all tubular, but

those in the circumference are narrow or strap-shaped.—
PI. 4. f. 24. Umbelliferous flowers are also called ra-

diated when the florets in the circumference of the Umbel
or Umbellule are larger than those in the center. In this

.case too, the outer petals are larger than the inner petals

of the same floret.

Summits, placed in a circle; as in the Poppy, Pi. 5.

t S, (b.)

Radical IS, ifsuing immediately from the root.

Rad ic AN'S, striking root.

Radii, rays; the outer florets in a radiate compound flower.

—

They may be called the florets of the circumference, and
the inner ones the central florets.

Spokes, the fruitstalks of an Umbel or Umebellule;

which see.

Radix, root.

Rambus, belonging to a branch.

Ramosus, branched.

Ramosissimus, very much branched.
Ramus, a branch.

Ram ulus, the branch of a branch.

Receptacle (reccptaculum) one of the parts necefsary tocom-
' pose a flower. It is the base, or seat, upon which the other

parts of a flower are placed. PI. 4. f. 11. (c.) f. 23.

(a.) The inner part of a Capsule to which the seeds are

attached is also called a Receptacle. PI. 5. f. 7. f. 9.

Reclinatus, reclining.

Reclining (reclinatus) bent back a little, so that the extremity

is lower than the base; as the leaves in PI. g. f. -5. (e. e.)
^

Rectus, straight.

Recurvatus, bent outwards.

Reflected (reflexus) bent back, as the segments of the cup of

the Currant; the petals of the Flower de Luce ; the blofsoms

of the Hyacinth and White Lily. PI. 4. f. 5.

Refractus, bent back as if broken.
Regular (regularis) Blossom

;
one that is regular in the figure,

size, and proportion of its parts; as the Jefsamine and
Syringo.

Remote (remotus) Whirls; when there is a considerable length,

of stem between each whirl. PI. 6 . f. ii. (a. a. a.)

Renifo rme, kidney-shaped.

Repandum, serpentine.

Repens,
Repta

S,

INS,
J

creeping.

Resupinatum, horizontally turned upside down.
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Reticulata, veined like net-work.
Retrofr ACTUS, broken back.
Retrorsum (sinuatiim) barbed.
- ' (serratum) inversely serrated.'

Retusum, bluntly notched at the end ; but it sometimes means
merely blunt, as the seeds of the Lycopsis.

Revolutus, rolled back.
' /

Rhombeus, diamond-shaped.
Rhomboideus (rhomboidal) nearly diamond-shaped, but broader

one way than the other.

Rigid (rigidus) inflexible; not easily bending: opposed to lim-

ber and flexible.

Rimosus, full of cracks.

Ring (annulus) the remains of the Curtain surrounding the Stem
of an Agaric or a Boletus, after the other part has dis-

appeared. PI. I. f. H. {a.)

Ringens, gaping.

Rising, upwards, (afsurgens) differs from ascending, in first in-

clining downwards, and then gradually rising upwards.

Rod-shaped (virgatus) having many slender, and nearly straight

parallel branches or shoots.'

Rolled back (revolutus) with respect to the leaf in general,

rolled downwards, as the ends of the leaves of S-weei Willi-

am; pi. 9. f. 5. (f. fi) with respect to the edges, rolled

under towards the rib of the leaf, as in the Icav^es of Rose-

mary
^
and the young leaves of the Osier; with respect to

summits^ it signifies rolled back spirally, as the Summits of
the Rink, PI. i. f. ig. (r. r.)

Root (radix) may be Fibrous, Bulbous, Tuberous, Bundled, Beaded,

Spindle-shaped, or creeping. See those terms. See also pi. 1 1.

Root-leaves (radicalia) the leaves which proceed immediately

from the root, without the intervention of a stem. They
often differ in shape and size from the other leaves. The
Field Bellflo^joer furnishes an example. PI. g. f. 7.

Rostellum, the descending part of the heart or corcle of a seed.

Rostratum, having a bill.

Rostrum, a bill, or beak.

Rotata, wheel-shaped, (blofsom.)

Rough, asper.

Round (teres) applied to a Stem, &c. it means round and long,

like a walking stick, the same as cylindrical.

(globosus) like a ball, see globular.
— (orbicularis) round and flat. PI. 7. f. i.

Ruffle, or Ring, the part of the Curtain of an Agaric which

adheres to the Stem after the outer part of it has vanished.

Rugosum, wrinkled.

Runcinatum, notched.

R u N D l e
,

see Umbel.
Rundlet,’ see Umbellule,
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Runner (flagellum) a barren twig, or Shoot, lying upon the

ground, as in the Garden Stra^joberry, and StOfie Bramble ,

—

They are sometimes called Wires.

Running (along the Stem) see Decurrent.

Sagittatum, arrow-shaped.

Salver-shaped (hypocrateriformis) the shape of a blofsom of

one petal, the lower part of which is tubular, the upper

part flat and expanded; as the blolsom of the FerinxiiAle^

and the Mouse-ear Scorpion Grafs. PI. 4. f. i.

Sap, see Alburnum.
Sarmentosus, having runners.

Saucer (scutellum) a sort of fructification of some of the Lichens;

it is circular and concave, like a china saucer. PI. i, f. F.

Scaber, rough like a file.

ScABRiTiES, roughnefs.

Scaly (squamosus) like the skin of a fish; as the cups of Bur-

dock. PI, 4. f. 25. (a.)

ScANDENS, climbing,

ScAPus, stalk.

ScARiosus, skinny.

Scarred (cicatrisatus) marked with scars where the leaves have
fallen off, as are the Stems of some of the Spurges.

ScROBiFORME, like fine saw-dust, as are the Seeds of the

Orchis.

ScROTiFORME, puFsc-shaped.

Scolloped (crenatus) inspedf the edges of the \cz.ve?,ol Bird' s-eye

and GUI, and you will have a true idea of this term
; see also

PI. 7, f. 38. 35. and 34. Some leaves are doubly scolloped,

as in PI. 7. f, 33.
Scored (striatus) marked with superficial parallel lines, as the

cup of a Phiky or the stems of Butchersirootri.

Scurfy (squarrosus) applied to a cup in compound flowers, the
scales of which are bent outwards at the ends, so as to give
the whole a rough ragged appearance.

Scutellum, a saucer.

Sc yme tar-shaped, leaf, (acinaciforme) a long fleshy leaf,

thick and straight at one edge, thin and arched at the
other.

Scyphifer, glafs-shaped
;
as is the fructification of some of the

Lichens.

Sea-green, see glaucous.

Seam (sutura) the line formed by the union of the valves of a

seed-velsel. Thus the pod of a Pea is a seed-vefsel of two
valves, and the two seams v/here the valves join .are suffi-

ciently conspicuous : As also in pi. 5. f. 6.

Secundus, pointing one way.
Sec uriformis, shaped like an axe.

Seed (semen) a deciduous part of a vegetable, containing the
rudiments of a new plant. It consists of the Heart, the
Seed-lobes, the Eye, and the Seed-coat. See those
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terms. Sometimes it is crowned witL tlic cup of the flower,

and sometives it is winged with a down, or with a thin ex-

panded membrane, which enables the wind to waft it abroad.

See pi. 4. f. 22. and pi. 6. f. 3.

Seed-bud, see Germen.
Seed-coat (arillus) the proper coat of a seed which falls off

spontaneously. It is remarkable in the Spindle-tree^ Hound's

tongue, the Cucumber, the Fraxinella, and the Mallow .

—

Some seeds have only a dry covering or skin, as the Bean*

PI. 6. f.. I . fc. c.)

Seed-cover (calyculus) the real cover of the seed.

Seed-leaves, see Seminal-leaves.

Seed-lobes (cotyledone) the perishable parts of a seed, de-

signed to afford nourishment to the young plant when it

first begins to expand. They furnish the Seminal leaves.

A bean, after being soaked in water, or moift earth, easily

parts with its external skin, and divides into two parts,

called the Seed-lobes. PI. 6. f. 3. (a. a.)

Seed-v essel (pericarpium) a vefsel to contain the seed. It is of
several kinds ,• as a Capsule;- a Pod; aLEcuMEN; an
Air-bag

; a Drupa, including a nut or Pone
;
a Pomum ;

a Berry
; and a Cone. See those terms. See also pi. 5.

from f. 5 to f. 2 1

.

Segment (lacinium) the small parts of a leaf, cup, or petal, in-

cluded betw'een the incisions.

Segregata, (polygamia) see the introduction to the Clafs Syn-
o-enesia.

Semen, seed.

Semi AMPLExic AULiA, half, or in part only, embracingthe Stem.

Semi-cylindrical (semi-teres) if the trunk of a tree was saw;ed

lengthways thro’ the middle, each part would be semi-cylin-

drical. The stalk of Ramsons is in this shape.

Semi-flosculosi, a term ufed toexprefs such compound flowers

of the Clals Syngenesia as are wholly composed of strap-

shaped florets.

Seminal-leaves; those which arise immediately from a seed,

or rather from the seed-lobes.

vSemi-oreicul ATUM, ill the shape of half a globe. •

'

Semi-sag IT ATA, shaped like half the head of an arrow, as are

the Stipiilx of some plants. '

Semi-teres, semi-cylindrical.

Sempervirens, evergreen.

Semis (foliis) growung in sixes.

Separate (rncnoecia) Stamens and Pistils are said to be separate

when they are found upon the same plant, but in different

flowers. Thus in the Box, the Birch, the Cucumber, and the

Melon, some of the flowers contain Stamens, and others

contain Pistils; but none of them contain both together.

PI. I. f. 21.
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ERICEUS, silky.

ERPENTiNE (repaiidus) the edge of some leaves is formed like a

serpentine line; without any angles or corners. PL 7. f. 29.

Serrated (serratus) like the teeth of a common saw; as are the

edges of the leaves of the Affk, the Pear^ the Speannint^ the

Deadnettle, the Sneezezvort or Goosetongue^ &c. PI. 7. f. 31.

Some leaves are Doubly-serrated ;
that is, the teeth are

again cut into other little teeth. The Co7nmon Plm is an ex-

ample. PI. 7. f. 32.

Serrulated (serrulatum) very minutely serrated.

Sessilis, sitting.

Setaceus, bristle-fliapedk

Sette, bristles.

Setosus, bristly, or set with bristles.

Sexangulare, 6-sided, or cornered.

Sex-fidus, 6-cleft.

Sex-l ocuL ARE
,
6-celled.

Shaft, see Style.

Shaggy, (hirsutus) rough with stiff hairs.

Sharp, see Acute.

Sharp-pointed (mucronatum) tapering into a hard sharp point.

Sheath (spatha) a species of Calyx, exemplified in the Crocusy

the im, and the Daffodil. PI. 3. f. 9. {a. a.) ' See also the

introduction.

Sheathed Fruit-stalk (spadix) one that is furnished with

a sheath. PI. 3. f. g. {d.)

Sheath-scale, a membrane found at the top of the sheathes

which surround the stem of Grafses, just where the sheath

ends, and the proper leaf begins. It is generally white

;

tender and brittle when dry.

Sheathing (vaginans) Leaves; when the base of a leaf

enfolds the stem; as in most of the Grafses. PI. 9. f. 4.

('•) ...
Shedding (caducus) continuing but a short time. Applied to

a Calyx, it signifies that it falls off before the blofsom
;

as

in Poppy.

Shell, see Legumen.
Shoot (surculus) the branch of a Mofs.

Short (abbreviatus) a cup is said to be short, when it is shorter

than the tube of the blofsom, as in pi. 4. f. 7. (r.)

Shrivelling (marcescens) fading and withered, but not falling

off. e. g. The blofsoms of Plantain and Siicbwort.

Shrubby (fruticosus) somewhat woody and perennial, as the

stems of the Rose.

Silicula, abroad and short pod, or pouch.

Siliculosa, the name of the first Order of the Tetradynamia
Clafs, containing ,the plants with a broad short pod or

pouch.
Si LI QUA, a pod, or more particularly a long pod.

VoL.I.—

G
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SiLiQUds.t, the second Order of ilic Clals Teiradynamla, con*

raining the plants whose seed-vefsei is a long pjd.

SitE’i’: (sericeus) set v/ith very soft iiairs lying close, so as

liardiy to be felt.

SiKFLE (simplex) undivided.
— Stem; one that is undivided; or only sending out small

branches.

Leaf; when there is only one upon a leaf-stalk.

;

— Cup; one tliat consists of a single series of segments:
e. g. Gi>£i£s-o££trd.

Stalk ; undivided, as the stalk of the and that

oi Thrift.

StMPLfcissiMus, very simple, absolutely undivided.

Single (unicus) one flower only upon a stalk, as the

StNUATUs, indented.

SiNu ATO-ANGULosuM, indented and angular.

SrNUATo-DENTATUM, Indented and toothed.

'Sitting (sefsilis) Leaves have no leaf-stalk, ns Spearmint 3.x\d

Hduyids-tongue. PL g. f, {d,')

Flowers, ^re those tvhich have no Fruit-stalk,
as the Sowers of Mezereoru

Seinny, or Skin-like (scariosus) tough, thin, and semi-trans-

parent, like gold beater*s skin; as the cup of Thrift.

Slanting (obliquus) straight, but in a direction between hori-

zontal and perpendicular.

Smooth (glaber) surface smooth to the touch, without any
hairlnefs, or any rough inequalities; opposed to roughs

frickljy or other inequalities occasioned by prominencies on
the surface.

Snipt (incisus) cut at the edges xvithout any regularity.

Solid (solidus) Stem; without a ca\ity ; opposed to hollow.

Root ; fleshy and uniform, as that of a Turnep.
Solitary (solitarius) only one in a place ; as but one flower

on a fruit-stalk, or only one fruit-stalk proceeding from
the same part of a plant.

Sooty (fuliginosus) dark and dirty as if sooted, as are some of

the Lichens.

Spadix, a sheathed fruit-stalk.
’ Span (spithama) a measure of nearly 7 inches; see measure.

Sfarsus, scattered.

Spatha, sheath.

Spat ULAT us, battledore-shaped.

Species, see the introduction.
» Spear-shaped (lanceolatus) as the leaf of Rihzoon Flantainy and

Spearmmt. PI. 7. f. 6.

Spear-egg-shaped (ianceolato-ovatum) applied to a leaf, See.

signifies that it is shaped like a spear towards the base, and
like an egg tow'ards its extremity. So in the following,

and other compound terms of this kind, ilie first term
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applies to the base of the leaf, or the part next the stem or
branch, the second term to the part towards the extremity.

Thus egg-spear-shaped, is just the reverse

of spear -egg -shaped. LiKeari - l anceolatum, strap-

spear-shapedj See.

Specific Character
;
one or more circumstances of a plant,

sufficient to distinguish it from every other plant of the

same genus. The specific characters aie generally taken
from the leaver or stem ;

sometimes frem the flowers, but

seldom from the roots.
/

Spherical (sphacrica) globular.

Wub, Spike and Spiket.

Spike (spica) a composition of flowers placed alternately on
each side of a common simple fruit-stalk, and not standing

upon little fruit-stalks. Great Mullein., Agrimony, and
many of the Grafses have their flowers collected into spikes.

PI. 6. f. 5.

Spiket (spicula) or Little Spike, constituting a part of a

larger composition of florets. Its use is mostly confined to

the Grafses, and to exprefs the composition of their florets

contained within one common Calyx.

Spike-stalk (rachis) along, rough, slender receptacle, upon
which the flowers composing a spike are placed. Take a

spike, (or as it is frequently called, an ear) of wheat

;

pull off all the seeds and chaff: what remains is a Spike-
stalk. PI. 2. f. 24. (r. c.)

Spina, a thorn.

Spindle-shaped (fusiformis) a gradually tapering Root. e. g,

a Carrot, or a Radish, PI. 1 1. f. 6.

Spinescens, becoming hard and thorny.
Spinosus, thorny.

Spiral (spiralis) twisted like a corkscrew. PI. 10. f. 6. (a, a.)

Spithama, a span.

Spokes (radii) the fruit-stalks of flowers collected into Umbels:
or Umbel LULE s ; see those terms. They spring from one
point, and diverge like the spokes of a wheel. PI. 6. f. g.

{e. e. e. e.)

Spreading (diffusus) not rising high, but spreading wide upon
the ground

; as the stems of Fumitory and Pansie* Some-
times also applied to a panicle, wherein the little spikes

and fruit-stalks stand wide and distant.

Spur (calcar) shaped like the spur of a cock, as the Nectaries

of the Larksgur,

Squamatus, ? , !

Squamosus, j

Squarrosus, scurfy.

Stalk (scapus) that species of trunk which elevates and sup-

ports the flowers, but not the leaves of a plant* It differs

Ga
i
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from the Fruit-stalk, for that springs from the stem, or

branches
;
but this rises immediately from the root ; as in

Narcifsus, Lily of the V alley
^
and Hyacinth. PI. 6. f. 4.

Stamen, or Chive
;
open the blofsom of a Tulip or a Lily, and

you will see six long threads or filaments, placed round the

central pillar, with an Anther on the top of each. One of

these filaments, together with its Anther, is called a Stamen.

PI. 3. t. 2. {b. b. b. b. b. b.) f. 3. {h. /.) f. 6.

St AMENiFERous Flowers, OF Florets, such as contain one

or more Stamens, but no Pistils. These are necefsarily^

' barren.

Standard (vexillum) the upright petal of a butterfly-shaped

blol'som, very remarkable in the Pea. See the introduc-

tion to the Clafs Diadelphia. See also pi. 4. f. 12. {b.)

f. 14. {b.) f. 15.

Starry (stellatus) plants whose leaves grow in whirls round

the stem; as the Goosegrafs, Cheese-rennet., and several other

plants in the fourth clafs. PI. g. f. 3. {b. b.)

Stellat/e, starry, or star-like.

Stem (caulis) the proper trunk of a plant supporting the leaves,

branches, and flowers. It rises immediately from the root.

Stem (stipes) formerly called the pillar, which supports the

pileus of some of the Fungi. PI. i. f. H. (b.)

Stem-cla9Ping (amplexicaulis) see embracing the stem.

Stem-Leaves (caulina) such as grow immediately upon the

stem, without the intervention of branches.

Stem-less (acaulis) without a stem.

Sterilis, barren.

Stiff, see rigid.

Stigma, summit.

Stimuli, stings.

Stings (stimuli) sharp pointed substances conveying poisort

into the part they penetrate. Few people are ignorant of

the sting of a Nettle.

Stipes, a pillar, or pedicle. Also the stem of some kind of

Fungi.

Stipitatus, standing on a pillar, or pedicle.

Stipul/e, a sort of props; small leaves or scales situated on each

side the base of a leaf-stalk or fruit-stalk, for the purpose

of supporting them at their first appearance. They arc

sufficiently evident in the Garden Pea. PI. 10. f. 6. (b.b.)

Stolo, a sucker. . .

Stolon iFERus, putting forth suckers.

Stone
; see Nut.

Straddling (divaricatus) branches standing wide from each

other.

Straight (rectus) not bending.
^

Strap-shaped (linearis) long and narrow like a strap ora fillet;

as the leaves of Phrift, Crocusy and Rosemary. PI. 7. f. 7.

when the same shape is exprefsedas existing in a floret of a
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compound flower, Linmeus uses the term hguJatus. PL
f. 21.

Strap-spear-shaped (lineari-lanceolatum) see spear egg-

shaped.

Straw (culmus) a kind of trunk proper to Grafses. PL 10. f.3.

Streaked, marked with deprefsed, but not always parallel lines,

Striatus, scored.

Str ictus, stiff and straight.

StrigvE, strong spear-shaped bristles, or thorns.

Strigosum, furnished with Strigx.

Strings (nervi) see fibres; as in the broad and narrow-leaved

Plantain. PL 7. f. 46.

Strobilus, a cone.

Strobiliformis (spica) a spike like a cone. .

Style, or Shaft, is a part of a Pistil standing upon the gerraen,

and supporting the summit. See Pistil. PL 3. t. 2. (i?.)

f. 5. {d.) i.'j. {k.)

Sub, is prefixed to many of the Linnxan terms, and signifies that

the term is not precisely and exactly applicable in its

strictly defined sense, to the subject spoken of, but that it

must be understood with some latitude. Thus suh-sefsilis,

signifies nearly sitting; sub-rotundusy or nearly

round, sub-ovatusy nearly egg-shaped, &c.

This modification ofmeanings occasions much difficulty to the

learner, and its inaccuracy is a reproach upon the science.

It is much to be wished, that botanists w^ould avoid it as far

as may be, which a little attention would often enable

them to do.

SuBDivisus, subdivided.

Submersus, under the surface of the w^ater.

SuBRAMosus, a little branched.
Subrotundus, circular, nearly round.

SuBULATus, awl-shaped,

Succulentum, succulent, juicy.

Suckers (stolones) shoots which rise from the root, spread

along the ground, and then take root themselves; as in

the Sweet Violet.

SuFFRUTicosus, somewhat woody, nearly shrubby. AS’fJ^^and

Lavender

y

are examples. ^

SuLCATus, furrowed.

Summit (stigma) the upper part of a Pistil. See PiSTin, See
also pi. 3. f. 2. (/.) f. 5. (e.) f. 7. (/.)

Superficies, the surface.

SupERFLUA, superfluous; see Polygamia superHua, in the intro-

duction to the Clafs Syngenesia.
Superior (superus) Cup or Blossom

;
when the cup or blof-

som is situated above the Germen, it is said to be superior;

as in the Honeysuckle
y Currant

y

and Campanula.
Superus, superior, above.
SupiN'js, the upper surface,

G 3
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SuPR A-DEc oMposiTus, more than doubly compound.
SuPRA-FOLiACEus, placcd abovo the leaf.

SuRcuLus, a shoot; the branch of a Mofs.
SuTURA, seam.

SwoRD-SHAPED (cnslforme) as the leaves of the Jm, or F/onvfr

de Luce.

Syngenesia, united Anthers; the name of a Clafs; which see.

Tail (cauda) a sort of slender pointed appendage to some seeds.

Taper (acuminatum) Leaf, gradually tapering to a point.

PI. 7. f. 41.

(atteiT^iiatus) a fruit-stalk, tapering upwards.
Target (pclta) a kind of fructification on the leaves of some

of the Lichens, which is circular and a little convex. See
Saucer.

Target-shaped (peltatum) applied to a leaf having its leaf-

stalk fixed, not at the edge, but nearly in its centre; as in

Water Lily. PI. g. f. 4. {a.)

Summit, one that is circular and flat.

Tendril (cirrus) a spiral shoot or string, by means of which
some plants support themselves against adjacent bodies.

It is well known in the Vine and Pea, PI, 10. f. 6/ PI. 8.

f. 58
Tenuis, thin, slender.

Teres, round, cylindrical.

Teret i use ULUS, roundish,

Tergeminum (leaf) doubly-twinfork.
Terminalis, terminating.

Terminating (terminalis) (opposed to lateral) standing at the

end of the stem or branches
;
as the fruit-stalks of Borrage^

the blofsoms of Groundsel.

Te R

N

ATI
s

(leaves) growing three together from the same point.

PI. 7. f. 47 and 51

.

Tern IS, by threes; three in a place.

Te sselatum, chequered,
Tetr ADYNAMIA, four Stamens longer; the title of one of the

Clafses; which see. '

Tetragonus, 4-cornered.

Tetragyni’a, 4 Pistils'; a circurfistance which gives title to an
Order in several of the Clafses,

Tetrandria, 4 Stamens; the title of the fourth Clafs
; which

see. »

Tetra-petala, 4-petaled.

Tetr A-PHYLLus, 4-leaved,

Tetr A-SPERMA, 4-seeded.

Thalamus, the same as Receptacle; which see.

Thorn (Spina) a sharp pointed projection growing from the

woody substance of a plant ; "as in Gorcie and Blackthorn,

PI. 10. f. I.

Thr'ead, see Filament,
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Thread-shaped (filiformis) of the same thicknefs from top to

bottom, like a piece at packthread. Take for example the

leaves of Fmndy or the style ol the or HoTdeymckle,

Three-edged (trigonus) or three-cornered ; a stem having

three comers or angles, and the sides not flat.

THREE-riBRED (trincrvatus) having three veins or nerves nm-
ning trom the base to theend ofa leaf, without branchingoT.

Three-lobed (trilobatum) PL j. f, 17.

Three -SQUARE (triqueter) having three comers or angles with

'flat sides ; as the stem of the Pamu,
Thronging (conduentia) afsembled in close parcels', with inter-

vening naked places. ,

Thyrsus, cluster.

Tiled (imbricatus) one leaf or scale partly covering another,

like the tiles on a house, e. g. Tlie cup of Danddhn^ or oi

Burdock. PI. 4. L 25. (^7.) and PL g. f. 2.

Tip, see Anther.

Tomentosus, cottonv.

Tomentum, cotton.

Tongue-shaped (iingulatitm) applied to exprefs a thick fleshy

leaf, somewhat in the shape of a tongue.

Toothed (dentatus) when the edges of a leaf are set with little

teeth, at some distance from each other, not pointing

towards the end, as in the seirated leaves, nor towc^irds the

base, as In the inversely serrated leaves. Common Eyekright,

. Primrose^ Caivs/ipSy and Mountain Willtfwherby have toothed

leaves. PL 7. f. 30.
Tooth-serrated (dentato-serratum) when the edge ofa leafis

set with teeth, and these teeth are seiTated.

Torosus, protuberating.

Torulosus, a little swelling out.

Tor TIL IS, twisted.

Tr A iL 1 N G (proctimbens) Stems ; lying along upon the ground,
and not sending out roots, e. g. Common Sfcedu>eP, Red
Pimpernely Small Sea Bindweed,

Traksversum, placed acrofs, or crofs-ways, as when the par-

tition of a seed-vefsel is not placed in the same 'direction or

plane with the valves, but perpendicular to them.
Tr APE zi FORME, the shape of a flat leafhaving 4 unequal sides,

Trebly-compou’nd. See Triply-compound.
Triandria, three Stamens; the name of the third Clafs.

Triangular (triangularis) exprefsing the form of a leaf, stem,

or stalk, with three sides, and three angles, or corners.

PL 7. f. 12.

Triangular-spear-shaped (deltoideus) leaves in this fonn
are broad at the base and nearly triangular, but spear-

shaped at the point. e. g. Black Poplar. PL 7. f.45* The
term deltoideumy applied to thick fleshy leaves, bears a
different meaning, but no sucli leaf occurs amongst the

British plants. *
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Trichotomus, dividing by threes.
’

•
'

Tricocca, 3-celled, and 3-seeded, swelling out,

Tricuspiuatus, 3-pointed.

.Trifidus, 3-clefted.

Trigonus, 3-cornered.

Trigynia, 3 Pistils
;
giving name to an Order in several of the

Clafses.

Trilobatum, 3-lobed,

Triloculare, 3-celled.

Trinerve, 3-fibred.

Tripartitus,

.

with 3 divisions.

Triple-thorn (triplex) PI. 10. f. i. {b. b. b.)

Triphyllus, 3-leaved.

Tripinnatum, triply-winged.

Triply-compound leaves (folia supra-decomposita) are of

three kinds, viz.

1. Double-tv/infork (tergeminus) leaf-stalk, with two
leafits at the end of each, and two more at the division

of the fork. PI. 8. f. 57.
2. Triply-threefold (triternatus, triplicato - ternatus.)

PI. 8. f. 59. the "divisions of a triple leaf-stalk again

subdivided into threes^ and three leafits at the end of each
subdivision.

3. TriPly-winged (tripinnatus ; triplicato-pinnatus) when
the lateral ribs of a doubly winged leaf, have themselves

other leaf-stalks with winged leaves. PI. 8. f. 60. 61.

Triqueter, 3-square, or with 3 flat sides.

Trisperma, 3-seeded.

Triternatum, triply-threefold.

Trivalve, 3-valved.

Trivial Name, a name added to the Generic name, for the

more ready discrimination of species of the same Genus.
TROWEL-SHAPED,orTRIANGUL ARLY-SPEAR-SH APED (deltoideus)

which see.

Truncat UM, lopped.

Truncus, trunk.

Trunk (truncus) the main body of a plant; it is either a Stem,
a Stalk, or a Straw. See those terms.

Tube (tubus) the lower part of a blofsom of one petal is fre-

quently lengthened out into a tube, as in Crocusy and Poly-

anthus. PI. 4. f. I. (a.) f. 7, (a.)
,

Tubercle (tuberculus) a little solid pimple.

Tuberculati, tubercled. A name given to to the plants ofone
division of the Genus Lichens, on account of their bearing
solid warts or tubercles,

TuBUL ATUS,
Tubulosus,
Tubus, tube.

I

tubular.
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Tuberous (tuberosus) Root; consisting of many roundish

knobs collected into a bundle, as the root of Fircny and

TuBu- , - ' shape of a hollow tube, as the cup

Privet, the biolsom ol the Ploneysuckle
,
or the Nectary of

the Hellebore.

Florets, in compound flowers of the Syngeneisa

ciafs are. shaped like a hollow tube, and the top ol each

floret is cloven into 5 segments. In the Tdnsey all the flo-

rets are tubular, but, in the Sunflower and the Daisie, only

thofe ill the centre. PI. 4. f. 26. ,

Tuft (cyma) a composition of flowers in which a number of

fruitstalks proceeding from one’ common centre, rise to the

sameReight; and these again shoot out other little fruit-

stalks, which do not proceed from one central point. The
Elder, the Gelder Rose, and the Laurustinus

,
are instances.

PI. 6. f. 10.

Tunicatus, coated.

Turban-shaped (turbinatus) like a Turkish turban; exem-

plified in the cup of the Elm, or French IVheat; some Rears

are in this form.

Turbinatus, turban-shaped.

Turgidus swollen, turgid.

Turio, a young unexpanded shoot, as is the Asparagus in the

state it is gathered for eating.

Twining (volubilis) twistiilg round other bodies, and ascending

in a spiral line. Some plants twine from the left to the

right, thus, ([ in the direction of the sun’s apparent motion,

when the spectator faces the^ South, 2ls Hof, Honeysuckle,

. and Black Briony. Others twine from the right to the left,

thus, ]) contrary to the sun’s apparent motion, as Bind-

weed tind Scarlet Kidney Bean. PI. 10. f. 5.

Twin-fork (bigeminus) see Doubly Compound Leaves.
Two-edged (anceps) as the stem of Tutsan, and the Sweet-smel-

ling Solotnon s Seal.

Two-rowed (distichus) like the teeth in a double box, or ivory

comb. The leaves of the common Fir, and the flowers of
Sweet Cyperus, are examples.

Umbel (umbeila) a composition of flowers in which a number
of slender fruit-stalks proceed from the same centre, and
rise nearly to the siame height, so as to form a regular sur-

face at the top. Hemlock, Carrot, and Cow-parsnip, are exam-
ples. These are said to be umbelliferous plants. PI. 6. f. g.

Umbel lule (umbellula) a little Umbel. The fruit-stalks or

spokes which compose an umbel are often divided at the

top into several smaller fruitstalks, and these smaller sets

of flowers are called llmbeliules : Hemlock, Carrot, and
Angelica, furnish instances. The fruit-stalks of an Umbel

\
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*ire called Spoken. P], 6, f. g. (A h. h. h.') Those of an
Unibeliule, Spokets, or little Spokes.

Umbilicatus, resembling a navel; dimpled.
Un-angul'atus, one-edged.

Unarmed (inermis) without weapons of defence. See
\V E A PO N s

.

Uncinatus, hooked at the end.

Undatus, waved.
Under-shrub (suffrutex) like a shrub in its rvoody texture at

the bottom^ but the top shoots herbaceous, tender and
dying in the winter. Lavender is an example.

Undivided, see simple.

Unequal florets (radiati) when an Umbel is not composed of
equal florets, but those in the circumference are larger than
those in the centre, and the outer petals are larger and diffe-

rent in shape from the inner petals. As in the Carrot and
Coiv-parsnep. See Radiate, forLinnauis uses the same term
(radiatus) to exprefs the dissimilarities of the florets in the
umbelliferous plants of the Clafs Pentandria, as well as

those of the compound flowers of the Clafs Syngeneisa.

Unguis, a nail, see Measure. Also the claw of a Petal ; see

Claw.

Ungulatus, hoof-shaped.

U N 1 c u‘s, single ; only one.

^Uniflor us, one-flowered.

Uniform (e'qualis) a term applied to compound flowers w’hen
the florets which compose them are all rdike; as those of
FenneP Lettuce nnd Burdock.

Unil atbr ALis, growing from one side only.

Uniloc'ulare, i-celled.

U N i V A l V E
, I -valved

.

Universalis, general.

U>'iTED (ednnatus) Leaves, two opposite leaves growing toge-

ther at the base. PI. g. f. '4. (h. h.)

Upright (erectus) standing upright, or nearly so, as the cups of
of Perivjlnhh^ tlic anthers of Polyanthus; the stalks of LuHps;
the stems of Span^gus. It is also applied to leaves. tPl. 9.

f. 5. {b. b.)

Ur c E OL ATu s

,

pitcher-shaped.

Urens, stinging.

Utrtculus, a Httle bag or hollow vesicle.

Vagii^a, a sheath formed by a part of a leaf, distinct from the

Sheath (vSpafha) which is a species of Calyx. It is very
frequent in the Grafses.

Va g'i N AN s , sh ea th i hg.
V‘ag ATUS, sheathed.

ValVe (valvula) the different pieces that compose a capsrulc are

called valves. Thus in the Thornapp/e there are four valves.

Fk 5. f. 14. (r. c. c c.) In the Loosestrife ten, in Jacob's
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Ladddcr, Daffodil^ nnd I/yacnnh three. PL 5. f. 6. f. 12.

{a. a.)

The petals and Calyxes which constitute the flowers of

Gral'ses, are called valves; thus in the Common Meadoio

Grafs the cup is a dry chaffy hulk, composed of two valves,

and the blofsom is formed of two other valves. See pi. 2.

f. I. {a. a.) {b. h.) and most of the other figures in that

plate.

The mouth of the tube of a blofsom is frequently closed

by several projecting substances; thus in the blolsoms of

Borrage and Jacob's Ladder, the tube is closed by five of

these substances, and these also are called valves.

Vane-like (versatilis) turning about like a vane, or weather-

cock, as is the case with the Anthers of Geranium and

Cro%vn Imperial.

Variety (vanetas) is applied to such individual plants as differ

in some circumstances from others of the same species, but

not differing so efsentially or so permanently as to induce us

to reckon them as distinct species.

Vaulted (fornicatus) like the roof of one’s mouth. The upper

lip of many of the gtiping blolsoms is vaulted; e. g. red

and white Deadneftle.

Veil (calyptra) the Calyx of mofses, covering the Capsules.

'It is generally in a conical fotm, like an extinguisher.

—

PI. I. f. D. (^.)

Veined (venosum) a leaf is said to be veined when its fibres arc

branched, as in PL 7. f. qq.
Venosum (leaf) veined.

Ven^tricOsus, distended; bellying.

Verrucosus warty
Versatilis, vane-like.

Vert I c ILL ATI, growing iii whirls.

Verticilli, whirls.

Vesicula:, bladders.

Yexillum. standard.

Villi, soft hairs.

ViLLosus, woolly.

Vi men, a slender and flexible twig.

ViRGATus, rod-shaped.

Viscid, or clammy, (viscidus.)

ViscosiTAS, clamrainefs.

Viviparous (viviparus) a term applied to stems or stalks produc-

ing bulbs that are capable of vegetation. In Tootimort and
Star of Bethlem, these bulbs are found at the base of the

leaves; in ssnall Bistort, on ‘the lower part of the spike; in

some species of Garlic at the origin of the Umbel of flowers

;

and upon the spikes of some of the grafses, as the Cat' s-

iail Canary. It is also used where the Seeds falling upon
some part of the parent Plant, germinate and produce a

young plant.
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Aolubilis, twining.

VoLVA, Curtain. It it used also by some Authors, but not by
Linnaeus, to signify the Wrapper,

Warty (verrucosus) having little hard lumps or warts upon the

surface.

Waved (u'ndatus) when the surface of a leaf towards the edge
does not lie flat, but appears waved, and full, like a man’s
ruffle. The leaf of the Water Caltrops is an example. PL
8. f. 66.

Weapons (arma) are either Prickles, Thornss, or Stings.
PI. lo. See those terms.

Wedge-shaped (cuneiformis) as the leaves of the Garden Spurge,

and the Garden Furslain. PI. 8. f. 65.

Wheel-shaped (rotatus)' a terra used to exprefs a blofsom of
one petal, with a flat border and a very short tube. Bor-

rage and Speedwell are familiar examples. PI. 4. f, 6.

Whirls (verticilli) of Branches, Leaves, or Flowers.

—

The branches’*of the Fir, the leaves of Ladies Bed-straw, and
the flowers of the Deadnettle, grow in whirls round their

respective stems. They somewhat resemble the spokes

round the nave of a wh.:el. PI. 6. f. ii.

Wings (alae) the lateral petals of a butterfly-shaped blofsom;

e. g. in the Fea. See thedntroduction to the Ciafs Diadel-

.
pha. See also pi. 4. f. 13. (f. r.) and f. 16.

Winged (alatus) Leaf-stalk, flattifh, with a thin membrane
or leafy border on each side.

Winged (pinnatus) Leaf; when an undivided leaf-stalk hath

many little leaves growing from each side, as in ‘Jacob's

Ladder, Bladder Sena, Ash, and PL 8. f. 52. 53, 54,
&cc, — The reader is desired particularly to study this

plate with its annexed explanation, in order to obtain good
ideas of the different kinds of winged leaves.

Winged (alatus) Stem, or Leafstalk, such as have a thin

flat membrane on each side, as the leafstalk of the

Orange.
^Ving-cleft (pinnatifidus) is applied to a leaf that is cut

and divided so deeply on each side, down towards the

middle rib, as almost to resemble a winged leaf. The
Corn Foppy and the Fofypody nre e\.2im^\es

;

and' so are the

root-leaves of the Shepherd's Furse. PL 7. f. 23.

Winged shoots (surculi pennati) when the shoo.ts strikeout

from the sides, like the plumage along the sides of a quill.

Instances will be found in several species of the Feather-

mofs, or Hypnum.
Wires (flagelli) see Runners.

Woody (arboreus) opposed to herbaceous. The main stemsof

the Wallflower or Gilliflo%ver are woody.

Wool (lana) a kind of curly haired cloathing upon the surface

/
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of some plants. The leaves of Horehound^ Great Mullein

and Gors^are >voolly.

Woolly (villosus) covered with distinct soft hairs.

Wrapper (volva) but not the volva of Linnaeus;) a tough

membrane which invelopes the whole plant of some of the

Fungufses in its younger state. See the introduction to

the Clafs Cryptogamia ;
see also pi. 19. fig. F. m. m, m,

m. m.

Wrinkled (rugosus) as are the leaves of SagSi^ Primrose

^

Wood Stra%vberry, and Hasel

Zigzag (flexuosus) having many contrary turnings and bendings,

as the stems of Rough Bind%veed and Woody Nightshade

^

or

the branches of Golden Rod.

EXPLANATION of the PLATES.

PLATE III.
%

Parts composing a Flovoer,

F.o. A Back View of a Rose, to shew the Calyx or Cup.
a. a. a. a. a. the Segments of the Cup.

Fig. 2. A figure of the Crown Imperial, to shew
a. a. a. a. a. a. the Petals.

b. b. b, b. b, b. the Stamens,

c. c. c. c. c. c. the Anthers.

d. c. f. the Pistil.

d. the Germen, '

e. the Style. '

f. the Summit.

Fig. 3. g. a Petal of the Crown Imperial separated from the

Flower. •,
'

h. i. a Stamen; h. the Filament; /. the Anther.

k. a' nectariferous Pore. '

Fig. 4. The Seed-vefsel of the Crown Imperial cut a-crofs, to

shew the three Cells. During the existence of the Blof-

Fig, 5. som this was called the Germen.
A Flower, with the Cup, the Stamens, and the Pistils;

but the Petals taken away.
a. the Calyx, in' this case called a Cup.
b. b. b. b. b. b. the Anthers of the Stamens.
c. the Germen.
d. the Style.

/?. the Summit.'

/. one of the Anthers discharging its pollen.
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Fig. 6. g, h. a Stamen taken out of a Flower.

g. the Filament; h. the Anther; which, in this. Instance,

is double.

Fig. 7. /. k. /. a Pistil taken out of a Fiower; /. the Germen;
k. the Stvle; /. the Summit.

Fig. 8 . a. a particle of Pollen greatly magnified; h. the vapour

escaping from it, which is supposed to pafs through the

Style, to fertilize the Germen.
Fig. 9. A Daffodil and its sheathing Calyx; a. a. the Sheath;

d, the sheathed fruit-stalk.

Fig. 10. A Cup, which is the Calyx of a Polyanthus, with five

sharp teeth in the rim.

PLATE IV.

BLOSSOMS.

Fig.
Fig.

Fig.

P'lG.

Fig.

P'lG.

Fig.

Fig. r. A Blofsom of one Petal; salver-shaped.

a. the Tube; b. b. the Border.

2. A bell-shaped Blofsom.

3. A tubular bell-shaped Blofsom.

4. A Blofsom bell-shaped, but distended, or bellying.

5. A Blofsom with six reflected Segments,

6. A back View of a wheel-shaped Blofsom, to shew the

shortnefs of the tube. .

7. A funnel-shaped Blofsom; a» the Tube; h. the Border;

c. the Cup. ^

8. g. Gaping Blofsoms.

a. a. the Upper Lip.-

b. b. the Lower Lip.

c. c, the Tube.

d. d. the Mouth.
Fig. 10. A gaping BlofsoiVi ; the Upper Lip ; l\ the Low^er

Lip
; r. the Palate.

Fig. II. a crofs-shaped Blofsom, wdth the Cup taken aw'ay, to

shew a. a. the Claws of the Petals
; b. h, b. b. the Limbs

of the Petals; c. the Receptacle.

P'lG. 12. A crofs-shaped Blofsom, with the Calyx or Cup;
a, a. a, a. the Petals; h. the Cup, hunched at the base.

P'lG, 13. 14. Two views of butterfly-shaped blofsoms
;

a, a, ihc

Cups; b. b. the Standards; c.c. the Wings, d. the

Keel.

Fig. 15. The Standard of a butterfly-sliaped Blofsom separated

from the other Petals
;

the Claw’.



Fig. i 6. One of the Wings of a butterfly-sliapQcl blofwm sepa-

rated from the other Petals; m, the Claw.

Fig. 17. The Keel, or lowermost Petal of a butterhy-shaped

Blofsom separated from the other Petals.

Fjg. i8. The Cup, Stamens, -and Pistil, of a butterfly-shaped

Blofsom, after the Petals are taken away; a, the Cup;
the Stamens; /. the Pistil.

COMPOUND FLOWERS,

Fi G . I g. A F lower ofD a n d e l i o n
,
as an example ofa compound

Flower, in which all the Florets arc strap-shaped.

Fig. 20. The common Calyx, or Cup, of a compound Flower,

composed of upright Scales, d. d, and reflected Scales c. c.

Fig. 21 . Astrap-shaped Floret taken out of a compound Flower;

the Blofsom; /. the Gcrmen; g, the Anthers form-

ing a hollow Cylinder, through which pal’ses the Pistil,

with the two reflected Summits, h.

Fig. 22. k. the Seed of a compound Flower; /. the Pillar sup-

porting the feathered Down ; /.

Fig. 23. A naked, dotted Receptacle of a compound Flower;
a, the Receptacle ; b. the Calyx reflected.

Fig. 24. The Flower of a Daisie, as an example of a Rad:(U£

compound Flower; a. a. a. a. the strap-shaped Florets

in the Circumference; b, the tubular Florets in the

Centre.

Fig. 25. The Flower of Burdock, as an example of a coin-

,
pound Flower in which all the Florets are tubular;

a. the scaly tiled Calyx; one of the Scales with its

hooked point ; c. r. the tubular Florets.

Fig. 26. One of the tubular Florets separated from the rest;

d. the Blofsom; c. the Germen; f. the Pistil.

Fig. 27. One of the Seeds; d, the pyramidal Seed, crowned by
the short down, h.

PLATE V. -

NECTARIES.

Fig. I. The Blofsom of a Daffodil, with the bell-shaped

Nectary.

Fig, 2. The Blofsom of the Parnassia to shew the Nectaries;

a. a, a. a, a, which are litttle Globes supported upon

Pillars.
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Fig. 3. a. The horned Nectaries of the W olfsban'E
; b. b»

the foot-stalks which support them.

Fig. 4. a. The horn-shaped Nectary of the Larkspur ; h. c. d.

e, f. the Petals.

SEED-VESSELS.

Fig. 5. r. r. The globulai; Capsule of a Poppy ;
a, a. the holes

^
through which the Seeds escape

;
b. the radiated summit.

Fig. 6. A Capsule with three Valves, opening at the top; a. a. a,

, the Valves.

Fig. 7. A Capsule cut open lengthways, to shew the Receptacle,

with the Seeds fixed to it.

Fig. 8 . A Capsule opening by holes at the sides; a. a. holes

through which the Seeds escape.

Fig. g. A Capsule which opens like a snuffbox,’ or as if it was
cut round; a. the Capsule entire

;
b. the Capsule open;

c. the Receptacle, as it appears after the Seeds are

removed.

Fig. 10, An inversely heart-shapedPouch, or short Pod, notched

at the end.

Fig. II. A circular Pouch, or Short-pod notched at the end.

Fig. 12. a Pouch, or Short-pod opened a little to shew a. a. the

Valves; b. b. the Partition between the Valves.

Fig. 13.' A Capsule with two boat-shaped Valves, and one Cell;

a. a. the Valves opening length-ways.

Fig. 14. 'A Capsule cut open horizontally to shew c. c. c. c. the

Valves; b. b, b, b. the Partitions; d. the Column in the

Centre, to which the Partitions are connected ;
a, a. a, a.

the Receptacles and Seeds.

Fig. 15. Seeds of Geranium, with a long Bill or Beak; b. the

Seeds ; a. the Beak.

Fig. i6i, A Legumen, or Seed-vefsel, of two Valves, in which

the Seeds are fixed to the upper Seam only; a. b. the

Valves.'

Fig. 17. 'A Pod, or Long-pod, a Seed-vefsel of two Valves, in

which the Seeds are fixed to the two Seams alternately.

a. b. the Valves; d. d. d. d. c, c. c. the Seeds.

Fig. 18. A Cone, cut through length-ways, to shew the Scales

and'the Seeds.

Fig. ig. A Berry cut acrofs to shew a. a. the Seeds; b. the

Pulp
; c, c. the Coat.

Fig. 20. A fleshy Capsule, or Pomum, cut acrofs to shew b. b, b,

h. b. the five Cells.

Fig. 21. A Drupa, or pulpy Seed-vefsel cut acrofs; a. the

pulpy Part
; b. b. the Nut or Stone.
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PLATE VL

’ SEEDS.

Fig. I. The Seed-vefsel of the Spindle-tree, to shew the Seed--

coat; a, a. the Valves of the Capsule; a Seed; c, c.

the Seed-coat opened to shew the Seed.
^

Fig. 2. A Seed with its Down.
a. hair-like Down

; b. feathered Down.
d, the Pillar or Pedicle, supporting the Down

;
c* the

Seed.

Fig. 3. The Seed of a Bean split in two, after being soaked a

little while in water, to shew
a. the Seed-lobes,

h. the Heart,

c. the descending Part of the Heart.

d. the ascending Part of the Heart.

e. the Eye.

FRUIT-STALKS,

Fig. 4. A Stalk, It supports the Flowers, and springs directly

from the Root.

Fig. 5. A Spike ; a, h, c, d* the Spikets, Spiculae, or little Spikes.
Fig. 6 . A Panicle.

Fig. 7. A Corymbus; a, a, a, a, a, a, the little Fruit-stalks.

Fig, 8. A Bunch, '

Fig. g. An Umbel
; b, b. b. b, Umbellules; c, c. the General

Involucrum
; d^ d, d, d, the Involucellum; e. e, e* c, the

Spokes of the Umbel,
Fig. 10. A Tuft.
Fig. II. Whirls of Flowers; a, a» a, the Whirl.
Fig. 13 . A Catkin.

VoL.WH
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PLATE VII.

LEAVES.
Fig.

1 Round.
2 Circular.

3 Egg-shaped.

4 Oval.

5 Oblong.
6 Spear-shaped.

7 Strap-shaped.

3 Awl-shaped.

9 Kidney-shaped.
10 Heart-shaped.
1 1 Crescent-shaped.

12 Triangular.

13 Arrow-shaped.

1 4 Heart-arrow-shaped.

15 Halberd-shaped.
16 Notched at the end.

17 Three-lobed.

18 Bitten.

19 Gashed.
20 Five-cornered.

2 1 Gnawed.
3 2 Hand-shaped.

33 Winged Clefts,

34 Jagged.

35 Indented.

26 Indented and toothed.

Fig.

27 Barbed.

28 Divided.
'

29 Serpentine (at the edge.)

30 Toothed.
'

31 Serrated.

32 Doubly serrated.

33 Doubly scolloped.

34 Sharply scolloped.

35 Bluntly scolloped.

36 Sharply notched at the end.

37 Plaited.

38 Scolloped.

39 Blunt.

40 Acute.

41 Tapering to a point.

42 Blunt, but ending in a point,

43 Fringed. ^
44 Veined.

45 Triangularly spear-shaped,

46 Fibrous.

47 Growing by threes uport

leaf-stalks.

48 Finger-like.

49 Bird-footed.

50 In pairs.

51 By threes.

PLATE VIII.

LEAVES.
Fig.

52 Winged, with an odd leafit

at the end.

53 Abruptly winged.

54 Winged, with the leafits

alternate.

55 Interruptedly wdnged.

56 Doubly winged.

57 Doubly three-fold.

^8 Winged, and terminated

by a tendril.

59 Triply three-fold.

Triply winged, without an

odd leafit at the end.

Fig.

61 Triply winged, with an odd
leafit at the end.

62 Lyre-shaped.

63 Lopped at the end.

64 Battledore-shaped.

65 Wedge-shaped.
66 Waved at the edge.

67 Curled.

68 Cylindrical.

69 Inversely heart-shaped.

I
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PLATE IX.

DISPOSITION and DIRECTION of LEAVES.

Fig. I. Leaves in crofs pairs.

Fig. 2. Tiled Leaves.

Fig. 3. A jointed Leaf.
^

*

b. b. Starry Leaves.

c, c. Leaves growing by fours.

d, d. d. d. d. Leaves alternate. In fig. 5. all the Leaves

are opposite.

e. Chaffy Leaves.

/. Leaves in a bundle.

Fig. 4. a, K Target-shaped Leaf.

b. A Leaf with its Leaf-stalk, c.

d, A sitting Leaf.

e, A decurrent Leaf.

, /. A Leaf embracing the Stem.

g. A perforated Leaf,

h. h. United Leaves.

/. a sheathing Leaf.

Fig. 5. a, a. Leaves bent inwards.

b. b. Upright Leaves.

c. c. Expanding Leaves. '

d. d. Horizontal Leaves,

c, e. Reclining Leaves.

/. /. Rolled back Leaves,

An Axillary Fruit-stalk.

Fig. 6. Leaves prefsed to (the Stem.)

Fig. 7. Root-leaves; a, the Root; b, b, b. the Leaves, rising

immediately out of it, without the intervention of any
Stem.

Fig.. 8. a. a. Floral Leaves; different from b. b, the other Leaves
of the plant

; c. a Fruit-stalk,

PLATE X.

WEAPONS.
‘

FiiG.i. Simple Thorns. Fig. 2.^.^. Simple Prickles.

b, b. b. A triple Thorn.
,

b, b. Forkedor triple Prickles*

STEMS, (ic.

Fig. 3. A jointed Straw, {a. a. a.) b. b, Stipula3.

The Joints, , < r. Concave Glands,
Fig. 4, A forked Stem. Fig. 7. A creeping Root.

Fig, 5. A twining Stem, Fig. 8, A creeping Stem.

Fig. 6. a, a, A Tendril,

He
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PLATE XL

Pig, I, a. a, a. a. Glands supported upon Foot-stalks,

ROOTS.
Fig. 2, A coated bulbous Root, cut a-crofs, to shew the Coats

which compose it.

Fig. 3. A solid bulbous Root.
Fig. 4. A scaly bulbous Root.
Fig. 5. A branching Root.

Fig. 6. A Spindle, or Carrot-shaped Root,
Fig. 7. A tuberous Root.

PLATE XII.

BOTANICAL MICROSCOPE.

P^iG. I. Represents the Botanical Microscope In its present im-

proved state.

Fig, 2. Is a Magnifying Glafs, to be held in the hand, and
applied close to the eye, whilst the object to be
examined is brought immediately under it, at such a
distance as shall be found to give the most distinct

vision.

Fig, 3. Shews the Difsecting Knife, the Triangular Needle, and
a pair of small steel Plyers, These instruments are

useful in the difsection of flowers, even when the

plants are so large as not to require magnifying.

When the parts in question are very minute, and require a

nice and careful difsection, place the microscope upon a table,

and raise it, if necefsary, on a book or two, so that the eye may
be applied with ease immediately over and close to the glafs (L)
Lay the object to be examined on the dark stage (a.) and turn

the screw at (r.) until you see the object upon the stage perfectly

distinct. With the needle in the left, and the knife in the right

hand, the elbows resting on the table, proceed in the difsection at

the same time that the eye is applied to the, glafs. (L)
When the microscope is shut up, the instruments and the

hand glafs are to be put into the cells destined to receive them,

and the whole forms a shape and size convenient to carry in the

pocket.

This Microscope may be had of the publishers of the book.'
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Act. Ups, Nova acta reg. societatis scientiarum Upsaliensis.

Tom. I. 1773.'—II. 1777.—III. 17.

—

Adanson, Adanson families des plantes, Tomes II. 8vo.

AJlion. fl. Allionii flora Pedemontana. Tom. III. fol. 1785.

Allton. sttrp. ped. Allionii rariorum Pedemontii stirpium spe-

cimen I. 4to. 1755.
Alptn. Eg^pt. i

.

Alpini ^historia Egypti naturalis, pars I.

and II. 4to. 1735.
Amman, Ammani stirpium rariorum in imperio Rutheno

sponte provenientium icones &c descriptiones. 4to. 1739.
Amoen. acady Amoenitates academicse, seu difsertationes variac

physical, medicas, botanicas. Tomi IX. 8vo. 1785.

Afso. Afso synopsis stirpium Arragonise. 4to. 1779.
Barr, Barrelieri plantae per Galliam Hispaniam Italiam

observatae, iconibus aeneis exprefsae. fol. 1714. ^

Bast, Basteri opuscula subseciva, 4to. Tom. I. 1762.—II.

1765.
Bath Society, Letters and papers on Agriculture. Vol. 8vo.

Batsch, Elenchus fungorum, Ease. III. 4to. 1789.
Battar, Battarrae fungorum agri Ariminensis historia> 4to,

1759*
,

Belevaly opuscules (published by M. Broufsonett,) 1785. 8v#
Bellon. Bellonii observationes in Clus. exot.

Bergen de aloidc. Francof. ad Viadr. 1753. 4to,

flora Francofurtana. 1750. lamo.
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Bergii materia medica. 8vo.

Bt’r^m/jofd/Vclavis anglica linguae botanicac Linnaci, or botani-
cal lexicon. 1766. i2mo.

Outlines of the natural History of Great
Britain and Ireland. Vol. 2d. 1770. 8vo.

Blackst. Biackstone specimen botanicum quo plantarum
pdurium rariorum Anglias indigenarum loci nataiis iliustrantur.

i2mo. 1746.
Blackst: cat, Biackstone catalogus plantarum circa Harefeld.

1737. 8vo.

Blachrjc. Herbarium Blackwellianum emendatum et auctiim

a Trew. Tom. I. IT. 111. fol. 1757.—Tom. IV. 1760.—Tom. V.
1765.—Herbarii Blackwelliani auctarium a Ludwig. Tom VI.

1773-'.
B/i7/rhbotanic efeays. 8vo. London. 1720.

Boccon rat, Boccone icones & descriptiones rariorum plan-

tarum Sicilicc, Melitae, Gallisc, 8c Italiae. qto. Oxon. 1674.
Boehm. Boehmeri, flora Lipsias indigena. 1750. 8vo. *

Bcerh. Boerhaavii index alter plantarum quse in hortoacade-

mlco Lugduno Batavorum aluntur. pars I. 1720. qto.

Bolt. Bolton’s Alices Britannicx, or history of British proper

Ferns. 1786. qto. by James Bolton of Halifax. Appendix to the

above, qto. 1790.
Bolton. Bolton’s Fungufses. 3 vol. 4to, 1788.

Breyn, cent. Breynii exoticarum aliarumque minus cogni-

tarum plantarum centuria I. 1678. qto.

Breynii pr. Breynii prodromus fasciculi rariorum plantarum.

II. ordiis. i68g. fol.

Bruts:. Bruz Ladislaus de Festuca Auitante. Difsert. inaug.

V^iennae. 1775. 8vo.

Bryant. Bryant’s historical account of two species of Lyco-

perdons. 1783. 8vo.

Biilliard. Champignons de la France, par M. Bulliard. fol.

Buxh. Buxbaiimii plantarum minus cognitarum centuria. I,

'—V. 4to. 1728.— 1730*
Eiixb, enum. Buxbaumii enunieratio plantarum Italiae Mag-

deburg. 1721.
Cam. efit. Camerarii de plantis epitome Matthioli novls

plane 8c ad vivum exprefsis iconibus, 8cc. 1586. qto.

Cain. hort. Camerarii hortus medicus & philosophicus. 1588.

4to.

Catalogus horti medici, Oxoniensis. i2mo. 1648.

C. B. pin. Caspari Bauhini pinax theatri hotanici. 1623. 410.

C. B.pr. Caspari Bauhini prodromus theatri botanici. 1620.

410.

C. B. th. CaSpari Bauhini theatri botanici sive historia

plantarum* Liber I. 1G58. fol.

Chahr. Cliabrtei stirpium sciagraphia 8c icones. ifyy* foL
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Ckeml. De la Chenal observationes botanico mcdica;. 1776.
^to.

c/us. Clusii rariorum plantarum historia. i6or. fol.

C/us. exot. Clusii exoticorum. libr. x. 1605. fol.

C/us. apf. alt. Ad rariorum plantarum historian! Clusii altera

appendix.

C/us. cur. Clusii curae posteriores, 1611.

Co/, ecp/or. Columnos minus cognitarum rariorumque uosUo
ceolo orientium stirpium 1616. qto.

Co/, phytob. Columnas (pV7o ^acravo(;. 1744* 4^®*

Cord. Cordi Valerii Stirpium. Norimbergae. 1753. fol.

Craniz, cruc/f. Crantz clafsis cruciformium emendata.

1769. 8vo.

Crantz. Crantz stirpium Austriacarum partes. VI. 1769,
4to.

Crantz. umb. Crantz clafsis umbelliferarum emendata. 1767.
8vo.

Curt. cat. Curtis’s catalogue of British medicinal, culinary,

and agricultural plants, cultivated in the London botanic garden,

1783. i2mo.
Curt. Curtis’s Flora Londinensis, or plates and descriptions

of such plants as grow within the environs of London ;
in, all 68

Nos. 1776, to 1795. fol.

Curt. obs. Observations contained in a catalogue of certain

plants growing wild, chiefly in the environs of Settle, Yorkshire-,

observed by W. Curtis, London. Published in the FI. Lond.
Nos. 45, and 48.

'Deer. Deering cat. plants, &c. about Nottingham. 1738.
8vo.

D/c/is. />. s. Dickson’s Hortus siccus, ora collection of dried

British plants, fol. Fasc. 6. 1794.
^

D/c/is. Dickson fasciculus plantarum cryptogamicarumBri-'
tannice. I. 1785, II. III. qto. 1793.

Di/. e/th. Dillenii horti Elthamensis plantarum rariorum

icones & nomlna. Lugd. Bat. 1774* fol.

D///. Dillenii historia Muscorum. Oxon. q.to. I74i»

Dioscorid/s Libri octo. Paris. 1 549. 8vo.

Dod. Dodonaci stirpium historia pemptades sex sive libri xxx.

1616. fol.

E. bot. English botany; published by J. Sowerby. Nos.

8vo.

observationes botanicas. LIpsiae. 1784. 4to.

Eve/yn. Sylva, or a discourse on forest trees. Lond. 1670.

folio.

Fabric, he/m. Fabricii cnumeratio mcthodica, plantarum

horti medici Helmstadiensis. 1776. i2mo.
F/. dan. Icones plantarum' sponte nascentium in regnis

Daniae Norvegiae in ducatibus Slesvici Holsatiae, &cc. ad
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illustrandum opus Florae danicae nomine inscriptum. Fasciculi

XVIII. 1766,—1790. foi.

F4 Linnaei flora Lapponica exhibens plantas per Lap-
poniam crescentes. 1737. 8vo.

FI. Rofs, Flora Rolsica, Petropoli. pars I. 1784. pars II.

1788. folio.

FI. suec. Linnaei flora Suecica, exhibens plantas per regnum
Sueciae crescentes. ed. II. 1755. 8vo.

Fusch. Fuchsii dehistoria stirpium comentarii, insignes, See.

1542. fol.

Garid. Histoire des plantes qulnaifsent aux environs d’Aix,

Sc dans plusieurs autres endroits de la Provence
;
par M. Garidel.

1715. fol.

Gars. Les figures des plantes 8c des animaux d’usage en

medicine, decrifs dans la matiere medical de M. Geoffry, defsines

d’ apres nature par M. de Garsault. Tomes V, (1764.)
8vo.

Gen.pl. Linnaei genera plantarum, edente Reichard. Fran-

colF. 1778. 8vo.

Gent. Mag. Gentleman’s Magazine, from 1731 to 1795. 8 vo,

Ger. Gerard’s Historie of plants. 1597.
Ger. em. Gerard’s herball, or generall bistorie of plantes,

very much enlarged and amended, by Thomas Johnfon. 1636.

folio.

Ger. prov. Gerardi (Ludovici) flora, Gallo Provincialis.

1761. 8vo.

Germ. Syn. Vollstandiges systematiches verzeichnifz aller

gewacbse Teutschlandes, 8cc. Erster Band. Leipzig, 8vo.

1782.
'

Gesn. hist. Conradi Gesneri fascicutus Historiae plantarum;

by Scbmidel. Nuremberg. 1759. fol.

Gesn. op. Conradi Gesneri opera Botanica ; by Scbmidel.’

Nuremberg. 1754. fol.

Gisek. Giseke 8c Schulze icones plantarum. 1777. folio.

Gisehe. Index Linnasanus in Plukenetii opera, 8c Dillenii

historiam muscorum. 1779. 4to.

Giseke. Difsertat. inaugural.

Gled. Gleditschii methodus fungorum. 1753. 8vo.

Glediischii systema Y>\znX2iX\.\m'S>CYo\m\. 1764. 8vo.
»- — Considerato Epicriseos Siegesbockianx.

Berol. i2mo. 1745.
G7neJ. Gmelin flora slbirica, sive historia plantarum Sibirix.

Tomi IV.—1747*— —1768. 1769.—4to.

Gmel.fuc. Gmelin (Samuel Gottlieb) historia fucorum.-—

1768. 4to.

Gmel. tub. Gmelin (J. Fred.) enumeratio stirpium agi'Q

Tubingensi indigenarum. 1776. lamo.

Qodfredi enumeratic Spirpiam Silesix.
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Gorier higr. Flora Ingrica ex schedulls Stephani Krasche-
ninnikovv confecta, 8c propriis observationibus aucta a Dav. de
Gorter. 1761. 8vo.

Gouan jl. Gouani flora Monspeliaca. 1765. 8vo.

Gouan. hort. Gouani hortus regius Monspeliensis. 1762.
8vo.

Gouan. ill. Gouani illustrationes 8c observatlones botanicas.

1773. fol.

Gram. pasc. Gramina Pascua, Specimens of Pasture grafses,

with descriptions and remarks by the Rev. G. Swayne, A. M.
folio. Bristol. 1790.

Gunn. Gunneri flora Norvegica. Pars I. 8c II. 1766.

1772. fol.

tentamen historiae Lichenum. 1782. 8vo.

Hall, biblio, Halleri bibliotheca botanica. Tomi II. 1771,

1772. 4to.

Hall. gott. Halleri eniimeratio plantarum horti regii 8c agri

'Gottingensis. 1753. lamo.

Hall, opusc. Halleri opuscula botanica. 1749. lamo.
Hall. hist. Halleri historia stirpium indigcnarum Helvetia.

Tomi III. 1768. fol.

Hall. enum. Halleri enumeratio methodica stirpium Helvetias

jndigenarum. Tomi II. 1742. fol.

Happ. Happe icones plantarum cryptogamias. Decuria I.

II, III. fol. 1782.

Hartmann primas lineas institutionum botanicarum. 1766.
8vo.

Hedw. hist. Hedwigii fundamentum historias muscorum
frondosorum. Pars I. 8c II. 4m. Lipsias. 1782.

Hedw. stirp. Cryptogamicae Fasc. Vol. I. II. III. 8c Fasc. i.

3.ofVol. IV. Lipsiae. 1785, 1794*
Hedn.0. theoria. Generationis & fructificationuis plantarum

cryptogamicarum. 4to. Petropoli. 1784.
. Herm. hort. Hermann! horti academic! Lugduno Batavi

eatalogus. 1687. 8vo.
,

Hermann! paradisus Batavus. 1698. 4to.

Hist, de r Academ. Histoire de P Academie Royal des

Sciences. Paris.

H. ox. Morisoni plantarum historia universalis Oxoniensis
pars II. 1680. fol.— pars III. quam explevit 8c absolvit Jacobus
Bobartius. 1699. fol.

Hoffm. Hoffmanni enumeratio Lichenum, Fasc. I. II. III.

1784, 1785, 1786. qto.

Hoffm. Sal. Hoffmanni Historia Salicum. Vol. I. and Vol.

II. Fasc. I. Lipsias 1787, 1791.

Hoffma Lich. Hoffmanni Descriptio et Adumbratio Planta-

jrumquse Lichenes dicuntur. Vol. I. II. Lipsiae 1791.; fol.

I
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Ihri, ups, Linnasi hortus Upsallensis
;
exibens plantas cxoti-

€us horto Upsalieaisis academicae a sese illatas. 1748. 8vo.

Huds. Hudsoni flora Anglica. ed. II. Tomi II. 1778. 8vg.

—

cd. L 1762.

Hunt. evel. Sylva, or a discourse on Forest Trees, by J.

Evelyn, with notes by A. Hunter, M. D. 1776. 4to. ed. I.—

-

1786. 4to. 2 vols. ed. II.

Jac^. eniin:. jaccpain enumeratio stirpium plerarumque quae

sponte crescunt in agro Vindobonensi, montibusque confinibus.

1762. i2mo.

Jacq.Ji. Jacquin flora Austriaca sive plantarum selectarura

in Austrios Archiducatu sponte crescentium icones. Tomi V.
, i773> fol.

"jacq. hort: Jacquin hortus Vindobonensis. Tomi III. 1770,

1772, 1774. fol.
^ ^

.

Jacq. ic. Jacquin Icones Plantarum rariorum. Vol. I. Vin-

dobonai. 1781 to 1786. tol,

Jacq. misc. Jacquin miscellanea Austriaca. Tomi II. 1778,
ccc. qto.

Jacq. coil. Jacquin Collectanea. Vol IV. qto. Vindobonas,

1786 to

Jacq. obs. Jacquin observationes botanicx. Partes IV.

—

1764, to 1771* fol.

J. B. Historia plantarum universalis auctoribus Johanne
Eauhino Sc Cherlero, quam recensuit Sc auxit Chabrxus, Juris

vero public! fecit Graffenried. Tomus I. 1650.

Jo 7ist. Jonstoni dendrographia sive historia naturalis de

arboribus Sc fructicibus. 1662. fol.

Kniph. KniphofFBotanica in original!. Cent. 12. fol.

Kolpin floras Gryphicas supplemcntum. 1769. i2mo.

Kram. Kramer elenchus vegetabilium Sc animalium Austrias

inferioris. 1756. 8vo.

de Filicum fructificatione. 1781. 8vo.

Leers flora Herbonensis exhibens plantas circa Herbonam
Nafsoviorum cre^centes. 1775- 8 vo.

Leys. Leyseri flora Halensis. 8vo. ed. ult. 1783.

Lightf. Flora Scotica, or a systematic arrangement of the

native plants of Scotland and the Hebrides, by the Rev. John
Lightfoot, A. M. 2 vols. 1777* 8vo.

LInji. Linnaeus’s works.

Linn, amoen -acad.—-Jl. lapp.—-fl. suec.—gen, pi.—hort. ups .

—

rnant. pi.—tnat. med—sp. pi.—syst. nat.—syst. pi.—phll. hot. See '

the separate articles of amoen, acad. Sec.

Linneei fundamenta botanica, 1747. 8vo.
• Philosophia botanica. 8vo. 1763.

Flora Zeylanica. 8vo. 1747.
L/wwaf/ Genera plant, cura Schreber. Frankfort. 1789.^

~ 2 Vols. 8vo,
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SysL Naturae, cura Gmelin. I.ipsioe. lygi* 8vo.

bibliotheca botanica, 1747* 8vo.

daises plantarum, 1747. 8vo.

Linnjt'i ter?nini botanici a Hope, editi. Edinb. 8vo. '

Rotheram editi, 1779? i2mo.
Giseke, 1781. 8vo.

Linn, {the son) or suppl. Linnoei (hlii) supplementum' planta*

rum. 1781. 8 VO.

Linn, {the son) dec. Linnsei (filii) decas plantarum rariorum

horti Upsaliensis, decas I. & II. 1762, 1783. fol.

Linn, {the son) fasc. Linnoei (filii) plantarum rariorum horti

Upsaliensis fascic. I. fol.

Linn. Trans. Transactions of the Linnoean Society. 2

Vols. 4to.

enchiridium botanicum. i779* 8vo.

Lob. adv. L’Obel (Jacobi I. Mag. Brit. Fran. Sc Hib. regis

Botanographi, sive plantarum historioe physica tarn indigenarum

Sc Britannise inquilinarum quam exoticarum scriptoris) adver-

saria. eorumque pars altera Sc illustramenta. Lond. 1805. fol.

P- P- 549-
Lob. obs. Lobel plantarum sen stirpium obscrvationes. fol.

‘576-
Lob. ic. (Lobelii) plantarum seu stirpium icones. 1581.

* Lob. adv. nova stirpium adversaria, auct, P. Pena,addit. Gal,

Rondeletii. Fol. Antverpiae. 1578.
Loeji. Plantoe Hispanicos Sc Americame.
Lon. Loniceri botanicon, plantarum historios. 1565. fol.

Ludw. Ludwig ectypa vegetabilium Fasc. VIII. 1760 to

1764. fol.

Lyons fasciculus plantarum circa Cantabrigiam. 1763. 8vo.

Magn. hot. Magnol botanicum monspeliense sive plantarum
circa Monspelium nascentium 1676. lamo.

Mant. fl, Linnaei mantifsa plantarum generum editionis VI,
Sc specierum editiones II. 1767.

Mapp. Mappi historia plantarum Alsaticarum. 1742. qto.

Marshally Arbustrum Americanum, Philadelph. 1785.
Man. Martyn catalogus. horti botanici Cantabrigiensis.

—

1771. 8vo.—Mantifsa plantarum horti botanici Cantabrigiensis.

1772. 8vo.

Mat. med. Linnoei materia medica, curante Schrebero.

—

1772. 8vo.

Matth. Matthioli commentarii in Diofcoridern. 1565. fol.

Matth. a C. B. Matthioli opera a Casparo BauhinOf

1674. fol.

Mattuscha enumeratio stirpium in Silesia sponte crescentium.

1779. 8vo.

Merr. Merrett pinax rerum naturalitihi Britannicarum*
1666. iamo.
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Mich, Micheli nova plantariim genera. 1729. fol.

Mieg, Specimen II. observationum botanicarum. 1776. 4to.

Mill. Miller’s (Philip) abridgment of his gardener’s dic-

tionary. 1771. 4to.

Mill. ic. Miller’s plates to the folio edition of his gardener’s

dictionary. 2 vols. fol. 1760.

Mill, ill. Miller’s (John) illustration of the sexual system.

1777. fol.

Mill. off. Miller (Jos.) botanicum officinale, or a compen-
dious herbal. 1722. 8vo.

Milnes botanical dictionary. 8vo.

Milne indigenous botany.

Moench enumeratio plantarum indigenarum Hafsise praeser-

tim inferiores. Pars I. 1777. 8vo.

Mont. Monti catalogi stirpium agri Bononiensis prodromus,
gramina ac hujusmodi affinia complectens. 1719. 4to.

Moris, umb. Morison plantarum umbelliferarum distributio

nova. 1G72. fol.

Mull. Flora Fridrichsdalina sive methodica descriptio plan-

tarum in agro Fridrichsdalina simulque per regnum Daniae

crescentium. *767- 8 vo.

Murr. prodr. Murray prodomus designatioms stirpium Got-

tingensium. 1770. i2mo.
I

Muntingius de vera herba Britannica. 1681. 4to.

Munt. Muntingii phytographia curiosa edente Kiggelaer.

Pars I. II. 1 702. fol.

Nat. delin. Nature delineated. 4 vols. 1740. i2mo.

Neck. Necker methodiis muscorum. 1771. 8vo.

Neck, gallo-helg. Necker delicias Gallo-Belgicae sylvestres.

1768. 1 2mo.
Neck. phys. Necker physlologia muscorum. 1774. 8vo.

Nomenclator Lipsix. 1 782. 8vo.

Park. par. Parkinson’s Paradisus terrestris, or a garden of

all sorts ot pleasant flowers, Sec. 1629. fol.

Park. Parkinson’s theatrum botanicum; the theatre of

plants. 1640. fol.

Pena. See Lobel.

Penn. Scotl.—Hebr.—Wales. Pennant’s tours in Scotland and

Wales, and voyage to the Hebrides.

Pet. Ray’s English herbal illustrated by figures, by James

Petiver, (composing the former half of the 2d. vol. of his Opera

in fol.)
.

’

Pet. concord. Graminum, muscorum, fungorum, submari- 1

norum, See. Britannicorum concordia; a methodical concordance

of British grafses. Sec.

Pet. ga%. Petiver gazophylacium naturx 8c artis.

Pet.mus. Museum Petiverianum, 1695. 8vo.

Pet. pter. Petiveri pterigraphia. In the latter half of fhe

2d. volume of his works.
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Pill. hot. linncei philosophia botanica. 1751. 8vo.

Philos, Trans. Philosophical Transactions. London,
PhytologiaBritannica. 1650. Lond. lamo.

Pitt. General view of the agriculture of the county of
Stafford, by Mr. William Pitt. 4to. 1795.

Plot Oxf. Plot historia natu rails Oxonlensis. fol.

Plot Staff. Plot’s natural history of Staffordshire. 1686.

folio.

Pluk. Plukenetii phytographia. i6gi. Tom. I. of his

works in vol. IV. 1769. ^to; and the latter ends of Tom. III.

and IV.

Pluk. aim, Plukenetii almagestum botanicum, 1696. (Tom.
II. of his works.)

Pluk. amalth. Plukenetii amaltheum botanicum, 1705.
(Tom. IV. of his works.)

Pluk. mant. Plukenetii almagesti botanici mantifsa. 1700.
(Tom. III. of his works.)

Pollich historia plantarum in palatinatu electoral! sponte

crescentium Tomi III. 1777. 8vo.

R. syn. Raii synopsis methodica stirpium Britannicarum

cditio 3tia. 1724, 8vo.

R. cat. Raii catalogus plantarum Anglise & insularum adja-

centium. ed. I. 1670;—ed. II. 1677, i2mo.

R. hist. Raii historia Tomi III. 1686, and 1704. fol,

Reich, fl. Reichard flora moeno-francofurtana enumerans
stirpes circa Francofurtum ad moenum crescentes. Pars I. 1772 ;

pars II. 1778.
Reich, hort. Reichard enumeratio stirpium horti botanici

Senkenbergiani qui Francofurti ad Moenum est. 1782. lamo.
Reich. Reichard syst. plant. Linn. 4 vol. 8vo. 1780.
Reich, syl. Reichard sylloge opusculorum botanicorum.

1782. 8vo,

Relh. Relhan floras Cantabrigiensis exhibens plantas agro
Cantabrigiensi indigenas. 1785. 8vo.

Relh. suppl. Relhan florae Cantabrigiensi supplementum,

1786. 8vo. ibid, alter. 1788.

Renealmi specimen historias plantarum. 1 6 1 1
.

4to.

Retz.Jl. Retzi floras scandinavias prodromus. 1779. 8vo.

Retz.orRetz. ohs. Retzii observationes botanicae. fasc. VI.

folio.

Reyg. Reyger tentamen florx gedanensis. Dantisci 1764,
i2mo.

Riv. Rivini ordines plantarum flore monopetalo, & tetra-

petalo. Lipsias, 1690 and 1691. fol.

Riv. pent. Rivini ordo plantarum flore irregular! pejitapetalo,

Lipsias, 1690. fol.

Roi. Du Roi difsertatio inaugu rails observatione? botanicas

sistens. 1771. 4to.
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elements of botany. 1775. 8vo.

Roth» betyr. Roth beytrage zur botanick. Bremen, 1782,

1 2 mo,
Roth. vers. Roth verzeichnifs dergenigen pflanzen. Alten-

burg, 1781. i2mo.
Rosseaus letters on botany, by T. Martyn, B. D. 1785. 8vo.

Rottb. Rottboll descriptionum 8c iconum rariores 8c pro

maxirae parte novas plantas illustrantiiim. 1773. fol.

ordines naturales plantarum. Goetting, 1774. 8vo.

Ruppii flora jenensis sive enumeratio plantariim tarn sponte

circa Jenam et in locis yicinis nascentium, quam in hortis obvi-

arum. 1726. i2mo.
Rupp, ab Hall, Ruppii flora jenensis edente Hallero. 1745.

1 2 mo.
Rutty's efsay towards a natural history of-the county of Dublin.,

2 vols. 1772. 8vo.

Sabbat. Sabbati hortus romanus secundum systema Tourne-
fortii. Tom. IV. 1772.—1777. folio.

Schicff.' Schaeffer fungoriim qui in Bavaria 8c Palatinatu circa

Ratisbonam nascuntur icones. Tomi IV. 1762 to 1774* 4to.

Sckeuch. Scheuchzeri agrostographia, sive graminum, jun-

corum, cyperorum, cyperoidum iisque afflnium historia, edente

Hallero. 1775. 4to.

Scheuch. it. J. Jacobi Scheuchzeri itinera per Helvetias

alpinas regiones. 1723. qto.

Schmid. Schmidel icones plantarum 8c analyses partium,

ciirantc 8c edente Keller pictore norimbergensi. 1762. fol.—

•

Manipulus II. curante et edente Bischoff chalcographo norim-

bergensi, 1776. fol.

Schmid, bias. Schmidel de Blasia, 1759. 4to.

Schmid, buxb. Schmidel de Buxbaumia, 1758. qto.

Schinid. jungerm. Schmidel de Jungermannia, 1760. 4to.

<S’t7̂ o//cr flora barbiensis. Lips. 1775. 8vo.

Schreb. Schreber Beschreibung der Graser. Plates i to 40.

—(in German.) Leips. 1774. fol.

Schreb. ic. Schreber icones 8c descriptiones plantarum minus
cognitarum. Decas I. 1766. fol.

Schreb. want. Schreber mantifsa edition! quartas Linnsei

material medicse. 1782. 8vo.

. Schreb. phase. Schreber de phasco. 1770.410.
Schreb. spic. Schreberi spicilegium flora Lipsicse. 1771. 8vo, i

ScJjreb. vert. Schreberi plantarum verticlllatarum unilabia<- I

tarum genera ct species. 1774* 4to.

Scop. Scopoli flora carniolica exhibens plantas Carnioliip

indigenas. Tomi II. 1772. 8vo.

Scop. arm. Scopoli annus I, II, Sc III. historico-naturalis. .

1769; IV, 1770; V, 1772. small 8vo,

Sepp. gabt. Scopoli plantx subterraneas. 12*110.
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Scopol: Introductio ad hist, natiiralem. 8vo. Pragoa. 1777.
Seguieri planta; veronensis, seu stirpium qua; in agro Vero-

nenses reperiuntur methodica synopsis^ Tomiis II. 1745. 8vo,
Sheldr. Sheldrake’s herbal of medicinal plants, fob
Sibbald. Sibbaldi, Scotia illustrata. fob i68q.

Sibthorpe^ Flora Oxoniensis. 8vo.

Smithy Dr, J. E. difsertation on sexes of plants. 8vo.

Spicilegium botaniciim. fasc. iii, fob

leones pictas plantarum rariorum, fasc. fol.

leones plantarum ineditas. fasc. iii. fob

tour on the Continent. 3 vols. 8vo. 1793.
Spalo^sky difsertatio inauguralis de Cicuta, Flammula Jovb^

Aconito, Pulsatilla, Gratiola, Dictamno, Stramonio, Hyoscyamo,
k. Colchico, 1777. 8vo.

Sp. pL Linnasi species plantarum, exhibentes plantas rite

cognitas ad genera relatas. Editio 2da. Tom. I, 1762; II,

1763. 8vo.

Stackh, Nereis Britannica;; ordescr. of the British marine
plants, fob 1795, by J. Stackhouse, Esq,

Stechmann Kxihvs\\^\2,. 1775. qto.

Stilling, Stillingfleet’s miscellaneous tracts. 1762. 8vo,

Stoerck, [See Spalowsky.]

S^joaynCy see Gram, pascua.

Snvert, Swertii florilegium. Tomi II. fob Frank. 1612.

Syst.nat, Linnasi systema naturas. ed. XII, Tomi III. 1766,
and 1767. 8vo.

Syst.pl, Linnsei systema plantarum curante Reichard. Tomi
IV, 1779, & 1780. 8vo.

Syst^ veg. Linnaei systema vegetabiliurn, editio XIV. Murray.

Thai, Thalii sylva Hercynia sive catalogus plantarum
sponte nascentium in montibus et locis vicinis Hercynias qua=

respicit Saxoniam. 1588. small ^to, (published with Camerarii
hort.)

Theophrasti opera, Lugdun. Batav. fob

Thunb. Thunberg flora Japonica. 1784. 8vo.

Tilli catalogus plantarum horti Pisani. 1723. fob

Town. Tournefort institutiones rei herbarice, Tom, III,

1700. 4to.

Trag, Tragi de stirpium maxime vero earum qu-as in Ger -

mania nascuntur commentarii, interprete Kybero. 1552. small 410,.

Trenjo. rar, Plantie rariores edente Keller. 1763, fob

TreWy editor of the Nuremberg edition of Blackwell, [See
Blackwell.]

Vaill, Vaillant botanicon Parlslense ou denombrement par
*rdre alphabetique des plantes qui se trouvent aux environs dc
Paris. 1727. fob

Fasciculus plantarum, 4to. 1771.
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Veil. Coloured figures of marine plants, with descriptions,

by T. Velley, Esq. Bath, 1795. fol.

Volck. Volckameri flora Noribergensis, sive catalogus plan-

tarum in agro Noribergensi tarn sponte nascentium, quam exoti-

carum in viridariis ac medico horto enlitritarum. 1700. qto.

Wale. ^Walcott flora Britannicae indigena. No. I. to XIV,
Wallace, Account of Orkney. 8vo, Lond. 1700.
Walther Designatio plantarum quas hortus Waltheri patho-

logiae profefsoris Lipsiensis complectitur. 1735. 8vo.

Warner plantae Woodfordienses
; a catalogue of the more

perfect plants growing spontaneously about Woodford in Efsex,

1771. i2mo.
Weber. Weberi spicilegium floras goetingensis plantas im-

primis crytogamicas Hercyniae illustrans. 1778. 8vo.

Werner, observationes botan. 4to.

Weig.Jl. Weigel flora pomerano-rugica exhibens plantas

per Pomeraniamanteriorem suecicam & Rugiam sponte nascentes.

1769. i2mo.
Welg.hort. Weigil hortus Gryphicus. 1782. 4to.

Weis, Plantae Cryptogamicae Florae Gottingensis, 8vo. 1770.
Wieg. Wiegel observationes botanicas. 1772. 4to.

Wiggers primitiae floras Holsaticas. 1780. 8vo.

Wilcke flora Gryphica exhibens plantas intra miliare sponte

nascentes. 1765. i2mo,

Willdeno’w Flora Berolinensis. 8vo,

Willich ohs, Willich observationes botanicas de plantis qui-

busdam observationes, Getting. 1762.

Willich ill, Willich illustrationes quaedambotanicae. Getting.

1766.
Woodv, Woodville’s medical botany, 4 vols. 4to, 1793.

flora borufsica 1765. 8vo.

Zanon, Zanonii rariorum stirpium historia, edente Montio,

Bonon. *742.
Zinn catalogus plantarum horti academici & agri Gottin'*

gensis. 17 8vo.
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ABBREVIATIONS.

Cal. Calyx.

Bloss, Blofsom*

St AM. Stamen.

PiST. Pistil.

Filam. Filament.

S. Vess. Seed-vefsel,

Germ. Germen,

Caps, Capsule,

Nect, Nectary.

Recept. Receptacle,

Ess. Char, El’sential Character.

A. annual; enduring for a year or lefs,

B. biennial
; en^luring two years.

P. Perennial; enduring many years.

S. Shrub.

T. tree,

Jan. January.—Feb. February.—Aug. August.—Sept. September.

Oct. October.—Nov, November.—*Dec. December.

M. male, or stameniferous flower.

F. Female, or pistilliferous flower,

H. Hermaphrodite flowers ;
such as contain both stamens and

pistils,

N, Neutral flowers; such as contain neither stamen nor pistil,

Involucr. Involucrum.

Involucell, Involucellum.

»

VoL. I.—

1
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R U L ES

,
FOR THE

PRONUNCIATION of the LINN^AN NAMES.

.. The English reader is desired to observe, that the accent,

or the force of the voice, is to be thrown upon that syllable

or letter which precedes the mark. Thus in Ar'butus, the Ar

is to be the accented or strongly sounded syllable, and

not the bu, as is commonly, though erroneously, the case.

3. That the letter e at the end of a name is always to be sounded,

thus the word 'Elai'ine^ is to be pronounced E-lat'-u-n^f with

four syllables, and not E-la-tine,

3. That in words ending in ides^ the / is always to be pronounced

long.

That ch is to be pronounced hard^ like the letter k.

5. That in words beginning with see and sci^ the c is to be pro-

nounced soft; though it is allowed that some few words

derived from the Greek are exceptions to this rule.
‘

I

I

6. That in such w'ords as have schy the c is to pronounced hard.

Thus Sch(S'nus is to be pronounced as if it were written

Ske'~nus,
f

7. That c and gy before e and /, and before a and e^y are to be

pronounced softy but before the other vowels and dipthongs,

hard.
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CLASS I.

MONANDRIA.
Containing flowers zvith i Stamen only.

JL HE flowers arranged under this clafs contain only

one stamen. It might be supposed, that flowers containing

only one stamen, and one, or at the most, two pistils, must,

from the simplicity of their structure, be easy to investi-

gate; and undoubtedly they would be so, were it not for

the minutenefs of their parts. It fortunately happens,

however, that the inexperienced botanist is not likely to

encounter them at the commencement of his progrefs ; the

Salicornia is only fouixl on the sea coast; the Hippuris is not

very common; the Zannichellia andCharaarelefs rare, and

the Callitriche is frequent enough in watery ditches and
very slow streams, but neither of them are likely to attract

attention, until a habit of accurate observation has been

formed. The Aphanes, the only remaining Genus, may
occasion some difficulty from its want of agreement with

the Generic description ; but the observations subjoined

to that description will obviate every pofsible doubt.

MONANDRIA (i Stamen.)

Monogynia (i Pistil.)

Chara,

Hippuris,

Salicornia,

Aphanes,

DIGYNIA (2 Pistils.

(

Callitriche,

TETRAGYNIA (4 Pistils.)

Zannichellia,
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MONOGTNIA.
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CHA'RA. SchmldeL tab. 14. Gartner, tab. 84.

Male flower at the base of the female, on the out-

side the calyx^

Calyx none.

Blossom none.

Stamen, Filament none. Anther globular, placed before

the germen on the outer side, and at the base of the

calyx; of one cell, not opening.

Female flower.

Calyx, Cup 4 leaves ; leajits awl-shaped, unequal, per-

manent. Sometimes there is no calyx.

Blossom none. v

Pistil, Germen turban-shaped, marked with 5 spiral

grooves. Style none. Summits 5, undivided.

Seed-vessel; Berry egg-shaped, but oblong, spirally

grooved, of one cell, inclosing the seeds within a very
thin crust.

Seeds numerous, spherical, extremely small.

Observation.—For Summits 5, we should rather read with 5
clefts, as in the former editions of the genera; but the fact is,

that the parts are so very minute as.scarcely to allow of this point
being ascertained, ^n this doubtful case, the seed-vefsel having'

only one cell, determines its place in the order Monogynia.

A'PHANES, Geertn* 73.

Calyx. Cup i leaf, tubular, permanent : Mouth flat, 4-
clefted.

Bloss. None.
Stamens ; Filaments ^ ; upright; awl-shaped ; very small

;

standing upon the rim of the calyx. Anthers roundish.
Pistil ; Germen egg-shaped. Style thread-shaped; as long

as the stamens
;

growing from the base of the germen.
Summit somewhat globular.

S. Vess. None; the Rim of the calyx closing, confines
the seeds.

Seed egg-shaped; tapering; comprefsed
; as long as the

style.

Obs. It is nearly allied to the Alchemilla. It has sometimes
only I pistil and i seed. Linn. — It seems now pretty generally

13
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agreed that the flowers contain only one i stamen, i pistil and
I seed ; so that notwithstanding its natural affinity to the genus
Alchemilla, in the clafsTetrandia, it ought in an artificial system

to occupy its present place.

SALICOR'NIA, "Tournefort, 485 Gcerfner, 127.

Calyx 4-cornered; lopped; bellying; permanent,
BLOSs.'none.
Stamen F/Va-TWfw/ single, undivided, longer than the cup.

Anther double, oblong, upright.

Pistil. Germen oblong-egg-shaped. Style undivided,,

standing under the stamen. Summit cloven.

S. Vess. none. The calyx bellying and inflated contains

the seed.

Seed single.

Obs. The number of stamens is not very certain ; sometimes

there are 2 in each flower. Linn.

HIPPU'RIS. Getrtn. 84.

Calyx a 2-lobed rim, crowning the germen,

Bloss. none.

Stamen. Filament single, upright, fixed within the outer

lobe of the calyx. Anther roundish", comprefsed.

Pistil. Gei'men oblong, beneath. Style single, upright,

awl-shaped, longer than the stamen, fixed to the inner

lobe of the calyx. Summit acute,

S. Vess. none.

Seed single, roundish, naked. '
'

Obs. Mr. Curtis describes the stamen as standing upon the

top of the germen ; and says, that at the close of summer, he has

found flowers without a stamen ; and Scopoli has observed, that

such flowers are sometimes intermixed with the others,

{

DIGTNIA.

CALLPTRICHE. G(^rtn. 68.

Calyx none,

Bloss. Petals 2, bowed inwards, channelled, opposite to

each other. ,

Stamen. Filament single, long, bowled. Anther simple.

Pi ST. Germen nearly round. Styles 2, hair-like, bowed.
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Summits acute.

S. Vess. roundisli, comprefsed ; with 4 angles,

and 2 cells.

. Seeds solitary, oblong. »

Obs. Seeds 4, naked, with a membranaceous border on the

outer edge. (Giertn.)—In the Callitriche vernuy the stamens and
pistils are found in separate flowers, but growing on the same

plant. Linn. But sometimes, even in this species, flowers ar^

found which contain both stamens and pistils.

rErRAGTNIA.

ZANNICHEL'LIA. Mich. 34. G^rtn. ig.

Male flower.

Cal. none.

Bloss. none.

Stam. Filament simple, long, upright. Anther
arrow-shaped, upright.

Female flowers placed near the other.

Cal. Cup I leaf, hardly perceptible, bellying, with 3 teeth.

Bloss. none.

,
PiST. Germens 4 to 8, horned, approaching. Styles to

8, simple, rather expanding. Summits egg-shaped,

flat, expanding outwardly.

S, Vess. Capsules upright, but expanding; comprefsed,

crooked, tubercled on the back, the reclining style

forming a beak
; crust leather-like, of i cellj valve-lefs#

Seed solitary, oblong, bulging on one side.

Male flowers solitary, scattered.

Cal. Cup of I leaf, mouth slanting, very entire, acute

at the back.
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CLASS II.

DIANDRIA.

Containing Flowers with 2 Stamens only*

Tl his clafs does not present any particular difficulty to

the young botanist, except such as arises from the singular

structure of the flowers in the genera Orchis, Ophrys,
Serapias, Satyrium, and Cypripedium ; and this difliculty'

consists in distinguishing the lip of the nectary from the

petals. A reference to the figures of Orchis and Ophrys,
in plate XII. will explain the matter, and it is necefsary

it should be well understood, because the discrimination

of the species depends very much upon the lip of the

nectary. In explaining the structure of the. Viola, and
.some other genera, Linnaeus considered the expanded lip

of the nectary as one of the petals, and the horn-shaped
projection behind it as the nectary. Had he done the

same in the instances now under consideration, no peculiar

difficulties would have arisen.

PI, XII, Fig. A. A front view of the flower of the Orchis

mascula,

B, A side view of the same,

P* P* P* P* upper expanded petals, before

-
^

and within which may be seen the inner

approaching petals.

/. /. The lip of the nectary, n* n. its pro-

jecting horn. g. the twisted germen,

m, m* floral leaves.

Fig, C. a front v iew of a flower of the Ophrys
myodes*

D, A side view of the same.

p* p* p* p. The petals.

/. /. L I, The lip of the nectary,

g. The twisted germen.

I
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In the 5 genera mentioned above, though the germen
is sufficiently obvious, the style and the summit are very
indistinct. The stamens are evidently two. The anthers

are composed of a number of elastic fibres united together;

so that you may forcibly extend them to twice their

natural length, but on releasing them, they instantly

contract again. These elastic fibres are simple or branched,

and each terminates in a minute body, but not containing

pollen. From these singularities of structure, it is pro-

bable that the generation of these plants is effected in

some mode not yet understood. The seeds are numerous,
though very small ; but I believe no person has yet been
able to raise plants from them.

DIANDRIA (2 Stamens.)

Monogynia Pistil.) i
)

Ligustrum,
‘ Circaa,

Veronica,

Pinguicula,

Utricularia,

Lycopus, .

Salvia,

Orchis,

Satyrium,

Ophrys,

Malaxis,

Serapias,

Cypripedium,

.Lemna,

Salix,

Fraxinus,

Digynia (2 Pistils.)

Anthoxanthum,

i

\
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D I A N D R I A.

MONOGTNIA.

LIGUS'TRUM. ‘Tourn. 367. Gdertn* 92.

Calyx. Cup i leaf, tubular, very small, with 4 upright
blunt teeth in its rim.

Bloss. I petal, funnel-shaped. Tube cylindrical, longer
than the cup. Border expanded, divided into 4 egg-
shaped segments.

Stamens. Filaments 2, simple, opposite. Anthers up-
right, nearly as long as the blofsom.

Pistil. Germen nearly round. Style very short. Sum-
w/V thick, blunt, cloven.

S. Vess. Berry globular, smooth, gf i cell.

Seeds 4, convex on one side, angular on the other.

Obs. Berry 2-celled, lined with a thin membrane. Seeds, 2

in each cell. Ga:rtn.

CIRCi^^'A. Tourn, 155. Geertn, 24.

Calyx. Cup i leaf, superior, deciduous. Tube thread-

shaped, very short. Border with 2 divisions, seg-

ments sharp, egg-shaped, concave, bent outwards. '

Bloss. Petals 2, inversely heart-shaped, expanding,

equal, mostly shorter than the cup.

St AM. Filaments 2, hair-like, upright, as long as the cup.

Anthers roundish.

Pi ST. Germen turban-shaped, beneath. Style thread-

,
shaped, as long as the anthers. 6’www/V blunt, notched

at the end.

S. Vess. Capsule betwixt egg and turban-shaped, covered

with strong hairs, with 2 cells and 2 valves, opening
from the base upwards. - .

Seeds solitary, oblong, narrow towards the base.

Obs. Calyx properly 2-leaved.

VERO'NICA. Tourn, 60. Geertn* 54.

Cal. Cwp with 4 divisions, permanent. Segments

shaped, acute.
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Bloss, wheel-shaped, of i petal. Tube nearly as long as

the cup. Border Hat, div ided into 4 egg-shaped seg-

ments. Lower Segment narrowest, that opposite to it

the broadest.

Stam. Filaments 2, thinnest at the bottom, ascending.

Anthers oblong.

Pi ST. Germen comprefsed. Style thread-shaped, declin-

ing, as long as the stamens. Summit undivided.

S. Vess. inversely heart-shaped, comprefsed at

the point, with 2 cells and 4 valves.

Seeds several, roundish.

Obs. Theitube of the blofsom is generally very short; lefs

so in the 3 first species. Linn. In Veronica montana, the seed-

vefsel is roundish, with a notch at the base, and at the top,

(Reich.) and in V. hederifolia, it is like 2 united globes.

PINGUPCULA. Tourn, 74. G^rtn. 112.

'Cal. Cwp gaping, small, acute, permanent. Upper Lip

upright, with 3 clefts; Lower Lip reflected, cloven.

Bloss. I petal, gaping. Longer Lip straight, blunt,

with 3 clefts, falling back ; Shorter Lip cloven, some-
what blunt and expanding. Nectary horn-shaped,

being a production of the lower and hinder part of the

petal.

Stam. Filaments 2, cylindrical, crooked, ascending,

shorter than the cup. Anthers roundish.

Pi ST. globular. very short. Summit vA\\\

2 lips; Upper Lip largest, flat, reflected, covering the

anthers; Lower Lip shorter, very narrow, upright,

cloven..

S. Vess. '.Capsule egg-shaped, of-i cell, comprefsed,' and

opening at the point.

Seeds many, cylindrical. Receptacle loose.

/

UTRICULA'RIA, FI. dan. 128 and 1-8.
\J

-•
f

Cal. Cup 2 leaves, leafits equal, very small, egg-shaped,

concave, deciduous.

Bloss. i petal, gaping. ' Upper Lip flat, blunt, upright.

Lower Lip larger, flat, entire. A heart-shaped Palate

standing prominent betwixt the lips. Nectary a little

horn, projecting from the base of the petal.
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Stam. Filaments 2, very short, bent inwards. Anthers

small, and adhering together.

PiST. globular. Style thread-shaped, as long as

the cup. Summit conical.

S. Vess. Capsule large, globular, of i cell.

Seeds several.

Obs. The plants of this genus are very remarkable; the

roots being loaded with small membranaceous bladders.

LY'COPUS. rourn,^.

Cal, Cup I tubular leaf, with 5 shallow clefts; Segments

narrow and acute.

Blqss. I petal, irregular. Fuhe cylindrical, as long as the

CUD. Border with 4 clefts, blunt, open; Segments

nearly equal, but the /wxtvrww/ somewhat smaller ; the

uppermost broader, and notched at the end.

Stam. Filaments 2, generally longer than the blofsom, and
bending under its upper segment. Anthers small.

Pi ST. Germen with 4 clefts. Style thread-shaped, straight;

as lorn: as the stamens. Summit cloven, reflected.

S. V ESS. none.

Seeds 4, roundish, blunt, at the bottom of the cup.

\

SAL'VIA. Totirn* 83. 82. Geertn. 66 ,

Cal. Cup I leaf, tubular, scored, enlarging gradually

upwards, and comprefsed at the top. upright,

with 2 lips; Lower Lip with 2 teeth.

Bloss. I petal, irregular. Tube comprefsed, enlarging

'gradually upwards. Border gaping. Upper Lip con-

cave, comprefsed, bowled inw’^ards, notched at the end.

Lower Lip broad, with 3 clefts. The Middle Segment

largest, roundisli, notched at the end,

Stam. Filaments 2, very short, supporting 2 others crofs-

wdse by the middle, wdiich have Glands at the lower,

and Anthers at tiie upper end.

Pi ST. Germen with 4 clefts. Style thread-shaped, very

long, adjoining the stamens. Summit cloven.

S. Vess. none, the Cup closing a little, contains the seeds

in its bottom.

Seeds 4, roundish.
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Obs. The singular forked filaments constitute the efsential

cha acter of this genus. Linn. The rudiments, of 2 stamens

appear in the mouth of the blofsom, but they have no anthers.

The glands in most species are caiiou^, but in a few they appear

like anthers, and sometimes contain a small quantity of pollen.

OR'CHIS. VailL tab. 31. T'owrw.' 247.

Cal. Sheaths scattered. Fruit-stalk undivided.

Cup none.

Bloss. Petals 5, outer 011033, inner qwqs 2, approaching

upwards so as to form a helmet,

i
Nectary 1 leaf, fixed by the lower side to the receptacle

between the division of the petals. Upper Lip upright,

very short. Lower Lip large, expanding, broad. Lube

standing behind, shaped like a horn, hanging a little

down.
Stam. Filaments 2, very slender, and very short, stand-

ing on the pistil. Anthers inversely egg-shaped, up-

right, covered by a fold of the upper lip of the nectary,

forming 2 cells.

PiST. Germen beneath, oblong, twisted. Style fixed to

the upper lip of the nectary, very short. Summit
comprefsed, blunt.

S. Vess. Capsule oblong, with i cell, 3 keels, 3 valves,

opening in 3 places under the keels, continuing con-
nected at the base and at the end.

Seeds numerous, very small, like saw dust.

SATY'RIUM. VailL op.f. 6 .

Cal. Sheaths scattered. Fruit-stalk undivided. Cup
none.

- Bloss. Petals^, oblong egg-shaped, 3 more outwards,
the 2 inner approaching above, in form of a helmet.

Nectary of i leaf, fixed by the lower side to the recep-

tacle, between the division of the petals. Upper Lip
very short, upright. Lower Lip flat, pendant, with a
bag like a double purse projecting behind.

fcJ- Stam. Filaments 2, very slender, very short, standing on
V' the pistil. Anthers inversely egg-shaped, covered by

^ a fold of the upper lip of the nectary, forming 2 cells.

PiST. beneath, oblong, twisted. tS/y/f very^short,

fixed to the upper lip of the nectary. Summit com-
^ prefsed, blunt.
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S. Vess. Capsule oblong, with i cell, 3 keels, 3 valves,

opening in 3 places uinler the keels, connected at the

base and at the end.

Seeds numerous, very small, like saw-dust.

OTHRA^S. Tourn, 250.

Cal. scattered. undivided. Cup xion^,

Bloss. Petals 5, oblong, approaching upwards, equal, 2

of them placed outwards.

Nectary longer than the petals, hanging down, behind

only slightly keeled.

Stam. Ftlaments 2, very short, standing on the pistil.

Anthers upright, covered by the inner edge of the

nectary.

'Pi ST. beneath, oblong, twisted. Style fixed to

the inner edge of the nectary. Summit indistinct,

S, Vess. Capsule somewhat egg-shaped, 3-edged, blunt,

scored, with 3 valves, and i cell, opening at the keeled

angles.

Seeds numerous, like saw-dust. strap-shaped,

growing to each valve of the seed-A^efsel.

Obs. In Ophrys Corallorhiza there are 4 stamens, viz. 2 in

each cell. (R,) ' ,

MALAX'IS. (Swartz,) E, hot, 72.

Cal. Sheath woxiQ, Cup wowg,

Bloss. Petals 5, 3 outer
^ 2 above and i below, spear-

shaped, blunt, expanding ; 2 Inner strap-shaped, acute,

hent round the germen.

Nectary in the centre of the blofsom, smaller than the

petals, concave with convex edges, tapering to a point

behind, cloven in front.

Stam. Anthers 2, egg-shaped, with scarcely any fila-

ment, fixed to the edge of the hollow of the pistil,

with 2 little cavities at the bottom,

PisT. on a little fruit-stalk, roundish, beneath.

Style

f

a little cup-like hollow in the centre of the nec-

tary, very short, expanding, extending halfway round,

with the stamens fixed to its hinder edge. Summit

in front of the hollow, near the stamens.

S. Vess, Capsule^ohXorv^, 3-keeled, of i cell, opening

under the keels, but continuing united at each end#

Seeds extremely minute.

\

!
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Obs. Dr. Smith considers the blossom in this genus as being
reversed, the odd petal of the 3 outer Ones being lowermost,

and that this has therefore been erroneously called the lip; and
that the most striking character is the 2 upright petals at the top,

instead of the single one in all our other Orchises, The nectary,

moreover, points upwards, embracing the stamens and style. Sec

E. bot. p. 72.

' SERA^PIAS. G(£rtn. 14. loiirn* 249. Helleboriiie.

Cal. scattered. undivided. G//>none.

1
Bloss. Petals 5, ob!ong-egg-shaped, op^n, but rather

' upright, approaching upwards.
Nectary as long as the petals, hollowed at the base, filled

with honey, egg-shaped, bulging beneath, cloven into

3, segments acute, the middlemost heart-shaped, blunt,

cloven at the seam of the base, with 3. teeth.

Stam. Filaments 2, very short, fixed to the pistil. Anthers

upright, under the upper lip of the nectary.

Pi ST. Germen beneath, oblong, twisted. Style growing »

to the upper lip of the nectary. Summit indistinct.

S. Ve'ss. Capsule inversely egg-shaped, with 3 blunt

.
. edges, 3 keels growing to them, and 3 valves opening

under the keels : i celled.

Seeds numerous, like saw-dust. strap-shaped,

growing to each valve of the seed-vcfsel.

CYPRIPE'DIUM. Fourn* 249. Calceolus.

Cal. scattered. Fruit-stalk none.
Bloss. Petals 4 or 5, spear-shaped, very long, expand^

ing, uprights •

Nectary within the lower petal, shaped like a slipper,

. blown up, blunt, hollow, shorter and broader than the

petals; the Upper Lip small, egg-shaped, flat, bent
inwards.

Stam.- Filaments 2, very short, standing on the pistil.

Anthers upright,' covered by the upper lip of the nec-
tary.

Pi ST. Germen beneath, long, twisted. Style very short,

growing to the upper lip of the nectary. Summit in-

distinct.
'

S, Vess. Capsule inversely egg-shaped, with 3 blunt

edges, and 3 seams, under which it opens at the angles ;

Valves 3 ; Cell i

.
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Seeds' numerous, very small. Receptacle strap-shaped,
growing lengthways to each valve of the seed-vefsel.

LEM'NA. Mkh. II. 3.
'

^
Male flower.

Cal. I leaf, circular, opening at the side, obliquely di-

lated outwardly, blunt, expanding, deprefsed, large,

entire.

Bloss. none.

StAM. Filaments 2, awl-shaped, crooked, as long as the
calyx. Anthers double, globular, short, permanent.

Pi ST. Germen egg-shaped; Style short. Summit indis-

tinct.

S. Vess. barren.

Female flower on the same plant.

Cal. as above.

Bloss. none.

PisT. Germen somewhat egg-shaped. Style short, per-

manent. Summit simple.
,

S. Vess. Capsule globular, tapering to a point; with i

cell.

Seeds several, oblong, acute at each end, nearly as long as

the capsule, scored on one side.

Obs. Perfect hermaphrodite flowers have sometimes been

observed. (Schreb.)

SA'LIX, Tourn, 364.

Male flowers.

Cal. Catkin oblong, tiled on every side. Involucrum

forming a bud, which is composed of

Scalesy inclosing a single flower, oblong, flat, ex-

panding.

Bloss. Petals none.

Nectary a cylindrical gland, very small, lopped, con-

taining honey, placed in the centre of the flower.

Stam. Filamertts 2, straight, thread-shaped, longer than

the cup. Anthers double, with 4 cells.

Female flower.

Cal. as above.

Scales as above.

Bloss. none.
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i^isT. Germen egg-shaped, tapering into a Style hardly

distinct from the germen, rather longer than the scales

of the calyx. Summits 2, cloven, upright.

S. Vess. Capsule egg-awl-shaped, with i cell, and 2

valves. Valves rolling back.

/Seeds numerous, egg-shaped, very small, crowned with

undivided hair-like down.

Obs. Stamens in some species 3 or 5, unequal in length. In

the S. her7naphroditica the stamens and pistils are within the same-

calyx Linn.—In som^e sj:^cies the filaments, in others the anthers,

are united. Schreb.—

I

n S. inonandrla there is only i stamen.

FRAX'INUS. Town* 343. Gaertn, 49.

Hermaphrodite flowers.

Cal. none, or a Cup of i leaf, with 4 divisions, upright,

small, acute.

Bloss. none; or Petals strap-shaped, long, acute, up-

right.

StAM. Filaments 2, upright, much shorter than the blof-

som. Anthers upright, oblong, with 4 furrows.

Pi ST. Germen egg-shaped, comprefsed. Style cylindrical,

upright. Summit rather thick, cloven.

S. Vess. spear-shaped, comprefsed, membranaceous, with

I cell.

Seed spear-shaped, comprefsed, membranaceous, of i cell.

Female flowers.

Em PAL. Bloss. Pist. S. Vess. and Seed as above.

Obs. In Frax. excelsiovy the hermaphrodite flowers are fre-

quently interspersed with female ones, and the reverse. This
has neither blofsom nor calyx. Linn. — Capsule egg-oblong,

leaf-like upwards, 2-celied, but i cell barren. Gartn.

DIGCNIA.

ANTHOXAN'THUM. PI. II. fig. i.

Cal. Husky 2 valves containing i flower. Valves cow--

cave, egg-shaped, taper, the innermost the largest.

Bloss. Flush 2 valves, the length of the larger valve of

the calyx. Each valve sends out an awn from its back,

at the lower part, and i of the awns is jointed. Nec^'

tary 2 leaves, very slender, cylindrical. The leaves

nearly egg-shaped, and one enfolding the other.

Stam. Filaments 2, hair-like, very long. Antls^ers ob-

long, forked at each end.

VoL. I.—

K
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PisT. Germen oblong. Styles 2, thread-shaped. Summits
undivided.

S. V Lss. The Husks of the blofsom grow to the seed.

Seed single, nearly cylindrical, tapering at each end.

Obs. It was very justly remarked to me by Mifs Giddy, that

the valves of the blofsom are shorter than the calyx, and so they
are figured very properly in the Flora Danica, 666 and lels

distinctly so in the fig. referred to above.

CLASS III.

TRIANDRIA.

Coniaining plants vJtb 3 Stamens In each Floiver,

JL ms Clafs comprehends, besides other plants, the great-

er ])art of the Grasses, and some other vegetables nearly

allied to them. Although the flowers in these are gene-

rally disregarded, they will not, to an attentive observ er,

appear lels curiously constructed, than those wdiich boast

of gayer colours and more conspicuous parts.

'-I he great solicitude of nature for the preservation of

grafses is evident from this; that the more the leaves are

consumed, the more the roots increase. Tlie great Author
of nature designed, that the delightful verdure of these

plants should cover the surface of the earth, and that they
should afford nourishment to an almost infinite number of

animals. But what increases our adnliration iiTost, is, that

although the Grasses constitute the principal food of her-

bivorous animals, yet, whilst they arc left at liberty in the

pasture, they leave untouched the straws which support

the flowers; that the seeds may ripen and sow themselves.

Add to this^ that many of the seemingly dry and dead

leaves of Gralses revive, and renew their verdure in the

spring. And on lofty mountains, where the summer heats

are hardly sufficient to ripenYhe seeds, the most common
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Gfafses are, the Festuca ovmay the PoA olpina and the

A IRA Ctespitosa all which arc viviparous, and consequently

propagate themselves without seeds.

In general, the leaves furnish pasturage for cattle; the

smaller seeds are food for birds, and the larger for men.
But some are preferred to others; as, the Festuca for

Sheep; the Poa for Cows; the Pha laris for Canary-
birds and Linnets; the Avena for Horses; the Secale
Hordeum and Triticum for Man.

Variety of Insects too derive their nourisliment from

grafses
; as the Papilio mocra, Pap. JEgeria, Pap. Galathea^

Pap. ‘Jurtina^ Pap. Cifixia, Phalana quercifolla., Ph. Pota-

toria^ Ph. culmclla, Chrysomela Graminls^ and severafothcrs

which will be mentioned under the different species.

No part of Botany appeared to me more difficult than

the study of Grasses ; but the method of accurate disfec-

tion and observation once adopted, no parf was more cer-

tain or more easy. However, when the great importance

of the subject is considered, we cannot labour too much to

fix the public attention to it, by rendering it as easy as

possible : for which reason the exceptions are carefully

noted under such subdivision of the orders,, and in the fol-

lowing plate an example is selected from each genus, taken

fromthe Amjenitates academic of Linnaeus. To gain a clear

idea of the structure of the flowers, they must be examined
just before the Anthers discharge their Pollen ; and by
comparing them in that state with the figures in the plate,

and with the generic description, the principal diPriculties

will soon be surmounted. The Botanic Microscope will

be found extremely useful in difsecting the minuter parts.

EXPLANATION of PLATE II.

,Fig. I. Anthoxan'thum a a husks of the calyx, b he
awn of the inner valve of the blofsom, twisted

and jointed, c the straight awn of the outer

valve of the blofsom. d d the two anthers.

e e the two styles.

Fig. 2. Sghcc'nus. The six petals, the three stamens,

and anthers; the gennens, the style, and the

summit cloven into three parts.

K 2
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Fig.
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n
O Cype'rus. a the tiled spike pointing from two

opposite lines, b the scale of the calyx, c c c

the anthers . d the style, e e e the summits.
h IG. 4. Scir'pus. b the tiled spike, a the scale of the

calyx, c c c the stamens and anthers, d the

gennen, a little woolly.

Fig. 5. Erioph'orum. a the woolly tiled spike, b the

scale of the calyx including the hairy gennen,
the- stamens, and the pistil.

P'lG. 6. Nar'dus. a the spike pointing one way. ccc
the bldfsoms. B one of the florets a little mag-
nified. a the lower and larger valve which
embraces the smaller valve by which is here
drawn out 'of its natural situation, ccc the

anthers.

Fig. 7. Pan'icum. b h the two equal valves of the

calyx, a the third smaller and outer valve.

c c the valves of the blofsoms. d d d the an-

thers. e e the downy summits of the styles.

Fig. 8. Alopecu'rus. a a the valves of the calyx.

b the single valve of the blofsom, with the awn
c proceeding from its base, d d d the ’anthers.

Fig. 9. Phle'um. a a the husks of the calyx, opened
and magnified to shew the blofsom. b the flo-

ret in its natural -state to shew the two points

at the top of it. ccc the anthers.

10. Phala'ris. a a the keeled husks of the calyx,

b b the husks of the blofsom. c c the anthers.

11. Mil'ium. a a the husks of the calyx, bb b

the anthers, c c pencil-shaped summits.

12. Agro'stis, a a the two pointed valves of the

calyx, b b the two valves of the blofsom.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig. 13 -

Fig.

F'ig. I

ccc the anthers.

Dac'tylis. a the outer and larger valve of the

calyx, ^the shorter valve, cthe keel-shaped

valve of the blofsom. e e e the anthers, d
the panicle pointing one way.

14. Sr I' PA. a a the valves of the calyx, h the

outer valve of the blofsom, with the awn joint-

ed at the base and twisted, c the inner valve

of the blofsom. d d the downy awn. e e the

hairy shafts and summits. fffi\\Q anthers.

Ai'ra. a a the calyx, b b the blofsoms,

without the rudiment of a third betwixt them.
a*

J
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Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

16. Mel'ica. <2 the calyx. ^ ^ the fertile blofs-

soms with e the rudiment of a third hlofsom

heiwixt them.

ly. Bri'za. « <2 the valves of the calyx, bhbhh
the blofsoms, of which the outer valves only are

visible. B one of the blofsoms taken out of the

little spike, c c the outer heart-shaped valve

of the blofsom. d d the inner valve inversely

egg-shaped.

18. Po'A. A an entire little spike, a a the two
husks of the calyx, b b b b the blofsoms. B
one of the florets separated from the little spike.

c the outer valve, d the inner valve of the

blofsom. e e e the forked anthers, ff the

woolly summits.

19. Festu'ga. a a the valves of the calyx.

b b b b b b b the blofsoms of the little spike ter-

minating in acute points, c the inner valve of

one of the blofsoms.

20. Bro'mus. a a the calyx, b b b the blofsoms,

the outer valves only only of which aj e visible,

with the awns growing from beneath the

point. '

21. Ave'na. a a the valves of the calyx, bbb
the florets, the oujter valves of which are fur-

nished with a twisted jointed' awn, growing
from the back. 2/ ^ the inner vales, cccccc
the anthers.

22. Arun'do. a a the valves of the calyx, bbb
the woolly blofsoms.

23. Sega'le. ^2 the valves of the calyx, bbbb
the blofsoms ; the inner valve of which is flat,

but the outer concave and furnished with

an awn. c c the spike-stalk with its little

teeth.

24. Trit'igum. <2 a the blunt valves of the calyx,

embracing the three blofsoms bbb, the outer

valve only of which is seen, furnished with an
awn. c c the spike-stalk.

25. Hor'deum. aaaaaa the six valves of the

calyx, two of which belong to each of the

blofsoms bbb, e e e the long awns of the outer

valves of the blofsoms. e e the naked spike-

stalk as it appears ^fter the florets are pulled off.

K3
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Fig. 26. E'lymus (7 the valves of the calyx, two
of which belong to each little spike bbb, e

the calyx as it appears after the little spikes are

» taken away.
Fig. 27. Lo'lium. a a a the calyxes of one valve.

b b b the little spikes consisting of several

llorets. cone of the florets opened to shew the

two valves of the blofsom.

Fig. 28. Cynosu'rus. (A) the spike pointing all one
way, composed of the florets (B) in which a

represents the involucrum with many clefts ;

b b the valves of the calyx, containing several

florets, and c c the florets.

Fig. 29. Ca'rex. a the tiled cat-kin. c the scaly

calyx of the fertile floret, d the nectary clo-

ven at the top. b the germen, and the

styles taken out of the nectary : h h h the

summits, e the scaly calyx of the barren floret,
'

with the three stamens fff
Fig. 30. Hol^gus. a a the barren florets on short

pedicles, b the fertile floret, furnished with

stamens and pistils.

Fig. 31. Rottbol'lia. aaaaa joints of the spike-

stalk. be he be be valves of the calyx placed

outwards, the edges of one lapping over that of
the other.

Fig. 32. Lagu'rus. an entire spike. ^ a floret apart.

c the blofs. containing the seed.

'I?

i







TRIANDRIA.

TRIANDRIA (3 Stamens.)

Monogynia (i Pistil.)

Valeriana, . Scirpus,

Bryonia, Cyperus,

Ruscus, Schcenus,

Crocus, Carex,

Iris, Vypha,

Nardus, Sparganium

Eriophorum,

Digynia (2 Pistils.)

Phalaris, Dactylis,

Panicum, Cynosutus,

Phleum, Festuca,

Ahpecurus, Bromus,
Milium, Stipa,

Agrostis, .Avena,

Holcus, Arundod
Aira. • Lolium.

Melica, Roftboellia,

Sesleria, Elymus,

Poa, * Hordeum,
Briza. Triticum,

Trigynia (3 Pistils.)

Amaranihus, Holosteum,

Montia, Polycarpon,

rnua.

Enneagynia (9 Pistils.)

Empetrum,
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TRIANDRIA.
>

*

MONOGTNIA.

VALERIA'NA. Tourn» 52. G^ertn, 86.

Cal. hardly any, but a border on the germen.
Bloss. Tube bellied on the under side, containing honey.

Border with 5 clefts. Segments blunt.

Stam. 3, or fewer than 3, awl-shaped, upright, as long as

the blofsom. Anthers roundish.

Pi ST. Germen beneath. Style thread-shaped, as long as

the stamens. Summit thickish.

S. Vess. a crust, not opening, deciduous crowned.
Seeds solitary, oblong.

Obs. There is a wonderful diversity in the parts of the

flowers in different species of Valerian, as well in number as in

figure. Linn.—Thus, In Valer. rubra, the flowers have only i

stamen ; in Val. dioica, the stamens and pistils are on different

plants.

BRYO'NIA. Tourn, 28. 88.

Male flowers.

Cal. Cup I leaf, bell-shaped, with 5 awl-shaped teeth.

Bloss. with 5 divisions, bell-shaped, fixed to the cup.

Segments egg-shaped.

Stam. Bilaments 3, very short. Anthers 5, only i on the

3d filament, but 2 on each of the others growing
together.

Female flowers on the same plant.

Cal. CupVL^ above, superior, deciduous,

Bloss. as above.

Pi ST. Germen beneath. Styk with 3 clefts, as long as the

blofsom when open. Summits notched at the end,

spreading.

S. Vess. Berry roundish, smooth.

Seeds few, enclosed in distinct cells,

Obs. In the Bryonia dioica the stameniferous, and pistil-

liferous, or male and female flowers, are found on different

plants,
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RUS'CUS. Tourn, 15. G(ertn» 16.

Male flowers.

Cal. Cup with 6 leaves, upright, but expanding. Leafis
egg-shaped, convex, the edges at the side reflected.

Bloss. none, unlel's you consider every other leaf of the

cup as such.

Nectary egg-shaped, central, as large as the cup,

blown up, open at the rim, upright, coloured.

Stam. Filaments none. Anthers 3, expanding, placed

upon the end of the nectary, united at the base;

Female flowers,

i Cal. Bloss. and as above.
> Fist. Germen oblong egg-shaped, hidden within the

nectary. Style cylindrical, as long as the nectary.

Summit blunt, projecting through the mouth of the

nectary.

\ S. Vess. J5frry globular, with 3 cells. ,

Seeds 2, globular.

Obs. In this and other genera nearly related to it, it is seldom,

that all the seeds come to perfection ; for the most part one seed

takes to enlarge, and by prefsure destroys the others.

CRO'CUS. Tourn, 184.

Cal. Sheath l leaf.

Bloss. Tube simple, long. Border with 6 divisions,

upright. Segments ecpial, oblong egg-shaped.

Stam. Filaments 3, awl-shaped, shorter than the blofsom.

Anthers arrow-shaped.

Fist. Germen beneath, roundish. Style thread-shaped,

as long as the stamens. Summits 3, rolled in a spiral,

serrated.
j I

S. Vess. Capsule roundish, with 3 lobes, 3 cells, and 3
valves.

Seeds several, round.

FRIS. Tourn, 186, 188. G<ertn, 13.

Cal. Sheaths 2 valves, separating the flowers, permanent.

Bloss. with 6 divisions. Segments oblong, blunt. The

3 outer ones reflected, the other 3 upright, more acute,

all connected together by the claws, so as to form a

tube.
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Stam. Filaments 3, awl-shaped, lying upon the reflected

segments. Anthers oblong, straight, deprefsed.

PiST, Germen beneath, oblong. Style simple, very sliort.

Summits 3, very large, resembling petals ; keeled with-

in, furrowed on the outside, leaning on the stamens,

2-lipped, outer lip small, notched at the end; inner

lip 1 arger, cloven, a little bent inwards.

S. Ves. Capsule oblong, angular, with 3 cells and 3 valves.

Seeds several, large.

Obs. In some species the nectary is a long line marked on

the base of the reflected petals, and set with hair-like substances,

in others there are 3 nectariferous dots at the base of the flower

on the outside. In some the capsule has 3, in others 6 angles. .

Linn. — The outer lip of the summit performs the proper office

of the summit. (Schkuhr. from Schreber.)
I

NAR'DUS. PI. 2. f. 6. Schreb. 7. F, G. E. D. C. H.

Cal. none.

Bloss. 2 valves. Outet Valve long, spear-strap-shaped,

sharp pointed, enclosing the Lefser Valve, which is

strap-shaped, and sharp pointed.

Stam. Filaments 3, hair-like, shorter than the blofsom.

Anthers oblong.

Pi ST. Germen oblong. Style single, thread-shaped, long,

downy. Summit undivided.

S. Vess. none; the blofsom adheres to the seed, without

opening.

Seed single, enclosed in the blofsom, long and narrow,

tapering to a point at each end, the upper part narrowest.

ERIOTHORUM. PI. II. f. 5. G^rtn. 2.

Cal. Spike tiled on every side. separating the

florets, egg-oblong, flat, but bent inwards, membra-

naceous, limber, tapering to a point.

Bloss. none.

Stam. Filaments 3, hair-like. Anthers w^n^ht, oblong.

PisT. Grmrw very small. thread-shaped, as long

as the scale of the calyx. Summits 3, longer than the

style, reflected.

S. VESs.none.
Seed 3-cornered, tapering to a point, furnished with soft

hairs, Avhich are longer than the spike.
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Obs. The presence of the stamens and pistils is different in

some ot the species
; in some they are as described above, in the

same tloret ; in others in different florets on the same or on dif-

ferent plants. (Schreb.)

SCIR'PUS. PI. II, f. 4. Tourn, 300. G<£rtn» 2,

Cal. Spike tiled on every side, the florets separated by
Scales, which are egg-shaped, flat, but bent inwards.

Bloss. none.

Stam. Filaments 3, which continue growing longer.

Anthers oblong;.

Pi ST. Germen very small. Style thread-shaped, long.

Summits 3, hair-like.

S. Vess. none.
Seed single, 3-cornered, taper pointed, sometimes fur-

nished witli soft hairs, which are shorter than the

calyx.

Obs. Soft hairs in some species grow to the point, in others

to the base of the seed. Linn. •— In Scirpus palustris, there are

only 2 summits. (Leers.) In this genus all the scales contain

fertile florets, whilst in the Schoenus the lower scales are always

barren. •

CYPE'RUS. PI. II. fig. 3. Tourn, 299. Geertn, 2.

Cal. Spike 2-rowed, tiled. Scales egg-shaped, keeled,

flat, but bent inwards, separating the florets.

Bloss. none.

Stam. Filaments 3, very short. Anthers oblong, fur-

rowed.

Pi ST. Germen very small. Style thread-shaped, very

long. Summits 3, hair-like.

. S. Vess. none.

Seed single, 3-cornered, tapering to a point, without hairs,

SCHCE'NUS. PI. II. f. 2.

Cal. chaffy, of i valve, crowded together.

Bloss. none.

Stam. Filaments 3, hair-like. Anthers oh\on^, upright.

PiST. (rrmrT? egg-shaped, somewhat 3-cnrnered, blunt.

Style bristle-shaped, as long as the husks. Summit
slender, with 2 or 3 clefts.

S. V ess. none.
Seed single, roundish, within the husks.
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Obs, In some species the seeds are surrounded by small bristles

growing lo the proper receptacle. Linn. — Outer husks hard,
stiff, short, empty. Upper or inner husks soft, longer, fertile. St.
Lower husks barren, upper ones fertile; but in the genus Scirpus,
they arc ail fertile, and this seems the best distinction of the two
genera. (Scop.)

CAREX. PL II. fig. 29. T’ourn, 300, Cyperoides. G^ertn. 2,

Male flowers forming a spike.

Cal. Catkin oblong, tiled, consisting of Scales
^
each in-

cluding a single floret, spear-shaped, acute, concave,
permanent.

Bloss. none.
I

Stam. Filaments^, bristle-shaped, upright, longer than
the inclosing scale. Anthers^ upright, long, .strap-

shaped.
/

Female flowers the same, but sometimes on distinct

plants.

Cal. Catkin as above.

Bloss. Petals none.

Nectary inflated, oblong egg-shaped, with 2 or 3
teeth at the end, contracted towards the upper part,

mouth open, permanent.
Pis r. Germen 3-cornered, within the nectary. Style sim-

ple. 3 or 2, awl-shaped, bent inwards, long,

tapering to a point, downy.
S. Vess. none. The nectary enlarging contains the seed.

Seed single, egg-shaped, but pointed, 3-cornered, one of
the angles generally smaller.

Obs. In some species the male and female florets are in sepa-

rate spikes, though on the same plant, Linn. — In others, on
distinct plants, and in others again in the same spike. What in

the flowering state Linnxus calls the nectary, in its mature state

performs the office of a seed-vefsel, and is then called a capsule.

It has an open mouth, through which the summits ifsue from the

top of the germen ; this mouth sometimes closes, sometimes

remains open
; in some species it is entire, in others it has 2

pointed teeth at the end.

TY'PHA. Tourn, 301. Geertn, 2,
.

Male flowers numerous, forming a catkin at the end

, of the straws

Cal. Catki)7 , common, cylindrical, very closely set, con-

sisting of Individual Calyxes with 3 leaves, bristle-

shaped.
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Bloss. none.

Stam. Filainents 3, luiir-like, as long as tlie calyx. Anthers

oblong, pendant. '

Female flowers numerous, set exceedingly close, form-

ing a catkin, which surrounds the stem.

Cal. none.

BLOSs.none.
Pi ST. Germen sitting on a little bristle, egg-shaped. Style

awl-shaped. Summit hair-like, permanent.

S. Vess. none. Fruit very numerous, and forming a

cylinder.

Seed single, egg-shaped, furnished with a style sitting on
a bristle. Down hair-like, fixed to the bristle which
supports the seed, from its base to its middle, as long

as the pistil.

SPARGA^NIUM. Tourn, 302. Geertn, 19.

Male flowers numerous, collected into a little head.

Cal. Common Catkin roundish, tiled very closely on every
side, consisting of Proper Cups with 3 leaves, strap-

shaped, deciduous.

Bloss. none.

Stam. Filaments 3, hair-like, as long as the cup. Anthers
oblong.

Female flowers.

Cal. as above. Common Receptacle roundish.

Bloss. none.

Pi ST. egg-shaped, ending in a short awl-shaped
Style. Summits i or 2, acute, channelled, permanent.

S. Vess. Drupa juicelefs, turban-shaped, but terminated

by a point, angular beneath.

Seed a Nut, hard as bone, oblong egg-shaped, angular.

Obs. The seed in some with i cell, in, others with 2, Tourn.
quoted by Linnxus.

DIGrNIA.

PHALARIS. Pl. II. f. 10. G^rtn. 80.

Cal. double, containing i flower.

Outer Husk 2 valves, comprefsed. Valves boat-

shaped, comprefsed, keeled, acute, nearly equal; edges

straight, parallel, approaching.
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Inner

^

2 valv^es. Valves spear-shaped, acute, small,

pubescent, resting against the back of the blolsoin at

the base.

Bloss. 2 valves, smaller than the calyx. Valves oblong,

concave, sharp; the innermost the smallest.

Nectary 2-leaved ; leahts spear-shaped, tapering to a

point, transparent, greenish, bulging at the base.

Stam. ' Filaments 3, hair-like. Anthers oblong, forked,

hi ST. G'rrwe'w egg-shaped. Styles'!, hair-like, united at

the base. Summits woolly.

S. VEss.none. The hlolsom grows to the seed like a

crust, and does not open.

Seed single, egg-oblong, tapering to a point, smooth.

Obs. In our Phalaris arenaria (the Phleum arenarium of

Linnosus) the calyx is single, but not being lopped, or furnished

with 2 spit-points, accords lefs with the genus Phleum than with
^

that of Phalaris.

PAhXICUM. PI. II. f. 7. Geertn. i.

Cal. Husk 2 valves, containing 2 florets. Valves nearly

egg-shaped, fibrous, the' outer rather lower, very small.

One floret hermaphrodite, the other either male or

neutral.

Bloss. of the hermaphrodite floret, a T/iiiT of 2 valves

;

A^alves nearly egg-shaped, gristly; Outer convex, its

edges embracing the Liner valve, which is smaller

and flatter.

Neutral or Male floret, a Husk of 2 valves, the Outer

(placed in the bosom of the smaller valve of the calyx,)
*

flattish, fibrous ; Inner membranaceous, flat, its

edges turned inwards, generally small.

Nectary 2-leaved, very small, bulging. In the

neutral floret none.

Stam. Filaments 3, hair-like. Anthers obloiyg.

PisT. roundish. Styles 2, hair-like. Summits

feathej-ed.

S. Vess. none ;
the blofsom adheres to the seed, and does

not open.

Seed single, covered, roundish, but flatted on one side.

Obs. Overlooking the inner valve of the neutral floret, the

outer seems to belong to the calyx, so that most botanists have

mentioned the calyx as having 3 valves, one ot them very small.

—
• Valves generally 4. The \st ox outermost; the 2nd opposite to

the outermost, and covering the outer valve of the blofsom; the
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37'i opposite and similar to the 2d; the between the 3d and
the inner valve of the blofsom, flat, membranaceous, and general-

ly smaller than the ist.—Mr. Curtis has seen and figured it in

the P. Crusgalli, f. 5. 6. ;
but calls it a membrane between the

calyx and blofs. It exists in the P. glducim^ viride^ mtliaceumy

capillare^ patens

y

and even in the sangmnale

^

where, still observing

its proportion to the outer valve, it is with difhculty discovered.

liwht patetis
j
with the afsistance of the 3rd valve, it performs

the office of a blofsom, inclosing 3 naked stamens. In the P.

Dactjlon there are only 2, St. '

f

PHLE'UM. PL II. f. 9. G<ertn.u-

Cal. Husk 2 valves, including a single floret; oblong,

strap-shaped, comprefsed; open at the end and furnish-

ed with 2 dagger points. Valves equal
,
straight, concave,

comprefsed; one embracing the other; lopped; with a

sharp point at the end of the keel.

Bloss. 2 valves, shorter than the calyx; ouier Valve

embracing the inner Valve, which is smaller.

Nectary 2 leaves; leafits egg-shaped, concave, acute, ^

(Schreb.)

StAM. Filaments 3; hair-like; longer than tlic calyx.

Anthers oblong, forked at each end.

Pi ST. Germen roundish. Styles 2; hair-like; rellccted.

Summits feathered.

S. Vess. none. The calyx and the blofs. inclose^he

seed.

Seed single; roundish.

Obs. In Phleum arenarhm the florets are egg-spear-shaped

and the calyx not lopped, on which acepunts it is now referred

to the genus Phalaris.
1

ALOPECU'RUS. PI. II. f. 8 Geertn. i.

Cal. Husk 2 valves, containing i floret. Valves egg-

spear-shaped, comprefsed, equal, united at the base.

Bloss. i valve, egg-spear-shaped, concave, rather shorter

than the calyx, its edges united at the base. Aivti

twice as long as the blofsom, jointed, fixed on the back
of the blofs. towards its base.

Nectary none.

Stam. Filaments 3, hair-like, flattish at the] o'tom, long-

er than the ( a'yx. forked' at each end.
^
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PiST. Gerfnen roundisli. Styles 2, liair-likc, united at

the base, -longer than the calyx. Summits woolly.

S. Vess. none ; the hlofsom inclosing the seed.

Seed egg- haped, covered.

Obs. In Alop. agrestis the calyx is of one piece, divdded

rather more than half way down. Alop. monspeliensis and pa-

niceus have 2-valved blofsoms.

Ml'LIUM. PI. II. f. ri. S^'ourn, 298.

Cal. 2 valves inclosing a single floret. /Y/wj egg-

shaped, tapering to a point, nearly equal.

Bloss. 2 valves, smaller than the calyx. Valves egg-

shaped; I smaller.

JS\'ctary 2 egg-shaped hlunt leafits, bulging at the

base. (Schreb.)

Stam. Filaments 3, hair-like, very short. Anthers

oblong.

Pi ST. Germen roundish. Styles 2; hair-like. Summits
pencil-shaped.

S. Vess. The blofsom incloses the seed, which is very

smooth.

Seed single, covered, roundish.

Obs, Blofsom in the M. effusum nearly as long as the

calyx (St.)

AGRO'STIS. Pl.II. f. 12.

Cal. Husk 2 valves, inclosing i floret, tapering to a

point, somewhat smaller tlian the blofsom.

Bloss, 2 valves tapering to a point, one Valve larger,

bulging at the base. (Schreb.)

Nectary 2 acute leafits.

Stam. Filaments three; hair-like ; longer than the blofs.

Anthers forked.

PisT.. Germen roundish. Styles 2; reflected, woolly.

Summits set lengthways with stiff hairs.

S. Vess. The blofsom adheres to the seed without open-

ing.

Seed single; cylindrical, but tapering towards each end.

Obs. Scopoli says the Agr. capillaris \vd^ only i petal; but

with us it has 2, though the smaller one from its mmutenefs

might easily be overlooked. In all our Species the calyx is long-

er than the blofsorq.
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llOL'CUS. PI. II. f. -o.
* «

Hermaphrodite florets, cilting.

Cal. of 2 valves, nearly egg-shaped, blunt,- leather-

like, awnlcfs, containing i floret. Valves y outer one
large, concave, with about 3 teeth at the point, embrac-
ing the /fzz/i’r valve, which isoblong, the edges rolled in.

Bloss. Husk-2 valves, delicate, woolly, smaller than the

calyx. Outer valve smaller, placed within' the inner

valve of the calyx, mostly cloven, awned. Awn
growing out of the cleft, longer or shorter, jointed,

twisted; sometimes absent.

Nectary of 3 leafits, 2 of them gristly, lopped; the

third opposite, egg or spear-shaped, woolly.

Stam. Filaments 3, hair-like, very delicate. Anthers

oblong, cloven.

Pi ST. Germen egg-shaped. Styles 2y hair-like, diverging,

Summits oblong, downy.
S. Vess. none. The husks of the blofsom and of the

calyx inclose the seed.

Seed solitary, egg-shaped, covered, easily shedding, armed
with the awn of the blofsom*

Male florets smaller, on foot-stalks, solitary or in

pairs, standing by each hermaphrodite floret.

Cal. Husk 2 valves. Valves egg-spear-shaped, rather

acute, chaff-like, awnlefs. Outer valve concave,

embracing the inner
y
which is narrower.

Bloss. Husk 2 valves, smaller, delicate. Outer \:l\yc

within the inner valve of the calyx, shorter, with 2

teeth, awnlefs. Inner valve with its edges turned in.

Nectary as above.
^

Stam. Filaments 3, as above.

Pi ST. Germen small, angular, barren, Styles 2, like

bristles. Summits none.

Obs. In the Holcus lanatus, the blofsom of the male flower

only is awned, and in the H. mollis, both florets are hermaphrodite,

the upper one only awned.

A'lRA. Pi. II, fig. 15. Gdcrtn, i.

Cal. Husk 2 valves, containing 2 florets. J^alves egg-

spear-shaped, equal, acute.

Bloss. 2 valves, resembling those of the calyx. No rudi-

ment of a flower betwdxt the florets.

VoL. I.—

L

1
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2 Icafits, acute, bulging at the base. (Schreb.)
StAM. Filaments 3, hair-like, as long as the blofsom.

Anthers oblong, forketl at each end.
Pi ST. Germen egg-shaped. Styles 2, like bristles, ex-

panding. Summits pubescent.

S. Vess . none. The blofsom incloses and adheres to the

seed.

Seed nearly egg-shaped, covered.

Obs. Florets from 2 to 3 in each calyx. (Reich.) The
species with awns have the structure of Avena, those without,

that of Poa, so that this may be considered as an artificial genus.

St.

ME'LICA. PI. II. fig. 16. Gcertn. 80.

Cal. Husk 2 valves, containing 2 florets. Valves egg-

shaped, concave, nearly equal.

Bloss. 2 valves. Valves egg-shaped, awnlefs, one con-

cave, the other flat and smaller. Betwixt the 2 florets

there is a small turban-shaped substance standing on a

pedicle.

Nectary i leaf, fleshy, horizontal, surrounding the

germen.
Stam. Filaments 3, hair-like, as long^ as the blofsom,

thicker, and united at the base. Anthers oblong,

forked at each end.

Pi ST. Germen inversely egg-turban-shaped. Styles 2,

like bristles, expanding, naked at the base. Summits
oblong, woolly.

S. V^Ess. none, the blofsom incloses the seed until it ripens.

Seed single, egg-shaped, furrow^ed on one side.

Obs. The rudiment of a third floret standing upon a little

fruit-stalk betwixt the other two florets, gives the efsential cha-

racter of this ^enus. It consists of two rudiments, or florets,

lopped, alternate. The husks rolled spirally inwards, and pel-

lucid. Linn.—To this may be added, the union of the stamens at

the base, and the nectary of i leaf. (Schreb.) When there is

only one floret in each calyx, the rudiment is placed between the

inner valve of the calyx and the blofsom.

SESLE'RIA. (Scop. Arduin. Adanson. Hall.)
^acq. ic, i. Cynosurus.

Cal. Involucrtim, 2 leaves at the bottom of the spike or

bunch. Husk 2 valves, containing i, 2, or 3 florets.

Valves egg-shaped, taper pointed, nearly equal.
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l3 LOSS. Valvei 2 ,
oblong, comprefsed, about the length

of the calyx
; the outer concave, embracing the inner,

toothed at the end, the keel running out into a short

awn; inner flat with the edges folded in> cloven at the
end.

Stam. Filaments 3, hair-like, longer than the blofsom.

Anthers oblong.

PisT. of the length of the filaments. Gfrwf^?Mnversely

egg-shaped, hairy. Styles 2, bristle-shaped, upright.

Summits pubescent.

S. Vess. The blofsom inclosing the seed.

-Seed single, hairy.

Obs. The above descriptions were tnade from a collective

view of the Sesleria sphxrocephala. Arduin. spec. ii. t. 7. Hall,

ap. Scheuchi app. ii. n. 30. and the Sesh cterulea. St.

POk\. Pi. II. fig. 18.

Cal, 2 valves, awnlefs; containing several florets
^

pointing from 2 opposite lines, and collected into an
oblong egg-shaped spike. Valves egg-shaped, tapering

to a point.

Bloss. 2 valves. Valves egg-shaped, rather acute, con-

cave, comprefsed, somewhat longer than the calyx,

skinny at the edges.

Nectary 2 leaves; leafits acute or ragged, bulging

at the base. (Schreb.)

Stam. Filaments 3, hair-like. Anthers forked at each
end.

Pi ST. Germen roundish. Styles 2, bent back, woolly.

Summits like the styles.

S. Vess, The blofsom adheres to the seed without open-
ing.

Seed single, oblong, comprefsed, tapering at each end,

covered by the blofsom.

Obs. Different species vary much in the number of florets in

each calyx, viz. from 2 to 10, or more, and even in the same'

species the number is not very constant.

BRPZA. PI. II. fig. 17. Gcertn. i.

Cal, Husk 2 valves, expanding, containing several florets

pointing from two opposite lines, collected into a heart-

shaped spiket. Valves blunt, heart-shaped, concave,

ecj^ual,

L 2
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Bloss. 2 valves. Lower Valve the size and figure of the

calyx. Superior Valve small, flat, roundish, closing

the hollow of the other.

Nectary 2 strap-shaped leafits, a little scolloped.

(Schreb.)

St AM. 3, hair-like. Anthers oh\or\g.

Pi ST. Germen roundish. Styles 2, hair-like, bent back.

Summits feather-like. ,

S. Vess. none. The blofsom unchanged, contains the

seed until it is ripe.

Seed single, very small, roundish, comprefsed.

DAC'TYLIS. PI. II. f. 13.

Cal. Husk 2 valves, containing many florets collected

into an egg-oblong spiket. Valves concave, keeled,

convex, broader, a^id half egg-shaped on one side,

narrower on the other; inner valve larger.

Bloss. 2 valves. Lower valve large, concave, acute,

pointed or awned; inner valve spear-shaped, acute,

cloven, scarcely shorter than the other.

Nectaries 2, spear-shaped, tapering to a point, bulging

at the base.

Stam. Filaments 3, hair-like, longer than the blofsom.

Anthers oblong, forked at each end.

Pi ST. Germen egg-shaped. Styles 2, expanding. Summits
feather-like.

S. Vess. none. The blofsom closes upon the seed until

it is ripe.

Seed single, oblong, furrowed on one side.

Obs. In some species there is only i floret in each calyx, in

others 3, 4, or more.

CYNOSU'RUS. Pl. II. f. 28. G<ertn. i.

Cal. Common Receptacle often leafy. Involu-

crurn (sometimes) of I leaf, lateral. Husk 2 valves,

containing several flofets. Valves strap-shaped, equal,

tapering to a point.

Bloss. 2 valves; outer concave, longer ; inner flat, awn-
lefs.

t

Nectary 2 egg-shaped acute leafits, bulging at the

base. (Schreb.)

Stam. 3, hair-like. Anthers oh\or\^.
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PisT. Gi’/ww turban-shaped. 2, woolly, reflected.

Summits simple,

S, Vess. none. The blolsoin closely wrapping round the

seed, and not opening.

Seed single, oblong, tapering at each end.

Obs. Involucrum in most species with winged clefts, or like a

comb. Linn.—The number of florets is variable, (Reich.)

FESTU'CA. PI. II. f. 19.

Cal. Husk 2 valves, upright, containing several florets

collected into a slender spiket. Valves awl-shaped,

tapering. Inferior Valve the smallest.

Bloss. 2 valves. Lower and larger valve the figure of

the calyx, but larger, roundish, tapering, ending in an
acute point.

Nectary 2 leaves, leahts egg-spear-shaped, acute, bulg-

ing at the base ; sometimes of i leaf, which is plano-

concave, horizontal, notched at the end. (Schreb.)

Stam. Filaments 3, hair-like, shorter than the blofsom.

Anthers oblong.

Pi ST. Germen turban-shaped. Styles 2, short, reflected,

'Summits simple.

S, Vess. none, the blofsom clofely invelopes the seed, and
does not open again.

Seed single, slender, oblong, very acute at each end,

marked with a longitudinal furrow.

Obs. In Festuca the outer valve of the blofsom gradually nar-

rows into an awn, in Bromus and Triticum, the awn is inserted as

it were, below the point of the valve, or the edge of the valve

swells out into a thin membrane on each side of the base of the

awn. In Festuca, the awn is an extension of the whole valve, in

Bromus cum, only of the keel or mid-rib, as in Avena, St.

BRO'MUS. PI. II. f. 20.

Cal. HusL 2 valves, expanding, containing several florets

collected into a spiket. Valves oblong-egg-shaped,

taper, awnlefs ; the Inferior Valve swmxWqw

BloSs. 2 valves. The Inferior Valve
, tli6 size and

figure of the calyx ; concave, blunt, cloven, sending

out a straight Awn from beneath the end. The Supe-

rior Valve spear-shaped, small, awn-lefs.

L3
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Nectary 2-leaved; leafits egg-shaped, acute, bulging
at the base. (Schreb.)

Stam. Filaments 3, hair-like, shorter than the blofsoin.

Anthers obiong.

Pi ST. Germen turban-shaped, ending in 2 leafits, egg-

shaped, delicate, greenish and transparent, notched at

the end, upright. Styles 2, short, reflected, woolly.

Summits simple,

S. Vess. The blofsom shuts close upon, and adheres to
* the seed.

Seed single, oblong, covered, convex on one side, furrowed
on the other.

STI'PA. PL II. f. 14.

Cal. Husk 2 valves, tapering to a point, flexible, inclos-

ing I floret.

Bloss. 2 valves. Outer Valve^ its point terminated by a

very long, straight, twisted awn, jointed at the base.

strap-shaped, without an awn, as long as

the outer valve,

Nectary 2-leaved; leafits strap-spear-shaped, mem-
branaceous, bulging at the base. (Schreb.)

Stam. 3, hair like. strap-shaped.

Pis r. Germen oblong. Styles 2, hairy, united at the base^

Summits downy.
S. Vess. The husk adherinj^.

^ O
Seed single, ol)long, covered.

AVE'NA. PL II. f. 21. Tourn, 297.
t

Cal. Husk 2 valves, most frecpiently containing several

florets loosely collected. Valves large, loose, spear-

shaped, bellying, acute, awnlefs.

Bloss, 2 valves. Inferior Valve the size of the calyx, but

harder, somewhat cylindrical, bellying, tapering to a

point at each end, sending out from its back an Aivn,

spirally twisted, and bent back as if jointed.

Nectary 2-\eiiYed; leafits spear-shaped, bulging at

the base. (Schreb.)

Stam. 3, hair-like. Anthers ohXongforViQd txX

each end.

Pi ST. Germen blunt. Styles 2, reflected, hairy. Sum-
yiits simple.
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S. V ESS. The Blofsorn shuts close upon, and adheres to

the seed without opening again.

Seed single, slender, oblong, tapering to a point at each

end, marked with a furrow lengthways.

Obs. The Awn proceeding from the back of the blofsom and
being twisted and jointed, constitutes the cfsentiai character of

this Genus, Linn.

LAGU'RUS. PI. II. f. 32. Gctrtn. u

Cal. Husk i -flowered, 2-valved. Valves long, strap-

shaped, open, very slender, each ending in a downy
awn,

Bloss. 2-valved, stronger than the calyx. Outir Vcilve

longer, ending in 2 small straight awns. Inney' valve

small, tapering to a point. Awn from the middle of the

back of the outer valve of the blolsom, twisted and bent.

Nectary 2-leaved, leafits spear-shaped, blunt, bulging

at the base.

Stam. Filaments 3, hair-like. Aiythers oblong.

Pi ST. Germen turban-shaped. Styles 2, bristlcrshaped,

woolly. Summits simple.

S. V ESS. none. The blofsom adheres to the seed.

Seed single, oblong, covered, awned.

ARUN'DO. PI. II. fig. 22.

#

Cal. Husk 2 upright valves, containing i or more florets.

Valves oblong, tapering to a point, awnlefs. One Valve

shorter.

Bloss. 2 valves. Valves as long as the calyx, oblong, ta-

pering to a point, with soft down rising from the base,

and nearly as long as the blofsom.

Nectary 2-leaved, very minute. (Schreb.)

Stam. Filaments 3, hair-like. Anthers forked at each
end.

Pi ST. Germen oblong. Styles 2, hair-like, reflected,

woolly. ’Summits simple.

S, Vess, The blofsom adheres to the seed without open-
• /

mg.
Se£d single, oblong, tapering to a point at each end, fur- -

nished with long down at the base.
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LO'LIUM. PI. II. f. 27.

.Cal. Common! Receptacle lengthened into a spike. The
florets pointing from 2 opposite lines, and each prefsed

close to a bend in the straw.

Husk I valve, awl-shaped, permanent ; 'standing opposite

to a bend in the receptacle.

Bloss. 2 valves. Inferior valve narrow, spear-shaped,

rolled inwards, tapering to a point, as long as the calyx,

Superior valve shoviQV, more blunt, strap-shaped, con-

cave on the upper part.

Nectary 2-leaved, leafits egg-shaped, blunt bulging

at the base. (Schreb.)

Stam. Filaments 3, hair-like, shorter than the blofsom.

Anthers oblong.

Pi ST. turban-shaped, 2, hair-like, reflect-

ed. Summits downy.
S, VESs.none. The blofsom encloses the seed until it

is ripe.

Seed single, oblong, comprefsed, convex on one side, flat

and furrowed on the other.

Obs. The angles in the spike-stalk lying in the same plane
with the spikets of florets, supply the defect of inner valves to the

calyx. Linn. But sometimes the calyx has a minute inner valve,

as in the Lolium temulentum.

ROTTBOELTIA. PI. II. f. 3. (LiNN.fil.)

Common Receptacle a long jointed spike-stalk, in a cylin-

drical spike; the joints -alternately hollowed, and set

with florets of 2 kinds ; one v/ith a calyx of^ valve,

hennaphrodite, sitting on the thickened projection of

the receptacle ; the other 2 valved ; one on each side of

the former, but rather lower, and alternating with it.

These are something smaller, and are either hermaphro-
dites or females, though in some species they are only

of one of these 2 kinds.

Hermaphrodites, of i valve.

Ca^. Husk I valve, including i floret. Valve gristly,

egg-oblong, lopped at the base, often notched at the endj

scored, closing the hollow in the spike-stalk joint like

a cover
^

the hollow serving the purpose of another

yalvco
I

* I
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j^LOSS. Husk 2 valves, parallel to tliat of the calyx, and
shorter. Valves spear sha])ed, acute, concave, membra-
naceous, transparent and greenish. Outer valve longer,

its edges turned inwards.

Nectary i-leaved, spear-shaped, blunt, membrana-
ceous, traiispareiit and greenish, longer than the Germen,

StAM. Filaments 3 ,
hair-like. Anthers oblong, cloven at

each end.

PiST. (jfrmrw oblong. 6" 2, thread-shaped. Summits
oblong, downy, expanding, protruding'

S. Vess. none. The valve of the calyx confines the seed

in the hollow of the spike-stalk, until the latter separates

at the joints.

Seed single, oblong.

Hermaphrodite florets with 2 husks.
.

Cal. Husk 2 valves, containing i floret, placed trans-

versely. Valves gristly, oblong, sharp-pointed, scored ;

outer \2iVeQ. somewdiat shorter; with a shoit awn.

Blo s s. Husk 2 valved, placed transversely. Valves spear-

shaped, membranaceous, shorter than the calyx; outer

concave, longer; inner edges rolled inwards.

Nectary as above, oi* else of 2 spear-shaped leafits,

tarring to a point.

St AM. as above.

Pi ST. Germen oblong, (or egg-shaped.) Styles 2, hair-

like, Summits as above.

S. Vess. none. The calyx and blofsom protect the seed,

which is fixed to the spike-stalk, until it separates at

the joints.

Seed single, egg-shaped, or oblong.

Obs. The R. incurvata has all the florets with 2 husks, and
the nectary of 2 leafits, Schreb.

E'LYMUS. PI. II. f. 26.

Cal. Common Receptacle lengthened into a spike.

Husk 4 leaves, pointing from two opposite lines, 2 of the

leaves, which are awl-shaped, belonging to each little

spike.

Bloss. 2 valves, outer valve large, tapering to a point,

furnished with an awn. Inner valve flat.

Nectary leafits oblong, acute, fringed. (Schreb.)

Stam. Filaments 3; hair-like, very short. Anthers ob-

long, cloven at the base.
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PiST. turban-shaped. 2 , straddling, hairy,

bent inwards. Summits simple.

S. Vess. none. The blofsom incloses the seed.

Seed single, strap-shaped, convex on one side, covered.

Obs. The calyx may be considered as a 2-leaved husk, and 2

of these husks growing together.
1

IIOR'DEUM. PI. II. f. 25. Tourn. 295.

Common Receptacle lengthened into a spike.

Cal. 6 leaves, containing 3 florets. sitting.

Leaves strap-shaped, tapering to a point, distant, in

pairs.

Bloss. 2 valves. Lower Valve longer than the calyx,

bellying, angular, egg-shaped, but pointed, ending in

a long awn. Inner Valve spear-shaped, flat,, smaller.

Nectary 2-leaved; leafits egg-shaped, acute, fringed.

(Schreb.) The length of the germen. (St.)

Stam. Filaments 3, hair-like, shorter than the blofsom.

Anthers oblong.

Pi ST. Germen egg-turban-shaped. Styles 2, woolly,

reflected. Summits the same.

S. Vess. none. The blofsom grows round the seed with-

out opening.

Seed single, oblong, bellying, angular, tapering at each

end, furrowed on one side.

Obs. In some species all the 3 florets that grow together are

fertile, and have both stamens and pistils; but, in others, the

middle floret alone is fertile, and furnished with stamens and pis-

tils ; the florets having only stamens. Linn.

'TRI'TICUM. Pl. 2.f. 24. Lourn, 292, 293. Gecrtn* 81.

Cal. Common lengthened into a spike. Husk
2 valves, containing about 3 florets. Valves egg-

shaped, bluntish, concave.

Bloss. 2 valves, nearly equal, the size of the calyx. Outer

Valve bellying, blunt, but pointed. Inner Valve flat.

Nectary 2-leaved; leafits acute, bulging at the base, 1

(Schreb.)

Stam. Filaments 3, hair-like. Anthers oblong, forked

at eat'h end.

Pi ST. Germen turban-shaped. Styles 2, hair-like, reflected.

Summits feather-Iikc.
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S. Vess. none. The blofsom contains the seed until it is

ripe.

Seed single, egg-oblong, blunt at each end, convex on one

side, furrowed on the other.

Obs. outer valve oi the blofsom in some species is fur-

nished with an awn; in others not. The foret is fre-

quently male. Linn.—

T

he disposition of the spikets constitutes

the only difference between this genus and Bromus. Scop.

TRIGTNIA,

1

AMARAN'THUS. Toum, 1 18. H. I. K. L.

Male flowers on the same plant with the female ones.

Cal. Cupf leaves 5 or 3, upright, coloured, permanent,
spear-shaped, acute.

Bloss, none ;
unlefs the calyx be considered as such.

Stam. Filaments 5 or 3, hair-like, upright, but standing

rather open, as long as the cup. Anthers oblong, turn-

ing about.

Female in the same bunch with the others.

Cal. Cup the same as the other.

Bloss. none.

Pi ST. Germen egg-shaped. Styles 3, short, awl-shaped.

Summits simple, permanent.

S. Vess. egg-shaped, somewhat compressed, as

is also the cup ; of the size of the cup which contains

it, and coloured like that, 3-beaked,cut round, i-celled.

Seed single, globular, comprefsed, large.

Obs. There is only one species native with us, and that has

but 3 stamens in a flower.

MON'TIA. Mich. 13.

Cal. Cup 2 leaves; leajits egg-shaped, concave, blunt,

upright, permanent.

Bloss. i petal, with 5 divisions ; the 3 alternate segments

smaller, and supporting the stamens.

Stam. Filaments 3, hair-like, as long as the blofsom, into

which they are inserted. Anthers small.

Pi ST. Gfrmrw turban-shaped. 3, woolly, expanding.

Summits simple.

S. Ves. turban-shaped, blunt, covered, of i cell

and 3 valves.

Seeds 3, roundish.

Obs. The cup has frequently 3 leaves, and then there arc

often 5 stamens, Linn.
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TlLLvE'A. Rose 2.^. .Gartn. 112.
%

Cal. Cup with 3 divisions, flat. Segments egg-shaped,
large. pointed, concave, approaching. Rose.).

Bloss. Petals 0^, egg-shaped, pointed, flat, mostly smaller

than the cup. [Petals concave. Rose.)
StAM. Filaments^ 3, simple, shorter than the blofsom.

Anthers small.

Pi ST. Germe?is vS’/y/rj simple. Summits h\wut,

S. Vess. Capsules 3, oblong, ta])ering, reflected, as long as

tlie hlol’som, opening lengthways upwards.

Seeds 2, egg-shaped.

Obs. The T. miis'cosa being the only species yet found with

us, and its structure leading us to this clafs, it is placed here;

but the three foreign species having 4 stamens, 4 pistils, and 4
capsules, the genus is properly arranged by Linnreus, in the clafs

Tetrandria, order Tetragynia. The fig. of Gaertner referred to

above, and also by Schreber, is the T. muscosa in its cultivated

state, when it bears flowers with 5 stamens, 5 pistils, and 5
capsules.

HOLO'STEUM. £. hot. 27.

Cal. Cup 5 leaves. Leafits egg-shaped, permanent.

Bloss. Petals 5, deeply divided, blunt, equal.

SrAM. Filaments 3, hair-like, shorter than the blofsom.

Anthers roundish.

Pi ST. Germen roundish. Styles 3, hair-like. Summits

bluntish.

S. Vess. Capsule i cell, rather cylindrical, opening at the

top.

Seeds several, roundish.

Obs. H. umbellaiu?n h.3.s petals with 2 or 3 teeth; stamens 3
or 5 ;

styles 3 or 4; capsule with 6 valves at its apex. (Schreb.)

POLYCAR'PON.
Cal. Cup 5 leaves. Leafits egg-shaped, concave, keeled,

ending in a sharp point, permanent.

Bloss. Petals 5, very short, egg-shaped, notched at the

end, alternate, permanent.

5tam. Filaments 3, thread-shaped, half the length of the

calyx. Anthers roundish.

Pi ST. Germen egg-shaped. Styles 3, very short. 'Sujn-

mits blunt.

S. Vess. Capsule egg-shaped, of i cell and 3 valves.

Seeds many, egg-shaped.
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ENNEAGrNlA.

EMTETRUM. Tourn, ^21.

.
Male flowers.

Cal. C«/) with 3 divisions. egg-shaped, per-

manent.
Bloss. Petals 3, oblong-egg-shaped, narrowest at the

base, larger than the cup, shrivelling.

Stam. Filaments 3, hair-like, very long, hanging down.
Anthers short, cloven.

Male flowers.

Cal. as above.

Bloss. Petals as above.

Pi ST. deprefsed. hardly any. Smnmhs 9,
bent back, but expanding.

S. Vess. round and flat, deprefsed, larger than

the cup, with i cell.

Seeds 9, placed in a jointed circle, bulging on one side,

angular on the other.

Obs. Sometimes, though very rarely, flowers have been found

containing both stamens and pistils.



CLASS IV.

TETRANDRIA.

The stamens in this clafs are 4, and all of the same
length ; whereas in the clafs Didynamia, which rs like-

wise composed of flowers of 4 stamens, the stamens are

unequal in length, 2 of them being long, and 2 short*

TETRANDRIA (4 Stamens.)

Monogynia (i Pistil.)

Dipsacus* Centunculus.

Scabiosa* Sanguisorba.

Eriocaulon* Cornus.

Sherardia, Parietaria.

Asperula. U7'tica.

Galium. Viscum.

Rubia. Hippophae.

Littorella. Alchemilla.

Plantago.

Digynia (2 Pistils.)

Buffonia. Myrica.

Betula. Cuscuta.

Trigynia (3 Pistils.)

Buxus.

Tetragynia (4 Pistils.)

Ilex. Ruppia.
Potamogeto72 ,* Sagina.
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TETRANDRI A.

MONOGrNIA. '

DIP'SACUS. Tourn» 265. G(Ertn, 86.

Cal. Common Cup of many leaves containing many florets.

Leasts longer than the florets, flexible, permanent.
Proper Cup superior, scarcely perceptible.

Bloss. regular Individuals of i petal, tubular.

Border with 4 clefts, upright; the outer Segment larger

and more acute.

Stam. Filaments 4, hair-like, longer than the blofsom.

Anthers fixed side-ways.

Pi ST. Germen beneath. Style thread-shaped, as long as

the blofsom. Summit simple.

S. V ESS. none.

Seed solitary, resembling a square pillar, crowned with

the entire margin of the proper cup. Receptacle com--

mon, conical. Florets separated by long chaff.

SCABIO'SA. Tourn. 263. 264. Geertn, 86.

Cal. Common Cup of many leaves, expanding, containing

many florets. The Leafts sit upon, and surround the

receptacle in several rows, the inner ones of which
become gradually smaller.

Proper Cup double, superior.

Outer Cup shorter, membranaceous, plaited, per-

manent.
Inner Cup with 5 divisions. Segments awl-shaped,

but very slender.

Bloss. general, regular, but mostly composed of irregular

florets.

Individuals of i petal, tubular, with 4 or 5 clefts,

equal or unequal.

Stam. 4, between awl and hair-shaped, limber;

Anthers oblong, fixed side-ways.

Pi ST. Germen beneath, rolled in a proper sheath, like a

little Cup. Style thread-shaped, as long as the blofsom.

Summit blunt, obliquely notched at the end.
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S. Vess. none.

Seed solitary^ egg-oblong, rolled in a cover, variously

crowned by the proper cups.

Receptacle common, convex, chaffy or naked.

Obs.- Outer blofsoms generally larger and more irregular.

Seeds crowned differently in different species. The florets hav-

ing 4 or 5 clefts, afford a primary specific distinction. Linn.

ERIOCAU'LON. RIAL Trans, vol. 59. p. 246. t. 12.

Male and Female florets in a terminating hemisphe-
rical head ; the former in the centre, the latter form-
ing 2 rows in the circumference.

Cal. common, scales numerous, roundish, concave, mem-
branaceous, black, fringed towards the top.

,

Male florets, central, numerous.

Cup (proper) 2-lcaved; leafits wedge-shaped, con-

cave, fringed.

Bloss. I petal, funnel-shaped, mouth 2-lipped, fringed.

Stam. Filaments 4, thread-shaped, as long as the blofsom.

Anthers roundish.

Female florets in the circumference.
i

Cup (proper) 2-leaved ;
leafits egg-shaped, con-

cave, black, fringed at the top, tapering at the base

into a narrow claw.

Bloss. 2 -petaled
;
petals oblong, concave, tapering at the

base into narrow claws, fringed at the top and on the

back.

PisY. Gfmrw roundish, but flatted. 6’ short. Sum-
mits 2, thread-shaped, long.

S. Vess. Capsule roundish, but comprefsed, 2-cellcd.

Seeds smooth, i in each cell.

Obs. This generic character is taken from the very excellent

description of the Eripcaulon, given by Dr. Hope in the 59th

vol. of the Philos. Trans, and though it may not apply to the

whole genus, yet as the foreign species have not hitherto been

sufficiently examined, whatever may be its place in the system

hereafter, it was judged proper at present, to insert it where an

English botanist would expect to find it. Mr. Hudson has since

called it Nasmythia, and given a generic description which cor-

responds with the above, except in the following particulars.

Filaments shorter than the blofsom. Female florets in the circum-

ference very numerous. Germ.en superior, double. St^le bristle-

like, divided. roundish.
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SHERAR'DIA. Gcertn. 24.

i6i

Cal. C«/) small; with 4 teeth, sm^erior, permanent.

Bloss. I petal, funnel-shaped. Tube cylindrical, long.

Border with 4 divisions. Segments flat, acute.

Stam. 4, situated at the top of the tube. An-
thers simple.

Pi ST. Germen beneath, double, oblong. Style thread-

shaped, cloven at the top. Summits little knobs.

S. Vess. none. Fruit oblong, crowned, separable length-

ways into 2 seeds.

Seeds 2; oblong convex on one side; flat on the other

vdth 3 sharp points at the top. '

Obs. The Sherardia arvensis has generally 5 or 6 teeth on the

cup.
.

\

ASPE'RULA. Curt, 249.

Cal. Cup small, 4 toothed, 'superioib

Bloss. i petal, funnel-shaped. long, cylindrical.

Border with 4 divisions, segments oblong, blunt,

reflected.

Stam. Filaments 4; situated at the top of the tube. An-
thers simple.

Pi ST. beneath, double, roundish. thread-

shaped, cloven at the top. Summits knobbed.

S. Vess. 2 dry globular berries adhering together.

Seeds solitary, roundish, large.

Obs. The distinction between Asperula and Galium, taken

from the length of the tube of the blofsom, is sufficiently obvious

in their respective extremes, but in some of the former, it becomes

so short, that the 2 genera seem to run into one, (Wigg.)

\

GA'LIUM. Tourn, 39'. Gcertn, 24.

Cal. Cup very small, with 4 teeth, superior.

Bloss. i petal, wheel-shaped, with 4 divisions, acute,

without a tube.

Stam. Filaments 4, awl-shaped, shorter than the blofs.

Anthers simple. ->

Pi ST. Germen double. Style thread-shaped, cloven half

way down, as long as' the stamens. Summits globular.

S. Vess. 2 dry globular ; united.

Seed solitary, large, kidney-shaped.

VoL. I.—

M

«
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Obs. In G. cruciatum male flowers are sometirnes found, and

the number of stamens varies, as likewise do the divisions of the

blofsom, from 3 to 5.

RU'BIA. Tourn, 38.

Cal. Cup'vQry small, with 4 teeth, superior.

Bloss. I petal, bell-shaped, with 4 divisions, without a

tube.

StAM. Filaments 4, awl-shaped, shorter than the blofsom.

Anthers simple.

Pi ST. Germen beneath, double. Style thread-shaped,

cloven at the top. Summits knobbed.

*S. Vess. 2 smooth berries j united.

Seed solitary, roundish, with a hollow dot.

Obs. The blofsom has frequently 5 divisions. Linn.

EX'ACUM. Gartn. 114.
'

I

Cal. Cup 4 leaves ; leajits egg-shaped, blunt, upright but

expanding, permanent.

Bloss. i petal, permanent. Fuhe globular, as long as

the calyx. Border 4 cleft. Segments roundish, ex-

panding.

Stam. Filaments 4, thread-shaped, fixed to the tube, as

long as the border. Anthers roundish.

PisT. Gerwrw roundish, filling the tube. thread-

shaped, upright, as long as the border. Summit a

knob.

S. Vess. Capsule roundish, comprefsed, 2-furrow^ed,

2-celled, as long as the calyx.

Seeds numerous, fixed to the central receptacle.

LITTOREL'LA. FL dan. ijo.
f

Male flowers.

Cal. Cup 4 leaves, upright.^

Bloss. Petal i. Fube as long as the cup. Border

4 divisions, upright, permanent.
Stam. Filaments 4, thread-shaped, very long, inserted

into the receptacle. Anthers heart-shaped.
Female flowers on the same plant.

Cal. none,

Bloss. Petal i, conical, mouth mostly with 4 clefts, per-

manent.
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Eist. Germen oblong* Style thread-like, '^'ery long.

Summit acute.

S. Vess. The blolsoin investing the seed*

Seed. Nut of i cell*

Obs. It has the flower of the Plant AG 0, but not the fruit.

Linn.—Blofsom with 3 ill defined clefts. Syst. pi. and Hudson. %

PLANTA'GO. 7our?2 , 48. Gartn. 51*
I

Cal. Cup 4-clefted, very short, upright, perrnanent.

Bloss. I petal, permanent, shrivelling. cylindrical,

but somewhat globular. Border 4-clefted, reflected.

Segments egg-shaped, acute.

Stam. Filaments 4, hair-like, upright, exceedingly long.

Anthers rather long, comprefsed, fixed sideways.
Pi ST. Germen egg-shaped. Style thread-shaped, half as

long as the stamens. Summits simple.

S. Vess. 617/)We egg-shaped, with 2 cells, cut round.

Partition loose*

Seeds several, oblong.

Ob8* The calyx in some species is equal, in others unequal.

Linn.

CENTUN'CULUS. G^ttn. 50.

Cal. Cup with 4 clefts, expanding, permanent* Segments

acute, spear-shaped, longer than the blofsom.

Bloss; i petal. Tube somewhat globular. Border flat,
.

with 4 clefts* Segments nearly egg-shaped.
^

•

Stam. Filaments 4, nearly as long as the blofsom. Anthers

simple.

Pi ST. Germen roundish, within the tube of the blofsom.

Style thread-shaped,"as long as the blofsom, permanent.
. Summit simple.

' S. Vess. Capsule globular, of i cell, cut round.

Seeds several, roundish, very small.

SANGUISOR'BA. FL dan. 97.

Cal. Cup 2 leaves. Leafits opposite, very short, shed^

ding.

Bloss. i petal, wheel-shaped, with 4 divisions. Segments

egg-shaped, blunt, united by the claws.

Stam. Filaments 4, broader upwards, as long as the blof-

som. Anther's roundish.

, M 2

I
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t

Pi ST. Germen 4-cornerefl, situated between the cup and
the blolsora. thread-shaped, very short. Summit
blunt.

^

S. Vess. Capsule small, with 2 cells.

Seeds small.

Obs. The blofsom has sometimes 5 clefts.

EPIME'DIUM. Tourn. 117.

Cal. 4 leaves; egg-shaped, blunt, concave,

expanding, small, placed directly under, not alternating

with the petals, shedding.

Blo ss. Petals 4, egg-shaped, blunt, concave, expanding.

Nectaries 4, as large as the petals, leaning against

them, glafs-shaped, rounded at the bottom, fixed to the ‘

receptacle by the rim of the mouth.
Stam. Filaments 4, awl-shaped, prefsing on the style.

oblong, upright, 2-celled, 2-valved, opening
from the base upwards, the partition loose.

Pi ST. Germen oblong. Styles shorter than the geriueh,

as long as the stamens. Summit simple.

S. Vess. oblong, tapering to a point, i-celled, 2-'

valved.

Seeds many, oblong.

COR^NUS. Fourn. 410, Geertn, 26.

Cal. Involucrum generally 4 leaves, including several

florets. Leafits egg-shaped, coloured,, deciduous, 2,

opposite, smaller. Cup very small, 4-toothed, superior,

deciduous.

Bloss. Petals oblong, acute, flat, smaller than tlie in-

vo lirerum.
Stam. Filaments 4, awl-shaped, upright, longer than the

blofsom. Anthers roundish, fixed sideways.

PiST. Germen beneath, roundish. Style thread-shaped,

as long as the blofsom. Summit blunt.

S. V ESS. Drupa nearly globular, dimpled.

Seed a heart-shaped or oblong nut, with 2 cells.

PARIETA^RIA. Toui'n, 289.

Two Hermaphrodite flowers inclosed within i flat

involucrum of 6 leaves ; the 2 opposite and outer leafits

the largest.
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Cal. Cup i leaf with 4 clefts, flat, blunt, the size of half

the involucrum.

Bloss. none, unlefs the cup be considered as such.

Stam. Filaments 4, awl-shaped, longer than the cup,

bursting it open, permanent. Anthers double.

PisT. egg-shaped. thread-shaped, coloured.

Summit pencil-shaped, with a knob. »

S. Vess. none. The becoming longer, larger, and
• bell-shaped, and its segments approaching, closes upon
the seed.

Seed single, egg-shaped.

One Female placed between the other 2, within

the same involucrum.
Cal. as above.

Bloss. none.

Pi ST. as above.

S, Vess. none. Cup slender, inclosing the fruit.

Seed as above.

URTPCA. T’ourn, 308.

Male flowers.

Cal. Cw/) 4 leaves, circular, concave, blunt.

Bloss. Petals none.
( Nectary in the centre of the flower, glafs-shaped,

entire, narrower at bottom, very small.

Stam. Filaments 4, awl-shaped, as long as the cup, ex-

panding, I placed within each leaf of the cup. Anthers

with’ 2 cells.

Female flowers upon the same, or upon a different

plant.

Cal. Cup with 2 valves, egg-shaped, concave, upright,

permanent.
Blo ss. none.
Pi ST. egg-shaped. none. Summit wooWy,
S. Vess. none. Cup closing.

Seed single, egg-shaped, comprefsed, blunt, shining.

I

,
VIS'CUM. "Tourn, 380. Gartn. 27.

Male flowers.

Cal. Cup with 4 divisions ; leaves egg-shaped, equal.

Bloss. none.

Stam. 4. Filaments none. Anthers oblong, tapering, i

fixed to each leaf of the cup.

M3
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Female flowers mostly growing opposite the other.

Cal. Cup 4 leaves, egg-shaped, small, sitting on the

geimen, deciduous.

Bloss. none.

Fist. Germen beneath, oblong, 3-edged, indistinctly

crowned with a border with 4 clefts. Style none.

Summit blunt, a little notched.
S. Vess, globular, with i cell, smooth.
Seed single, inversely heart-shaped, comprefsed, blunt,

fleshy.

HIPPO'PHAE 481; Rhamnolde^, Geertn*^ 2 *

Male flowers,
* \

Cal. Cup 1 leaf, divided into 2 parts, forming 2 valves,

but joined at the base. Segme77ts circular

f

blunt, con-

cave, upright, but the points approaching, open at the

sides.

Bloss. none.

Stam, Filaments very shorU oblong, angular,

almost as long as the cup.

Female lowers.

Cal. Cup I leaf, egg-oblong, tubular, club-shaped, cloven
at the rim, deciduous.

Bloss. none.

Pi ST. roundish, small, simple, very short.

Summit rather thick, oblong, upright, twice as long as

the cup.

S. Vess. Berry nearly globular, with i cell.

Seed single, oblong.

Obs. In H. Rhanmoldesy an hermaphrodite flower has some-

times been found amongst the male flowers. (Schreb.)

ALCHEMIL'L A, T’our72,2^g, Gdertn»yo^»
t ' k

•'

Cal. Cup i leaf, tubular, permanent. Rim flat, with 8

divisions; every oi\\QT Segment smaller.

Bloss. none,

Stam. Fllamejits 4, awl-shaped, upright, small, standing

on the rim of the calyx. Aiithers roundish.

Pi ST. Gt’/'Wfw egg-shapedj. thread-shaped, as long

as the stamens, standing on the base of the germen.
Sunirnlt globular.
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S. VESs.none. The neck of the cup closes upon the
seed, and does not open again.

Seed solitary, oval, comprefsed.

Obs. The Alchemilla vulgaris has sometimes 2 seeds.

DIGTNIA.

BUFFO^NIA.

Cal. Cm/) 4-leaved, upright, permanent, 'Leafits awl-

shaped, keeled, membranaceous at the edges.

Bloss. Petals 4, oval, upright^' equal, notched at the

end, shorter than the calyx.

Stam. Filaments equal, as long as the germen. Anthers

double. '

~ '

PisT. Germen egg-shaped, comprefsed. Styles 2, as long

as the stamens. Summits simple.

S. Vess. Capsule oval, comprefsed, of i cell and 2 valves.

Seeds 2, oval, comprefsed, but marked with a little pro-

tuberance ; convex on one sidel
^

Obs. Loefling thought he once found 4 stamens, but after-

wards altered his opinion. Alstroemer often found 4. Gerard
sometimes 4, sometimes 2, rarely 3. Linn.

• X.

BE'TULA. Tourn, 360. 359. Gartn,^o,

Male flowers.

Cal. Catkin tiled on every side, limber, cylindrical.

Scales 3-flowered, with 2 very minute scales^ one on
each side the larger scale. Three equal florets fixed

to the centre of each scale of the calyx.

Cup to each floret, of i leaf, ‘

small", entire, but with

3 or 4 divisions. 6" egg-shaped, blunt.

Bloss. none.

Stam. Filaments 4* or 2) to each floret ; t^ery small.

Anthers roundish.

Female flowers on the same plant.

Cal. Catkin cylindrical," roundish, tiled. Scales , 2 -

flowered. , v

Bloss. none.

Pi ST. Germen to each flower, comprefsed, very small, 2-

seeded. 2, like bristles. 6’MWW/Vr simple.

S. Vess. none ; each scale of the catkin protects the seeds

of 2 florets.

Seeds solitary, egg-shaped.
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Obs. In Betula and B. nana^\h& catkins are cylindrical,

the scales 3-forked, and the seeds with a double lateral border.

In B. alnus^ the catkin forms a kind of roundish cone, the scales

are circular, and the seeds are angular, not bordered. Linn,

MYRI'CA. 'Gdertn* 39.

Male flowers.

Cal. Catkin egg-oblong, tiled on every side, limber, con-*

sisting of, Scales inclosing a single flower, crescent-

shaped, tapering to a blunt point, concave.

Proper Cup, none,

BLOS3.none
Stam. Filaments 4, (rarely 6) thread-shaped, short,

upright. Anthers large, double, with cloven lobes.

Female flowers.

Cal. as above.

Blo ss. none.

Pi ST, Germen somewhat egg-shaped. Styles 2, thread-

shaped, longer than the cup. Summits simple.

S. Vess. Berry oi i cell.

Seed single.

Obs. In Myrica Gale, there are 4 stamens. The berry is dry,

or like a leathery crust, comprefsed at the end, and 3-lobed,

Linn.

CUS'CUTA. Tourn, 422. Geertn, 62.

Cal. Cup I leaf, glafs-shaped, 4-clefted, blunt, fleshy at

the base. #

Bloss. I petal, egg-shaped, a little longer than the cup.

Mouth 4-cleft, blunt.

Nectary 4 scales, strap-shaped, cloven at the end,

acute, united to the blofsom at the base of the stamens,

StkM, Filaments 4, awl-shaped, as long as the cup.

Anthers roundish.

Pi ST. Germen Yoxmdii^h, 2, upright, short. Sum-
mits simple.

S. Vess. fleshy, roundish, 2-celled, cut round.

Seeds in pairs.

Obs. In some species five is the prevailing number in tfcc

parts of the flower. Linn.
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BUX'US. Ww.345'.

Male flowers projecting from the buds of the tree.

Cal. Cw/) 3 leaves ;
circular, blunt, concave, ex-

panding.

Bloss. 2, circular, concave, resembling the cup,

but larger.

Stam. Filameftts 4, awl-shaped, upright but expanding,

geaierally longer than the cup. Anthers upright, double.

Pi ST. Germen only a rudiment, without style or summit.

femnle flowers in the same bud with the others.

Cal. 4 leaves ; circular, blunt, concave, ex-

paading.

Bloss. 3, circular, concave, resembling the cup,

but larger.

Pjst. roundish, with 3 blunt edges, ending in 3
very short permanent Styles, Summits blunt, rough

with hair. ,

'

>
-

' 5 . Vess. Capsule roundish, with 3 beaks and 3 cells,

opening elastically in 3 directions.

Seeds 2, oblong, roundish on one side, flat on the other.

' TETRAGrNIA,
*

PLEX. Tourn, 37 1 ; Aqutfolium,

Cal. Cup 4-toothed, very small, permanent,

Bloss. i petal, with 4 divisions, wheel-shaped. Segments

roundish, concave, expanding, rather large, adhering

by the claws.^

Stam. Filaments 4, awl-shaped, shorter than the blofsom.

Anthers small.

PisT. Germen roundish. Styles none. Summits 4, blunt.

S. Vess. roundish, with 4 cells.

Seeds solitary, hard as bone, oblong, blunt, bellying on
one side, angular on the other.

Obs. Great variations take place in the flowers of the Ilex

aquifolitm\- sometimes the stamens and pistils are found on dis-

tinct plants ; sometimes on the same plant, but indifferent flowers

;

sometimes again the flowers have 5 stamens; and frequently there

are male and female, as well as hermaphrodite flowers, on the

same, or on different plants.
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POTAMOGE'TON, T’oiiryi. lo^. G(£rtn, 84.

Cal. none.

Bloss. Petals 4, nearly circular, Klimt, concave, upright,

furnished with a little claw, deciduous.

Stam. Filaments flat, blunt, very short. Anthers
hie, short. *

PiST. Gerrnens 4, egg-shaped, but tapering to a point.

iS’/v/c none, SummitshXxmi*
S. V ESS. none.

Seeds 4, roundish, taper pointed, bulging on one side,

flatted on the other, and angular,

RUP'PIA. Geepn,

Cal. Shcathy hardly any but what is formed^ by the base

'of the leaves. Sheatlyed FruitrStalF awl-sl\aped, undi-
vided, straight, bending when the frujtripens, beset

with flowers which point in 2 opposite directions.

Cup none'.
,

*

,

Bloss. none,

Stam. Filaments none. Anthers 4, sitting, equal, some^what

. roundish, rather double.

Pi ST. Gerrnens 4 or 5, somewhat egg-shaped, approach-
ing. A/y/c none. Summitsh\\mi, '

S. Vess. none. The seeds are supported upon little foot-

stalks, thread-shaped, and as long as the fruit.

Seeds 4 or 5, egg-shaped, oblique, terminated by a flat

circular suiumit, 7
*

SAGPN^A. Curt, iii. 27. 136, ^. 291,.

Cal* Cup^ 4-IeaYe_d. Leafits egg-shaped, concave, greatly

expanded, permanent. '
' ' -

Bi,oss. Petals 4, egg-shaped, blunt, expanding, shorter

than the cup,

Stam. 4, hair-like. roundish.

PiST, Gcmm somewhat globular. 6’/)7cr 4, awl-shaped,

bent backwards, downy. Summits simple.

S. Vess* egg-sliaped, straight, with 4 cells and

4A'aiyes.
'

Seeds numerous, very small, fixed to the receptacle.

Obs. Sagina procumhem has flowers with or without petals.

S. apetala has no petals ; and in S. erecta the cup leafits are spear-

shaped, tapering to a point. (Reich.) The S. apetala is not desti-

tute of petals, but they arc very minute. St.

/



CLASS V-.

PENTANDRIA.

JL HE first division of the first Order of this clafs, in-

cludes the plants Mutli Rough Leaves ; which, Linnseus

says, are mucilaginous, and esculent, Phil. hot. 340.' As
there is no seed vefsel, the cup does not fall off, but rcipains/

after the blofsom decays, and contains the seeds.

In the second division of this order, those plants which
bear berries, and have a blofsom composed of one petal, are

generally poisonous.

The third division of the Second Order consists

of plants whose flowers are disposed in Umbels or

Rundles. These are divided into such as have both a

general and a partial Invo lucrum, such as have only a

partial one, and such as have none at all ,* but as the invo-

lucrums are not yery constant, and in some species are apt

to fall off, and as the blofsoms,* stamens, and pistils, are so

much alike as to afford but little afsistance in the deter-

mination of the genera and species, the student is desired

to pay particular, attention to the seeds, which furnish the

most unequivocal generic characters, and often come pow-
erfully in aid of the specific^ character. On this account,

it is necefsary to gather some specimens in which the seeds

are nearly ripe, and others but just opening into flower.

The umbelliferous plants in dry situations are aromatic
and carminative ; in moii?t ones) acrid, and sometimes poi-

sonous. The greatest virtues are contained in the seeds

and roots. Many of thern are eaten at our tables, as the

roots of Carrot and Parsnep, and the leaves of Celery.
The seeds of Coriander an,d Caraway are used iq con-
fectionary,

*

i
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PENTANDRIA. (5 Stamens.)

V Monogynia. (i Pistil.)

MyosOtis, Lysimachia, Atropa,

Lithospermum, Anagallis. Solanum.

Anchusa, Azalea, Chironia.

Cynoglofsum, Convolvulus, Rhamnus,
,

Pulmonaria, Polemonium, Evonymus,
Symphytum, , Campanula, Viola,

Borago. Phyteuma, Impatiens,

Asperugo, Lobelia,^ Ribes,

Lycopsis. Samolus, Hedera,

Echium, Lonicera, Illecehrum,

Primula, ' Jasione, Glaux.

Cyclamen, y erbascum. Thesium,

Menyanthes, Datura. Vinca,

Hottonia, Hyoscyamus,

Digynia. (2 Pistils.)

Herniaria, Tordylium, Phellandrium,

Chenopodium, Caucalis, Cicuta,

Atriplex, Daucus, JEthusa,

Hurnulus. ' Bunium, Coriandrum,

Beta, Conium, Scandix,

Salsola. Selinim, Charophyllum,

Ulmus, Athamanta, Imperatoria,

Svoertia, Peucedanum, Pastinaca,

Gentiana, Crithmum, Smyrnium,

Xanthium, Heracleum. Anethum,

Eryngium. Ligusticum, Carum,
Hydrncotyle, Angelica, Pimpinella,

Sanicula, Sium. Apium,
Bupleurum, Sison. JEgopodium,

Echimphora, Oenanthe.

Trigynia. (3 Pistils.) ^

Viburnum. Staphylcea, Corrtgiola,

Samhucus, Tamarix. Alsine,
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Parnafsia,

Tetragynia. (4 Pistils.)

«r

Pentagynia. (5 Pistils.)'

’

Statice. Linum, Drosera, %

Sibhaldia,

Myosurus,

Polyginia. (many Pistils.)

PENTANDRIA.
MONOCTNIA.

MYOSO'TIS. G^rtn. 68.

Cal. Cup with 5 shallow clefts, oblong; upright, acute,

permanent.

Bloss. I petal, salver-shaped. Tube cylindrical, short.

Border flat, with 5 shallow clefts. Segments blunt,

notched at the end. Mouth closed with 5 convex, pro-

minent, approaching valves.

StAM. Filaments 5, very short, in the neck of the tube.

Anthers very small, covered.

PiST. Germens 4. Style thread-shaped, as long as the

tube of the blofsom. Summit blunt.

S. Vess. none. The Cup enlarged and upright contains

the seeds within it. .

’

Seeds 4, egg-shaped, tapering to a point, smooth.

Obs. In some species the seeds are smooth, in others set with

hooked prickles.

LITHOSPER'MUM. 7our77, 55. Gartn. 67.

Cal. Cup with 5 divisions, oblong, straight, acute, per-

manent. Segments awl-shaped, keeled.

Bloss. i petal, funnel-shaped, as long as the calyx. 7tihe

cylindrical. Border with 5 shallow clefts, blunt, up-

right. Mouth open, naked.
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Stam. Filaments 5, very short. Anthers oblong, in the

mouth of the blofsom.

Pi ST. Germens 4. Style tliread-shaped, as long as the

tube of the blofsom. Summit blunt, clovett.

S. Vess, none. The seeds are contained in the bottom

of the open cup, which is longer than the seeds.

Seeds 4, egg-shaped, tapering, hard, smooth.

/

ANCHU'SA. Tourn 53, Buglofstm^ Geertn, 67.

Cal. with 5 divisions, 'oblong, 'cylindrical, acute, ^

permanent.

Bloss. I petal, funnel-shaped.' Tube cylindrical, as

long as the cup. Border with 5 shallow clefts, blunt,

a little expanding. Mouth closed by 5 convex, promi-
nent, oblong, approaching valves.

Stam, Filaments 5, veryThort, in the rnouth of the blofs.

Anthers oblong, fixed sideways, covered (by the valves

of the tube.)

PiST. Germe?2s Style thread-shaped; as long as the

stamens. Summit blunt, notched at the end,

S. Vess. none. The Cup growing larger and upright in-

closes the seeds.

Seeds 4, rather long, blunt, bulging.

O'bs. When the blofsom 'is fully expanded it is nearly salver^

shaped.

CYNOGLO'SSUM. Tourn ‘57 ^ 58, Omphalodes*

Gdertn, 67.

Cal. Cup with 5 divisions, oblong, acufe. 'permanent.

Bloss. t petal, funnel-shaped, as long as the cup. Tube
cylindrical, shorter than the border. Border with 5
shallow clefts, blunt. Mouth closed by 5 convex, pro-

minent, approching valves.

Stam. Filamejits 5, very short, fixed to the mouth of the

blofsom. Anthers roundish, naked.
PiST. Germens A/y/c awl-shaped, as long as the sta-

mens, permanent. Summit notched at the end. '

S. Vess. none, but the seed-coats of the four seeds, de-'

prelsed, roundish, Yutwardly more bltint, rough, not

opening, flattish tipon the outer side ; fixed by their

Aroints.
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Seeds 4, somewhat egg-shaped, bulging, tapering {o a
point, smooth.

Obs. The efsence of this genus consists in the 4 seed-

coats fixed to the style, each containing a single seed. Link.

PULMONA'RIA. Tount. 55.

Cal. Cup I leaf, with 5 teeth, a 5-sided prism, per-

manent.

Bloss. I petal, funnel-shaped. Tube cylindrical, as

long as the clip. Border with 5 shallow clefts, blunt,

upright but expanding. Mouth open.

Stam. Filaments 5, very short, in the mouth of the 'tube.

Anthers upright, approaching,

PisT. Germens 4. Style thread-shaped, shorter • than

the cup. Summit blunt, notched at the end.

S. Vess. ‘none. The Calyx unchanged contains the seeds

! in its base.'

Seeds 4, roundish, blunt.

SYMTHYTUM. Tourn. -^6 . Ga;rtn. 6 y.

Cal. Cup with 5 divisions, arid 5 corners, upright, acute,

permanent.
'Bloss. i petal, bell-shaped. Tube very short. Border

tubular; distended, thicker than the tube. Rim with 5
blunt reflected teeth. Mouth of the furnished with 5
valves, spear-shaped, toothed at the edge, shorter

than the border, approaching so as to form a cone.

Stam. Filaments 5, awl-shaped, alternating with the

valves in the mouth of the tube. Anthers upright,

acute, covered.

Pi ST. Germens 4. Style thread-shaped, as long as tlie,

blofsom. Summit simple.

S. Vess. none. The Cup grows larger and wider.

Seeds 4; bulging, tapering, approaching at the points.

BORA'GO. Tourn, 53. Geertn, 67.

Cal. Cup'With. 5 divisions, permanent.

Bloss._ I petal, wheel-shaped, as long as tlie cup. Tube

shorter than the cup. Border with 5 divisions, wheel-

shaped, flat. Mouth crowned with 5
prominencies,

which are blunt and notched at the end.
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Stam. Filaments 5, awl-shaped, approaching. \ Anthers

oblong, approaching, fixed to the inner side, and about

the middle of the filament.

Pi ST. Germens 4. Styles thread-shaped, longer than the

anthers. Summit simple.

S. V ESS. none. The cup grows larger, and inflated.

Seeds 4, roundish, wrinkled, keeled outwardly towards

the point, globular at the base, lying lengthways in a

hollow of the receptacle.

Obs. The shape of the segments of the cup, and the size of
the tube of the blofsom, are apt to vary. Linn.

ASPERU'GO. Tourn, 54.

Cal. Cup I leaf, permanent, with 5 upright unequal

segments.

Bloss. I petal, funnel-shaped. Tube cylindrical, very

short. Border with 5 shallow clefts, blunt, small.

Mouth closed by 5 convex, projecting, approaching

valves.

Stam. Filaments 5, very short, fixed in the mouth of the

tube. , rather oblong, covered.

Pi ST. Germens 4, comprefsed. Style thread-shaped, short.

Summit blunt.

S. VEss. none. The Cup very large, upright, comprefsed,

the sides flat and parallel, indented.

Seeds 4, oblong, comprefsed, in distant pairs.

LYCOPSIS. Gartn, 67.

Cal. Cup with 5 divisions, permanent. Segnmits oblong,

acute, open.

Bloss. i petal, funnel-shaped. Tube cylindrical, crooked.

with 5 shallow clefts, blunt. Mouth closed by

5 prominent, convex, approaching valves.

Stam. Filaments 5, very small, fixed to the bend of the

tube. Anthers small, covered by the valves.

Pi ST. Germens Style thread-shaped, as long as the

stamens. Summit blunt, cloven.

S. Vess. none. Cwp very large, bladder-shaped.

Seeds 4, rather long.
,

Obs. The efsential character of this genus consists in the »

curvature of the tube of the blofsom. Linn.
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E'CHIUM. roiivn. 54.

Cal. Cup with 5 divisions, upright, permanent, Seg*^

merits awl-shaped, upright.

Bloss. I petal, bell-shaped. Tube very short. Border

gradually widening, with 5 clefts, blunt, upright. Seg<^

generally unequal, the 2 upper being the longest;

the lower smaller, acute, reflected. Mouth open.

Stam. Filaments 5, as long as the blofsom, awl-shaped,

declining, unequal. Anthers oblong, fixed sideways.

Pi ST. Germen 4. Style thread-shaped, as long as the

stamens. Summit blunt, cloven.

S. Vess. none. The cup becoming more rigid, contains

the seeds.

Seeds 4, roundish, obliquely tapering to a point,

Obs. In the Echium italicum the blofsom is nearly regular,

Linn,

PRPMULA, Tourn, 47; Geertn, 50.

Cal, Involucrum small, many leafed, including several

flowers. Cup i leaf, tubular, acute, upright, perma-
nent, with 5 aisles, and 5 teeth.

Blo ss, I petal. Tube cylindrical, as long as the cup, ter-

minated by a short hemispherical neck. Border expand-
ing, with 5 shallow clefts. Segments inversely heart-

shaped, notched at the end, blunt. Mouth open.

Stam. Filaments 5, very short, within the neck of the

blofsom. Anthers upright, approaching, tapering to a

point, within the tube.

Fist. globular. 6’/y/<r thread-shaped, as long as

the cup. Summit globular.

S. Vess. Capsule cylindrical, nearly as long as the cup,

which covers it, of i cell, opening at the top with 10

teeth.

Seeds numerous, roundish. Receptacle egg-shaped,

loose.

CYCLAMEN. Tourn. 68.

Cal. Cup with 5 shallow clefts, roundish, permanent.
Segments egg-shaped,

Bloss. i petal ; nearly globular, twice the size of the

cup, small, nodding. Border reflected upwards, very

VoL. I.—

N
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large, with 5 divisions. Segments spear-shaped. Neck
protruding.

StAM. Filaments 5, very small, in the tube of the blofsom.

Anthers straight, acute, jipproaehing, in the necdc of

the blofsom.
\

Pi ST. Gerrnen roundish. Style thread-shaped, straight,

longer than the stamens. acute.

S. Vess. globular, of i cell, opening at the top in

5
directions, covered by a shell like a capsule.

Stedr many, some w.hat egg-shaped, but angular. Recep-

tacle egg-shaped, loose.

MENYAN'THES. Fourn* I5, fej’67, Nymphotdes.

Garrtn, 114.

CaL: Cup I leaf, with
'5

divisions, upright, permanent.

Bloss. I petal, funnel-shaped. Tube short, somewhat
cylindrical at bottom, but funnel-shaped upwards.

Border cloven more than halfway down into,
^ segments.

. Segm*ents blunt, reflected and expanding, remarkably

.shaggy..- ,

StAM. Filaments 5, awl-shaped, short. Atither<s,

upright, cloven at the base.
.

- v ; •,

Pis-t. Grrwfw conical. *S'/y/c cyrmdri cal, nearly as long

as the blofsom. cloven, coinprefsed.

S. Vess. egg-shaped ,
of i cell, bound round by

the cup. '
. .

Seeds many, egg-shaped, minute, r

Ors. In the M. ny?nphoides, the petals are fringed ai the edge,

but not hairy on their upper surface. Lin.n. • _
'

I *
. •

*

HOTTO'NIA. a/7.i. 4 .

Cal. Cup i leaf, with 5 divisions. Segments strap-shaped,

upright, but expanding.

Bloss. i petal, salver-shaped. as long asdlie cup.

Border witli 5 clefts, flat. Segments egg-oblong, notch-
ed at the end.

Stam, Filaments 5, awl-shaped, short, upright, standing

'upon the tube, and opposite- to the segments of the

blofsom. Anthers oblong, • ‘

Pi ST. Gei'men globular, but tapering^^a a. point. • • A/y/r

thread-shaped, short* globular, \ ^
>

S, Vess. Capsule globular, tapering-

a

pointy of i cell,

standing upon tlie cup.
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Skeds inuny, roundish. globular, l^n'gc,

Obs. In the Hottonia the flowers have sometimes 6

stamens, and then the cup and blofsom hav^e 6 divisions.

L YSIAIA'CHIA. 7purn, 59. Gctrtn. 50.

Cal. Cup with 5 divisions, acute, uprigiit, permanent-.

Bloss. I petal, whecl-sha])ed. Tube none. Borckr' with

5 di^ isions, flat. Segments egg-ohlong.

Stam. Filame7its 5, awl-shaped, opposite the segments of

•the blofsom. tapering.

Pi ST. Gi’rwi?;? roundish. thread-shaped, as long as

the stamens. Summit h\wwi,

S. Vess. globular, sharp-pointed, of i cell and

10 vjilves.

Seeds several, angular. Receptacle very large, globular,

.dotted.
V .

Obs. In some species the stamens are united at the base.

(S^chreb.)' In L. thyrsijiora the segments of the cup and the blof-

som vary from 5 to 8, as does likewise the number of stamens.

ANAGx\L'LlS. Tourn, 59. Gdcrtn. 50,

Cal. Cw/) with 5 divisions, acute, permanent. Segments

keeled.

Bloss. 1 petal, wheel-shaped. Tube nonc^, Border 'with.

5 divisions, flat. Segments egg-shaped, but rounded,
connected by tlie claw'^s.

^
. .

Stam. Filaments 5, upright, hairy towards the bottom,
shorter than the blofsom. Anthers simple.

Pi ST. Germen ^\oh\x\-a,v\ Ary/r thread-shaped, rather lean-

ing. Summit knobbed.

S. Vess. Capsule of i cell, cut round.

Seeds several, angular. Receptacle very large, globular,

I
^

AZA'LEA. Geertn, 6q.

Cal. Gw/) with 5 divisions, acute, upright,' small, co-
loured, permanent.

Bloss, i petal, bell-shaped^ with 5 shallow clefts, Seg^
ments with the edges bent inwards.

Stam. Filaments 5, thread-shaped, growing on the recep-
tacle, loose. Anthers simple. '

N 2
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Pi ST. Germen roundish. Style thread-shaped, as long as

the blofsom, permanent. Summit blunt.

S. Ves. Capsule roundish, with 5 cells and 5 valves.

Seeds many, roundish.

Obs. The blofsom in some species is funnel-shaped. In
some the stamens are very long, and declining. Linn.

CONVOL'VULUS. Touni. 17.

Cal. Cup with 5 divisions, approaching, egg-shaped,
blunt, small, permanent.

'Bloss. I petal, bell-shaped, expanding, large, plaited.

Border slightly 5-lobed.

Stam. Filaments 5, awl-shaped, half the length of the
blofsom. Anthers egg-shaped, comprefsed.

Pi ST. roundish, thread-shaped, as long ag

the stamens. Summits 2, oblong, broadish.

S. Vess. Capsule inclosed by the cup, roundish, of i cell,

with I, 2, or 3 valves.

Seeds 2, roundish.

Obs. The blofsom has generally 10 notches, but sometimes

only 5; and in some species it is funnel-shaped. Linn.

POLEMO'NIUM. Tourn* 6i* Geertn.62,

Cal. Cup beneath, of i glafs-shaped leaf, permanent,
acute, with 5 shallow clefts.

Bloss. i wheel-shaped. shorter than the cup,

closed by 5 valves, placed at the top of it. Border

with 5 divisions, large, flat. Segments roundish, blunt.

Stam. Filaments 5, thread-shaped, inclining, shorter than
the blofsom, standing upon the valves of the tube.

Anthers roundish, fixed sideways.

Pi ST. Germen egg-shaped, acute, superior. Style thread-

shaped, as long as the blofsom. Summit with 3 clefts,

rolled back.

S. Vess. Capsule covered, egg-shaped, but with 3 angles,

3 cells, and 3 valves, opening at the top. Partitions

opposite to the valves.

Seeds several, irregular, rather acute.

Obs. In P. c£Tuteum^ though the capsule is seamed as if

composed of 3 valves, they only open at the top.

\

I
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CAMPA'NULA. T'ourn, 37. G^rtn, 31,

Cal. Cup with 5 divisions, acute, upright but expanding,
superior.

Bloss. I petal, bell-shaped, with 5 shallow clefts, imper-
vious at the base, shrivelling. Segments broad, acute,
spreading.

Nectary in the bottom of the blofsom, composed of

5 valves, acute, approaching, covering the receptacle.

Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like, very short, growing upon
the points of the valves of the nectary. Anthers com-
prefsed, longer than the filaments.

Pi ST. Gei'men beneath, angular. Style thread-shaped,
longer than the stamens. Summit thickish, oblong,
with 3 divisions, which are rolled backwards.

S. Vess. roundish, angular, of 3 or 5 cells, and
letting out the seed at as many lateral holes.

Seeds numerous, small, fixed to a columnar receptacle.

Obs. The figure of the seed-vefsel is uncertain. In Camp,
Tracheliunif it is 3-celled, woolly, and rough ; in C. Rapunculus it

is 3-celled, egg-shaped, and smooth; in C. hyhrida^ it is 3-celied,

columnar, and prism-shaped. Linn.

PHYTEU'MA. Tourn, 38, Rapunculus, Geertn, 30.

Cal. Cup I leaf, with 5 divisions, acute, not qu;te up-
right, but expanding, superi6r.

Blo ss. I petal, wheel-shaped, expanding, with 5 divisions.

Segments strap-shaped, acute, bent back.

Stam. Filaments 5, shorter than the blofsom. Anthers'

oblong.

Pi ST. Gemrw beneath. *S’/y/r thread-sliaped, as long as

the blofsom, bent back. Summit with 2 or 3 clefts,

oblong, rolled back.

S. Vess. Capsule roundish, 2 or 3 celled, opening at each
by a lateral hole.

Seeds several, small, roundish.

LOBE'LIA. Tourn, 51, Rapuntium, Gcertn, 25,

Cal. Cup I leaf, with 5 clefts, very small, embracing the

germen, shrivelling. Little Teeth nearly equal, the 2

upper ones pointing more upwards.

Bloss. Petal i, irregular. Tube cylindrical, longer than

the cup, above divided lengthways. with 5
N3
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divisions. Segments spear-shaped, the 2 Upper Ones

.
smaller, more reflected, more deeply divided, forming
the upper lip. .The 3 Lower Ones generally larger,

.and more expanding. • *

Stam. Filaments 5, awl-shaped, as long as the tube of the

blofsom, united at the top. Anthers <?onaectcd so as

to form an oblong cylinder, opening ah the base in 5
dift'erent directions.

PiST. Germen beneath, tapering to a point. Style cy--

lindrical, as long as the stamens. blunt, rough
with hair.

S. Vess. Capsule egg-shaped, with 2 or 3 cells, and 2 or

3 valves, opening at the top, encompafsed by the cup.

Partitions opposite the valves. •

“Seeds many, very small. Receptacle conical.

SA'MOLUS. Tourn. 60. Geertn. 30.

Cal. with 5 divisions, superior, blunt at the base,

permanent. Segments upright.

Bloss.'i peicil, salver-shaped. Tz^^^open, very short, as

long as the cup. Border flat, blunt, with 5 divisions.

Vahes very short, approaching, fixed to the bottom of

the clefts, in the border. «

Stam.' Filaments 5, short, protected by the scales of the

blofsom. Anthers approaching, covered.

Pi ST. Germen beneath. Style thread-shaped, as long as

the stamens. Summit knobbed.

S. V.ESS. Capsule egg-shaped, of i cell, and 5 valves,

bound round by the cup.

Seeds many, egg-sliaped ,
small. Receptacle large, globular.

LpNICE'RA, Fourn, 378, Peridymenum, Gartn, 27.

Cal. Cup superior, with 5 divisions, small.

Bloss. I petaly tubular. Fube oblong, bulging. Border

with 5 divisions. Segments rolled backwards, i seg-

ment ntpre deeply separated than the others
' .^AM. Filaments 5, awl-shaped, nearly as long as the

'blofsom. 'Anthers oblong.

Pi$T. Germ^en beneath, roundish. Style thread-shaped,

as long as the blofsom. Summit a blunt kno^b.

•^S.-Y-es-s. Berry with “2 cells, dimpled.

ED 1 b’Jmdish ,
“Compnefsed

'
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Obs. In the Periclyynentum^ the segments of the blos^

som are cut nearly to an equal depth, and the berries are distinct.

Linn. ,

;S

JASlO'xNE. 30. «

Cal. Common Cup 10 leaves, perraaneiit. Leajiis alter-

nate,. the inner narrower, inclosing several flowers upon
very short fruit-stalks.

Pj'opei' Cup with 5. clefts, superior, permanent.
Bloss. Individuals of i petal, regular, deeply divided

* into 5 parts. Segme7its spear-shaped, upright.

StAM. Filaments 5, awl-shaped, short. Antloers ^5, oblong,

united at the base.

Pi ST. Germen roundish, beneath. Style thread-shaped,

the length of the blofsorn. Stmmit cloven.

S. Vess. Capsule roundish, of 5 angles, and 2 cells,

crowned with the proper cup, opening with a circular

hole at the point. Partifio 7J divided dovni the hiiddle.

Seeds many, somewhat egg-shaped. Receptacle nearly

globular, loose, on a little foot-stalk at the base of the

capsule.

Obs. The central florets are frequently barren,' in \Vhich case

the summit is club-shaped and undivided.. Linn.

VERBAS'GUM. Gccrtn, '

Cal. Cup I leaf, with 5 divisions, small, permanent.
Segments upright, acute.

Bloss. i petals wheel-shapt?d, somewliat unequal. Tube
cylindrical, very short. Border with ,5 division's, ex-

panding. egg-shaped, blunt.

Stam,. Filaments' awl-shaped, shorter than the blofsorn.

Anthers roundish, comprefsed, upright.

Pi ST. Germen roundkh. Style thread-shaped, leaning,

as long as the stamens. Summit rather thick and
blunt.

S. Vess. Capsule roundish, with 2 cells and 2 valve^,

opening at the top. Receptacle the shape of half an
egg, fixed to the partition.

Se£ds numerous, angular. .. ..

Obs. In most species the stamens are leaning, unequal, and
the lower part of the filaments cloathed with soft, coloured hairs.

E.inn.
% «
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DATU'RA. T’ourn 43. & 44 Stramonium,

Cal. Cup i leaf, oblong, tubular, bellying, with 5 anglei

and 5 teeth, separating horizontally near the base, the

remaining part irregular, permanent.

Bloss. I petal, funnel-shaped. Tube cylindrical, gene-

rally longer than the cup. Bo upright but expand-

ing, almost entire, with 5 angles, 5 tapering teeth,

and 5 plaits.

StAM. Filaments 5, awl-shaped, as long as the cup. Jn-
thers oblong, blunt, comprcfsed.

PlST. egg-shaped. thread-shaped, straight.

Summit thick, blunt, composed of 2 flat plates.

S, Vess. Capsule nearly egg-shaped, with 2 cells and 4
valv^es,' standing upon the remains of the cup. Recep-

tacle large, 'convex, dotted, fixed to the partition.

Seeds numerous, kidney-shaped.

Obs. The smoothnefsor thorny state of the capsules is subject

to vary. Linn.

HYOSCY'AMUS. Toum. 42. Gartn, 76.

Cal. Cup i leaf, tubular, bellying in the lower part.

B/wz with 5 clefts, acute, permanent.

Bloss. i petals funnel-shaped. Tube cylindrical, short.

Border upright, but expanding, with 5 shallow clefts.

Segments blunt, i broader than the rest.

StAM. Filaments awl-sfiaped, leaning. Anthers

roundish.

Pi ST. roundish. *S’/y/c thread-shaped, as long as

the stamens. Summit a knob.

S. Vess. Capsule egg-shaped, blunt, marked with a

groove upon each side, of 2 cells, formed by 2 capsules

closely prefsed together, cut round, and with a lid

opening horizontally. Receptacle half egg-shaped,

fixed to the partition.

Seeds numerous, unequal.

A'T^ROPA. Tourn, 13, Belladonna,

Cal. Cup I leaf, permanent, with 5 divisions, bulging.

Segments acute.

Bloss. i petal, bell-shaped. Tube very short. Border
» bellying, egg-shaped, longer than the cup. Mouth

uiuall , with 5 clefts, open. Segments nearly equal.
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StAM. Filaments 5, nwl-shaped, fixed to the base of, and
as long as the blofsom, approaching at the base, but
b wed outwards, Jiiid diverging towards the top. An--

thers rather thick ; rising.

Pi ST. Germen half egg-shaped. Style thread-shaped, lean-

ing, as long as the stamens. Summit knobbed, trans-

versely oblong, rising.

S. Vess. Bei'ry 2 cells, globular, sitting upon the ciip,

which enlarges. Receptacle fleshy, kidney-shaped,

convex on both sides.

Seeds numerous, kidney-shaped.

SOLA'NUM. Fourn* 62. '

Cal. Cup I leaf, with 5 shallow clefts, upright, acute, per-

manent.

Bloss. I petal, wheel-shaped. T’nhe very short. Bor-
large, plaited, with 5 shallow clefts, turned back

and flat.

Stam. Filaments 5, awl-shapcd, very small. Antlers ob-

long, approaching, a little united, with 2 open pores at

the end. '

,

Pi ST. Grmrw roundish. Style thread-shaped, longer than

the stamens. Summit h\\mU \

S. Vess. J5^rry roundish, glofsy, with a hollow dot at tlic

end, and 2 cells. Receptacle convex on both sides,

fleshy.

Seeds several, roundish, dispersed among pulp.

•CHIRO'NIA. Tourn, 48 ; Centauriwn, Gccrtri. 1 14,

Cal. Cup I leaf, with 5 divisions, permanent, little leaves

oblong, upright, acute.

Bloss. i petals equal. Tithe narrower. Border with 5
divisions, expanding, segments egg-shaped, equal.

Stam. Filaments 5, broad, short, growing irom the top of

the tube. Anthers oblong, upright, large, approaching,

spirally twisted when their pollen is shed.

Fist. Germen egg-shaped. Style thread-shaped, a little

longer than the stamens. Summit knobbed, rising up,

S. Vess. egg-shaped, of i cell, or 2-valved

half divided into 2 cells.

Seeds numerous, small, fixed to the receptacle by the 2

A>pposite sides, or to the seam.
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, Obs. T'be seed vefsel- in some species- is a berry, in others a

capsule. Linn-. In’Chironia centaurium and blofs. is

funnel-shaped, and the summits hor^e-shoe-shaped.

RHAM'NUS. Tourni 366 383 Frangular,
Gdcrtn, 106. ’

.

Cal. Cup none, except the blofsom be considered as such.

Bloss. I petal, funnel-shaped, closed at the base, rouglt

GLihvardlv, but coloured within. 'Tube turban-shaped,

cvlindrical. expanding, divided, acute. Scales
'

5, very small, i at the base of each division of the

biofsoin, approaching inwards.
'

St AM.. Filaments as many as the segments o-f the blofsom,

awl-shaped, growing upon the blofs; under the scales,

Antl'ers small.

Fist. Germen roundish; Style thread-shaped, as long as

the stamens. Summit blunt, divided into fewer seg-

ments than the blofsom. .

•

S. Vess. -Berry roundish, naked, divided into fewer cells

than the blofsom has segments.

Seeds solitary roundish, bulging on one side, colnprefsed

on the other.

Obs. Rha.mnus eatbarticus has a 4-cleft summit and blofsom,

and bears a 4-seeded berry, it also bares male and female flowers

on separate plants. Rh. Frangu/a has a 5-cleft blofsom, a 4-seed-,

ed berry, and a summit notched at the end.

EVO'NYMUS. Tourn, 388. G^rtn. 113.

Cal. Cup I leaf, with 5 divisions, flat.
^

roundish

>

concave. .

BlO s s . Petah 5

,

^
egg-shaped, flat, expanding, longer tlian

the'eup.
. . .

*Stam. Filaments 5, awl-shaped,^ upright, shorter than the
'• ‘ blofsom, standing upon the germen, as on a receptacle.

. . .
Anthers double.

Fist. Gt-rwifn tapering to a point.' Style short, sirhple.

;
blunt.

. . , „ . . ;

S. Vess. ‘succulent,
_
coloured, with 5 sides, 5

angles, 5 cells, and 5 valves. .
'

.

Sej=’.o solitary
j
egg-shaped, inclpsed in a berry-like’ seed-

euat.
‘

‘
;
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Obs. In«or”C species *j. rs the prevailing number in the parts

of the flower and fruit, and in others there are no filaments ex-

cept the tapering points of the gemnen, Linn.

VI'OLA. Tourn. 236.

Cal. Cup 5-leaved, short, vpermanent, leajits egg-ohlong;

rather acute at the end, blunt at tlie base, fixed above

the base, equal, but variously disposed; 2 support the

upper petal, 2 the 2 lateral petals, and i supports the 2

lower i^etals.

Bloss. Petals 5, irregular, unequal, the Upper straight,

facing downwards, broader and blunter than the rest,

notched at the end, terminating at the base in a blunt

horn-like Nectary, projecting between the leaves"of

the cup.

Lateral Petals 2 ; opposite, blunt, straight.

Lo wer Petals 2 ; larger, reflected upwairds.

Staivi. Filaments 5, very small, the 2 near the uppermost

• petal furnished with little appendages which enter the

nectary.' -Anthers generally united, .blunt, ;with

• membranes at the end. •
.

Pi ST.. Germen. roundish, superior. Style thread-shaped,

projecting beyond the anthers. Summit oblicpie.

S. Vess. egg-shaped, 3-edged, blunt, with i eell

and 3 valves. -
.

Se’EDS many, egg-shaped, furnished '' udth appendages,

fixed to the valves. Receptacle narrow, running like a

line along each valve.

Obs. In some species the summit is a simple reflected hook,

in others a little concave knob, perforated at the end.

IMPA'TIENS. Tourn, 235, Balsamina, Gecrtn, 113.

Cal. Cup 2 leaves, very small ; l.eafits circular, but ta-

‘ perihg to a poirit, 'equal,' placed at .the skies of the blof-

som, coloured, deciduous.

petals 5, gaping, unequal.

circular, flat, upright, with 3 shallow

segments, tapering to a point, forming the Opper Lip,

L^jser Petals 2, be n't hack, large, broadest on the

oater part,bluat, kreg-talar, forming tbe Lower Lip,
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Intermediate Petals 2 i
opposite, from the base of the

upper petal.

Nectary i leaf like a hood, receiving the bottom of
the flower, mouth oblique, rising outwards, the base

ending in a horn.

Si am. Filaments 5, very short, narrower towards the base,

bent inwards. Anthers 5, united, but separate at the

base.
^

Pi ST. Gerrnen egg-shaped, but tapering to a point. Style

none. Summit simple, shorter than the anthers.

S. Vess. Capsule i cell, with 5 valves, which, opening
with a spring, roll up into a spiral.

Seeds many,’roundish, fixed to a pillar-like receptacle.

Obs, In some species the intermediate petals arc wanting; in

others the nectary has no horn. Capsule in some species long,

in others egg-shaped.

RPBES. Tourn. 409. Grofsularia^ G<ertn, 28.

Cal. Cup I leaf, with 5 shallow clefts, bellying, perma-

nent. Segments oblong, concave, coloured, reflected,

Bloss. 5 Petals, small, blunt, upright, growing .to the

edge of the cup.

Stam. Filaments 5, awd-shaped, upright, standing on the

cup. Anthers fixed sideways, comprefsed, opening at

the edges.

Pi ST. beneath, roundish. A/y/r cloven. Summits

blunt.

S. Vess, Berry globular,-of i cell, dimpled. Receptacles

2, opposite, fixed to the sides, extending lengthways.

Seeds several, roundish, somewhat comprefsed.

Obs. In the Ribes alpinum, the male and female flowers are

sometimes found on different plants. (Leers.)

i

. >

/

y ,

%

1

HE'DERA. Tourn, 384. G(crtn. 26,

Cal. Jnvolucrum of the simple umbel very small, with

many teeth. Cup very small, with 5 t^eth, biniiing

round the gerrnen.

Bloss. Petals 5, oblong, expanding, bent inwards at the

points.

Stam. Filaments 5, awl-shaped, upright, ai long as the

blofsom. Anthers fixed sideways, forked at the base.. -
.

Pi ST. turban-shaped, bound round by the cup.

Style simple, very short. Summit undivided.
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S. Vess. Berrv globular, with 5 cells.

Seeds 5, large, bulging on i side, angular on the other,

covered with a seed-coat,

Obs, With us the berry has rarely more than 4 cells, and irr

general only 2 or 3 seeds attain perfection
; but sometimes 1 have

tound it with 5 cells, and 5 perfect seeds.

ILLE'CEBRUM.
,
T’owrw. 288, Paronychia,

Cal. Cup 5 leaves and 5 angles, gristly, Leafits coloured,

tapering to a point, distant at the points, permanent.

Bloss. none.
! Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like, within the cup. Anthers

simple.

Pi ST. Germen egg-shaped, acute, ending in a short cloven

style. Summit simple, blunt.

S. Vess. Capsule roundish, tapering at each end, with 5
valves and 1 cell, covered by the cup.

Seed single, very large, roundish, but acute at each end.

' Obs. The fruit varies in several species. Linn,

GLAU^X. Tour7i, 60.

Cal. none, unlefs you consider the blofsom as such.

Bloss. Petal single, upright, with 5 divisions, belU
shaped, permanent. Segments blunt, rolled back.

Stam. Filaments 5, awl-shaped, upright, as long as the

blofsom. Anthers roundish.

PiST. egg-shaped. cS/y/e thread-shaped, as long
as the stamens. Summit a knob,

S. V ESS. globular, tapering to a point, of i cell

and 5 valves. ^
Seeds 5, roundish. Receptacle \o:vy globular, with

hollows where the seeds lie.

THE'SIUM. Jac^. austr, 416,

Cal, Cup I leaf, permanent, turban-shaped, with 5 shal-

low clefts. Segments half-spear-shaped, upright, blunt.

Bloss. none, unlefs you consider the cup us such, from its

being coloured on the inside.

Stam. Filaments 5, awl-rshaped, inserted at tlie base of
- the segments of the cup, shorter than the cup. Anthers

roundish, •

.
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Pi ST. bene<ith, at the bottom of the cup. >^tyle

thread-shaped, as long as the stainciis.. Summit rather

thick and blunt.

S, Vess. none. The cup contains the seed in its bottom,

wi thout' openi'n g.

Seed single, roundish, covered by the closing' cnp.

Obs. In die Thesium alpmim there are only 4 stamens in each

flower. Linn.
/

VIN'CA. T’ourn, 1

•
. f

Cal. with 5 divisions, upright, acute, permanent.
;

Bloss, I salver-shaped. longer,than the cu]),
'

cylindrical in the lower part, Avider above, marked Avith .

5 grooves, and 5 angles at the mouth. Ihnler Avitli

5 divisions, horizontal, Seg-ments connected to the top

of the tube, broadest at the outward edge, and-obliquely

lopped.

Stam. Filaments 5, A^ry short, first bent iuAvards, and
then biu'kAvards. Anthers membranaceous, blunt, up-

right, but bowed inwards, Avith the pollen at the

margins.

Pisr. Germens 2, roundish, with 2 roundish bodies lying

contiguous to them. Style i, common to both ger-

mens, cylindrical, as long as thv* stamens. Sitmmit^^x

, concave knob, sitting on a flat circular substance.

S. Vess. 2 Air-bags^ cylindrical, long, tapering to a point,

upright, of I valve, opening lengthAvays.

Seeds numerous, oblong, cydindrical, furroAved, naked.

>
' %

DIGTNIA.

HERNIA'RIA. Tourn. 288.

Cal. Cup I leaf, wnth, 5 divisions, acute, expanding,

coloured within, permanent.

Bloss. none.

Stam. 5, awl-shapcd, minute, Avithin the seg- ,

ments of the cup. simple; There are* 5 other 1

barren filaments alternating with the segments of the

cup.

Pi ST, Gfmrw egg-shaped. hardly any. Summits

2, tapering tp a point, as long as the style.
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S. V ESS. Capsitle small, at the bottomofthe cup, covered,

scarcely opening.

Seed solitary, egg-shaped, but tapering to a point, shining,

Obs. The H. lentlcidata is a little different from the above
character. (Reich.)

CHENOPO^DIUM. rourn, 288. G^rtn, 75.

Cal. Clip with 5 divisions, concave, permanent. Segfmrits

egg-shaped concave, membranaceQiis at the edges.

Bloss. none.

Stam. Filaments 5, awl-shaped, as long as the segments

of the cup, and standing opposite to them. Anthers

roundish, double.

Pi ST. Ge?'meri round and hat. Style short, deeply divided.

Summits blunt. -
, .

S. Vrss. none. The cup closing upon the seed, -ha's 5
sides, and 5 comprelkxl angles, deciduous.

Seed single, round, flatted, superior.

Obs, In some species the style has 3 divisions. •

\ ^

A'TRIPEX. Tourn. 286. Garin, 75.

Hermaphrodite flowers.

Cal. Cup 5 leaves, concave, permanent. Segments egg-

shaped, concave, membranaceous at the edge.

Bloss. none.

Stam. Filaments 5, awl-shaped, opposite to the leaves of

the cup, and longer than them, ..Anthers roundish,

double. “
.

'

Pfst. Germen voxmd, deeply divided, short. Aww-
’reflected, . d, . , ,

•

S.V.Ess.iione, The cup closing, ,with..j sicles and 5 angk^s,

the angles comprefsed, deciduousi . i .

Seed single^ roundish, flatted..ancL d'eprefsed. •

Female flowers on the same plant, .. ,

Cal. 2 .leaves. Leafits that, .arpright,- cgg.-shaped,

acute, large, t'omprefsed. *’
.

Bloss. none.

Pi ST. comprefsed. Style deeply flivided-v.

y reflected, acute. ' *

S. Y.Ess,:nohe. i/Tlie valves o,f*the cup, .which are large

and heart-shaped, inclose the seed between them'. \

Seed single, roundish, comprcEed..v. ^ a*'
•*
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Obs. There is a/ very great affinity between Atriplex, ancJ

Che NO PODIUM ; the presence of femaleJiorjQers in the Atriplex

is the only mark of distinction ; for if the Chenopodium kad
these flowers it would be Atriplex ,* and the Atriplex without
them would be Chenopod luM. Linn.

HL^'MULUS. Tourn^ opgj'Lupulus, Gtsrtn, 75*

Male flowers. ,

Cal. Cup 3 leaves, oblong, concave, blunt.

Bloss. none.

Stam. Filaments 5, hair-iike, very short. Anthers ob-

long.

Female flowers.

Cal. General Invoiucrum with 4 clefts, acute.

Partial Involucrumy leaves 4, egg-shaped, inclosing

b florets, each of which is furnished with a

Cup of I leaf, egg-shaped, very large, flat on the

outer side, approaching at the base.

Bloss. none.

Pi ST. Germen very small. Styles 2, awl-shaped, bent

back, and standing wide. Summits acute,,

b. Vess. none. The cup closing, contains the seed in its

base.

Seed i ,
roundish, covered by a coat.

BE'TA. F'ourn* 286. Gartn* 75.

Cal. Cup 'With. 5 divisions, concave, permanent. Segments

egg-oblong, blunt.

Bloss. none.

Stam. Filaments 5, awl-shaped, as long as the segments

of the cup, and opposite to them. Anthers roundish.

Pi ST. Germen in' a manner below the receptacle. Styles

2, very short, upright. Summits acute.

S, Vess.* Capsule in the bottom of the cup, of i cell,

deciduous.

Seed single, kidney-shaped, comprefsed, enfolded in the

cup.

SAL'SOLA. Tourn. 12^, Kali, Garin,

Cal. Cup with 5 divisions. egg-shaj>ed, con-

cave, permanent.

Bloss. none, unlefs you call the cup the blofsora.
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Stam. Filaments very short, standing upon the seg-

ments of the cup. Anthers oblong.

Pi ST. Germcn globular. ‘short, witli 2 or 3 divisions.

Summits bent back.

S. Vess. Capsule egg-shaped, of i cell, lapped up in the

cup.

Seed single, very large, spiral like a snail shell.

Obs. Some species have 3 styles. (Reich.)

UL'MUS. Tourn. ^']2, Gartn. 49.
/

Cal. Cup I leaf, turban-shaped, wrinkled, permanent*

!
with 5 clefts, upright, coloured within.

' Bloss. none.

Stam. Filaments 5, awl-shaped, twice as long as the cup.

Afithers with 4 furrows, upright, short.

Pi ST. Ger'men roundish , upright. - Styles 2,- reflected,

shorter than the stamens. ‘ Summits downy.
S. V ESS. Berry oval, large, juicelefs, comprefsed, winged

with a membrane, of i cell.
^ \

Seed single, somewhat globular, but a little comprefsed.

Obs. The number of stamens varies, from 4 to 8. (See

Schreb.)
-I

SWER'TIA. C^r/77.114.
’ — ,1

Cal. Cw/>with‘5 divisions, flat, permanent. Segments

spear-shaped.

Bloss. i Petals wheel-shaped. Border flat, with 5 divi-

sions. Segments spear-shaped, larger than tjie cup,

connected by the claws.

Nectaries 10, consisting of 2 hollow dots in the inner

side of the base of each segment of the blofsom, encom-
pafsed with small upright bristles.

Stam. Filaments 5, awl-shaped, upright, but expanding,
shorter than the blofsom. Anthers hxed sideways.

PisT. Germen egg-oblong. Style none. Summits 2,

simple.

S. Vess. Capsule cylindrical, tapering to a point at each
end, with i cell and 2 valves.

Seeds numerous, small, fixed to the seams of the capsule.
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GENTIA'NA. Tonrn. Gxrtn, 114.

Cal. Cz//) with 5 divisions, acute, permanent. Segments.

oblong.

Bloss. I Petalf tubular below. Tube closed, with 5 clefts

upwards, bat, shrivelling, and variously shaped.

Stam. Filaments 5, awl-shaped, shorter than the blofsom.

Anthers simple.

Pi ST. Germen oblong, cylindrical, as long as the stamens,
- Styles none. Summits 2, egg-shaped.

S. Vess. Capsule oblong, cylindrical, tapering, slightly

cloven at the end, of i cell, and 2 valves.

Seeds numerous, small, fixed to the sides of the capsule on
every part.

«

Obs. The figure of the fruit is constant; but the flowers vary

in different species, both as to the number and shape of the parts.

In one species the throat of the blofsom is open, in another it is

closed with soft hairs. In some, the segments of the blofsom are

fringed; in others, the border is bell-shaped, upright, and plaited.

Some have a starry appearance, with small segments betwixt the

larger; others are funnel-shaped, &c. Linn, — In Gentiana

campestris, and G. jiliformis^ the blofsoms have only ^clefts, but

the latter is now removed fo the genus Exacum.

XAiWHlUM. Tourn. 252.

Male flowers compound.
Cal. Cup common 'to many florets, formed of many

leaves, tiled with slender scales, as long as the florets

,

equal.
^

Bloss. Compomtdy uniform, tubular, equal, formed into a

hemisphere.

Individual petal i, tubular, funnel-shaped, upright,

with 5 clefts.

Sfam. Filaments a hollow cylinder. Anthers

upright, parallel, not united.

Recept. Common
y next to none, the florets being separated

by chaff.

Female flowers beneath the others, on the same plant,

2 together.

Cal. Involucrum containing 2 flowers, formed of 2 leaves,

opposite, each divided into 3 sharp lobes, the middle
lobe projecting farthest, set round with hooked prickles,

surrounding and entirely covering the germcns to

liich they are fixed. Little Segments loose.
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Bloss. none.

Pi ST. oval, rough with hair. Styles 2, similar,

hair-like. Summits simple.

S. Vess. Berry dry, egg-oblong, cloven at the end,

^ entirely covered with hooked prickles.

Seed, with 2 cells,

ERYNG'IUM. ^lourn* 173* Gcertn* 20,

Cal. Common Receptacle conical, florets sitting, separated

by chaff. Involucrum of the receptacle flat', many-
1 leaved, taller than the florets,

‘ Cup 5 leaves, upright, acute, taller than the blofsom,

sitting on the germen.
Bloss. General, uniform, roundish. Florets all fertile.

Individuals of 5 oblong petals, with the points bent
t inwards towards the base, and contracted by a line run-

ning' lengthways.

Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like, straight, taller than the
florets. Anthers oblong.

'

Pi ST. beneath, rough with hair. •S'/y/fj 2‘, thread-
shaped, straight, as long as the stamens. Summits
simple,

S. Vess. Fruit egg-shaped, divisible into 2 parts.

Seeds oblong, nearly cylindrical.

Obs. In some species the seeds escape from the crust of the

seed-vefscl, in others they continue inclosed.

HYDROCO'TYLE. Tourn. 173. G^rtn, 22.

Umbel simple.

Cal. Involucrum frequently of 4 leaves, small. Cup
hardly perceptible.

‘

Bloss. General, uniform in figure, but not in situation:

Florets all fertile.

Individuals of 5 petals, egg-shaped, acute, entire,

expanding.

Stam. 5, awl-shaped, shorter than the blofsom.

Anthers very small.

PiST. beneath, upright, comprefsed, round, tar-

get-shaped^ Styles^ 2 ,
' awl-shaped , very short. Summits

simple.
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S. V ESS. none. Fruit comprefsed, round, divisible, crofs-
• wise into 2 parts.

Seeds 2, comprefsed, in the shape of a half moon.

SANl'CULA. Tourn. 173. G^rtn* 20.

Cal. Umbel with very few spokes (generally 4.) Um-
\ bdltdes with many spokes crov/ded into heads.

General Involucrum going half way round, on the

outer side. Partial Involucrum going quite round,
shorter than the florets.

Cup scarcely perceptible.

Bloss. General, uniform. The florets in the centre barren.

Individuals
,
petals 5, comprefsed, bent inwards, so

‘ as to close the flower.

Stam. Filaments 5, simple, upright, twice as long as the

petals. Anthers roundish.

PiST. beneath, rough with stiff hairs. Styles 2,

awl-shaped, reflected. Summits acute.

S. Vess. none. Fruit egg-shaped, but acute, rough,

dividing into 2.
'

.

Seeds 2, convex and prickly on i side, flat on the other.

BUPLEU'RUM. Fourn, 163. Geertn, 22.

Cal. with fewer than 10 spokes. Umbellules vJiPsi' ,

about 10 upright expanding spokes.

General Involucrum of many leaves. Partial Invo^

lucrum larger, of 5 leaves. Leaps expanding, egg-

shaped, acute.

Cup indistinct.

Bloss. General umiovm* Florets i\W itrClc,

petals 5, very short, entire, rolled in-

wards. ^

Stam. Filaments 5, simple. Anthers roundish.

PisT. beneath. 6’ 2, reflected, small. Sum^
mits very small.

S. V ESS. none. Fruit roundish, comprefsed, scored, divi-

sible into 2.

Seeds 2, egg-oblong, convex and scored on one side, flat

'oh the other. .

-

Obs. In most of the species the partial involucrum is 'shet^y,

and generally taller than the blofsom. Linn.
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ECIIINO'PHORA. Tourn. 423.

Cal. Umbel of many spokes, the middlemost shortest.

Umbellules oiiWimy florets, those in the centre sitting,

with germens amongst the little fruit-stalks.

General Involucrum of several acute leaves.

Partial Involucrum turhan-shaped, of i leaf, with 6
clefts, acute, unequal.

Cup very small, with ,5 teeth, permanent.

Bloss. General radiated.

Male florets barren. Female {[o'CQi?, central.

Individuals of 5 unequal petals, standing open.

Stam. Filaments 5, simple. Anthers roundish.

Pi ST. Germen beneath, oblong, wrapped in the involu-

crum, Styles 2, simple. Summits simple.

S. Vess. none ; but instead thereof the involucellum grows

hard and sharp pointed, and incloses the seed.

Seed single, egg-oblong.

TORDYL'IUM. Tourn, i']0* G<£rtn, 2 i,

Cal. Umbel unequal, of many spokes. Umhellules un-
equal, of many parts, very short, flat.

General Involucrum \ the little leaves slender, undi-
vided, frequently as long as the umbel. Partial Invo^

lucrum going half way round, outwardly longer than
the umbcllule. Cup with 5 teeth.

Bloss. irregular, radiated. Florets ?i\\ fertile.

Individuals in the centre, with 5 equal petals, heart-

shaped, but bent inwards, those of the circumference like

the others, but the outermost petal very large, and
deeply divided.

Stam. Filaments hair-like, 5 in every floret. Anthers

simple.

Pi ST. Germen beneath, in all the florets, roundish. Styles

2, small. Summits blunt.

S. Vess, Fruit roundish, almost flat, a little scolloped

at the edge, divisible into 2 parts.

Seeds 2, roundish, almost flat, but raised and scolloped at

the edge.

Oes. In Tord. Anthrlscus^ the umbel is but little radiated, and
the florets of the centre arc barren. Linn,

03

\
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CAU'CALIS, Tourn* 171. Gartn, 20.

Cal; Umbel unequal, of very few spokes. Umhellules

Unequal, with more spokes, the 5 outermost of which
are the longest.

General Involucrum leafits as many as the spokes, un-
divided, membranaceous at the edge, egg-shaped,

short. Partial Involucrum with leaves similar to the

foregoing, longer than the spokes, generally 5 in

number.
Cup'vjiih. 5 teeth, standing out.

Bloss. General^ irregular, radiated. Florets in the centre

barren,

I Individuals in the centre, small, petals 5, equal,

heart-shaped, but bent inwards; in the circumference

hermaphrodite* Petals 5, heart-shaped, bent inwards,

the outermost very large, and cloven.

Stam. Filaments hair-like, 5 in all the florets* Anthers

small.

Pi ST. Germen beneath, in the florets of the circumference

oblong and rough. Styles 2, gwl-shaped. Summits 2,

blunt, expanding.

S. Vess. Frw/V egg-oblong, scored lengthways, rough
with bristly hairs.

Seeds 2, oblong, flat on i side, convex on the other,

armed with awl-shaped prickles placed along the scores.

Obs. The general involucrum is sometimes absent. (Reich,)

DAU'CUS. Fourn* 161 Gcertn, 20.

Cal. of many spokes, fiat while in flower, but

,when in fruit concave and approaching. Umhellules

similar to the foregoing.

General Involucrum of many leaves, as long as the

umbel Leafits strap-shaped, with winged clefts. Partial

. Involucrum more simple, as long as the umbellule. Cup
hardly perceptible.

Bloss. General, irregular, somewhat radiated. Florets in

the centre barren.

Individuals, petals 5, heart-shaped,^ bent imvards,

the outermost the largest.

Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like. Anthers simple.

Pi ST. Germen beneath, small. Styles 2, reflected. Summits
blunt.

/
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S. Vess. none. Fruit egg-shaped, divisible into 2, gene-
rally rough with inflexible hairs.

Seeds 2, somewhat egg-shaped, convex, and rough with
hairs on i side, flat on the other.

BU'NIUM.' Tourn, 161, Bulbocastcmum,

Cal. Umbel with fewer than 20 spokes. Umbellules very

short, crowded.
' \

General Involucrum of' many strap-shap'ed short

leaves. Partial Involucrum like bristles, as long as the

umbellule.

Cup hardly discernible.

Bloss. General, uniform. Florets ?l\\ fertile.

Individuals,piit2\s 5, equal, heart-shaped, bent in-

wards.

Stam. Filaments 5, shorter than the petals. Anthers

simple.

Pi ST. Germen beneath, oblong. Styles 2, reflected. Sum^
mits blunt.

S. Vess. none. egg-shaped, divisible into 2 parlsu

Seeds 2, egg-shaped, convex on i side, flat onvthe other.

* \

CGNIUM. Tourn, iSo, Cicuta. Gcertn, 22.

Cal. Umbel of many spokes, expanding. Umbellules

the same.

General Involucrum oi many leaves, very short, une-

qual. Partial Involucrum of 3 leaves, going half way
round.

Cup hardly perceptible.

Bloss. General, uniform.

Individuals , petals 5, unequal, heart-shaped, but bent

inwards.

Stam. Filaments 5, simple. Anthers roundish.

Pi ST. Germen beneath. Styles 2, reflected. Summits
blunt.

S. Vess. none. Fr^//V nearly globular, with 5 scolloped

ridges, divisible into 2 parts.

Seeds 2, convex on one side, almost hemispherical, scored,

flat on the other side.
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SELPNUM. Q^rtn. 2 \.
'

Cal. Umbel of many spokes, flat, -but expanding; um~
bellule similar. General Involucrum, leaves several,

spear-strap-shaped, bent back, the partial similar,

expanding, as long as the blofsoin.

Clip hardly discernible.

Bloss. General, uniform. All i\\e florets fertile.

Individuals, petals 5, heart-shaped, equal.
StAM. Filaments 5, hair-like. Anthers roundish.
Pi ST. Germen heme-diXi, Styles 2, bent back. Summits

simple.

S. Vess. none. Fruit comprefscd and flatted, oval-oblong,
scored on each side along the middle, divisible into 2.

Seeds 2, oval-oblong, flat on each side, scored alon^ the
middle, edges membranaceous.

Obs. The figure of the seeds and the number of leafits form*-

ingthe involucrum, is apt to vary. (Reich.)

ATHAMAN'TA. Tourn, 169, Oreosclinum,
I

Cal. ofmany spokes, expanding, Umbellules with,

fewer spokes.

General Involucrums many strap-shaped leaves, a little

shorter than the spokes. Partial Involucrum strap«

shaped, as long as the spokes.

Cup not discernible.

Bloss. General, unifo'’m. Florets all fertile.

Individuals, petals 5, heart-shaped, bent inwards,

and notched at the end, not quite equal.

Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like, as long as the petals. Anthers

roundish.

Pi ST. Germen beneath. Styles 2, distant. Summits blunt,

S. Vess. none. egg-oblong, scored, divisible into 2

parts.

Seeds 2, egg-shaped, convex and scored on i side, flat on
the other. '•

« ^

^

PEUCE'DANUM. rourn, 169. Gi^rtn. 21,

Cal. of many very long, slender spokes, UmbeU
lules expanding.

General Involucrum of many leaves, strap-shaped,

small, reflected,
, Partial still smaller.

Cup with
^
teeth, very small.
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Bloss. General uniform. Florets in the centre barren.
Individuals

j petals 5, equal, oblong, entire, bent in-
wards.

Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like. Anthers

Pi ST. beneath, oblong. 2, small. Summits
blunt.

S. Vess. none. Fruit egg-shaped, divisible into 2, scored

on each side, encompafsed round by a membranaceous
border.

I

Seeds 2, egg-oblong, comprefsed, convex on one side, and
marked by three' rising ridges

; edge surrounded by a

i
broad, hat membrane, notched at the end.

I.

CRITH'MUM. Tourri. 16^.

Cal. Umbel of many spokes, hemispherical. Urnhellulet

I the same. -

*

General Involucrumm'dTiy leaves, leafits spear-sha])ed, blunt,

,
reflected. Partial Involucrum spear-strap-sh ,ped, as

Jong as the umbellule.

Cup hardly perceptible'.

Bloss. General uniform. Florets all fertile. -

Individuals, petals 5, egg-shaped, bent inwards, near-,

ly equal.
' •

Stam. Filaments ^ simple, longer than the petals. Anthers

roundish.

, Fist. Germen beneath. Styles 2 ; reflected. Summits
blunt.

t

S. Vess. none. Fruit oval, comprefsed, divisible into 2.

Seeds. 2, oval comprefsed and flattish, scored on one side.

KERACLE'UM. Fourn*' 170, Sphondylium, Geertn,

21.

Cal. Umbel very large, many-spoked. Umhellules flat.

General Involucrum m.2vs\y leaves, shedding: partial,

going half way round on the outer side, Icajits from 3
to 7, strap-spear-shaped, the outermost longest.

Cup indistinct. \

Bloss. irregular, radiated. F/or^’/r nearly all fer-

tile.

Individuals of the centre, of 5 equal petals, bent and

hooked inwards, notched at the end: of the circum^
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ferenciy of 5 unequal petals, the outer petals largest,

with the deepest notches, hooked, oblong.

StAM. Filaments 5, longer than the petals. Anthers
small.

Pi ST. Germens beneath, somewhat egg-shaped. Styles

2, short, approaching. Summits simple.

S. Vess. none. Fruit oval, comprefsed, scored along the

middle on each side, notched at the end, bordered.

Seeds 2, egg-shaped', comprefsed, with a leafy edge.
I

Obs. In some species the florets in the circumference have only

pistils without stamens, and produce seeds; the central florets

have stamens without pistils, and are barren. In the H. Sphondy-

Hum the florets have ail stamens and pistils. The general Invo*

lucrum is sometimes altogether wanting, Linn. In the British

species the florets are generally all radiated, though they are said

sometimes to have been found otherwise.

LIGUS'TICUM. Tourn, Cicutaria

Cal. Umbel of many spokes. Umbellules the same.

General Involucrum 7 unequal, membranaceous

leaves. Partial of about 4 membranaceous leaves.

Cup of 5 teeth, but indistinct,

Bloss. General uniform. Florets all fertile.

Individuals
,
petals 5, equal, flat, entire, rolled in-

wards, keeled on the inside.

Stam. ‘ Filaments 5, hair-like, shorter than the petals.

Anthers simple.

Pi ST. Germen beneath. Styles 2, approaching.* Sum-
mits simple.

S. Vess. none. Fruit oblong, angular, with 5 fnrrOWS,

divisible into 2.

Seeds 2, oblong, glofsy, marked on one side with 5
ridges, flat on the other.

Obs. Male florets have sometimes been observed. (Reich.)

. ANGELICA. Riv. 17.
\

Cal. Umbel of many spokes, nearly globular, Umbellules

exactly globular whilst in flower.

General Involucrum small, of 3 or 5 leaves : partial

small, of 8 leaves.

Cup with 5 teeth, hardly discernible.

Bloss. General, uniform. Florets all fertile.
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Individuals f petals 5, spear-shaped, rather ftat, hut
a little bent inwards, shedding.

StAM. Filaments 5, simple, longer than the petals. An-
thers simple.

Pi ST. Germen beneath. Styles 2, bent back. Summits
blunt.

S. Vess. none. Fruit roundish, angplarj solid, divisible

into 2.

Seeds 2, egg-shaped, flat on one side and encompafsed
with a border, on the other convex, with 3 furrows.

Obs. In Angelica sylvestris the General Involucruni is not

!
always to be found.

I

SruM. Tourn* 162, Gartn. 23.

Cal. Umbel different in different species. Umhellules
^ flat, expanding.

General Involucrum many reflected leaves, shdrter

than the umbel, leajits spear-shaped: partial many
leaves ; strap-shaped, small.

Cup hardly perceptible.

Bloss. General, uniform. Florets all fertile;

j

Individuals, petals 5, equal, 'Jieart-shaped, bent

j

. inwards.

I

Stam. Filaments Anthers

Pi ST. Germen henesith, very' small, Styles 2, reflected.

Summits blunt.

S. Vess. none. Fruit nearly egg-shaped, scored^ small,

divisible into 2.
< ,

Seeds. 2, nearly egg-shaped, convex and scored on one.
side, flat on the other.

Obs. In the Sium nodiflorum the general involucrum 4s fre-

quently wanting. Linn.

SI'SON. hort* iii. 17, & 134.

Cal. unequal, with fewer than 6 spokes. Umhel-
lules unequal, with fewer than 10 spokes.

General Inroolucrum mostly of 4 leaves, unequal :

partial the same.
Cup hardly perceptible.

Bloss. General, umioxm*

.

F/d?rd'// all fertile.

1
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Individuals
j
equal, of 5 petals, spear-shaped, flat,

but a little bent inwards,

.StAM. Filaments 5, hair-like, as long as the petals. An^
thers simple.

Pi ST. Germen beneath, nearly egg-shaped. Styles 2,

reflected. Summits blunt.

,S. Vess. none. Fruit egg-shaped,* scored, divisible

into 2.

Seeds 2, egg-shaped, convex and scored on one side, flat

on the other.
,

,

Obs. S, inundatum has' no eeneral Involucrum.
4. O *

OENAN'THE. Tourn, 166. Geertn, 22,

Cal. Umbel with few spokes. 'Umbellules with many very

.
short spokes, crowded together, often without spokes.

General Involucrum many leaves, simple, shorter

.than the umbel
: partialyrm\y leaves, small.

Cup with 5 awl-shaped teeth, permanent
Bloss. General, irregular, radiated. Florets in the cir-

cumference barren. '

. ,

'
-

Individuals in the centre hermaphrodite, petals 5,
nearly equal, heart-shaped but bent inwards, in the cir-

cumference male, Avith 5 A^ery large, unequal, petals,

bent inwards, cloven.

StAM. Filaments 5, simple. Anthers roundish.

Pi ST.' Germen beneath. Styles 2, awl-shaped, permanent.

Summits blunt.

S. ess. none”, Frw/V nearly egg-shaped, crowned with

the.cLip and the pistils, divisible into 2 parts.

Seeds 2, somewhat egg-shaped, convex on one side,

scored, flat on the other, toothed at the point!

Gbs.’ In this genus the cup is more evident than in the other

plants of the umbelliferous tribe. In some of the species the invo-

lucrum is often wanting. Linn.

• PHELLAN'DRIUM. 7W;r. 161.
- j. .

Cal. Umbel with many spokes, Umbellules the same.
‘ General Involucrum >

Partial- of 7 leaAxs, leafts acute, as long as tire

umbellule. •

Cup of '5
teeth, permanent*-? *

. >
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Bloss. General, nearly uniform, - Florets all fertile, those

of the center smaller.

Individuals, unequal, petals 5, tapering to a point,

heart-shaped, but bent inwards. -

StAM. Filaments 5, hair-like, longer than the petals.

Anthers roundish. •

'

; PisT. Germen beneath. Styles 2, awl-shaped, upright,

permanent. Summits blunt.

S. Vess. none. Fruit egg-shaped, smooth, crowned with

the cup and the pistils, divisible into 2 parts.

Seeds 2. egg-shaped, smooth.

f

CICU'TA. FL dan. 20S.

Cal. roundish, with many equal spokes. Rundlets

roundish, with many equal, bristle-shaped spokes.

General Involucrum none : partial many leaves, leafits

like bristles, short.

Cup scarcely evident.

Bloss, General, uniform. Florets all fertile.

Individuals, petals 5, egg-shaped, nearly equal, bent
inwards.

/ t

Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like, longer than the petals.

Anthers simple.

Pi ST. Gd’rwfw beneath. Styles 2, thread-shaped, longer

than the petals, permanent. Summits knob-like.
'

S. Vess. none. nearly egg-shaped, furrowed, divi-

sible into 2.

Seeds 2, somewhat egg-shaped, convex and scored on one
side, flat on the other.

%

jSITHU'SA. Tourn, 16^ Mettm, Geertn. 22,

Cal. Umhel expanding, the inner spokes gradually shorter,

those in the centre the shortest of all. Umbellules small,

expanding.

General Involucrum none
:
partial going half way

round, upon the outer side, leafits 3 or 5, strap-shaped,

, very long, pendant.

Cup hardly perceptible.

Bloss. nearly uniform. F/urr/j' all fertile.

' Individuals, petals 5, unequal, heart-shaped, bent
- inwards.

Stam. Filaments simple, roundish.

I
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Pi ST* Germen beneath* Styles 2, reflected. Summits
blunt*

S. Vess. none. Fruit roundish-egg-shaped, scored, divi-

sible into 2.

Seeds 2, roundish, scored: an the other side,, which- h
about a third part, flat.

t

CORIAN'DRUM, T^ourn. 168. Geertn. 22.

Cal. of few spokes, Umbellules many. General

Involucrum sometimes a single leaf.

Partial 3 strap-shaped leaves, going half way round.

Cup with 5 teeth, standing out.

Bloss. General irregular, radiated. Florets in the centre

barren.

Individuals of the male, petals 5, equal, notched
at the end, bent inwards. Individuals of the circUmfe^

hermaphrodite. 5, heart-shaped, but bent

Inwards, the outermost very large, divided, those on
each side of it more deeply divided.

Stam. Filaments 5, simple, roundish.

Pi ST. Germen beneath. Styles 2, distant. Summits in

the florets of the circumference, knobbed,

S. Vess. none. Fruit globular, divisible into 2.

Seeds 2-, liemisphericab, concave.
/

SCAN'DIX. Pourn, 173. Gartn. 23, Cheerophyllum.

Cal. long, with few spokes. Umbellules veiih.inoxQ't

General Involucrum none.

Partial of 5 leaves, as long as the umbellules.

Cup indistinct.

Bloss. General^ irregular in its shape, radiated. Florets

in> the centre barren.

Individuals, petals 5, heart-shaped, bent inwards,

the inner ones small, the outer one larger.

Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like. Anthers ro\n\lF\sh..

PisT.. Germen 'beneath, oblong. Styles 2, awl-shaped,

distant, permanent, as long as the smallest petal.

Summits in the radiated florets blunt.

S. Vess. none. Fruit awl-shaped, very long, divisible

into 2.

Seeds 2, awl-shaped, convex and furrowed on i side, flat

on the other.

\
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Obs. Ill Scandix odorata the seeds are angular, and the Invo-
lucrum shedding. In S, Fecten the seeds are thread-shaped, with

a kernel or nut at the base. In the S. cerefolium^ the seeds are

egg-awls-shaped, scored, the involucrum green and permanent,

the riorets all hermaprodite. Linn, and in the Scandix antl>ris'

£us the seeds are pricly as in the genus Caucalis.

CH^ROPHYL'LUM. foum. 166. G^rtn. 23,
Myrthis,

I

Cal. Umbel expanding. with nearly the same
number of spokes.

General Involucrum none
:

partial of about 5 leaves,

spear-shaped, concave, reflected, nearly as long

as the umbellules.
'

Cup indistinct.

Bloss. General

y

pretty uniform. Florets in the 'centre

barren,

Individualxy petals 5, heart-shaped, bent inwards,

flattish, with a sharp point bending inwards, the outer-

most petals rather the largest

Stam. Filaments 5, simple, as long as the iim^llules.

Anthers roundish.

PiST. Oi’mm beneath. 2, reflected, Summits hhmU
S.' Vess. none. Fruit oblong, tapering to a point, smooth,

divisible into 2.

Seeds 2, oblong, growing smaller upwards, convex on one
side, flat on the other.

Obs. Seeds of the centre often barren. Figure of the fruit-

variable. Linn.
>

IMPERATO'RIA. G^rtn. 21.
"

Cal. Umbel expanded, flat, unequal,

General Involucrum none, partial of i or 2 leaves,

very slender, nearly as long as the umbeilule.

Cup indistinct.

Bloss. General, uniform, all the fertile.

Individuals, petals 5, bent in, nicked, nearly equal,

Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like. Anthers roundish.

P-i ST. beneath. 2, bent back. blunt,

S. Vess. none. Fr«?V roundish, comprefsed, bulging in

the middle, bordered, divisible into 2.

Seeds 2, egg-shaped, marked on the outside with 2 fur-

row's, edged with a broad margin.
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PASTINA'CA. T’ourn* 170. Ga;rtn,2i»

Cal. Lhnhd of many spokes, flat. Umbellules of many
spokes. Involucrurn none.

Cup indistinct.

Bloss. General, Florets all fertile..

Individuals, petals 5, spear-sliaped, entire, rolled

inwards,

Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like. Anthers roundish.

Pi ST. Germen beneath. Styles 2, reflected. Summits
blunt.

S. Vess. none. Fruit oval, comprelsed and flat, divisible

into 2. •

'

Seeds 2, oval, nearly flat on each side, encompafsed with
a border.

SMYR'NIUM. Tourn. 16S. Geertn. 22.

Cal. Umbel unequal, daily growing larger. Umbellules

upright. Involucrurn none.

Cup hardly perceptible.

Bloss. General, uniform.' Florets in the centre barren.

Individuals, petals 5, spear-shaped, keeled under-

neath, slightly bent inwards.

Stam. Filaments 5, simple, as long as the petals. An-
thers simple.

Pi ST. Germen beneath. Styles 2, simple. Summits 2, simple.

S. Vess. none. Fruit oblong, scored, divisible into 2.

Seeds 2, crescent-shaped, convex on one side, and marked

with 3 angles, flat on the other.

ANE'THUM.^ Tourn/ 16/\, Feeniculum. Gartn, 23.

Cal. Umbel oi many spokes. Umbellules the same. In-

volucrum none.

Cup indistinct.

Bloss. General, uniform. Florets all fertile.

Individuals, petals 5, rolled inwards, entire, very short.

Stam. Filam,ents 5, hair-like. Anthers roundish.

Pi ST. Germen Styles 2, placed close together

but not very discefnibie. Summits blunt. v
•

S, Vess. none. Fruit nearly egg-shaped, comprefsed,

scored, divisible into 2.
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f

Seeds nearly eo;g-shape(I, bordered, convex and scored on
one side, fiat on the other.

^ *

Obs. In the Anethum Fienkulum the seeds arc without a mem-
branaceous border.

CA'RUM. 'Tourn, 160, Carui, Gaertn, 23.

Cal. Umbel with 10 spokes, lony, and often unequal,

Umbellules crowded. General Involucrum of'ten of i

leaf; partial none.

Cup hardly perceptible.

Bl OSS. General, uniform. Florets in the centre barren.

Individuals Petals 5, unequal, blunt, keeled,

bent inwards, and notched at the end.
S.TAM. Filaments 5, hair-like, as long as the petals, shed-

ding. Anthers very small, roundish.

PiST. Germen beneath. Styles 2, very small. Summits
simple.

S. Vess. none. Fruit egg-oblong, scored, divisible into 2.

Seeds 2, egg-oblong, convex on one side, and scored, flat

on the other.

Obs. The central florets have sometimes neither stamens nor
Pistils. Linn.

PIMPINEL'LA. Pourn, 163, Tragoselinum*

Cal. Umbel of many spokes. Umbelkdes of still more.
Involucrums none. f

Cup not very distinguishable. ^

Bloss. General, nearly uniform. Florets 2W fertile.

Individuals, petals 5, nearly equal, heart-shaped,
but bent inwards.

,

Stam. Filaments 5, simple, longer than the petals. Anthers

roundish.

Pi ST. Germen beneath. Styles 2, very minute. Summits
nearly globular.

S. Vess . none. Fruit egg-oblong, divisible into two.

Seeds 2, oblong, narrower towards the top, flat on one
side, convex and scored on the other.

Obs. ,In the Pimpinella dioica, the petals are not notched at

the end; the male and the hermaphrodite flowers are on distinct

plants. Linn.

VoL. L—

P
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A'PIUM. Tourn* i 6o, Gcertn* 22.

Cal. Umbel with few spokes. Umbellules with many.
General Involucrum none ; or else of one or more

leaves. Partial the same.

Cup indistinct.

Bloss. General, uniform. Florets almost all fertile.

Individuals
,
petals circular, equal, bent inwards.

Stam. Filaments Anthers xovndlsh,

PiST. Germen htwiiiiih, 2, reflected. Summits hlxxnt,

S. Vess. none. Fr«/V egg-shaped, scored, divisible into 2.

Seeds 2, egg-shaped, scored on one side, flat on the other.

,
iEGOPO'DIUM. FL dan, 670.

Cal. Umbel of many spokes, convex. Umbellules the

same, but flat. Involucrums none.

Cup hardly discernible.

Bloss. General, uniform. Florets all fertile.

Individuals, petals 5, inversely egg-shaped, equal,

concave, bent inwards at the point.
,

Stam. Filaments simple, twice as long as the petals.

Anthers roundish.

PisT. Grrwfw beneath. Styles 2, simple, upright, as long

as the petals. Summits roundish.

S. V ESS. none. Fruit egg-oblong, scored, divisible into 2.

Seeds 2, egg-oblong, convex and scored on one side, fljit

on the otlier.

rRIGTNIA,

VIBUR'NUM. Tourn.^I]^, Opidus, & 377* Gartfi. 27.

Cal. Cup with 5 divisions, superior,A ery small, permanent,

Bloss. i petal, bell-shaped, with 5 clefts. Segments blunt,

reflected.

Seam. Filame77ts 5, awl-shaped, as long as the blofsom.

A?2thers roundish.

Pi ST. Germen beneath, roundish. Style none, but instead

thereof a turban-shaped gland. Summits 3.
' S. Vess. Berry roundish, of i cell.

Seed single, roundish, hard as bone..

SAMBU'CUS. T’ourn, 376, Geertn, 27.

Cal. Cup superior, of i leaf, very small, with 3
divisions,

permanent.

/
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1

Bloss. I petal

y

wheel-shaped, but concave, with 5 clefts,’

blunt* Segments reflected.

Stam. Filaments 5, awl-shaped, as long as the blofsom.

Anthers roundish.

Pi ST. Germcn beneath, egg-shaped, blunt. Style none,
but instead thereof a bellying gland. Summits 3, blunt.

S. Vess. Berry roundish, of i cell.

Seeds 3, convex on i side, angular on the other.

STAPHYLE'A. lourn* '^^yStaphyllodendron* Geertn, 6g»

Cal. Cup with 5 divisions, concave, roundish, coloured,

nearly as large as the blofsom.

Bloss. Petals 5, oblong, upright, resembling the cup.

Nectary concave, urn-shaped, situated at the bot-

tom of the flower, upon the receptacle of the fruit.

Stam. Filaments 5, oblong, upright, as long as the cup.

Anthers simple.

PiST. Germen rather thick, with 3 divisions. Styles 3,
simple, somewhat longer than the stamens. Summits

' blunt, contiguous.

S. Vess. Capsules bladder-shaped, flaccid, joined by
seams lengthways, tapering at the points, opening in-

wardly.

Seeds 2, hard as bone, somewhat globular, obliquely

tapering, with a circular pit at the side, near the point.

Obs. The S.pinnata has 3 pistils, but only 2 seeds. Linn,

\

TA'MARIX. Gisrtn* 61. 1

Cal. Cup with 5 divisions, upright, blunt, permanent,

but half the length of the blofeom.

Bloss. Petals 5, egg-shaped, concave, blunt, expanding.

Stam. Filaments ^y Anthers coxmAhh.

Pi ST. Germen tapering to a point. Style none. Summits

3, oblong, feathered, rolled back.

S. Vess. Capsule oblong, tapering to a point, 3-cornered,

longer than the cup, of i cell and 3 valves.

Seeds numerous, very small, downy.

CORRIGIO'LA. Geertn* 75.

Cal. Cup permanent, about the size of the blofsom, of 5

leaves ; leaps egg-shaped, concave, expanding, inem-

branaceous at the edge.

P 2
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Bloss. Petals 5, egg-shaped, expanding, scarcely larger

than the cup.

Stam. 5, awl-shaped, smaH. Anthers

PiST. Germen egg-shaped, 3-cornered. Style nine. Sum^
mits 3, blunt.

S. Vess. a dry berry? egg-shaped, but somewhat 3-
cornered, within the closed cup.

Seed single, roundish but with 3 furrows, connected by a

thread which rises from the bottom of the seed-vefsel.

ALSI'NE. Curt. i. 12.

Cal. Cup 5 leaves; leafits concave, oblong, tapering to a
point.

Bloss. Petals 5, equal; longer than the cup.

Stam. 5, hair-like. Anthers YOMndish,

Pi ST. Germeyi nearly egg-shaped. Styles 3, thread-shaped.

Summits blunt.

S. Vess. Capsule egg-shaped, of i cell, and 3, or 6 valves,

covered by the cup.

Seeds numerous, roundish.

Obs. In A. mediant stamens soon fall off, so that it is not

unusual to find flowers with fewer than 5. Linn. .

* /

TErRAGrNIA.

PxVRNA'SSIA. G(ertn, 60.

Cal. with 5 divisions, permanent. Segments ohlong,

expanding.

Bloss. petals 5 , nearly ci rcular, scored, concave, expanding.

Nectaries 5, each being a concave heart-shaped sub-

stance, furnished with 13 rays set along the edge, gra-

dually taller, and each terminated by a little globe, (or

with 3 divisions, rays equal, each bearing a globule.)

Stam. 5, awl-shaped. deprefsed, fixed

sideways to the filaments.
' '

PiST. egg-shaped, large. none, but instead

thereof an open hole. Summits 4, blunt, permanent,
growing larger as the seed ripens.

S. Vess. egg-shaped, but with 4 angles, i cell,

and4 valves. Receptaclem 4 parts, growing to the valves.

Seeds numerous, oblong.

Obs. 7he nectary gives the efsentlal character. Linn.
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PENTAGrNlA.

STA'TICE. Tourn. 177. Gcei'tn, 44.

Cal. Common C«/> different in different species.

Propel' Cup_ I leaf, funnel-shaped. Tube narrow.

Border entire, plaited, skinny.

Bloss. funnel-sha])ed. 5,.nnited, and narrower at

the base, broader upwards, blunt, expanding.

Stam. Filaments awl-shaped, shorter than the blofsoni,

fixed to the claws of the petals. Anthers fixeal sideways

to the filaments.

PisT. extremely small. 5, thread-shaped,

distant. Summits acute.

S. Vess. Capsule oh\on^y rather cylindrical, membrana-
ceous, witli 5 sharp points, i cell, without valves, in-

closed in the shrivelled blofsom, and that again in the

closed cup. -

Seed single, oblong, hanging to a long thread.'

Obs. The Statice Armeria has its flowers in a roundish head,

inclosed by a triple common calyx: In the S. Limonium they arc

disposed in an oblong form, with a tiled common calyx. Linn.

* • '

\

LI'NUM. Tourn, 176.

Cal. Cup 5 leaves, small, spear-shaped, upright, permanent.
Bloss. funnel-shaped. Petals 5, oblong, large, blunt,

gradually expanding’ more, and growing broader upwards.
Stam. Filaments 5, awl-shaped, upright, as long as the

cup, (alternating with these are the rudiments of 5
more.) Anthers simple, arrow-shaped.

PiST. egg-shaped. Styles'^, thread-shaped, up-
right, as long as the stamens. Summits simple, reflected.

S. Vess. Capsule globular, with 5 imperfect angles, 10
cells, and 10 valyes, opening at the top.. Partitions

membranaceous, very thin, connecting the valves.

Seeds solitary, egg-shaped, but .flatted, tapering to a point,

glofsy.

Obs. In many species, (perhaps in all?) the filaments are
united at the base. In the Linum Radiola, there are only 4
stamens, 4 pistils, &cc. Linn.

. ,
,
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DRO'SERA, Tourn* 127, Ros Solis, Gtertn* 61.

Cal. Cup I leaf, with 5 clefts, acute, upright, permanent,
Bloss. tunnel-shaped. 5, nearly egg-shaped, blunt,

somewhat larger than the cup.

Stam. Filaments 5, awl-shaped, as long as the cup.

Anthers small.

Fist. Germen ro\mA\^h., Styles 5, simple, as long as the

stamens. Summits simple.

S, Vess. Capsule nearly egg-shaped, of i cell, with 3 or

,5 valves at the top.

Seeds numerous, very small, nearly egg-shaped, rough.

Obs. D. rotundifolia^ and D. longifolia^ have ,.6 styles, and D,
anglica 8.

SIBBA'LDIA. Gdertn. 73.

Cal, Cup I leaf, with 10 shallow clefts, upright at the

base, permanent. Segments alternately narrower, half

spear-shaped, equal, expanding.

Bloss. Petals 5, egg-.shaped, standing on the cup.

Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like, shorter than the petals,

standing on the cup. Anthers small, blunt.

Pi ST. Germens 5, egg-shaped, very short. Styles as long

as the stamens, and standing upon the sides of the ger-

mens. Summits somewhat globular.

S. Vess. none. The cuprcloses upon the seeds.

Seeds 5, longish.

Obs. The pistils sometimes, though very rarely, are found 10

in number, though other powers on the same plant have only 5.

Linn.

POLTGmiA.

MYOSU'RUS. G<ertn. 74.

Cal. Cup 5 leaves; half spear-shaped, ’blunt, re-

flected, coloured, deciduous, joined together above.tjie

base.

Bloss. Petals 5, very small, shorter than the cup, tubu-

lar at the b: s.e, opening obliquely inwards.

Stam. Filaments 5, (or more,) as long as the cup. Anthers

oblong, upright.

Pi ST. Germens numerous, sitting upon the receptacle,

foiming an oblong cone, Sfyles Summit s
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S. Vess. none. Receptacle very long, shaped like a style,

.
covered by the seeds, which are laid one over another

like tiles.

Seeds numerous, oblong, tapering to a point.

Obs. The number of stamens very variable. This genus is

nearly related to the Ranunculus.LiNNEus ;
who sometimes con-

sidered the petals as so many nectaries resembling petals.

Tt HE flowers of this clafs contain 6 stamens, all of the

same A whereas in the Tetradynamia clafs, the stamens,

though 6 in number, are unequal in length, 4 of them being

long, and 2 of them short ; but as the difference in their

leng;th is not always A^ery obvious, it may further be remark-

ed, that in the Hexandria clafs, none of the flowers have 4
petals, as is the case with ^// those of the clafs Tetradynamia.

The Bulbous Roots in this clafs are some of them
noxious, as those. of the Narcissus, the Hyacynthus,
and the Fritillaria; others are corrosive, as Allium,
but by roasting or boiling, they lose great part of their

acrimony.

CLASS VI

HEXANDRIA.

HEXANDRIA. (6 Stamens.)

Monogynia. (i Pistil.)

Galanthus,

Leucojum,

Narcissus,

Allium,

Anthericum,

Narthecium,

Asparagus,

Convallaria,

Hyacinthus,

Acorus,

Scilla, Tamus,

yuncus,
Berberis.

Frankenia
Fritillaria,

Fulipa,

Ornithogalum,
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' Trigynia. {3 Pistils.)

Rumex» » Tojieldia, Triglochin*

Colchicum,

Hexagynia. (6 Pistils.)

Arisiolochla,
\

PoLYGYNiA. (many Pistils.)

Alhma.

MONOGYNIA.
GALAN'THUS. E. hot. 19.

’

Cal. Sheath oblong, blijnt, comprefsed, shrivelling^

opening at the flat side.

Bloss. Petals oblong, blunt, concave, limber, equal,

standing open.

Nectary cylindrical, nearly half as long as the petals,

composed of 3 leaves resembling petals, parallel, blunt,

notched at the end.

Stam. Filaments 6 , hair-like, very short. Anthers oblongs

approaching, tapering, and ending in a bristle.

Pi ST. Germen globular, beneath. Style thread-shaped,

longer than the stamens. Summit simple.

S. Vess. Capsule globular, with 3 blunt corners,

3 cells, and 3 valves. ‘ -

Seeds many, globular.

Obs. cloven at the end,

LEUCO'JUM. Tourn, 208, NarcifsoAeucojum,

Cal. Sheath oblong, blunt, comprefsed, opening on the

flat side, shrivelling.

Bloss. Bell-shaped, expanding. Petals 6, egg-shaped,

flat, united at the base, thicker and stift’er at the ends.

Stam. Filaments 6, like bristles, very short. Anthers

oblong, blunt, 4-sided, upright, distant.
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PiST. Germen roundish, beneath. Style club-shaped,

blunt. Summit *bristle-shaped, upright, acute, longer

than the stamens.

S. Vess. Capsule turban-shaped, of 3 cells and 3 valves.

Seeds numerous, roundish.

/

NARCIS'SUS. Tourn. 185.

Cal. Sheath oblong, blunt, comprefsed, opening upon the

hat side, shrivelling.

Bloss. Petals 6, egg-shaped, tapering to a point,' flat,

fixed on the outside above the base of the tube of the

nectary.

Nectary i leaf, cylindrical below, funnel-shaped^mp-

wards, border coloured.

StAM. Filaments^6f awi-shaped, fixed to the tube of the

nectary, but shorter than it. Anthers rather long.

Pi ST. Germen beneath, roundish, with 3 blunt corners.

Style thread-shaped, longer than the stamens. Summit
with 3 clefts, concave, blunt.

S, Vess. - Capsuk roundish, bluntly 3-cornered, with 3
cells and 3 valves.

Seeds numerous, globular, with little appendages.

AL'LIUM. Tourn. 206. Gesrtn. i 5 .

Cal. Sheath common to several flowers, roundish, shri-

velling.

Bloss. Petals 6, oblong.

StAM. Filaments 6, awl-shaped, generally as long as the

blofsom. Anthers oblong, upright.
,

Pi ST. Germen superior, short, somewhat 3-cornered, the

corners marked by a grooved line. Style simple. Sum^
mit acute,

S. V ess. Capsule very short, -broad, of 3 lobes, 3 cells,

and 3 valves.

Seeds many, roundish,

'Obs. In some species every other stamen isbroadcr, forked at

the end, and the anther fixed in the fork. Linn.
%

FRITILA'RIA. Tourn. 201. Gcertn. 17. ^

Cal. Cup none.

Bloss. bell-shaped, expanding at the base. Petals 6,

oblong, parallel.
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Nectary a hollow in the base of each petal.

Stam. Filaments 6, awl-shaped, approaching the style,

as long as the blofsom. Anthers 4-cornered, oblong,

upright.

Pi ST. Germen oblong, 3-sided, blunt. Style simple,

longer than the stamens. Summit with 3 clefts, ex-

panding, blunt.

S. Vess. Capsule oblong, blunt, with 3 lobes, 3 cells, and

3 valves.

Seeds many, flat, outwardly semi-circular, placed in 2 rows,

Obs. In F. meleagris the nectary is oblong, and the S. vefs.

smooth. Linn. ,

TU'LIPA. Tourn, 199 <5c 200. Geertn, 17,

Cal. none.

Bloss. bell-shaped. 6, egg-oblong, concave, upright.

Stam. 6, awl-shaped, very short. Anthers oh^

long, 4-cbrnered, upright, distant.

Pi ST. Germen large, oblong, cylindrical, but with three

blunt corners. Style none. Summit 3-lobed, triangu-

lar ; angles protuberating, cloven, permanent.'

S. Vess. Capsule 3-cornered, with 3 cells and 3 valves.

Valves egg-shaped, fringed at the edge.

Seeds numerous, flat, semi-circular, lying one upon ano-

ther in double rows, but kept asunder by intervention

of flocks of the same shape.

ORNITHO'GALUM. Tourn. 203. Geertn 17.

Cal. Cup none.

Bloss. Petals 6, spear-shaped, upright below the middle,

but expanding and flat above, permanent,.but fading.

Stam. Filaments 6, upright, alternately broader at the

base, shorter than the blofsom. Anthers simple.

PiST. Germen angular. Style awl-shaped, permanent.

Summit blunt.

S. Vess. Capsule r.oMnAi^h., angular, with 3 cells, and 3
valves.

Seeds manv, roundish.

Obs. The Filame^its in some species are upright and flat,

every other filament having 3 points, and the Anther fixed upon
the middle point. In other species these alternate filaments are

undivided. •

/
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SCIL'LA. Tourn* 196, Lilio-Hyacintbus,

Cal. Cup none.

Bloss. Petals 6, egg-sjiaped, greatly expanding, deci-

duous,

StAM. Filaments 6, awl-shaped, half as long as the petals.

Anthers oblong, fixed side-ways.

PiST.
.
Germen roundish. Style simple, as long as the

stamens, falling olF. Summit simple.

S. Vess- Capsule nearly egg-shaped, smooth, with 3 fur-

rows, 3 cells, and 3 valves.

Seeds several, roundish.

ANTHERICUM. Tourn* 193, Phalangium^Geertn, 16.

Cal. Cup none.

Bloss. Petals 6, oblong, blunt, gi*eatly ^expanded.

Stam. Filaments 6, awl-shaped, upright. Anthers small,

with 4 furrows, 'fixed .side ways to the filaments.

Pi ST. Germen with 3 corners, but slightly marked. Style

simple, as long as the stamens. Summit blunt, 3-

cornered.

S. ‘Vess. . Capsule egg-shaped, smooth, with 3 furrows,

3 cells, and 3 valves.

Seeds numerous, angular.

Obs. The Anthericum calyculatum has a calyx with 3 teeth,

and 3 pistils but without any distinct styles. Linn.

.NARTHE'CIUM. [Moehr. and Huds.)

Cal. none.
Bloss, Petals 6, equal, spear-shaped, acute, widely ex-

panding, permanent.

Stam. 6, awl-shaped, woolly, Arithers sxsvslIX,

fixed side-ways.

Pi ST. Germen 3 cornered. Style none. Summit blunt.

S. Vess, egg-shaped, acute, 3-cornered, with 3
cells, and 3 valves.

Seeds numerous, chalf-like, (cylindrical, tapering to a

point eadi way. St.)

Obs. This is the Anthericum ofsifragum of Linnaeus, who was

well aware that it did not fall in properly with some of its con-

geners, but not being satisfied how to make the necefsary reforms
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which this and other species of the same genus required, he suf-

fered it still to stand as an Anthericum. Moehringius, and after

him Mr. Hudson made it a distinct genus. It differs from the

Anthericum in having a permanent blofsom, woolly filaments,

cylindrical seeds tapering to a point each way, and ending in a

long thread-like appendage.

ASPAIVAGUS. Tourn* 154. Gaertn, 16.

Cal. none • • •

Bloss. Petals 6, oblong, permanent, connected by the

clau's into an upright tube. "I'he 3 inner petals alter-

nate, reflected at the top.

StAM. Filaments 6, thread-shaped, standing on the petals,

upright, shorter than the blofsom. Anthers roundish.

Pi ST. Germen turban-shaped, with 3 corners. Style very

short. Summit a prominent point.

S. V ESS. Berry globular, with 3 cells and a dot at the end.

SeeiSs 2, smooth, roundish, but angular on the inside.
. t

Obs. It is not easy to say whether the blofsom is composed of

I petal or of 6. The Flowers are pendant, though the pistil is

very short. Flowers either male or female, or hermaphrodite.

Seeds- from i to 3. •
'

^

CONVALLA'RIA. Fourn* 14, Lil, corrvallf & Pely^

zonatum* Gcertn, 16.

Cal. Cup none.

Bloss. T Petal, bell-shaped, smooth. Border with. 6 clefts,

segments blunt, expanding and reflected.

Stam. Filaments 6, awl-shaped, standing on the petal,

shorter than the blofsom. Anthers oblong, upright.

Pi ST. Germen globular. Style thread-shaped, longer-

than the stamens. Summit blunt, 3-cornered.

S. Vess. globular, with i cell, but with 3 divisions

at the base ; spotted before it is ripe, -

Seeds i or 2, roundish.

' Obs. In Conv^allaria maialis the blofsom is globular, but open

and bell-shaped at its mouth ;
in the other British species it i«

tubular below and bell-shaped upwards, and in all the species

the unripe berry is spotted.
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HYACIN'THUS. Totirn. i8o. G^rtn. i 2 .

Cal. Cup none.

Bl OSS. I Petal, bell-shaped. Border with 6 clefts, re-

llectcd,

Nectary, 3 pores filled with honey, at the point of
the germen.

Stam. Filaments 6, awl-shtiped, rather short. Anthers
approaching.

Pi ST. Germen roundish, but with 3 edges, and 3 furrows.

Style simple, shorter than the blofsoni. Summit blunt-

S. Vess. Capsule roundislr, but with 3 corners, 3 cells and
valves.

Seeds 2 for the most part, roundish,

Obs. In the Hyacinthus non-scriptus the blofsom is tubular,

but expanding at the mouth, and its segments so deeply divided

that it is not easy to determine whether it is formed of one, or of
six petals ; and the 3 nectariferous pores are not to be found on
the germen; so that it rather ranks with the Scilla than with the

Hyacinthus, only that the blofsom in the former is deciduous, in

the latter permanent.

%

AC'ORUS. Leers 13. 12.

Cal. Spike-stalk cylindrical, undivided, covered by th«

florets. Sheath none Cup none,

Bloss. Petals 6, blunt, concave, flexible, thicker upwards,

and almost lopped.

Stam. Filaments 6, rather thick, something longer than

the petals,Anthers thick,terminating, double, connected.

Pi ST. Germen bulging, oblong, as long as the stamens.

Style none. Summit a prominent point.

S, Vess. Capsule short, triangular, tapering each way,
blunt, cells 3.

Seeds several, egg-oblong.

TA'MUS. Tourn, 28, T’amnus,

Male Flowers. *

Cal. Cup with 6 divisions, leafits egg-spear-shaped, ex-

panding towards the top.

Bloss. none.

Stam. 6, simple, shorter than the cup. Afithers

upright.
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Female Flowers.

Cal. Cup I leaf, with 6 divisions, bell-shaped, expand-
ing. Segments spear-shaped, superior, deciduous.

Bloss. Petals none.

Nectary an oblong dot at the base of each segment
of the cup, on the inner side.

Pi ST. Germen beneath, egg-oblong, large, smooth. Style

cylindrical, as long as the cup. Summits 3, reflected,

notched at the end, acute.

S.' Vess. Berry egg-shaped, with 2 cells.

Seeds 2, globular,

JUN'CUS. Fourn, 127. Geertn* 15.

Cal. Husk 2 valves. Cup 6 leaves, leafits oblong, tapering.,

to a point, permanent.

Bloss. none, unlefs we consider the young and' coloured

cup as such,

Stam. Filaments 6, hair-like, very short. Anthers oblong,

upright, as long as the cup.

Pi ST. Germen 3-cornered, tapering to a point. Style short,

thread-shaped. Summits 3, long, thread-shaped, woolly,

bent inwards. ' •

S. VeSs. covered, 3-cornered, with i or 3 cells,

and 3 valves.

Seeds several, roundish.

Obs. Husks brown, or approaching to black, where it is not

exprefsed to be otherwise. The I. conglomeratusy and I. effusus have

only 3 stamens in each flower^

.BER'BERIS. T’ourn, 385. Geertn, 42.
I

Cal. Cup 6 leaves, standing open, leajits egg-shaped,

narrowest at the base, concave, coloured, deciduous,

alternately smaller.

Bloss. Petals 6, roundish, concave, upright but expand-
' ing, scarcely larger than the cup.

Nectary 2 roundish, coloured substances, growing to

the base of each petal.

Stam. Filaments 6, upright, comprefsed, blunt, opposite

the petals. Anthers 2, adhering to each side of the

filaments, at the end.
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PiST. Germen cylindrical, as long as the stamens. Style

none. Summit round and flat, broader than the germen,
cncompalsed by a tliin edged border.

S. Vess. cylindrical, blunt, dimpled, with i cell.

Seeds 2 or 3, oblong, cylindrical, blunt.

Obs. There is a perforation at the top of the berry. (Gasrtn.)

FRANKE'NIA. E. hot, 205.
I

Cal. Cup I leaf, nearly cylindrical, lo-cornercd, per-

manent. Rim with 5 acute teeth, standing out.

Bloss. Petals 5, the claws as long as the cup, border flat,

limbs circular and expanding.

Nectary a channelled claw, tapering to a point fixed

to each claw of the petals.

Stam. 6, 'as long as the cup. At2thers

double.

Pi ST. Germen oblong, superior. Style simple, as long as

the stamens. Summits 3, oblong, upright, blunt.

S. Vess, Capsule oval, of i cell, and 3 valves.

/ Seeds many, egg-shaped, very small.

PEP'LIS. Gdertn, 51.

Cal. Cup I leaf, bell-shaped, very large, permanent.
Rim with 12 teeth, every other tooth bent back,

Bloss. Petals 6, egg-shaped, very minute, fixed to the

mouth of the cup.

Stam. Filaments 6 , awl-shaped, short. Anthers roundish.

Pi ST. Germen' egg-shaped. Style very short. Summit
round and flat.

*

S. Vess. Capside heart-shaped. Cells 2, partition op-

posite.

Seeds many, 3-cornered, small.

*Obs. In the greater number of the flowers, of one and the

same plant, the blofsom is altogether wanting.

rRIGTNLL

RU'MEX. Tourn, 2%q^ acetosa.

Cal. Cup 3 leaves, leafts blunt, reflected, permanent.

Bl oSs. Petals 3, egg-shaped, not unlike the cup, but

larger-^ alpproaching, permanent.
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Stam. Filaments 6, hair-like, very short. Anthers up-
. right, doable.

Pi ST, Gerrnen turban-sliaped, but 3-cornered. Styles 3,
hair-like, reflected, standing out in the spaces between
the approaching petals. Summits large, jagged.

S. V ESS, none. The blofsom approaching, and becoming
3-cormered, contains the seed. .

•

Seed single, 3-sided.

Obs. Riimcx digynus \iSiS 2. third lefs in number of all the

parts of fructification, except the stamens. R, acetosa and R.
acetosella have the stamens and pistils in different flowers and on
distinct plants. In some species a callous grain or bead is form-
ed upon the outside of the petals, when they close like valves

upon the seed. Linn. In which state they are called valves.

TOYlFAJm^. FL dan. ^6 . {Huds,)

Cal, none.

Bloss. Petals 6, equal, oblong, blunt, concave, permanent.
Stam. Filaments 6, awl-shaped, smooth, as long as the

petals. Anthers small, roundish, fixed sideways.

Pi ST. Gemrw 3-cornered. ' A/y/f
5 3, awl-shaped, exjxind-

inir. Summits blunt.

S. Vess. Capside roundish, rather 3-cornered, with 3
cells and 6 valves.

Seeds numerous, oblong, nearly 3-cornered, small.

Obs. This is the Kni\itnc\im calyculatum lof Linnasus, who
hinted the necefsity of forming a distinct genus of this and the

A. ofiifragum^ but Mr. Hudson separated it from both, and I

think with propriety ; for though it has the habit of the latter,

the structure of the seed-vefsel will not allow them to afsociate

in an artificial system.

TRIGLO'CHIN. Tourn. 142, 'Juncago,

Cal. Cup 3 leaves; leafits roundish, blunt, concave, de-

ciduous.

Bloss. Petals 3, egg-shaped, concave, blunt, resembling

the cup.

Stam. Filaments 6 ,
short. Anthers S, shorter than

the petals.

PisT. Gemew large. Styles nooo. Summits 3 or 6, re-

flected, feathered.

S. V ess. Capsule egg-oblong, blunt, with as many cells

as summits, opening at the base. Valves acute.

Seeds solitary, oblong.
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CO'LCniCUM. Tourn, i8i, 182, Gtsrin* 18.

Cal. none, [except some scattered sheaths,)

Bloss. with 6 divisions. angular, extending down
to the root. Segmeiits of the border spear-egg-shaped,

concave, upright.

Stam. Filaments 6, awl-shaped, shorter than the blofsom.

Anthers oblong, with 4 valves, fixed s dew ays to the

filaments.

Pi ST. Germen buried within the root. Styles 3, thread-

shaped, as long as the stamens. Summits reflected,

channelled.

S. Vess. Capsule of 3 lobes, connected on the inside by a

seam, blunt, wdth 3 cells, opening inwards at the seams.
Seeds many, nearly globular, wrinkled.

. HEXAGTNIA,

ARISTOLO'CHIA. Tourn, yi. Gartn, 14.

Cal. Ciw/) none.

Bloss. Petal i, tubular, irregular, the base bellying,

nearly globular, wdth protuberances. Tube oblong, cy-
lindrical, but 6-sided. Border spreading, extending

downwards into a long tongue.

Stam. Filaments none. Anthers 6, growing to and under-
neath the summits, with 4 cells in each.

Pi ST. Germen angular, beneath. Style hardly any.

Summit nearly globular, wdth 6 divisions, concave.

S. Vess. Capsule large, with 6 corners and 6 cells.

Seeds many, flatted, fixed sideways.

Obs. The ripe capsule is either long or roundish. Linn.

POLYGrNIA,

ALIS'MA. Tourn, 132, Damasonium,

Cal. Cup 3 leaves ; leajits egg-shaped, concave,, permanent.

Bloss. Petals 3, circular, large, flat, greatly expanded. •

Stam. FUaments 6, awl-shaped, shorter than the blofsom.

Anthers roundish.

Pi ST. Germens more than 5. Styles simple. Summits blunt.

S. Vess. comprefsed.

Seeds solitary, small.

Obs^ The-Alisma Damasonium has 6 pistils, and 6 capsules,

tapering to a point. The A. natansy has generally 8. Linn.
The K. plantago has from 12 to 18 capsules, and as many pistils,

VoL. L—

Q
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CLASS VII,

/

HEPTANDRIA,

(7 Stamens.)

Monogynia. (i Pistil.)

TRIENTA'LIS. Cal, 7 leaves. ' Blofs, flat,' with 7
' divisions. Caps, i -celled.

. TRIENTA'LIS. G<£rtn, 50.
• \

Cal. 7 leaves ; leafits spear-shaped, tapering to a

point, expanding, permanent.

Bloss. starry, flat, of i petal with 7 divisions, slightly ad-

hering at the base. Segments egg-spear-shaped.

Stam. Filaments 7, hair-like, growing on the claws of tlie

blofsom, standing wide, as long as the cup. Anthers
simple.

PisT. Gfrmr?? globular. thread-shaped, as long as

the stamens. Summit a knob.
t

S. Vess. Berry i\o\. unlike a capsule, dry, globular, of i

cell, coat very thin, opening by various seams.

Seeds several, angular. Receptacle large, hollowed out to

receive the seeds.

Obs. Though 7 is commonly the prevailing number in this

.genus, it is not always so. The fruit is a dry berry, not opening
at valves like a capsule. Linn. Stamens 5, 6, or 7, with as

many segments in the calyx. (Pallas.)

•
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CLASS VIII,

OCTANDRIA,

(8 Stamens.)

Monogynia. (i Pistil.)

Fpilobium.

Acer,

Chlora,

Vaccinium, Populus^

Erica, Daphne,

Digynia. (2 Pistils.)

Corylus* •

Trigynia. (3 Pistils.)

Polygonum,

Tetragynia. (4 Pistils.)

Paris,

^ercus.
Adoxa, Elatine,

Rhodiola, Myriophyllum,

MONOGrNIA.

EPILO'BIUM. Tourn, i^'^yChamcenerion,

Cal. Cup i leaf, with 4 divisions, superior: se^mufs

long, tapering to a point, coloured, deciduous.

Bloss. Petals 4, circular, expanding,; broadest on the outer

part, notched at the end, growing to the divisions of

the cup.

StAM. Filaments 8, awl-shaped, alternately shorter. An^
thers oval, comprefsed, blunt.

Pi ST. Germen beneath, cylindrical, very long. Style

thread-shaped. Summit with 4 clefts, thick, blunt,

rglled back.

Q2
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S. Vess. Capsule Y^vy \on^, cylindrical, scored with 4
cells, and 4 valves. Partitions opposite the A alves.

Seeds numerous, oblong, crowned with down. Receptacle

very long, 4-corncred, loose, limber, coloured, con-

nected with the partitions, containing tlie seeds in a

double row.
\

Obs. In some species the stamens and pistils are upright, in

others they lean to the lower side of the blofsom. Linn,

A'CER. lourn, 386.

Hermaphrodite flowers.

Cal. Cup I leaf, with 5 clefts, acute, coloured, flat and
entire at the base, permanent.

Bloss. Petals 5, egg-shaped, broadest towards the end,

blunt, scarcely larger than the cup, expanding.

Stam. Filaments 8, a.wl-shaped, short. Anthers simple.

Pollen crofs-shaped.

Pi ST. Gf-rwe?? comprefsed, nearly buried in a large per-

forated conv ex receptacle. Style thread-shaped, daily

growing longer. Summits 2, tapering to a.point, slen-

der, bent back.

S. Vess. Capsules as many as the summits, (2 or 3,)
united at the base, roundish, comi)refsed, each ter-

minated by a very large membranaceous wing.

Seeds solitary, roundish.

Male flowers.

Cal. Bloss. Stamens, as above.

Pi ST. Germen none. Style none. Summit cloven.

Obs. At the first opening ofthe flower the Summit only makes

its appearance, and after some days the Style shoots out. In

Acer Fseudo-PIatanus the blofsom is hardly distinct from the cup,

and the stamens are long.

In some flowers in the same umbel, the lower ones have anthers

which do not shed their pollen ;
but the pistils bring forth perfect

fruit ; and the upper ones have anthers which do shed their

pollen, but the pistils fall offand perish. Linn.

CHLO'RA. £. hot, 60.

Cal. Cup 8 leaves, permanent. strap-shaped, stand-

ing open.

Bloss. i salver-shaped. ZwZ'f shorter than the cup,

inclosing the germen. Border with 8 divisions, seg-

ments spear-shaped, longer than the tube, (lapping

over each other.)
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Stam. Filaments^, (awl-shaped,) very short, fixed to the
mouth of tlie tube. Anthers strap-shaped, upright,

shorter than the segments of the bloisom.

Pi ST. Germen egg-oblong. Style thread-shaped, as long
as the tube. Summits 4, oblong, cylindrical.

S. Vess. Capsule egg-oblong, of i cell, somewhat flatted,

with 2 furrows, 2 valves ; the sides of the valves bowed
inwards.

Seeds numerous, very small.

Obs. Nearly allied to the Gentians. Linn. — In Chlora

perfoliaia the segments of the biofsom lap over each other
; the

filaments are awl-shaped, sometimes g in number, with .9 leafits

to the cup; apd the summits are shaped like a horse shoe.

VACCIN'IUM. Fourn, 377, Vitis id(£a\ 431, Oxycoccus.

Geertn, 28.
^

\

Cal. Cup very small, superior, permanent.

Bloss. I bell-shaped, with 4 clefts. Segments ro\\o,d

backwards.

Stam. Filaments 8, simple, fixed to the receptacle. Anthers

with 2 horns, opening at the point, and furnished with

2 expanding awns fixed to the back.

Pi ST. Grrwrw beneath. Style simple, longer than the

stamens. Summit blunt.

S. Vess. Berry with 4 cells, globular, with a hollow

dimple.

Seeds few, small.

Obs. In some species, all the parts of fructification are in-

creased I -4th in number. The calyx in Vaccinium myrtillus is

very entire, in most of the rest with 4 clefts. The new blown
biofsom is hardly divided, but in the V. oxycoccus it is rolled back

to the base, or rather 4-petaled, and the stamens are sometimes 10.

ERPCA. Tfourn, 373. a» Geertn* 63.

Cal. Cup with 4 leaves; leafits egg-oblong, permanent,

Bloss. i Petaf bell-shaped, with 4 clefts, often bellying,

Stam. 8, hair-like, standing on the receptacle.

Anthers cloven at the point.

Pi ST. Germen roundish. Style thread-shaped, straight,

longer than the stamens. Summit resembling a little

crown, with 4 clefts, and 4 edges,

Qs
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S. Vess. Capsule roundish, covered, smaller than the cup>
with 4 cells and 4 valves.

Seeds numerous, very small.

Obs. In some species the cup is double. The figure of the

blofsom varies between egg-shaped and oblong. The stamens

in some species are longer, and in others shorter than the blof-

som. The anthers in some are notched at the end, in others

they are furnished with 2 awns. Linn.—

T

he summit also is dif-

ferent in different species. (Reich.)

POPULUS. rourn. 365*. .
'

^

Male flowers.

Cal. Catkin oblong, loosely tiled, cylindrical* consisting

of scales^ inclosing a single flower, oblong, flat, ragged

at the edge.

Bloss. Petals none.

Nectary i leaf, turban-shaped beneath, tubular, end-

ing at the top obliquely, in an egg-shaped border.

Stam. Filaments 8, extremely short. Anthers 4-edged,

large.

Female flowers.

CA L . Catkin and Scales as above.

Bloss. Petals none.

Nectary as above.

Pi ST. Gfrwrw egg-shaped, buttapering to a point. Style

hardly discernible. Summit with 4 clefts.

S. Vess. egg-shaped, with 2 cells. Valves 2^

reflected.
.

^ ^

Seeds numerous, egg-shaped, furnished with down.

DAPH'NE. Tourn, 366, ThymeUa, G<ertn. 39.

Cal. none.

Bloss. i Ivmnel-shaped, shrivelling, inclosing the

stamens. Tube^ cylindrical, closed, longer 'than the

border. Border with 4 clefts. Segments *egg-shaped,

acute, flat, expanding.

Stam. Filaments 8, short, inserted into the tube, 4 of

them alternately lower than the other 4. Mnthers up-

right, roundish, with 2 cells.

Pi ST. Germen egQ:-shaped. Style very short.' Summit

knobbed, flat, but soihewhat deprefsed.

S. Vess. Berry oi i cell, roundish.

Seed single, nearly globular, fleshy.
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DIGrNIA.

CO'RYLUS. Tourn, 347. Gdertn» 89.

Male flowers forming a long 'catkin.

Cal. Catkin Common^ tiled on every side, cylindrical,

consisting of scales, each inclosing a single flower,

narrower at the base, broader and more blunt at the

end, bent inwards, with 3 clefts. The middle segment

as long, but twice as broad as the others,' and covering
them. ' -

Bloss, none.

Stam. Filaments 8, very short, fixed to the inner side of

the scale of the cup. egg-oblong, shorter than
the cup, upright. .

»

’

Female flowers at a distance from the others, on the

same' plant, sitting, inclosed in the bud.

Cal. Involucrum i leaf, fleshy below, turgid, upwards 2-

lipped and torn at.the edge, containing i flower.

Cup indistinct, superior, encircling the styles below.
Bloss. none.

PiST. roundish
,
very small, with the rudiments

of 2 seeds. Styles 2, bristle-shaped. Summits
shaped. -

S. V ESS. none.

Seed. Nut egg-shaped, as if rasped at the base, the end
a little comprefsed, and tapering to a point.

Obs. This genus is nearly allied to the Carpinus. Linn.

TRIGrNIJ.

POLA'G'ONUM. Tourn* 290 (^291, Bistorta.

Cal. Cup turban-shaped, with 5 divisions, coloured within.

Segments egg-shaped, blunt, permanent.

Bloss. none, unlefs you call the cup the blofsom.

Stam. Filaments generally 8, awl-shaped, very short.

'Anthers roundish; fixed sideways.

Pi ST. Germen 3-cornered. Styles generally 3, thread-

shaped, very short.
,
Summits simple.

S, Vess'. none. The laps round the seed.

Seed single, 3-cornered, acute.

Obs.' In some specie^ there are 6 or 7 stamens, and in others

only 5. In some the pistil is cloVcn,
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TETRACrNIA,

PA'RIS. Tourn* I17, Herba Paris.

Cal. Cup 4 leaves, permanent ; leafits spear-shaped, acute,

as large as the blofsom expanding.

Bloss. 4, expanding, awl-shaped, resembling the

cup, permanent.

Stam. Filaments 8, awlshaped, short, beneath the anthers.

Anthers long, growing to the middle of the filaments,

and on each side of them.

PiST. Germen roundish, but with 4 angles. Styles 4, ex-

panding, shorter than the stamens. Summits simple,

S. Vess. Berry globular, with 4 angles, and 4 cells.

Seeds several, lying in a double range.

ADOX'A. Tourn. 68, Moschatellina.

Cal. Cup beneath, cloven, flat, permanent.

Bloss. i with 4 clefts, flat. Segments

acute, longer than the cup.

Stam. Filaments 8, awl-shaped, as long as the cup.

Anthers roundish.

Pi ST. beneath the receptacle of the blofsom. Styles

4, simple, upright, as long as the stamens, permanent.

Summits simple.

S. Vess. globular, between the cup and the blof-

som, the cup being connected with the under side of

the berry, of 4 cells, dimpled at the end.

Seeds solitary, comprefsed,

Obs. Such are the characters of the terminating flowers; but

the lateral flowers have blofsoms with ^ clefts^ 10 stamens, and 5
pistils.

ELAT'INE. r^/7/. I. f.6.

Cal. 4 leaves; leajits roundish, flat, as large as the
• blofsom, pernanent.

Bloss. Petals 4, egg-shaped, blunt, sitting, expanding.

Stam. Filaments 8, as long as the blofsom. Anthers simple.

Pi ST. Germen large, round, globular, but depi efsed. Styles

4, upright, parallel, as long as the stamens. Summits
simple,

S. Vess. Capsule round, globular, but deprefscd,

with 4 cells and 4 valves.

I
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Seeds several, crescent-shaped, upright, surrounding the

receptacle like a wheel.

QUER'CUS. Tourn.

Male flowers.

Cal. thread-sliaped, long, loose.

Clip I leaf, with mostly 5 clefts. Segments acute,

often cloven.

Bloss. none.

Stam. Vilaments from 5 to 10, very short. Anthers large,

double.

Female flowers seated in a hud on the same ])lant.

Cal. hrvolucrum. Scales numerous, tiled, united at the

base so as to form a little hemispherical, permanent,
leather-like cup, containing 1 flower ; outer scales the

largest.

* Cup very small, superior, with 6 clefts, permanent.

Segments acute, contiguous to, and surrounding the base

of the style.

I

PisT. Germen hene?Lih
y
very small, egg-shaped, with 3

cells, and the rudiments of 2 seeds. A/y/f simple, short,
' thickest at the base. Summits 3, reflected.

S. Vess. none.

5eed. Yw/ egg-cylindrical, leather-like, smooth, as if

rasped at the base, cf i cell, placed in an hemiisphe-

lical goblet, which is short, andtubercled on the outride.

JIHODI'QLA. FL dan. 183.

Male flowers.

Cal. C«^with4 divisions, concave, upright, blunt, per-

manent,
3loss. Petals 4, oblong, blunt, upright, but expanding,

twice as long as the cup, deciduous.

}Ject(sries 4, upright, notched at the end, shorter than

the cup.

St*AM. Filaments 8, awl-shaped, longer than the blofsom.

Anthers simple.
^

Pi ST. Germens 4, oblong, tapering to a point. iS'/y/f.vand

Summits imperfect.

S, Vess. barren.

Female flower.

Cal. Cupzs above.

Ploss. 4, rude, upright, blunt, equal in height to

the cup, permanent.

>
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Nectaries as above.

Pi ST. Germens 4, oblong, tapering to a point, ending in

straight simple styles. Summits blunt.

S. Vess. Capsules 4, crooked, opening on the inner side.

Seeds many, roundish.

Obs. Having been sometimes Found with hermaphrodite

flowers, with 10 stamens, and 5 pistils in eagh, it might be afso-

eiated with the Sedums, (Schreb.) of whose general habit it very'

much partakes.

MYRIOPHYLTUM. Genth. 68.

Male Flowers.

Cal. Cup 4 leaves, oblong, upright, outermost

the largest,, and the innermost the smallest.

Bloss, none, or of 4 petals.

-Stam. Filaments 8, hair-like, longer than the cup, lim-

ber. Anthers oblong.

Female Flowers placed under the others.

Cal. Cup as above. '

Bloss. none, or of 4 petals.

Pi ST. 4, oblong. Styles none. Summits Acywiry*

S. Vess. none.

Seeds 4, oblong, naked.

Obs. The Myriophyllum verticillatum often bears hermaphro-

dite flowers, the M. spicamm seldom. Linn.

.CLABS IX.

ENNEANDRIA.

• (9 Stamens.)

Digynia. (2 Pistils.)

Mercurialls,

HexagYxNIIa. (6 Pistils,)

Butomus, Hydrocharis,

I
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DIGTNIA.

MERCURIA'LIS. Tourn. 308,

Male Flowers.

Cal. Cup with 3 divisions, segments egg-spear-shaped,

concave, expanding.
Bloss. none.

Stam. Filaments or 12, hair-like, straight, as long as

the cup. globular, double.

Female Flowers. *
»

Cal. Cup as above.

Blo ss. none.

Nectaries 2, awl-shaped pointed substances, j placed

on each side the germen, and prel'sed into its furrows.

Pi ST. Germen roundish, comprefsed, witli a hollow furrow
^ on each side, rough with hairs. Styles 2 ,

bent back,

horned, rough with hair. Summits acute, bent back.

S. Vess, Capsule roundish, purse-shaped, double, with

2 cells.

Seeds solitary, roundish.

HEXAGrNlA.

BU'TOMUS. I’ourn* 143. Geertn, ip.

Cal. Involucrum simple, of 3 leaves, short.

Bloss. Petals, 6, circular, concave, shrivelling, every

other petal standing on the outside, smaller and more
acute.

Stam. Filaments 9, awl-shaped, 6 of them on the out-

side of the others. Anthers composed of 2 plates.

Pi ST, Germens 6, oblong, tapering to a point, ending \ln

styles. Summits simple,

S. Vess. Capsules{6 ,
oblong, gradually tapering, upright,

of I valve, which opens at the inner side.

Seeds many, oblong-cylindrical, blunt at each end, fi^ed '

to the side of the capsule.
*

HYDRO'CHARIS. Curt. 167.

Male Flower.
Cal. Sheath of 2 leaves, oblong, inclosing 3 flowers,'-
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Cw/) proper, of 3 leaves, leajits egg-oblong, concave;
membranaceous at the edge.

Bloss. Petals 3, circular, fiat, large.

Stam. Filaments 9, awl-shaped, upright, disposed in 3
rows, the middlemost row in the centre sends out an
awl-shaped little pillar, resembling a style, from the

inner side of the base. The other 2 rows are con-

needed at the base, so that the outer and inner filament

adhere together. ’ Anthers simple.

Pi ST. Germen only a rudiment, in the centre ofthe flower.

Female Flower.

Cal. Sheath none. Flowers solitary.

Cup as above, superior.

Bloss. as above.

Pi ST. Germen beneath,, roundish. Styles as long as the

cup, comprefsed, cloven and furrowed. Summits clo-

'V en, tapering to a point.

S. Vess. Capsule like leather, roundish, with 6 cells.

Seeds numerous, very small, roundish.

CLASS X.

PECANDRIA.
I

(10 Stamens.)

Monogvnia. (i Pistil.)

/

Monotropa, Andromeda^ Arbutus,

Pyrola,

Digynia. (2 Pistils.)

Chrysosplenium, Saxifraga, Scleranthus,

Saponaria, Dianthus,

Trigynia. (3 Pistils.)

Cucuhalus, Silene, Stellaria,

Arenaria, Cherleria,
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Pentagynia. (5 Pistils.)

Oxalis,

CeVasthim,

MONOGYNIA

MONO'TROPA. FL dan. 232.

Cal. none, (unld's you call the 5 outermost coloured pe-

tals the cup.)

Bloss. Petals 10, oblong, nearly parallel but upright, ser-

rated towards the point, deciduous, the outermost,

which are every other, bulging at the base, hollow

witliin, and containing lioney.

Stam. Filaments 10, awl-shaped, upright, simple. An-
thers simple.

Pi ST. Germen roundish, tapering to a point. Style cy-

lindrical, as long as the stamens. Summit blunt knob.

S. Vess. Capsule egg-shaped, blunt, with 5 angles, and

5 valves.

Seeds numerous, chaffy.

Obs. Suchare the generic characters ofthe terminating flower;

but, if there are any lateral flowers, they contain i*5th lefs in

number- in all the parts. Linn.

Cal. Cup with 5 divisions, acute, very small, coloured,

permanent.
Bloss. i petal, bell-shaped, with 5 clefts. Segments re-

flected.
'

Stam. Filaments 10, awl-shaped, shorter than the blof-

som, to which they A^ery slightly adhere. Anthers
with 2 horns, nodding.

Pi ST. Germen roundish. Style cylindrical, longer than the

stamens, permanent. Summit blunt.

S, Vess. Capsule roundish, with 5 angles, 5 cells, and 5
valves, opening at the angles. Partitions opposite the

valves.

ANDRO'MEDA. Gaertn. 63.
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Seeds roundish, shining.

' Obs. The blofsom in some species is egg-shaped, hut in others

truly bell-shaped, and the anthers are either with'or without

awns. This genus differs from Erica in the number of the parts.

Linn. In Andromeda Daboecia there is one fifth of the parts of
the fructification wanting, on which account it is now removed to

the genus Erica.

AR'BUTUS. Tourn, 368 W 370, Uva.Ursi, Qartn, 59.

Cal. Cup with 5 divisions, blunt, very small, permanent.
Bloss. I Petal, egg-shaped, flattish and transparent at the

base, mouth with 5 clefts, segments blunt, rolled back,

small.

Stam. 'Filaments 10, awl-shaped, but bellying, very
slender at the base, half as long as the blofsom, and
fixed edgeways to its base. Anthers slightly cloven,

nodding.

PiST. Grmew nearly globular, sitting upon the recepta-

cle, which is marked with 10 dots. Style cylindrical,

as lonsf as the blofsom. Summit rather thick andO ^

blunt.

S. Vess. Berry roundisli, with 5 cells.

Seeds small, of a bony hardnefs.

Obs, The Arbutus uva ursi has only i seed, in each cell of
the capsule, the other species several. Linn.

PY'ROLA. Tourn. 132. Geertn* 63.

Cal. Cup with 5 divisions, very small, permanent.

Bloss. Petals 5, circular, concave, expanding.

Stam. Filaments 10, awl-shaped, shorter than the blofsom.

Anthers large nodding, with 2 horns pointing upwards.

Pi ST. Germen roundish, angular. Style thread-shaped,

longer than the stamens, permanent. Summit rather

thick.

S. A^^'ess. Capsule roundish, deprefsed, with 5 angles ^5

valves, and* 5 cells, opening at the angles. Partitions

opposite to the valves.

Seeds numerous, chaffy.

Obs. In some species the stamens and style are upright, in

others leaning to one side, and in others again expanding. The
-shape of the summit is different in different species.
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DIGrNIA.

CHRYSOSPLE'NIUM. rourn. 60. Gertn. 44. -

f

Cal. Cup with. 4 or 5 divisions, expanding, coloured, per-

manent. Segments egg-shaped, the opposite ones nar-

rowest.
^

Bloss. none, (unlels you call the cup so because it is co-

loured.)

Stam. Filaments 8 or 10, awl-shaped, upright, very short,

standing upon the angular receptacle. Anthers simple.

Pi ST. beneath, terminating by 2 awl-shaped, styles

as long as the stamens. Summits blunt.

S. Vess. Capsule with 2 beaks, 2 divisions, i cell, and 2

half valves, encompafsed by the green calyx.

Seeds many, very small.

Obs. The terminating flower has 5 clefts, the others which
expand later, only 4. It has a very close affinity to Saxifraga, but

by no principle of arrangement can I unite them into one genus.

Linn.

SAXIF'RAGA. Tourn* 129. Qcertn. 36.

Cal. Cup I leaf, with 5 divisions, short, acute, per-

manent.
Bloss. Petals 5, expanding, narrow at the base.

Stam, Filaments 10, awl-shaped. Anthers roundish.

PisT. Germen roundish, but tapering to a point and end-

^
ing in 2 short Styles. Summits blunt.

S, Vess. Capsule somewhat egg-shaped, with 2 beaks,

and 2 cells, opening between the beaks.

Seeds numerous, minute.

Obs. In some species the Germen is beneath, in others, k is

above. After the flower is open, 2 of the Stamens to each

other, bend down to the Summits^ and discharge their pollen per-

pendicularly over them.. The next day 2 others bend down, and
this is continued until they have all done the same.

SCLERAN'THUS. FI. dan. 504.

Cal. Cup I leaf, tubular, with 5 shallow clefts, acute,

permanent, contracted at the neck,

Bloss. none.

Stam. Filaments 10, awl-shaped, upright, very small,

fixed to the cup, Arithers roundish.
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Pi ST. Gfmai roiiiKlish. Styles 2y uj)right, hair-likc, as
long as the stamens. Summits sijnple.

S, Vess. none.
Seed single, egg-shaped, inclosed by the gristly tube of

the^'cup.

/

SAPONA'RLl. Curt, ii. ly.

Cal. Cup i leaf, tubular, naked, with 5 teeth, permanent.
Bloss. Petals 5. Claws narrow, angular, as long as the

cup: border {\^i: limbs broader towards the end, blunt.

Stam. Filaments 10, awl-shaped, as long as the tube of

the blofsom, every other stamen fixed to tjie daws of
the petals, 5 of them shedding their pollen later than
the others. Anthers oblong, blunt, fixed sideways.

Pi ST. Germeji somewhat cylindrical. Styles 2, straight,

parallel, as long as the stamens. Summits acute.

S. Vess. as long as the cup, oblong, of i cell,

covered.

Seeds many, small. Receptacle loose.

Obs. The figure of the calyx varies in different species.

(Reich.)

I

DIAX'THUS, lourn, 174, Caryophyllus

,

Cal. Cup cylindrical, tubular, scored, permanent, with 5
teeth at the mouth, and encompafsed at the base with

4 scales, 2 of which are opposite, and lower than the

other 2.

Bloss. Petals 5. Claws as long as the cup, narrow, fixed

to the receptacle. Limbs flat, broadest towards the end,,

blunt, scolloped.

Seam. Filaments 10, awl-shaped, as long as the cup,

standing wide towards the top. Anthers oval-oblong,

comprefsed, fixed sideways.

Pi ST. Germenov‘d\, Styles 2, awl-shaped, longer than

the stamens. Summits rolled back, tapering to a point.

S. Vess. Capsule cylindrical, covered, of i cell, opening
at the top in 4 directions.

Seeds many, comprefsed, roundish. Receptacle loose, 4-,

c'ornerccl, only half as long as the seed-vefsel.

Obs. In some species the Styles are but little longer than the

stamens; in others they are very long, but rolled back so as to

render any bending down of the flower unnecefsary. Linx.
Scales at 'the base of the calyx sometimes only 2, but they vary

even in the same species.
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rRICTNIA.
\

CUCU'BALUS Tourn. ij6 . Guerin, jj.

Cal. Cup I leaf, tubular or globular, with 5 teeth, per-

manent. .
'

Bloss. Petals 5. Clazvs as long as the cup. Border flat.

Limbs generally cloven, not crowned by a nectary.

Stam. Filaments 10, awl-sha})cd, every other stamen fixed

to the claws of the' petals, 5 of them shedding theirpollen

later. Anthers oblong. ’
-

PisT. Germefi rather oblong. 6’ 3,' awl-shaped, longer
than the stamens. Summits downy, oblong, bending
towards the left.

S. Vess. Capsule covered, tapering to a point, with 3 cells,

opening at the point in 5 different directions.

Seeds many, roundish.
t

Obs. This genus is distinguished from Silene, by the blofsom

not being crowned with nectaries. The Cucubalus otites has

male and female flowers on different plants. Linn. C. hacciferus

bears a berry of i cell. (Schreb.)
\

SILE'NE. FL dan, 559. Curt, 266.

Cal. Cup i leaf, bellying, with 5 teeth, permanent.
Bloss. Petals 5. Claws narrow, as long as the cup, bor-

dered ; limb flat, blunt, frequently cloven.

Nectary composed of 2 little teeth at the neck of each

petal, and constituting a crown at the mouth of the tube.

Stam. Filaments 10, awlshaped, every other filament'

fixed to the claws of the petals, and shedding their pol-

len later. Anthers oblons:.
V ^

Pi ST. Germen cylindrical. Styles 3, simple, longer than

the stamens. Summits bending to the left.

S. Vess. Capsule cylindrical, cov^cred, with i or 3 cells,

opening at the point in 5 or 6 different directions.

Seeds many, kidney-shaped.

Obs. The nectariferous crown of the blofsom distinguishes

this genus from the Cucubalus. Linn.

STELLA'RIA. Tourn, 126, Alsine,

Cal. Cup 5 leaves; egg-spear-shaped, concave,

acute, upright, expandin ij, permanent.

Bloss. Petals 5, deeply divided, flat, oblong, shrivelling.

VoL. I.—

R
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Stam. Filamefits lo, thread-shaped, shorter than the

blofsom, every other shorter. Anthers roundish.

Pi ST. Germen roundish. Styles 3, hair-like, expanding.

Summits blunt.

S. Vess. Capsule egg-shaped, covered, with i cell and 6

valves.

Seeds many, roundish, comprefsed.

ARENA'RIA. Curt, 268 & 272.

Cal. Cup 5 leaves; leafits oblong, tapering to a point,

expanding, permanent.

Bloss. Petals 5, egg-shaped, entire.

Stam. Filaments 10, awl-shaped, every other more inwards.

Anthers roundish.

Pi ST. Germen egg-shaped. Styles 3, upright, but a little

reflected. Summits rather thick.

S. Vess. egg-shaped, covered, with i cell, and

3 or 6 valves.

Seeds many, kidney-shaped.

Obs. The number of stamens is variable. (Reich.)

CHERLE'RIA. ^acq, austr,'i%\, Hall,\\\,

Cal. 5 leaves ; leafits spear-shaped, concave, equal.

Bloss. Petals none, unlefs the calyx or nectaries be

considered as sucli. Nectaries 5, notched at the end,

placed in a circle, very small.

Stam. Filaments 10, awl-sha])ed, every other fixed to the

back of the nectaries. Anthers simple.

Pi ST. Germen egg-shaped. Styles 3, serpentine. Summits

simple. .

S. Vess. Capsule egg-shaped, cells 3, valves 3.
Seeds 2 or 3, kidney-shaped.

PENTAGrNiA.

COTYLEDON. Tourn, 19.

Cal. Cup I leaf, with 5 clefts, acute, small.

Bloss. i bell-shaped, with 5 shallow clefts. Nectary

a hollow scale at the base of each germen on the outside.

Stam. Filaments 10, awl-shaped, straight, as long as the

blofsoftu Anthers upright, with 4 furrows.
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ST. G.€it'vz,£ns <)bli>rig» r^t^hcr t^iick, chiding in a'yv'l-

shaped styles, longer than the staiitei;^s. Summits siin-

tple, redacted.

S. V E8S. Capsidss 5, objong,, bellying, tap^erkig to a^ppint,

of I valve, opening lengthways on the im>er sj,de.

Sf.-EOS ainany , smaU

.

SE'D.yM. %our7t, 140'. GisrUj. 65.

Cal. Cup With. 5 clefts, acute, upright permanent.

Petals 15, spear.-4iaped,,tape,ring -to apoi\it, flat,

expanding.

Nectaries 5, each consisting of a small scale, notched

act ^in.;d, and fend on the rOut^id^ il^h^ of each

germen.
SrAM. Filaments 10, awl-shaped, as long as the blofsom.

Anthers roundish.

PiST. Germens oblong, ending in slender j/y/a. Sum-
mks hlunt.

S. Vess. jCapsules 5, expanding, tapering to a point, com-
prefsed, notched at ‘th<e base, opening inwards along the

seam.

Se-ed^ m^n-y, very sn^a^ll.

' Obs. in seveml of the species the calyx 'has from 5 to 7 clefts,

the blof^m from 5 to y petals the stamens wary from 10 to 12,

and tjhepistiis from ^ to 6.

OX'ALIS. Tourn, 19, Oxys, Gaertn. I-I3.

Cal. t5idiv.isions,;aQUite, wery short, permanent*

Bloss. with 5 divisions, connected by thorclaws, upright,

. - blunt, notched at the end.

feiMike, rupright, fhe ^ outermost

#the shocte^t . Aethers roundish» furrowed .

Pi«T. with 5 angles. 5, thread-shaped, as

long as the stamens. Summits blunt.

S. Vess. Gz/>.yz//^ with 5 corners, 5 cells, and 10 Amives,

opening lengthways at the ,corners.

Seeds nearly round, covered by a fleshy elastic seed-coat.

Obs. In some species the capsule is short, and the seeds soli-

tary; in others it is long, and the seeds many ; and in others the

filamcntsare united at-tne base. Lmx.

AGROSTEM'MA. Curt. 209.

Cal. Cup I leaf, leathcr-like, tubular, with 5 teeth, per-

manent.
R 2
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Bloss. Petals 5;" claivs as long as the tube of the cup ;

'

limbs expanding, blunt.

^TAM. Filaments 10, awl-shaped, every other stamen

shedding lts pollen later, and fixed to the claws of the

petals, Anihei's

PiST. egg-shaped. Styles 5, thread-shaped, up-

right, as long as the stamens. Summits simple.

S. Vess. oblong-egg-shaped, covered, of i 'cell

and 5 valves. ‘

Seeds many, kidney-shaped, dotted. Receptacles equal

in numbex to the seeds, loose, the inner ones gradually

longer.-
^ .

Obs. Blofsom not crowned in A. Githago as it is in the other

species, Linn.

LYCH'NIS. Tourn,

Cal. Cup I leaf, oblong, membranaceous, with 5 teeth,

permanent. .

'

Bloss. Petals 5; claws as long as the cup, flat, bordered,

limbs flat, frequently cloven. :

StAM. Filaments 10, longer than the cup, alternately ripen-p

ing later, and fixed to the claws of the petals. Anthers

fixed sideways. .

‘

Pi ST. Grrw^« nearly-egg-shaped. 5, awl-shaped^

longer than the stamens. Summits dovmy, bent to-

wards the left.
'

S. Vess. Capsule approaching to egg-shaped, covered-, of

I, 3, or 5 cells, and 5 valves. .
;

Seeds many, roundish. - . i

Obs. The Lychnis dioica has male and female flowers on dif-

ferent plants; the capsule has i cell, and 10 valves at its top;

In L. viscaria the petals are undivided, and the capsule has 5
cells. Linn. '•

CERAS'TIUM. Tourn, 126, Myosotis,

Cal. 5 leaves; egg-spear-shaped, acute, . ex-

panding, ])crmanent.

Bloss. 5, cloven, blunt, upright, but expanding,

as long as the cup.

Stam. Filaments 10, thread-shaped, shorter than' the

blofsom, alternately longer and shorter. Anthers

roundish.
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Fist. egg-shaped. S/yles hair-like, upright,

. as long as the stamens ^ Summits blunt.

S. Ve'SS. Capsule egg-cylindrical, or globular, blunt, with

I celU opening at the top, with 10 teetJi or 6 valves.

Seeds many, roundish. . v

. Obs. CerdiSimm semi-decandrum has only *5 stamens in each

flower. The species are subdivided into such yas have oblong,

and such as have globular capsules. Linn.
"

- SPER'GULA. Curt, v. 52, ©* 262. • •

Cal, Cup 5 leaves ; leafits egg-shaped, blunt, concave,

expanding, permanent.

Bloss. Petals 5, egg-shaped, concave, expanding, entire,

largei than the cup.

Stam. Filaments 10, awl-shaped, shorter than the blofsom*

Anthers joundish.

Pi ST. Germen e^g-shaped. Styles 5, upright, but reflected,

thread-shaped. Summits rather thick.

S. Vess. Capsule egg-shaped, covered with i cell and 5
valves.

Seeds many, globular, but deprefsed, encompafsed by a

border, with a notch in it.

Obs. This genus is distinguished from the Cerastium, by the

entire petals. pentandra has only 5 stamens. Linn.

CLASS XI.

DODECANDRIA.
'

ALTHOUGIT the name given to this clafs would inducp
one to suppose that the flowers 'arranged under it contained

only 12 stamens, it is in fact an afsemblage of plants whose
flowSrs contain from ii to 19* stamens, inclusive. Such
as contain fewer than ii, where the character depends
upon number. oyAy^wWX be found. h\ aome of the preceding
clafses, and such as have more than 19, in the clafs kos-
andria or Polyandria,

.

B 3
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The Euphorbia, or Spurge, the hio?4 difficult

genus in this ciafs, (Caused by the number* of stanren»s being

uncertain, those which d6 exist standing forth only 's few
at a time,' and the,„etfu«ion of milky juice' which makes
the difsection of the flowers very^ difficult to ^ccoTnpiish.

But thi« very miiky juice which abound'S in ah our species,

and the peculiar habit of the plants is such, that the yoimg’

botanist will soon learn to distinguish the getius at first

sight, and the different species by attending closely to the

subdivisions of the genus, and to the following cifCum-

stances.

'Ro'othe annual, bi^tinial, or perennial.

Stem be naked, cylindrical, or angular.

Leaves are opposite or alternate ; and Of

what shape.

Umbel be general or partiaf; its di\dsion^

and subdivisions; and the general and
partial involucrum§.

Flowers have only stamens, or both stafnens

and pistils.

Petals are entire, crescent-shaped, or hatid-

shaped, &c.
.Capsules are hairy, warty, or ^rtiooth.

Whether the *<

Asarum,

DODECANDKIA. (12 Stamens.)

Monogynia. (i Pistil.)

Ceratophyllum, Lythrum,

Carpinus,

astus.

Digynia. (2 Pistils.)

Agrtmonla,

Trigynia* (3 Pistils.)

Reseda, EuphorUa,

(ti Pistils.)

oempervtvtm.
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MONOGTNIA.

AS'ARUM. T’oiirn, 286. G<frtn, 14,

Cal. Cup I leaf, bell-shaped, with 3 or 4 shallow clefts,

like leather, coloured, permanent; segments upright,

with the point bent inwards,

Bloss. none.

Stam. Filamertts 12, awl-sha}x*d, half as long as the cup.

Anthers oblong, growing to the middle of the filaments.

PiST. Gfrwf/? either betieath, or else tiidtfen within the

substance of the cup. Style cylindrical, long as the

stamens, Summit star-like, with 6 reflected divisions.

S. Vess. Capsule like leather, generally with 6 in-

closed within the substance of the ciip.

Seeds many, egg-shaped.

CERATOPHYULUM. 44*

Male flowers.

Cal. Cup with many divisions ; segments awl-shaped, equal.

Bloss. none.

Stam. Filaments twice as many as there are segments in

the cup, (16 to 20,) hardly discernible. Anthers ob-

long, upright, longer than the cup.

Female flowers on the same plant. '
•

'

Cal. Gup as above.

Bloss. none.

Pi ST. egg-shaped, comprefsed. Style nont, Sumf>

mit blunt, oblique*

S.Vess. egg-shaped, tapering to a point: coat thin.

Seed. Nut oi' i cell.

LY'THRUM. Tourn, 129, Salicaria. Geertn, 62,

Cal. Cup i leaf) liylindrkal, ecorfed, with I2 teeth, every

other tooth smaller.

Bloss. Petals 6, oblong, rather blunt, cxpandiirg, fixed by
the claws to the divisions of the cup,

Stam. Filaments 12, thread-shaped, as long as the cup,

the upper shorter than the lower ones. Anthers simple,

rising.

PiST. Germen ohXon^, *S'/y/r awl-shaped, declining, as long

as the -stamens. Summit round and flat, rising.
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S, Vess. Capsule oblong, tapering to a point, covered ; cells

2, or I.

Seeds numerous, small.-

Obs. In the hyi\ix\im f^fsopifollaj there are only 6 stamens.

Linn. " ' *'

DIGrNiA,

CAR'PINUS. Tourn, 348. Gderin, 89.
•

Mallowers.

Cal. cylindrical, loosely tiled on every side, con-

sisting- of scales, with a single flower in each, egg-

shaped, concave, acute, fringed.

Bloss. none.

StAM. Filaments 10 or more, very short. Anthers dou-

ble, comprefsed, woolly at the end.

Female flowers on the same plant.

Cal. Catkin loosely tiled, consisting of scales, inclosing

a single flower; spear-shaped, woolly, reflected at

. the end.

Involucrum of i leaf, egg-shaped, permanent, with

6 clefts'; segments unequal.

Cup very small, superior, with 6 unequal teeth.

Pi ST. Germen very small, i-celled, with the rudiments

of 2 seeds. Style YQxy short. Summits 2, h'ixix-WV.Q,

S. Vess. none. The catkin enlarges, and contains the

seed within the base of each scale.

Seed. Nut egg-shaped, comprefsed, covered by the per-

manent involucrum, which»is egg-shaped, comprefsed,

ribbed; rim with 6 clefts, 2 opposite teeth larger than

the others.

X.

AGRIMO'NIA. TotiT7i, Geertn.

Cal. Cup I leaf, with 5 clefts, acute, small, superior,

permanent, surrounded by another cup.

Bloss. Petals 5, flat, notched at the end; claws narrow,

growing to the cup.

Stam. Filaments hair-like, shorter than the blofsom, fixed

to the cup. Anthers small, double, comprefsed.

PiST. beneath. Styles 2, simple, as long as the

stamens. Summits blunt.
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S. V ESS. none. The cup grows hard and closes at the neck.
Seeds 2, roundish.

Obs. The number of stamens exceedingly uncertain; in some
fiowers 12, sometimes 10, frequently 7. In the Agrimonia
eupatoria the outer cup adheres to the inner one ;

the seeds are 2,

the stamens from 1 2 to 20; the fruit surrounded by bristles,

Linn.—Stamens from 5 to 12.

rRIGTNIA.
I

FA'GUS. Tourn, 351 & ^^2, Castanea, Gccrtn,

Male flowers.

Cal. Catkin roundish, or cylindrical*

Cup I leaf, bell-shaped, with about 6 clefts.-

Bloss. none.

>
Sa'AM. Filaments many, (5 to 20,) as long as the cup,

bristle-shaped. Anthers oblong.

Female GY

^

in a bud on the same plant. -

Cal. Involucrum i leaf, with 4 clefts, upright, acute,

permanent, inclosing 2 or 3 florets.
• '

Cup of each floret, very small, superior, with 6 clefts,

upright, acute, permanent. *

Bloss. none.

Pi ST. Gei'men somewhat 3-cornered, with 3 or 6 cells,

rudiments of the seeds in pairs. St'jle very short, witii

3 or 6'^divisions. Summit simple.

S. Vess. Capsule (heretofore the involucrum,) very large,

,

^ roundish, beset with thorns, of i cell and 4 valves.

Seeds. 2 or 3, egg-shaped, but 3-cornered or com-

,
pi e^fsed, tapering to a points

Obs. The Fagus Castanea has its male flowers disposed in a

cylindrical catkin, and they each contain from 5 to 20 stamens.

The female flowers inclose 12 barren stamens; the style has 6
divisions; the germen 6 cells; the nuts are 2 or 3, convex on
one side, flattish on the other. The capsule is armed with stiff

branching thorns. •

In the F. sylvatica^ the male catkins are globular, the^stamens

from 8 to 12 ;
the style with 3 clefts, the germen with 3 cells;

the nuts 2; 3-cornered; the capsule set with soft thorns. Linn.

RESE'DA. Tourn, 238, ^ Luteola, Gwrtn, 76.

Cal. Cup \ leaf, divided ; segments vnxxxQwy acute, up-

right, permanent, 2 of them standing more open on

account of the nectariferous petals.
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Bloss. Petals several, unequal, always some with 3 shal-

low clefts ; the uppermost bulging at the base, as long
as the cup, and containing honey,

'

Nectary a flat upright gland, rising from the recep-

tacle, situated between the stamens and the uppermost
petal, closing with the base of the petals, which on that

side are dilated.

Stam. Filaments 1 1 to 15, short. Anthers hlMvdj upright,
as long as the blofsom.

' '

Pi ST. Germen bulging, ending in some very short styles;

Summits simple.

S. Vess. Capsule bulging, angular, tapering to the styles,

with I cell, opening between the styles.

Seeds many, kidney-shaped, fixed to the angles of th«
capsule.

Obs. There is hardly any genus so difficult to characterize as

thi§ ; the different species varying so much both in figure and
number. The efsential character consists in the petals ^th 3
ekftsy 1 petal bearing the nectary in its base, and the capsules

not closed, but always gaping open. In the R. luteola the cup
has 4 divisions, the petals are 3 ; the uppermost, containing the

nectary, has 6 shallow clefts. The lateral and opposite petals

have 3 clefts ;
and there are sometimes 2 other very small and

entire petals. Styles 3. Stamens many. Linn.

EUPHOR'BIA. rourn. 18, Tithymalus.

Cal. Cup i leaf, permnnent, somewhat coloured, bellying;

mouth with 4 (and in a few species with 5) teeth.

BlosS. Petals 4, (in a few Species 5,) turban-shaped,

bulging thick, lopped, irregularly situated, alternating

with the teeth of the cup, and fixed by their daws to its

edge : permanent.

Stam. Filaments many, (12 or more,) thread-shaped.

Jointed, Standing on the receptacle, longer than the

bloffeom, coming forth at different times. Anthers

double, roundish.

Pi ST. Germen roundish, 3-cornered, standing on a little

fruit-stalk. Styles 3, cloven. Summits blunt.

S. Vess. Capsule roundish, consisting of 3 united berries,

and 3 cells, opening with a jerk.

Seeds solitary, roundish.

Obs. Petals generally 4, sometimes 5. Male and female

flowers arC often found on the same plant. Capsuld either smooth,

hairy, or warty. Linn.
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pOLrGrNlA.

SEMPERVI'VGM. fourn. 140, Sedum. Gertn. 65.

Cal. from 6 to 12 divisions, concave, acute, permaheitt,

Bloss. Petals 6 to 12, oblong, spear-shaped, acute, con-

cave, a little larger thAii the ettp.

5tam. Filaments 6 to 12 , awl-shaped, slender. A^ithers

roundish.

Pi ST. Germens 6 to 12, placed in a circle, upright, each

ending in a style
;
expanding. Surfirtiits acute.

.Vess. Capsule 6 to 12, oblong, comprefsed, shorty

placed in a circle, tapering to a point outwardly, open-
ing on the inner side.

Seeds many, roundish, small.

Obs. When of a luxuriant gfowth, the numbers often ifi*

crease, especially the number of the pistils. Nearly allied to

Sedum, but differs in always having more than 5 petals.

CLASS XII.

ICOSANDRIA.

Although this is G&Iled the fckfs of Twenty
Stamens, because the flowers arrafiged under it geftef&lly

contain abemt that number ;
yet the claffeic character is not

to be taken merely from the number Gf stamens, but from
a considerafiohl 6f the following circuni^tahceft, which will

sufficiently distinguish it bdth from the preeedihg and en-
suing clafte^.

1. Calyx eonsistihg uf i leaf, concave.

2. Petals fixed by claw^ to the inside of the calyx.

3. Stamens more than 19; standing upon the petals,

or upon the calyx; (but not upon the Receptacle,)

Ob 9. Hardly any of th§ planti of this clafS are poisonous.

The fruits aiT ftiOSBy p#lpy
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ICOSANDRIA. (20 Stamens.)
*

Monogynia. (i Pistil.)

Prunus,

Digynia. (2 Pistils.)

Crat(Egus^

Trigynia. (3 Pistils.)

Sorbus*

Pentagynia. (5 Pistils.)

Mespilus, Pyrus, Spiraea,

PoLYGYNiA. (many Pistils*.)

Rosa, Rubus, Fragaria,

Potentilla, Tormentilla, Geum,
Dryas, ' Comarum,

MOmCTNlA,

PRU'NUS. Tourn, 398, ©*401, Cerasus,

Cal. Cup I leaf, bell-shaped, with
,
5 .

clefts, deciduous;

segments blunt, concave. •

. Rloss. Petals 5, circular, concave, large, expanding, fixed
.

to the cup by claws.

Stam. Filaments 2Q to 30, awl-shaped, nearly as long as

the blofsom, standing on the cup.* Anthers double, short.

Pi ST. superior, roundish. thread-shaped, as

long as the stamens. Summit cixcuI^ly, ^

’

S. Vess. nearly globular, pulpy, including a nut or stone.

Seed, a Nut, somewhat globular, but comprefsed, seams

projecting.

Obs. The inside of the cup, in most of the species, is covered

with a number of small glands, which make an appearance like a

hoar frost. St.—In P. insititia there are sometimes 2 pistils.
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DIGrNIA.

CRATiiE'GUS. Gdtrtn, 87, Oxyacantha,

Cal. Cup I leaf, concave, but expanding, with 5 teeth,

permanent.

Bloss. 5, circular, concave, sitting, fixed to the cup,

Stam. 20, awl-shaped, fixed to the cup. Anthers

roundish.

Pi ST. beneath, 2, thread-shaped, upright.

Summits knobbed.

S. Vess. Berry fleshy, nearjy globular, dimpled.'

r
Seeds 2, rather oblong, separate, gristly.

Obs. In- Cratasgus Aria the pistils vary from 2 to 4. With
us, in the Crastegus niomgyhay there is uniformly only i pistil

and I seed. ' .

.

• * *

. .
TRIGrNIA. .

SOR'BUS. Gitrtn. Sji Soriifs ,& Aucupiirla.
^

, i

Cal. Cup i leaf, concave, .blit expanding, with 5 teeth,

,
permanent.

Bloss. Petals 5, circular, concave, fixed to the cup.

,

Stam. Filaments 26, awl-shaped, fiked'to the cup. Anthers

roundish.

Pi ST. beneath. 3,. thread-shaped, upright.

Summits Yowndiim. .

S. V KSS,~Berry soft, globular, with a hollow dimple.

Seeds 3, rather oblong, separate, gristly. . .

Obs. The number of pistils is not very constant; (Reich.)

PENTAGrNlA.

MESTlLUS. Tourn. 410. Geertn, 87.

Cal. Cup 1 leaf, concave but expanding, with 5 .teeth,

permanent.

Bloss. Petals 5, circular, concave, fixed to the cup.

Stam. Filaments 20, awl-shaped, fixed to the cup. Anthers

simple.

Pi ST, Gei'men hQ\\Q.zih., 5, simple, upright. Summits

roundish.
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S. Vess. Z^^’rry globular, with a deep hollow nearly per-

vading it, hut closed by th6*.cup^

Seeds 5, hard as a bone, bulging,

• Obs. From t’he above description, it appears, that the Ora-
SoRB,ws, aaA4 ar^ very ncfl/riy »il«Ugd„ S9iis

hardly to be distinguished, otherwise than by tEti ;;ivvw.b€U* of

piaUis. Th^ Eaves pf the Sori^t^s .a.rp ger>er.a]ly \yin|;^d; p/ ths:

an^uja.r ; ai\d of the 'Lin n .—The nunv
her Oi styles variable. (Reich.')

PY'RUS. Tourn* 404,405, ©* 49$. Q^rtn^^y.

Cal. Cup I leaf, cpACave^ wi.th p ^9Jip)y
jwiit ; segments expanding.

Blq.ss. Petals 5, circular, cmicave, large, fixed to the cup.

Stam. Filamejits 20, awl-shaped, shorter than theMpfsoAi,

fixed to the cup. Anthers simple,

PisT. Germen beneath. Styles thread-shaped, as long

as the stamens. Summits shnplci

S, Vess. a Pomumy somewhat globular, with a hollow dim- '

pie, fleshy, witfe 5 ccM«, me4obiaimoe;ous.

See d^ sevej-rvd., o.bioAg., h.lunt, .tapmng -to poJtn^t at .tl>e

base, convex on one side, flat on the pt'hejr,

5P1R^^'A. Tmirn, 1^59 FiUpmduia*

Gitrtn, 69 ,

Cal, Cup I leaf, with 5 shallow cleii$j at ;

segments ftcute, ipesrinansPOt.

B L o s s . Petals 5 , , hnt 3»pimikjdj ffixeicl jtjhp>Qii|).

Stam, Filamuts uwn .than shorter

than the blofsom, fixed to the cup. Anthers roundish.

Pis r. Germens 5 or more. Styles the same number, thread-

shaped as long as thtp ’SttarrKmsu Summits somewhat
globular.

S. Vess. ohlpngptopcrving ctoti ppix»t> cciiHp.npfsed,

2-valved.

Seeds few, tapering i:o a point, small, fi«ed on;the msiclc

the seam of the capsule,

C&.S. In Spkasa Ulmftria, the capsules are numerous, and
,

placed in a circle, in filifenduh they are -numerous, and twisted!

like a cork-screw. Linn.
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POLlVrNIA.

RO^SA. lourn. 408. Gxertn, 73,

Cup I leaf. Tube bellying, narrow at the neck,

border globular, with 5 divisions, expanding, segments

long spear-shaped, narrow, (2 of which are in sorae

species furnished with appendages on each side., and

the other 2 alternate ones naked, in others only one

segment has these appendages.)

Bloss. Petals 5, inversely heart-shaped, as long as the

cup, and fixed to its neck.

STAM. Filaments many, hair-like, very short, fixed to the

.neck of the cup. Anthers 3-edged.

Pi ST. Gerrnens numerous, at the bottom of the cup. Styles

as many as there are gerrnens, closely comprelsed by
the neck of the cup ; fixed to the side of the germen.
Summits blunt.

S. Vess* none. Berry flesliy, top-shaped, coloured, soft,

of I cell, crowned by imperfect segments, closed at

the neck, formed by the tube of the cup.

Seeds numerous, oblong, rough with hair, adhering to tlie

inside of the cup.

Obs. The S. Vess. is foraiedof the calyx, and resembles a
berry. Linn.

RUMBUS. Tourn* 385. Geertn, 73.

Cal. Cup I leaf, with 5 divisions, segments oblong, ex-
panding, permanent.

Bl OSS. Petals 5, circular, as long as the cup, upright, but
expanding.

StAM. Filaments numerous, shorter than the petals., fixed

to the cup. roundish, comprefsed.

Pi ST. numemiis. small, hair-like grow-
ing on the sides of the gennens. Summits simple, per-
manent.

S. Vess. composed of little granulations, collected

into a knob, which is convex above, and concave be-
neath. Each granulation hath i cell.

See-Ds solitary, oblong. Receptacle of the seed-vefsel*?;

conical.
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Obs. The little berries, o' granulations, are united so as to
form one compound berry, nor can they be separated without tcsr^
ing them. Rubus saxatilis has a berry in which the granulations
are distinct, and Rubus Cham^morus bears male and female flowers

on difl'erent plants. Linn.

LRAGA'RIA. Tourn, 152. G(£rtn»

Cal. Cup I leaf, flat, with 10 shallow clefts. Segmetits

alternately narrower, the narrow ’ones on the outside

the broad ones,

Bloss. Petals 5, circular, expanding, fixed to the cup.
' StAM. Filaments 20, awl-shaped, shorter than the blofs.

fixed to the cup. A?ithers crescent- shaped.

Pi ST. Germens numerous, very small, forming a knob.
Styles simple, from the sides of the germens. Summits
simple.

S. Vess. none. Receptacle of the seeds a sort of berry, glo-

bular-egg-shaped, pulpy, soft, large, coloured, lopped
at the base, deciduous.

Seeds numerous, very small, tapering to a point, scattered

on the surface of the receptacle.

Obs. The receptacle of the seeds in this case, is commonly
called a berry. Linn.

POTENTIL'LA. lourn. 153, '^iinquefolium» Gcertn,

“73, Pentaphyllum,

Cal. Cup I leaf, flattish, with 10 shallow clefts, segments

alternately smaller, reflected.
« *

Bloss. 5, roundish, (or heart-shaped,) expanding-^

fixed by claws to the cup.

Stam. Filaments 20, awl-shaped, shorter than the petals,

fixed to” the cup. Anthers oblong-crescent-shaped.

Pi ST. Germens numerous, very small, forming a knob.

Styles thread-shaped, as long as the stamens, fixed to

the sides of the germens. Summits blunt.

S. V ESS. none. Receptacle of the seeds roundish, juicelefs,

very small, permanent, covered with seeds, inclosed in

the cup.

Seeds numerous, tapering to a point.

Obs. This genus agrees with the Potentilla, excepting only

that it has one fifth more in number in all the parts of the tructi-

ficafcion, so that the two genera might be united. Linn.
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TORMENTIL'LA. TGiirn, 153.

»Gal. Cmp I leaf, flat, with 8 clefts, every other segment
- smaller and more acute. '

Bloss. 4, iuversely heart-shaped, flat, expanding,

hxed by claws to the cup.

StaxVI. Filaments 16; awl-shaped, half as long as the pe-

tals, fixed to the cup. Anthers simple.

PisT. Germens 8, small, approaching so as to form a knob*

Styles thread-shaped, as long as the stamens, fixed to

the sides of the germens. Summits blunt.

S. Vess. none. Receptacle of the seeds very small, loaded

with seeds, and inclosed by the cup*

Seeds 8, roundish, naked *

GE'UM, fourn, Caryophyllata, Gdcrtn,

Cal. Cup I leaf, with 10 clefts, nearly upright, segments

alternately very small and sharp.

Bloss. Petals 5, reminded, claws narrow, as long as the

cup, fixed to the cup.

Stam. Filaments numerous, awl-shapedj as' long as the

cup, fixed to the cup. Anthers short, rather broad,

blunt.

PisT. numerous, forming a knob. Styles long,

hairy ,fixed to the sides of the germens. Summits simple.

S. Vess. none. Receptacle of the seed oblong, hairy,

standing upon the reflected cup.

Seeds numerous, comprefsed, covered with strong hairs,

furnished with a long awn formed by the style.

DRY'AS. Gcertn,'^^,

Cal. Cup I leaf, with 8 divisions, segments elcpandiiig,

strap-shaped, blunt, equal, somewhat shorter than the

blofsom.

Bloss. Petals 8, oblong, notched at the end, expanding,

fixed to the cup.

Stam. numerous, hair-like, short, fixed to the

cup. Anthers small.

Pi ST. Germens many, small, crowded together. Styles

hair-like, fixed to the sides of the germens. Summits

simple.

S. V ESS, none,

VoL, I.—

S
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Seeds numerous, roundish, comprefsed, retaining the
styles, which grow very long and woolly.

Obs. The calyx has from 6 to 10 segments, and the petals

vary the same. (Schreb.)

CO'MARUM. G^rtn, 73.

Cal. Cup I leaf, with 10 shallow clefts, very large, ex-

panding, coloured, segments alternately smaller, and
placed under the others, permanent.

Bloss. Petals 5, oblong, tapering to a point, 3 times

smaller than the cup, to which they are fixed.

StAM. Filaments 20, awl-shaped, hxed to the cup, as long

as the blofsom, permanent. Anthers crescent-shaped,

deciduous.

PisT. numerous, roundish, very small, forming
a knob. Styles simple, short, fixed to the sides of the

germens. Summits simple.

S. Vess. none. Receptacle of the seeds egg-shaped, fleshy,

very large, permanent.
Seeds numerous, tapering to a point, covering the recep-

tacle.

CLASS XIII.

POLYANDRIA.

A PIE flowers of this clafs have, as its title mvpWa, many
stamens, that is, from 20 to 1000 or more, so that it is un-
neceisaiy to attempt to count them, further than to be satis--

fied that they amount to 20 or upwards. The situation of

the stamens, as standing upon the receptacle, is suffi-

cient to distingifish it from the preceding clafs, in which they
do not stand upon the receptacle, but either upon the sides

of the calyx or else upon the Petals. A regard to this cir-

cumstance will be a surer guide than an attention merelr
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to the NUMBER of the stamens. If the eye does not at

once determine the exact situation of the stamens, care-
fully and slowly pull off the petals and the segments of the
calyx, if the stamens remain in their place, they may then'
he considered as growing upon the receptacle.

Oss. Most of the plants of this clafs are poisonous.

POLYANDRIA. (many Stamens.)

(

Monogynia. (i Pistil.)

ActdPa, ‘ Cheltdontum. ' Papaver,

J^ymphdeci* T'ilia, Cistus*

Digynia. (2 Pistils.)

Poterium,

Trigynia. (3 Pistils.)

Delphinium*

Aguilegia,

Pentagynia.^(5 Pistils.)

Hexagynia. {
6 Pistils.)

Stratiotes.

PoLYGYNiA. (many Pistils.)

Zostera*

Arum,
Anemone,

Clematis,

S 2

Thalictrum,

Adonis,

Ranunculus,

Trollius,

Helleborus.

Caltha,

Sagittariaf

/
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MONOGTNIA.

ACTAl'A. Tourn. I54> Chrhtophoriana. Gxrtn, 1 14.
A

Cal. Cup 4 leaves, leafits circular, blunt, concave, shed-
ding.

Bloss. Petals 4, tapering each way, larger than the cup,

shedding.

StAM. Filaments about qo, hair-like, broader towards the
•

' '
'

m

top. Anthers roundish, double, upright.

PiST. Germen egg-shaped. none. Summit ihick-

ish, obliquely deprefsed.
•

^

S. Vess. Berry oval-globular, smooth, with i furrow, iind

I cell.

Seeds many, semi-globular, standing in a double row.

CHELIDO'NIUM. 'Tourn, 116 Glaucium,

Geertn, 115.

Cal. Cup 2-leaved, roundish, somewhat egg-shaped,

concave, blunt, shedding.

Bloss. Petals 4, circular, flat, expanding, large, narrower
at the base.

Stam. Filaments about 30, flat, broader upwards, shorter

than the blofsom. Anthers oblong, comprefsed, blunt,

upright, double.

Pi ST. Germen cylindrical, as long as the stamens. Style

none. Summit a knob, cloven.

S. Vess. Pod cylindrical, generally with 2 valves.

Seeds many, egg-shaped, shining, adhering to the little

stalk that connects them with the receptacle. • Recep-

tacle narrow, situated between the seams of the valves,

and applied close to the seams through their whole
length, continuing entire.

Obs. The Ch. majus produces a long pod of i cell ; the Ch.
glaucium and Ch. corniculatum a long pod of 2 capsules, and the

Ch. hyhridum a long pod with 3 valves. Linn. Ch. majus has a

capsule resembling a pod, with knots where the seeds are placed,

it has 1 cell and 2 valves. The seeds are egg-shaped, with a

kind of crest along the back, and fixed by each end to a thread-

shaped receptacle and between the edges of the valves. The Ch.
glaucium ^ hybridum have a very long pod-like capsule, comprefsed

transversely, of 2 cells, 2 valves, and a partition inserted between
the edges of the valves. The seeds are globular, and fixed in

hollow cavities to the middle of the spongy receptacle, (Gxrtn.)
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PAPA'VER. Tourn, 119, 120. G<ertn, 60.

Cal. Cup 2-leafed, egg-shaped, nicked at the end, leafits 2,

somewhat egg-shaped, concave, blunt, shedding.

Bloss. Petals 4, circular, flat, expanding, large, narrow-

est at the base, alternately smaller.

Stam. Filaments numerous, hair-like, much shorter than

the blolsom. Anthers oblong, comprefsed, upright,

blunt.

PisT. Germen nearly globular, large. Style none. Sum-
niit target-shaped, flat, radiating.

S. Ves. Capsule oi i cell, divided half way into many
cells, opening by several apertures beneath the crown
formed by the large and flat summit.

Seeds numerous, very small. Receptacle consisting of as

many longitudinal plaits, as there are rays in the sum-
mit, connected to the sides of the capsule.

Obs. The seed vefsel varies in figure, frorfi globular to oblong,

and the number of rays in the summit are likewise various. The
species may be divided into such as have smooth and such as have

rough hairy seed-vefsels. Linn,

NYMPHi^i'A. Fourn* 137 138. Geertn, 19.
V

Cal. Cw/) beneath, 4-leafed, large, coloured on the upper
surface, permanent.

Bloss. Petals numerous, (often 15,) fixed to the side of

the germen, in more than i row.

Stam. Filaments numerous, (often 70,) flat, crooked,

blunt, short. Anthers oblong, fixed to the edge of the

filaments.

Pi ST. Germen egg-shaped, large. Style none. Summit
circular, 'flat, central, sitting, marked with rays, scol-

loped at the edge, permanent.

S. Vess. hard, egg-shaped, fleshy, rough, nafrow
at the neck, crowned at the top, with many cells, (10
to 15) filled with pulp.

Seeds many, roundish.

Obs. The Nymphaea has a cup composed of 5 circular

leafits, and the petals are smaller than in the other species. Linn.

TILTA. Tourn, 381. Geertn, 113.

Cal. Cup with 5 divisions, concave, coloured, almost as

large as the blofsom, deciduous,

S o
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Bloss. Petals 5, oblong, blunt, scolloped at the end.
Stam. Filaments many, (30 or more,) awl-shaped, as

long as the blofsom. Anthers simple.

PiST. roundish, thread-shaped, as long as

the stamens. Summit with 5 blunt edges.

S. Vess. Capsule like leather, globular, with 5 cells, and

5 valves, opening at the base.

Seeds solitary, roundish.

Obs. In general only i seed comes to perfection, and this

pushes aside the others, which are barren, so that an incautious

observer would be apt to pronounce, that the capsule has but 1

cell. Linn.

CIS'TUS. Tourn, 136, ^ 12^ , Helianthemum, Geertn* 76,

Cal. Cup 5 leaves, permanent, leafts circular, concave,

2 of them smaller, placed below, but alternating with

the others.

Bloss. Petals 5, circular, flat, expanding, very large.

Stam. Filaments numerous, hair-like, shorter than the

blofsom. Anthers roundish, small.

Pi ST. Germen roundish. Style simple, as long as the sta-

mens. Summits flat, circular.

S. Vess. Capsule roundish, covered by the cup.

Seeds numerous, roundish, small.

Obs. The efsential character of the genus consists in the 2

smaller and alternate leaves of the calyx. Some species have a

capsule of 1 cell and 3 valves, in others it has 5 or 10 cells and as

many valves as there are cells. Linn.

DIGrNIA.

POTE'RIUM. Pourn* 68, Pimpinella, Geertn* 32.

Male flowers forming a spike.

Cal. Cup 4 leaves, leafits egg-shaped, coloured, shedding.

Bloss. with 4 divisions, egg-shaped, concave,

expanding, permanent.

Stam. Filaments many, (30 to 50,) hair-like, very long,

limber. Anthers roundish double.

Female flowers, above the male, on the same spike.

Cal. Cup as above.

Bloss. Petal i, wheel-shaped. Puhe short, roundish,

closing at the mouth. Border with 5, divisions, sesf-

ments egg-shaped, flat, reflected, permanent.

(
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PiST. Germens 2, egg-oblong within the tube of the blos-

som. Styles 2, hair-like, coloured, limber, as long as

the blofsom. Summits pencil-shaped, coloured.

S. Vess. Berry formed of the tube of the blofsom, grown
thick, hard, and closed.

Seeds 2.

Obs. V.Sanguisorbahe2.x^ a berry which is angular and juice-

lefs, it^ seeds are 4-cornered, tapering to a point at each end.

The male flowers produce 2 feeble pistiL. Linn, and the calyx

has 2, 3, or 4 leaves. (Reich.)

7RIGTNIA.

DELPHINIUM. Tourn, 241. G^rtn, 65.
t

Cal. Cup none.

Bloss. Petals 5, unequal, placed in a circle, the upper-

most before blunter than the rest, behind extended into

a straight, tubular, long, blunt horn, the other egg-

spear-shaped, expanding, nearly equal.

Nectary cioveWf its front standing in the upper part

of the circle of the petals, and its hinder part inclosed

by the tube of the uppermost petal.

Stam. Filaments many, (15 to 30,) awl-shaped, broadest

at the base, very small, leaning tow-ards the uppermost
petal. Anthers upright, small.

PiST. Germens or i, egg-shaped, ending in styles as long

as the stamens. Summits simple, reflected.

S. Vess. Capsules oy i, egg-awl-shaped, straight, with
I valve, opening inwards.

Seeds many, angular. v

PENTAGrNIA.

AQUILE'GIA. Tourn, 142. Gcertn, 118.

Cal. Cup none,

Bloss. Petals 5, spear-egg-shaped, flat, expanding, equal.

Nectaries 5, equal, alternating with thepetals, horned,

gradually widening upwards, the inouth ascending ob-

liquely outwards, fixed to the receptacle inwardly, ex-

tending below into a long tapering tube, blunt at the end.

Stam. Filaments many, (30 to 40,) awd-shaped, the outer

ones the shortest. Anthers oblong, upright, as tall af

the nectaries.
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Pi ST. Germens 5, egg-oblong,’ ending in awl-shaped styli^,

longer than the stamens. Summits upright, undivided :

16 short, wrinkled, chaffy substances separate and in-

close the germens.
S. Vess. 5, distinct, cylindrical, parallel, straight,

tapering to a point, with i valve, opening from the
point inwardly.

Seeds many, egg-shaped, keeled, fixed to the opening
seam.

HEXAGTNIA.

STRATIOTES. Gartn. 14.

Male flowers. »

Cal. 2-leaved, containing 3 or 5 florets: leafts

boat-shaped, comprefsed, blunt, approaching, keeled,

nearly equal, permanent.

Cup I leaf, with 3 divisions, upright, deciduous.

Bloss. Petals 3, inversely-heart-shaped, upright, but ex-

panding, twice as large as the cup.

Nectaries 20, resembling anthers, strap-spear-shaped,

acute, placed in a circle, standing on the receptacle.

Stam. Filaments 12, thread-shaped, shorter than the nec-

taries, fixed to the receptacle. Anthers strap-shaped,

upright.

Female flowers.

Cal. Sheath as above, but inclosing only i floret.

Cup as above, superior.

Bloss. as above.

Nectaries as above, but rather larger.

Pi ST. Germen beneath, egg-shaped, but with 6 angles, and
comprefsed. Styles 6, divided down to the base. Sum-
mits simple, bent outwards.

S. Vess. Berry egg-shaped, tapering at each end, with

6 sides, and 6 cells; pulp pellucid.

Seeds many, oblong, cylindrical.

Obs. Nectaries from 21 to 31. Stamens from ir to 13.

(Schreb.) The Stratiotes aloides, in cold climates bears herma
phrodite flowers, with 20 stamens in each. (Gxrtn.)
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ZOSTE'RA. G^rtfu 19.

Male (lowers.

Cal. Sheath none, except the base of the lejjf, inclosing

the spike-stalk, approaching, and notched on each side

towards the top.

Spike-stalk strap-shaped, flat, bearing stamens on its

upper, and pistils on its under side.

Cup none.

Bloss. none.

Stam. Filaments alternate, numerous, very short, fixed

to the spike-stalk above the germens. Anthers, i on

each filament, egg-oblong, nodding, blunt, awl-shaped

and crooked upwards and backwards.

Female flowers.

Cal. as above.

Cup none,

Bloss, none.

Pi ST. Germens fewer, egg-shaped, comprefsed, alternate,

2-edged, nodding, fixed by the top to a little frait-

stalk. Style, i on each germen, simple. Summits 2 ,

hair-like.

S. Vess. egg-shaped, beaked, terminated by the

style, rather comprefsed, membranaceous, transparent,

of I cell, without valves, (Gaertn.) opening length-

ways at a lateral angle. (Linn.)

Seed single, elliptical, comprefsed, scored. (Gsertn.)

A'RUM. Tourn* 69. Geertn, 84.

Male flowers on the same fruit-stalk with the females,

closely crowded, between a double row of tendrils.

Cal. Sheath of i leaf, very large, oblong, lapped round at

the base, approaching at the top, comprefsed in the

middle, coloured on the inside.

Sheathed Fruit-stalk club-shaped, undivided, a little

shorter than the sheath, coloured, set round with ger-

mens on the lower part, above the germens, shrivelling.

Cup none.

Bloss. none.

Nectaries? thick at the base, ending in thread-shaped

tendrils, placed in 2 rows round the middle of the fruit-

stalk.

Stam. Filaments none, sitting, 4-cornercd.
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Female flowers on the lower part of the fruit-stalk,

near together.

Cal. Sheath and sheathed fruit-stalk as above.

Cup none.

Bloss. none.

Pi ST. Germens each inversely-egg-shapcd. Style none.

Summit bearded with soft hairs.

S. Vess. Berry globular, of i cell.

Seeds many, roundish.

Obs. The wonderful and unparalled structure of this,flower

hath given rise to many disputes amongst the most eminent bota-

nists.—The Receptacle is lengthened out into a naked club, with

germens surrounding its base. The stamens, which is truly

wonderful, are fixed to the receptacle more within than the ger-

mens, and consequently standing lefs in need of filaments to ele-

vate them. Hence it may be said to be an inverted flower.

—

What are the above-mentioned threads noticed under the name
of tendrils? Linn.

ANEMO'NE. Fourn, 147 is 148. Gcertn, 74.

Cal, none.

Bloss, Petals in 2 or 3 rows, rather oblong, 3 in each row.

Stam. Filaments numerous, hair-like, half as long as

the blofsom. Anthers double, upright.

Pi ST. Germens numerous, forming a knob. Styles taper.

Summits blunt.

S. Vess. none. Receptacle globular, or oblong, with
hollow dots.

Seeds many, tapering to a point, retaining the style,

Oes. The Anemone Pulsatilla has a many-cloven leafy Invo-

lucrum, and the tails of the seeds are hairy, Linn.

CLE'MATIS. Tourn, 150, Clematitis, Gcertn. 74.

Cal, Cup none,

Bloss. Petals flexible, oblong.

Stam. Filaments many, awl-shaped, shorter than the

blofsom. Anthers fixed to the sides of the filaments.

PiST. Germens many, roundish, comprefsed, ending in

awl-shaped Styles^ longer than than the stamens.

Summit simple.

S. Vess. none. Receptacle a small knob.

Seeds many, roundish, comprefsed, retaining the style,

which is variously shaped.
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THALIC'TRUM. Tourn, 143. Gcertn. 74.

Cal. Cup none, (iinlefs we call the blofsom the cup)

Bloss. PetaU 4, circular, blunt, concave, shedding.

Stam. Filaments iwsiww

i

broadest in the upper part, cbm-
prel'sed, longer than the blolsom. Arithers oblo.ig,

upright.

Pi ST. Germens many, roundish, often standing on little

foot-stalks. Styles none. Summits thick.

S. Vess. none,
Seeds many, furrowed, egg-shaped, without awns.

Obs. The number of stamens and Pistils is different in diffe*

' rent species. Linn. In some species there are styles of consider-

able length. In no well known genus are the species more diffi-

cult to distinguish and characterise than in this.

ADO'NIS, Geertn. 74.

Cal. Cup 5 leaves, leafits blunt, concave, a little coloured,
‘ deciduous,

Bloss. Petals ^ to 15, oblong, blunt, shining.

Stam. Filaments many, very short, awl-shaped. Anthers

oblong, bent inwards.

Pi ST. Germ.ens numerous, forming a knob. Styles none.

Summits acute, reflected.

S. Vess. none. oblong, spike-like.

Seeds numerous, irregular, angular, without awns, bulg-

ing at the base, bent back at the point' with a small

projection.,

RANUN'CULUS. Fourn, 149. Garin* 74.

Cal. Cup 3 leaves, leajits egg-shaped, concave, a little

coloured, deciduous.

Bloss. Petals 5 blunt, shining, with small claw's.

Nectary a little cavity, just above the claw of each

petal.

Stam. Filaments many, nearly half as long as the petals.

Anthers upright, oblong, blunt, double.

PisT. Germens numerous, forming a knob. Styles none.

Summits reflected, very small.

S. V ESS. none. Receptacle connecting the seeds by very

short foot-stalks.

Seeds many, irregular, crooked at the point, figure
*

various.
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Obs. The efsential character of this genus consists in the

nectary, “^he other parts of the flower are inconstant. This

nectary is in some species a naked pore, in others, encompafsed

by a cylindrical border, and, in others again, closed by a scale

which is notched at the end. In the R. ficaria, the cup has 3
leaves, and the blofsoms more than 5 petals. The R. hederaceus

has only 5 stamens, and the R. sceleratus an awl-shaped receptacle,

and the fruit in a spike. In some species the seeds are roundish,

in others deprefsed, sometimes they are beset with prickles like a

hedge-hog, and sometimes they are but few in number. Linn.

TROL'LIUS. G(srtn* 118,

Cal. none.

Bloss. Petals about 14, nearly egg-shaped, deciduous, 3
in each of the 3 outer rows, and 5 in the innermost,

Necta?'tes 9, strap-shaped, flat, crooked, perforated on
the inner fide at the base.

StAM. Filaments numerous, bristle-shaped, shorter than
the blofsom. Anthers upright.

PiST. numerous, sitting, like pillars. none.

Summits sharp-pointed, shorter than the stamens.

S. Vess. Capsules numerous, forming a knob, egg-shaped,

with a crooked point.

Seeds solitary. ^ _

HELLEB'ORUS. Tourn. 144. G<£vtn» 65.

Cal. Cup none, (unlefs we reckon the blofsom such,
which in some species, is permanent.)

Bloss. Petals 5, circular, blunt, large.
' Nectaries many, very short, placed in a circle, con-

sisting ot one leaf, tubular, narrowest beneath.
^
Mouth

.
with 2 lipis, upright, notched at the end, the inner lip

the shortest

Stam. Filaments numerous, awl-shaped. Anthers com-
prefsed,^ narrowest in the lower part, upright.

Pi ST. generally 6, comprefsed. awl-shap-
ed.' Summits rather thick.

S. \ ESS. Capsules comprefsed, keeled at both edges, the
lower edge the shortest, the upper the most convex,
opening.

,

Seeds several, round, fixed to the seams.
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CAL'THA, Tourn, 145, Populago, Gd^rtn* 118.

Cal. Cup none.

Bloss. Petals 5, egg-shaped, flat, expanding, large,

shedding.

Stam. Filaments numerous, thread-shaped, shorter than
the petals. Anthers comprefsed, blunt, upright.

Pi ST. Germens from 5 to 10, oblong, comprefsed, upright.

Styles none. Summits simple.

S. Vess. Capsules from 5 to 10, short, tapering to a point,

expanding, keeled at both edges, opening at the upper
seam.

j

Seeds many, roundish, with an edging, fixed to the upper

^
seam.

SAGITTA'RIA. Geertn. 84.

Male flowers, numerous.
I

. •
'

Cal. Cup 3 leaves, leajits, egg-shaped, concave, permanent.

Bloss. Petals 3, circular, blunt, flat, expanding, thrice^as

large as the cup.

Stam. Filaments many, (generally 24,) awl-shaped, col-

lected into a little head. Anthers upright, as long a«

the eup.

flowers fewer, beneath the other.

Cal. Cup as above.

Bloss. Petals 3, as above.

Pi ST. Germens numerous, comprefsed, forming a little

head, bulging on the outer side, ending in very short

styles. Summits acute, permanent.

S. Vess. none. Receptacle globular, and set round with
the seeds so as to form a globe.

Seeds numerous, oblong, comprefsed, encompafsed length-

ways by a broad membranaceous border, bulging on
one side, tapering towards each end.
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CLASS XIV.

DIDYNAMIA.
(2 Stamens longer.)

HE efsential character of this Clafs consists in the
blowers being furnished with 4 stamens, 2 of which are
long, and 2 short. The short stamens stand next together
and adjoining to the style of the pistil. They'are covered
by the blolsom, which is irregular in its shape. This
clafs comprehends the whirled, the lipped, the masked, the
gciping, grinnitig flowers of other authors. It ad-
mits of the fodowing Natural Character:
Cal. Cup I leaf, upright, tubular, with 5 clefts, segments

unequal, permanent.
Bloss. I petal, upright, the base tubular, containing

honey, and serving for a nectary. Border generally
gaping, upper lip straight, lower lip expanding, with

3 segments, the middle one the broadest.

Stam. Filaments 4, strap-shaped, fixed to the tube of the
blofs. but leaning towards the back of it. Filaments
all parallel, seldom taller than the blolsom. The 2

middle ones shorter than those on each side. Anthers
generally covered by the upper lip of the blofsom, and
approaching each other so as to stand in pairs.

Pis r. Germen generally superior. Style single, thread-

shaped, bent in the same manner as the filaments, and
generally standing in the midst of them, but somewhat
longer, and a little crooked at the top. Summit gene-
rally cloven.

S. Vess. either none, (as in the first Order), but when
there is one, (as in the second order) it generally con-
sists of 2 cells.

Seeds in the first Order 4, seated at the bottom of the

cup. In the second Order many, fixed to the recepta-

cle, which is placed in the middle of the seed-vefsel.

Obs. The flowers of this clafs are, for the most part, nearly

upright, but leaning a little from the stem, so that the blofsom

may more effectually cover the anthers from the rain, and the

pollen more easily fall upon the summit. The plants in the first

Order of this clafs are odoriferous, cephalic, and resolvent.

None of them are poisonous.
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Gymnospermia. (Seeds naked.)

Ga^eopsis, Clinopodium,

Lciicrium, Galeobdolon, Origanum,
Nepeta» Betonka. Lhymus,
V?rbe?ia. Stachys. Melij'sa,'

Mentha, Ballota, Melittis,

Glecoma, Marrubium, '

Scutellaria,

Lamium, Leonurus, Prunella,

Angiospermia. (Seeds covered.)
1

Bartsia, Pedicularis, Sibthorpia,

Rhinanthus. Antirrhinum, Limosella,

Euphrasia,

Meiampyrum,
Lathraa,

Scrophularia,

Digitalis,

Linneea,

Orobanche,

GTHNOSPERMIA.

A'JUGA. T’ourn, 98, Bugula & Cham<£pltys,

Cal. Cup I leaf, short, with 5 shallow clefts, nearly equal,

permanent.

Bloss. I gaping. cylindrical, crooked. Upper
lip very small, upright, cloven, blunt. Lower lip

large, expanding, with 3 segments, blunt, middle seg-

ment large, inversely heart-shaped, lateral segment*

small.

Stam. Filaments 4, (2 short, and 2 long,) awl-shaped,

upright, taller than the upper lip. Anthers double.

Pi ST. Germen with 4 divisions. Style thread-shaped,

agreeing in size and situation with the stamens. Sum^
mits 2, slender, the lowermost the shortest.

S. V ESS. none. The Cup closes and retains the seed.

Seeds 4, rather long.
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TEU’CRIUM. Tourn* 97 Chartusdrys, & 98.

Cal. Cup I leaf, with 5 shallow clefts, nearly equal,

acute, bulging on one side the base, permanent.

Bloss. I Petal, gaping, lube cylindrical, short, ending

in a crooked mouth. Upper lip upright, acute, deeply

divided, even lower than its base, segments standing

wide. Lower ///) with 3 clefts, lateral seg~

mcnts a little upright, of the shape of the upper lip, the

middle one large, circular.

Stam. Filameyits 4, awl-shaped, longer than the upper lip

of the blofsom, and projecting between its segments.

Anthers small.

Fist. Germen with 4 divisions. Style thread-shaped,

agreeing in size and situation with the stamens. Sum-
mits 2, slender.

S. Vess. none. The remaining unchanged contains

the seeds within it.

Seeds 4, roundish.

Obs. The very deep division of the upper lip of the blofsom,

and its segrnents standing so wide apart, give the appearance of

a flower without any upper lip. The T. Chameedrys has a tubular

calyx, and bears its flowers in the bosom of the leaves. Linn.

NEP'ETA. Fourn. 95, Cataria,

Cal. Cup I leaf, tubular, cylindrical, mouth 'with. 5 teeth,

acute, up^right, upper teeth the longest, the lower most

expanded.

Bloss. i /A/ 1?/, gaping. cylindrical, crooked,

open. Mouth expanding, heart-shaped, terminated by

2 very short, reflected, blunt segments. Upper lip

upright, circular, notched at the end. Lower lip cir-

cular, concave, larger, entire, a little scolloped at the

ed2;e.
Cj

Stam. Filam.ents 4, 2 long, and 2 short, awl-shaped, ap-

proaching, covered by the upper lip. Anthers fixed

sideways.

Pi ST. Germe?i with 4 clefts. Style thread-shaped, agree-

ing in length and situation with the stamens. Summit
cloven, acute.

S. Ves?. none. The G2/) standing upright contains the

seeds.

Seeds 4, somewhat egg-shaped.

Obs. If we reckon the segments of the mouth as a part of the

lower lip, that lip must then be considered as having 3 divisions.

Linn.
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VERBE'NA. Tourn» 94.* Gartn, 66 ,

Cal. Cup I leaf, angular, tubular, slender, permanent,
with 5 teeth, i of the teeth lopped.

Bloss. I Petaly unequal. Tube cylindrical, straight, as

long as the cup, dilated, and bowed inward towards the
top. Border expanding, with 5 shallow clefts, segments

rounded, nearly equal.

StAM. Filaments 4, like bristles, very short, concealed
within the tube of the blofsom, 2 of them longer
Anthers crooked.

PiST. Germen 4-cornered. Style simple, thread-shaped,

!
as long as the tube. Summit blunt.

‘ S. Vess. very fine and thin, but generally none, the cup
containing the seeds.

Seeds 2 or 4, oblong.

I
Obs. Linnaeus allotted a place to this genus in the clafs

Diandria, because some of the species have only 2 stamens, but

as the species found with us has uniformly 4, and its structure in

other respects agreeing with the plants of this clafs, it is introdu-

ced here, where the English botanist would expect to find it.

1
*

MEN'THA. Tourn, 89.

Cal. Cup I leaf, tubular, upright, with 5 teeth, equal,

permanent,

Bloss. i upright, tubular, rather longer than the

cup. Border with 4 divisions, nearly equal. The
upper segment broadest, and notched at the end.

StAM. Filaments 4, awl-shaped, upright, distant, the 2 next

each other the longest. Anthers roundish.

Pi ST. Germen cloven into 4. Style thread-shaped, up-

right, longer than the blofsom. Summit cloven, ex-

panding.

S. Vess. none. C«/> upright, containing the seeds.

Seeds 4, small.

Obs. In Mentha atpuatica the stamens are nearly all ofa length,

9

GLECO'MA. Curt, 143.

Cal. Cup I leaf, tubular, cylindrical, scored, very small,

permanent, rim with 5 clefts, segments unqual, taper-

ing to a point. --

VoL. I.—

T
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Bloss. I gaping. slender, comprefscd. Up^
pel' lip upright, blunt, with a shallow cleft. Loiver

lip expanding, large, blunt, with 3 segments, the mid-
dle one largest, and notched at the end.

Stam. Filaments 4, 2 long and 2 short, covered by the

upper lip. Anthers of each j)air of stamens approach-

ing so as to form a crofs.

Pi ST. Germen cloven into 4. Style thread-shaped, lean-

ing under the upjicr lip. Summit cloven, acute.

S. Vess. none. The seeds at the bottom of the cup.

Seeds 4, egg-shaped.

LA'MIUM. T’oiirn, 85.

Cal. Cup I leaf, tubular, wider towards the top, with 5 .

teeth, and awns, nearly equal, permanent.

Bloss. i Petal, gaping. Pube cylindrical, very short.

Border open. Mouth inflated, -comprefsed, bulging,

with a little tooth turned backwards on each side.
'

Upper lip vaulted, circular, blunt, entire. Lower lip

shorter, inversely lieart-shaped, notched at the end,

reflected.

Stam. Filaments 4, awl-shaped, 2 long and 2 short, cover-

ed by the upper lip. Anthers oblong, hairy.

Pi ST. with 4 clefts. 6*/y/f thread-shaped, agree-

ing in length and situation with the stamens. Summit
cloven, acute.

S. Vess. none. The Cup remaining open contains the

seeds in its bottom, forming a flat surface.

Seeds 4, short, 3-cornered, convex on one side, lopped
i\i each end.'

GALEOP'SIS. E. hot. 207.

Cal. Cup i leaf, tubular, with 5 teeth, ending in sharp
awns as long as the tube, permanent.

Bloss. i Petal, gaping. Tube short. Border open.
Mouth somewhat wider than the tube, and as long as

the cup. Above the base of the lower lip on each side

lies a little tape ”ing tooth, 'hollow on the under surface.

Upper Up circular,- concave, serrated at the top. Low^
er lip with 3 segments, the lateral ones circular, the

middle one larger, scolloped, notched at the end.

I

I
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Si am. Fila?nenfs 4, 2 long and 2 short, awl-shapcd, cover-
ed by the upper lip. Anthers roundisli, cloven.

Pi ST. Germen with 4 clefts. Style thread-sljapcd, agree-
ing in lengtJi and situation with tlie stamens. Stirnmlt
cloven, acute. 1

S. Vess.^ none. The Cup stiff, straiglit, containing the
seeds in its bottom.

Obs. In G. Ladanumxhe upper lip of the blofsom is a little re-
flected, but not very evidently scolloped. Linn. The G. GaleoF'
dolo7i\vAS no teeth on the lower lip of the blofsom, but 'it is divided
into three_ equal segments, and the upper lip is entire being only
fringed with a few soft hairs. On these accounts Mr. Hudson
made a distinct genus of it, under the name Galeobdolon,

GALEOB'DOLON. (Huds.) 223.'

’ Cal. Involucrum underneath the whirls, leajits strap-
shaped, acute, shorter than the calyx.

Cup I leaf, tubular, bell-shaped, with 5 teeth, taper-
ing to a point, the upper tooth upright, distant, the 2
lower expanding.

Bloss. I Petal, gaping. Tube cylindrical, short. Upper
lip oval, vaulted, nearly entire, fringed, woolly.
Lower lip shorter, with 3 clefts, unequal, the lateral
segments egg-shaped, tapering to a point, the outer
edge bent back, the middle segments longer, straight,
tapering to a point.

Stam. Filaments 4, awl-shaped, covered by the tipper lip,
2 of them longer. Anthers in pairs, oblong, double^
convex above, concave underneath.

PiST. Germen with 4 divisions. Style thread-sliaped, of
the length and situation of the stamens. Summit clo-
ven, acute.

S. Vess. none. The Cup unchanged contains the seeds in
its bottoml

Seeds 4, short, 3-square, lopped. (Huds.)

BETON'ICA. I'ourn, 96.

Cal. Cup I leaf, tubular, cylindrical, 5 toothed, ^awned,
permanent.

Bloss. i Petal, gaping. Lltibe cylindrical, crooked.
Upper Up circular, entire, Hat, upright. Lower lip

with 3 segments, the^ middle one broader, circular,
notched at the end.

T 2
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Stam. Filaments 4, 2 iong and 2 short, as long as the

inoiith of the biofsom, and leaning towards the upper
Up. Anthers roundish.

PisTT. Gennen with 4 divisions. Style in shape, size, and
situations resembling the stamens. Summit cloven.

S. Vess. none. The contains the seeds.

Seeds 4, egg-shaped.

\

STA'CHYS! rourn. 86.

Cal. Cup I leaf, tubular, angular, with 5 shallow clefts,

permanent, teeth awl-shaped, ta|3ering to a point, near-

ly equal.

Bloss. I Petaly gaping. Tube very short. Mouth ob-

long, bulging downwards towards the base.

—

Upper lip upright, somewhat egg-shaped; vaulted, ge-

^

nerally notched at the end. Lower lip large, with 3 ;

' segments, the 2 outer segments reflected, the middle ’

one very large, notched at the end, and folded back.

Stam. Filaments 4, 2 long and 2 short, awl-shaped ; after:

dowering, bent to the- sides of the mouth. Anthers

f

simple.

Pi ST. Qermen with 4 divisions. .Style thread-shaped,,

agreeing in length and situation with the stamens..

Summit cloven, acute.

S. Vess. none. The Cup but little changed contains thef

seeds.

Seeds 4, egg-shaped, angular.

Obs. In S.arvensis the upper lip of the biofsom Is very entire.

BALLO'TA. Tourn, 85.

Cal. Involucrurn beneath the whirls, formed of strap-*

shaped leaves.

Cup I leaf, tubular, salver-shaped, regular, with 5--

corners, and 10 scores, oblong, upright, permanent.,

Rim acute, open, plaited, with 5 teeth,

Bloss. i gaping. cylindrical, as long as thet

cup. Upper lip upright, egg-shaped, entire, scolloped^ <

' concave. Loiver lip with 3 segments, blunt, the middle^
'

“ one the largest, notched at the end.

Stam. Filaments 2 long and 2 short, awl-shaped, lean-

ing towards and shorter than- the upper lip. Anthers
{

oblong, lateral.

I
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Pi ST. Germen with 4 clefts. Style thi'ead-shaned, in

shape and situation similar to the stamens. Summit
slender, cloven.

S. Vess. none. The unchanged contains the seeds.

Seeds 4, egg-shaped.

Obs. It has the involucnim of the Clinopodiom, the calyx of
the Marrubium, and the biofsom of the StachySj but is most near-

ly allied to the Marrubium. Ljnn,
\

MARRU^BIUM. I'ourji.gi.

Cal. Cup I leaf, salver-shaped, tubular, with 10- scores.

Rim equal, open, generally with lo t<?eth, teeth aker-
nately smaller.

Bloss. I Prti?/ gaping. cylindrical. 'Border open.

Mouth long, tubular. Upper lip upright, nan ow,
acute, cloven. Lower lip broader, rejected, with 3
shallow segments, middle segment broad, notched at the

end. the lateral segments acute.

StAM. Filaments, 4, 2 long and 2 short, shorter than the

biofsom, covered by the upper lip. Anthers simple.

Pi ST. Grmfw with 4 clefts. tlireacl-shaped, agree-

ing in length and situation with the stamens. Summit
cloven.

S. Vess. none. The Cup clofed at the neck, but expand*?

ed at the rim, contains the seeds.

Seeds 4, rather oblong,

LEONU'RUS. Tourn. 87.

Cal. Cup I leaf, tubular, cylindrical, but angular vHth 5
edges, and 5 teeth, permanent. .

Bloss. i Petal, gaping. Fuhe narrow. Border opening,

with a long mouth. Upper lip the longest,' semi-cylin-

drical, concave, bulging, roundish and blunt at the end,

entire covered with soft hairs, reflected, witli

3 divisions. Segments spear-shaped, nearly equal.

Stam. Filaments t[y 2 long and 2 short, covered by the

upper lip. Anthers oblong, comprefsed, cloven half

way down, fixed sideways, sprinkled with very small,

solid*, shining, elevated, globular particles.

Pi ST. Germens 4. Style thread-shaped, agreeing in length

and situation with the stamens. Summits cloven, acuta.
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S. Vess. none. The Cup remaining unchanged contains

the seeds within it.

Seeds 4, oblong, convex on one side, angular on the

other.

Obs. The lip of the blofsom varies in different species.

(Reich.) In L, Cardiaca it is egg-shaped,
<

CLINOPO'DIUM. rotLri2. 92.

Cal. Involucrum of many bristle-shaped leaves, as long as

the cup, placed under the whirls.

Cup I leaf, cylindrical, very slightly curved. Mouth
with 2 lips. Upper lip broader, with 3 segments, acute,

reflected. Loiver lip deeply divided, slender, bent

inwards,

Bloss. I gaping. Tube short, gradually widening

into a mouth. Upper lip upright, concave, blunt,

notched at the end. Lozver lip with 3 clefts, blunt.

Middle segment broader, notched at the end.

StAM. Filaments 4, 2 long and 2 short, covered by the

upper lip. Anthers rowndhh.

Pi ST. Germen with 4 divisions. Stjle thread-shaped,

agreeing in length and situation with the stamens.

Summits cloven, acute, comprefsed.

S. Vess. none. The Cup closing at the neck, and bellying

out in the body, contains the seeds.

Seeds 4, egg-shaped.

ORIG'ANUM. Tourn.gs:^.

Cal. spike-like, tiled with Floral-leaves^

shaped, coloured, compound.
Cup unequal, various,

Bloss. i Petalt gaping. Tube cylindrical, comprefsed.

Upper lip upright, flat, blunt, notched at the end,

Lozver Up with 3 clefts, segments nearly equal.

Stam. Filaments 4, 2 long and 2 short, thread-shaped, as

long as the blofsom. Anthers

Pist. Germen ^vjixh. 4 clefts. Style thread-shaped, lean-
,

iug towards the upper lip of the blofsom. Summits very

slightly cloven. •

S. Vess. none. The Cup closing a little contains the seeds.

.Seeds 4, egg-shaped.

I
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Obs. The Involucrtm of the cups constitutes its efsential cha-

racter. The cupy ill some species, is nearly equal, with 5 teeth

;

in others it consists of 2 lips, the upper lip large and entire, the

lower lip hardly perceptible ; in others again, the cup is formed

of 2 leaves. Linn,
t

THY'MUS. Totirn, 93.

Cal. Cup I leaf, tubular, cloven half way down into 2 lips,

permanent. Mouth closed by soft hairs. Upper lip

broader, flat, upright, with 3 teeth. Lower lip with

2 bristles, of equal length.

Bloss. I gaping. as long as the cup. Mouth
small. Upper Up short, flat, upright, notched at the

end, blunt. Loiver lip long, expanding, broader, with

3 segments, blunt ; middle segment broadest.

Stam. Filaments 4, 2 long and 2 short, crooked. Anthers

small.

PiST. Germen with 4 divisions. Style thread-shaped.

Summit cloven, acute.

S. Vess. none. The becoming narrow at the neck
incloses the seeds.

Seeds 4, small, roundish,

MELIS'SA. Tourn, 91 @*92, Calamintha,

Cal. Cup I leaf, somewhat bell-shaped, dry and skinny,

a little expanding, angular, scored, permanent. Mouth
with 2 lips. Upper lip with 3 teeth, reflected, ex-

panding, flat. Lower Up ‘short, rather pointed, divided.

Bloss. i Petal, gaping. Fube cylindrical. Mouth open.

Upper lip shorty upright, vaulted, . roundish, cloven.

Lozver lip with 3 clefts, the middle segment largest,

heart-shaped.

Stam. Filaments 4, awl-shaped, 2 as long as the blofsom,

the other 2 but half as long. Anthers small, leaning

together in pairs.

PiST. Germen with 4 clefts. Style thread-shaped, as long

as the blofsom, leaning along with the stamens under
the upper lip of the blofsom. Summits slender, cloven,

reflected.

S. V ESS. none. The Cup unchanged, but enlarging, con-
tains the seeds.

Seeds 4, egg-shaped.
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MELIT^TIS. Curt, 6^.

Cal. Cup i leaf, bell-shaped, cylindrical, straight. Mouth
with 2 lips. Upper lip tall, notched, acute. Lower
lip shorter, cloven, acute. Segments standing wide.

Bloss. I Petal, gaping. much more slender than

the cup. Mouth hwiViHXa thicker than the tube. Upper
lip upright, roundish, entire. Lower lip expanding,

with 3 segments, blunt ;
' middle segment larger, hat,

entire.

Stam. Filaments the middle ones shorter than the outer

ones, awl-shaped, standing under the upper lip. Anthers

blunt, cloven, each pair forming a crofs.

• Pi ST. Germen blunt, with 4 clefts, covered with soft hairs.

Styles thread-shaped, agreeing in length and situation

with the stamens. Summit cloven, acute. ,

S. Vess. none. The Cup unchanged contains the seeds.

Seeds four.

Obs, The lower lip of the calyx is sometimes scolloped, Linn,

' SCUTELLA'RIA. Tourn, 84, Cafsida,

Cal. Cup I leaf, very short, tubular. almost entire,

after howering closed by a lid, which is formed by an
expansion of the upper part of the cup.

Bloss. i Petal, gaping, Tube very short, bent backwards.

Mouth long, comprefsed. Upper lip concave, 3-cleft.

Middle Segment concave, notched at the end. Lateral

segments flat, acute, placed under the middle segment.

Lower lip broad, notched at the end,

Stam. Filaments 4, 2 long and 2 short, concealed under

the upper lip. Anthers small.

Pi ST. Germen with 4 divisions. Style thread-shaped,

agreeing in length and situation with the stamens.

Summit simple, crooked, taper.

S. VESs.’none. The Cup 3-cornered, covered wdth a lid

resembling a helmet, answering the purpose of a cap-

sule, and opening at the lower margin.

Seeds 4, roundish.

Obs. This genus is abundantly distinguishable from all others

by its singular and beautiful calyx, which, inclosing the seeds as

a seed-vefsel, resembles, in its external appearance, a helmet with

its crest.
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PRUNEL'LA. rourn, 84.
0

Cal. Cup I leaf, with 2 lips, mouth short, pcrmaneut.
Uppet' lip flat, broad, lopped, with 3 very small teetli.

Lowe}' Up upright,, narrow, acute, witli a shallow cleft,

Bloss. I Petals gaping. Tube short, cylindrical. Mouth
oblong. Upper lip concave, entire, nodding. Lovjcr

lip reflected, blunt, with 3 segments, the middle seg~

merit broadest, notched at tlie end, serrated.

StAM. Filaments 4, 2 a little longer than the other 2, awl-

shaped, forked at the end. Anthers simple, fixed to

the filaments beneath the top, and only to one of the

divisions of the fork.

Pi ST. Germen with 4 divisions. Style thread-shaped,

leaning along with the stameng towards the upper lip.

Summit notched at the end.

S. Vess. none. The Cup closes and contains the seeds.

Seeds 4, somewhat egg-shaped.

Obs. The efsential character consists in the forked filament,

as in the genus Crambe. LiHn,

ANGIOSPERMIA,
*•

BART'SIA. Light/, 14.

Cal. Cup I leaf, tubular, permanent.. Mouthh\m\i, cloven.

Segments notched at the end, points’coloured.

Bloss, i Petal, gaping. Upper lip upright, slender,

entire, longer. Lower Up reflected, with 3 clefts,

blunt, very small,

StAM. Filaments 4, 2 a little shorter than the other 2,

bristle-shaped, as long as the upper lip. Anthers oblong,

approacliing, standing under the top of the uppbr lip.

Pi ST. Germen egg-shaped. Style thread-shaped, longer

than the stamens. Summit blunt, nodding.

S. Vess. Capsule egg-shaped, comprefsed, tapering to a

point, with 2 cells and 2 valves, partition opposite to

the valyes.

Seeds numerous, angular, small.

Obs. This genus is a sort of connecting link between the

Rhinanthus, Euphrasia, and Pedicularis, but distinguished by its

coloured calyx. Linn.—-If the coloured calyx be admitted as an
efsential generic mark ,

nearly half the order must be placed in it,

(Mr. Woodward.)—And the Bartsia uiscosa has a calyx not at all

coloured, (Mr. Giddy.)
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RHINAN'THUS. 'Tourn, yy, Pedicularis.^Gdertn, 54.

Cal. Clip I leaf, roundish, inflated, comprefscd, witli 4
clefts, permanent, '

Bloss. I Petal, gaping. Tube nearly cylindrical, as long
as the cup. open, comp refs ed at the base. Upper
lip helmet-shaped, comprefsed, notched ,at the end,
narrower. Lower lip open, flat, with 3 shallow clefts,

])lunt; the middle segment the broadest.

Stam. Filaments 4, 2 long and 2 short, nearly as long as the
upper lip which conceals them. Anthers fixed sideways,
clov^en at one end, hairy.

Pi ST. Germen egg-shaped, comprefsed. Style thread-
shaped, agreeing in situation with the stamens, but
longer. Summit blunt, bent inwards.

S. Vess. Capsule himrt, upright, comprefsed, cells 2, valves

2, partition opposite to the valves, opening at the edges.

Seeds many, comprefsed.

Obs. Rhinanthus Crista galH has a bordered capsule ; seeds

surrounded by a loose membrane; and a calyx equal, with 4
clefts. Linn.

EUPHRA'SIA. Tourn, y8. Geerin, 54,

Cal. Cup I leaf, cylindrical, with 4 clefts, unequal, per-

manent.

Bloss. i Petal, gaping. Tube as long as the cup. Upper
///) concave, notched at the end. Lower lip expand-
ing, with 3 divisions. Segments equal, blunt.

Stam. Filaments 4, thread-shaped, leaning under the upper
lip. Anthers 2-lobed, the lower lobes of the lower

anthers tapering into a little thorn.

PiST. Germen egg-shaped. Style thread-shaped, agreeing

in shape and situation with the stamens. Summit blunt,

entire.

S. Vess. Capsule egg-ohlong, comprefsed, -2-celled,

Partition opposite to the valves.

Seeds numerous, very small, roundish.

Obs. This description applies to the Euphr. Odontites, but

the Euphr. Officinalis admits of the following remarks very justly

made by Mr. Hudson. Cup tubular, bell-shaped ; segments

tapering to a point, equal. Blofs. lower lip with three shallow

clefts, segments cloven, the middle one the largest. Anthers

cloven at the base, the lobes at the base tapering into an awn.

Summit a knob'. Capsule 4-cornered at the base, nicked at the

top.
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MELAMPY'RUM. rourn. 78. Gcertn. 53.

Cal. Cup I leaf, tubular, with 4 shallow clefts. Segments

slender, jx'rmanent. '

Bloss. I Petal, T’^be oblong, bent back; border

comprefsed. Upper lip helmet-shaped, comprelsed,

notched at the end ;
lateral margins bent buck. Lower

Up liat, upright, as long as the upper, with 3 shallow

segments, blunt, marked with 2 projections in the

middle.

Stam. Filaments 2 long and 2 short, awl-shaped, crooked,

concealed under the upper lip. Afithers oblong.

PisT. tapering to a point. A/j/f simple, agreeing

in length and situation with the stamens. Summit blunt.

S, Vess. Capsule oblong, oblique, tapering to a point,

comprefsed ; upper edge, convex, lower edge straight ;

cells 2, valves 2, partitmi opposite to the valves, open-
ing at the upper seam.

Seeds 2, egg-shaped, bulging, bordered at the base.

LiVTHRiE'A. Tourn, 424, Clandestina, Gartn, 52. •

Cal. Cup I leaf, bell-shaped, straight. Mouth with 4
deep clefts.

Bloss. i Petal, gaping. longer than the cup. Bor-
der gaping, bellying. Upper lip concave, helmet-
shaped, broad, with a narrow hooked top. Lower
lip^ smaller, reflected, blunt, with 3 clefts.'

Nectary a gland notched at the end, deprefsed on
each side, very short, situated upon the receptacle of

the flower, at one corner of the gennen.
Stam. Filaments 4, awl-shaped, as long as the blofsom,

concealed under the upper lip. Anthers blunt, deprefs-

ed, approaching.

Pi ST. Germen globular, comprefsed. Style thread-shaped,

agreeing in length and situation with the stamens.

Summit lopped, nodding.

S. Vess. roundish, blunt, but furnished with a
small point, with i cell, and 2 elastic valves, surrounded
by the cup, which is large and expanding.

^

Seeds few, globular, fixed to the middle of the valves.

Obs. On account of its nectariferous gland, it approaches

near to the Orobanchc, Linn.
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PEDICULA'RIS. rourn, 77, A. D. E. II. I. K. L,

,
Gdtrtn, 53.

Cal. Cup I leaf, roundish, bellying. Mouth w\ih 5 clefts,

equal, permanent.

Rloss. I Petal

f

gaping. Tube oblong, bulging. Upper
Up helmet-shaped, upright, compreised, narrower,

notched at the end. Lower lip expanding, flat, with

3 shallow segments, blunt. Middle segment the nar-

rowest.

Stam. Filaments 4, 2 long and 2 short, nearly as long as

the upper lip, under which they lie concealed. Anthers

fixed, sideways, roundish, comprefsed.

IhsT. Germen roundish. Style thread-shaped, agreeing

in situation with the stamens, but longer. Summit
blunt, bent inwards.

S. Vess. Capsule roundish, sharp pointed, oblique, 2 -celled,

opening at the top. Partition opposite to the valves.

Seeds many, egg-shaped, angular. Receptacles nearly

globular, in the base of the capsule,

Obs. Capsule for the most part oblique. In some species the

cup is cloven at the rim into 2 parts.

ANTIRRHPNUM. Tourn, 75 76, Linarta,

Gdcrtn. 53.

Cal. Cup witit 5 divisions, permanent. Segments oblong,

the 2 lower more expanding.

pLOSs. I gaping. Tube oldong, bulging; border

with 2 lips. Upper lip cloven, reflected sideways.

Lower Up with 3 clefts, blunt, Palate convex, mouth
generally closed by a projection of the lower lip, which

is channelled on the under side.

Nectary projecting backw'ards from the base of the

r)lofsom.

Stam. Filaments 4, 2 short and 2 long, nearly as long as

the blofsom, and inclosed by the upper lip. Anthers

approaching.

PisT. roundish. simple, agreeing in length

and situation with the stamens. Summit blunt,

S. Vess. roundish, blunt, cells 2. Figure and

manner of opening different in difterent species.

Seeds many. Receptacles kidney-shaped, solitary, fixed

to the partition.
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Obs. The ticctaiy and the seed-vefsel differ greatly in the dif-

ferent species. In some, the former is long and awl-shaped, and
the latter opens equally. In others, the nectary is blunt, scarcely

protuberating; the capsule unequal at the base, opening at the

top obliquely; and, in others
,

again, still different.

SCROPHULA'RIA. rotmt. 74. 53.

Cal. Cup i leaf, with 5 clefts, permanent. Segments

rounded, shorter than the blofsom.

Bloss. I Petal, unequal. Tube globular, large, inflated.

BorJe?' very small, with 5 divisions. The 2 upper seg-

ments larger than the others, upright; the 2 lateral

ones open; the loiver reflected.

Stam. Filaments 4, strap-shaped, declining, as long as

the biolsoms ; 2 of them ripening later than the other

2. Anthers double.

PiST. Grmrw egg-shaped. 5’/y/e simple, agreeing in length

and situation with the stamens. Summit s\mp\Q,

S. Vess,. Capsule tapering to a point, cells 2,

valves. 2, partition formed by the edges of the valves

turning in, opening at the top.

Seeds many, small. Receptacle single, roundish, extending

itself into each cell.

Obs. In the mouth of the blofsom, beneath the upper seg-

ments, lies another little segment resembling a lip ; but this is

not common to every species. The blofsom, in this genus, should
be considered as reversed. The //p smaller, bowed back,
rounded, the stamens bowed down towards it ; the lateral seg-
ments scolloped, rounded, equal to the upper; the louver lip larger,

open, with 2 divisions
; the intermediate lip very small, placed in

the fore part. Linn. — When ripe, an oval opening appears in

the partition. (Gsertn.)

DIGITA'LIS. Tourn, 73. Geertn, 53.

Cal. Cup with 5 divisions; segm^ents roundish, acule,

permanent, the upper narrower,

Bloss. i Petal, bell-shaped. Tube large, expanding,

bulging on the under side, cylindrical and narrow at

the base. Border small, with 4 clefts. Upper segmerit

most expanded, notched at the end. Loiver segment

•

Stam, Filaments 4, 2 long and 2 short, awl-shaped, fixed

to the base of the blofsom, declining. Anthers cloven,

tapering to a point at one end.
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Pi ST. tapering to a point. simple, standing
along with the stamens. Summit acute. .

,
S. V ESS. Capsule egg-shaped, as long as the cup, tapering

to a point, cells 2, valves 2, tearing open in 2 directions.

Partition double, formed by the edges of the valves,

turned in.

Seeds many, small.

LINNiE'A. FI, dan, 3.

Cal. Cup double.

Cup of the Fruit beneath, 4-leaved; 2 leafits oppo-
site, very small, acute, the other 2 elliptical, concave,
upright, rough with hairs, embracing the germen, con-
verging, permanent.

Cup of the Flowers superior, of i leaf with 5 divisions,

upright, slender, acute, equal.

Bloss, I Petals bell-shaped, with 5 shallow clefts, blunt,

nearly equal, twice the size of the flower cup.

Stam. Filaments 4. y
awl-shaped, fixed to the bottom of the

blofsom, 2 very small, the other 2 near together, longer,

but shorter than the blofsom. Anthers comprefsed,

vane-like.

PiST. Germen roundish, beneath. Style thread-shaped,

straight, leaning, as long as the blofsom. Summit
globular. '

' ’

S. V ess. Berry juicelefs, egg-shaped, 3-celled, covered by
the rough hairy gluthaous cup of the fruit, deciduous.

Seeds 2, roundish.
-f

SIb'tHOR'PIA. G^rtn, 55.

Cal. Cup i leaf, turban-shaped, with 5 divisions, expand-

ing; leafits egg-shaped, permanent.

Bloss. i Petal, with 5 divisions, expanding, equal, as long

as the cup. Segments rownd^d,

Stam. Filaments 4, hair-like, 2 of them approaching.

Anthers heart-oblong.

Pi ST. Germen roundish, comprefsed. Style cylindrical,

tliicker than the filaments, as long as the blofsom.

Summit a simple knob, deprefsed.

S. Vess. Capsule comprefsed, round and flat, bellying on

each side, edges acute, valves 2, cells 2,- partition

transverse.
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Seeds several, roundish-oblong, convex on one side, flat

on the other. Receptacle globular, fixed to the middle

of the partition.

LIMOSEL'LA. Gicrtfi* 50.

Cal. Cup I leaf, with 5 shallow clefts, acute, upright,

permanent.

Bloss. I Petal, hell-shaped, upright, equal, with 5 shallow

clefts, acute, small, segments expanding.

StAM. Filaments 4, upright, 2 leaning to the same side,

shorter than the blolsom. Anthers simple.

Pi ST. Germen oblong, blunt, of 2 ceils. Style simple, as

long as the stamens, declining. Summit globular.

S. Vess. egg-shaped, half inclosed in the cup,

with I cell, and 2 valves. Partitio?i divided belov/.

Seeds many, oval. Receptacle egg-shaped, large.
«

OROBAN'CHE. Tourn. 8i.
\

Cal. Cup I leaf, with 2 or 5 clefts, upright, coloured, per-

manent.

Bloss. i Petal, gaping. Puhe leaning, large, bellying*

Border expanded. Upper lip concave, open, notched at

the end. Lower lip reflected, with 3 clefts, unequal at

the edge. Segments nearly equal.

Stam. Filaments 4, 2 long and 2 short, awl-shaped, con-

cealed under the upper lip. Anthers upright, approach-

ing, shorter than the border.

Nectary a gland at the base of the germen.

Pi ST. Germen oblong. Style simple, agreeing in length

and situation with the stamens. Summit with a shal-

low cleft, blunt, thick nodding.

S. Vess. Capsule egg-oblong, tapering to a point, with i

cell, and 2 valves.

Seeds numerous, very small. Receptacles strap-shaped,

lateral, connected.

Obs. Each segment of the summit notched at the end. Linn.
Calyx and blofsom different in different species. (Reich.)
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- CLASS XV.

TETRADYNAMIA.

In the flowers of this Clafs there are 6 Stsmens
; 4 of

them long, and 2 short, (It is also worthy of observation,

that the flowers of this clafs have uniformly 4 Petals, An
attention to this circumstance will probably save the learner

some touble, as the difference of length in the Stamens is

not always very obvious, and especially as the plants of the

Hexandria Clafs have none of them 4 Petals,)

The Orders are 2, and are distinguished by the

fisureof the seed-vefsel, which, in the ist Order is abroad

and short Pouch; that is, a roundish flat seed-vefsel,

furnished with a Style, which is frequently as long as

the seed-vefsel itself. In the 2d Order, the seed-vefsel

is a long Pod; that is, a very long seed-vefsel, without

any remarkable Style.

The plants of this Clafs admit of the following

Natural Character:

Cal, Cup oblong, of 4 leaves, deciduous. Leaps egg-

oblong, concave, blunt, approaching, standing in op-

posite pairs, bulging at the base.

Tlie ISJectary is formed of the calyx, which on this

account bulges at the base.

Bloss, crofs-shaped. Petals 4, equal. Claws flattish,

awl-shaped, upright, generally longer than the cup»

Border flat. Limbs broadest towards the end, blunt,

hardly toucliing one another at the edges. The petals

fixed in the same circle with the stamens.

Stam. Filaments 6, awl-shaped, upright, the 2 opposite

ones as long as the cup, the other 4 somewhat longer,

but shorter than the blofsom. Anthers rather oblong,

tapering to a point, thickest at the base, upright, but

with the top bent outwards.
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Nectariferous glands^ which differ in dillercnt genera,

grow near the stamens, and are mostly fixed at the

i>ase of the shorter filaments, which are generally bent

outwards, to prevent the comprefsion of the glands,

and therefore appear shorter than the others.

Pi ST. superior, daily growing taller. A/y/f the

length of the longest stamens, but in some genera there

is no style. Summit blunt.

S. Vess. Pod with 2 valves, often with 2 cells,
,
opening

from the base to the point. Partition projecting be-

yond the points, of the valves, and occupying the place

of the style.

Seeds roundish, inclining downwards, lodged in the par-

tition lengthways and alternately. Receptacle -strap-

shaped, surrounding the partition, and lodged in the.

seams of the seed-vefsel,

Obs. This clafs is truly natural, and has been considered as

such by all the best systematic writers, neverthelefs, they have
thrown into it one or more genera that do not naturally belong
to it ; but this we have avoided. The plants of this Clafs arc

univerfally called Antiscorbutic

^

their taste is acrid and watery ;

they lose most of their virtues by drying. None of them arc

poisonous.

In moist situations, and wet seasons, they are most acrimoni-

ous. Thus the Cochlearia Armoracia, (Horse-radish) growing
near water, is so very acrid, that it can hardly be used

;
and

Brassica RapUy (the Turnep) whose root in a dry sandy soil is s©

succulent and sweet, in wet stiff lands is hard and acrimonious.

TETRADYNAMIA. (4 Stamens lobger.)
/

SiLi'cuLosA. (Poucli, or broad Pod.)

Myagrum, Vella. Thlaspi

Jjunias, Subularia. Cochlearia,

Cramhe, Draba, Iberis,

lsatis» Lepidiuin,
/

SiLiQUOSA. (Ion g Pod.) .

Dentaria. Cheiranthus, Brafsica,

Cardamine. Hesperis, Sinapis.

Sisymbrium, Arabis, Raphanus,

Erysimum, Turritis,

VoL. I.—U,
I

I
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'SILICULOSA.
i

MY'AGRUM. Tourn,^^, G^ertn. 141.

Cal. Cup 4 leaves, leajits egg-oblong, 'concave, standing

open, coloured, deciduous. i

Bloss. 4 petalsf forming a crofs. Petals flat, circular,

• blunt, claws slender.

StAM. Filaments 6, as long as the cup, the 4 opposite

ones rather longtir than the other 2. Anthers' simp\Q,

Pi ST. Germen egg-shaped.- Style thread-shaped, as long

as the cup. Summit blunt.

S, Vess. Pouch inversely heart-shaped, somewhat com-
prefsed, entire, rigid, terminated at the point by a rigid,

conical style. Valves 2. (Some of the cells often

empty.)

Seeds roundish.

Obs. Myagrum sativum is the only British plant that has been

referred to this genus, but it ill accords with its characters; on

which account Profefsor Gmelin has constituted a new genus called

Mcenchia, which includes the Myagrum sativum-^ Draba aizoides^

Alyfsum mcanum, and campestre,

BU'NIAS. Totirn, 103, Et'ucago, G^rtn, 142.

Cal. Cup 4 leaves, leajits egg-oblong, expanding,

deciduous.

Bloss. 4 petals, forming a crofs. Petals inversely egg-

shaped, twice as long as the cup. Claws taper, upright.

StAM. Filaments 6, as long as the cup, the 2 opposite

ones not quite so long. Anthers upright cloven at the

base.

PiST. Germen oblong. Style none. Swnmit blunt,

S. Vess. Pcwc/f? irregular egg-oblong, with 4 sides, edges

with I or 2 projecting points, not opening, deciduous.

Seeds few, roundish, i placed under each point of the

pouch.

CRAM'BE. Vourn. 100^*99, Rapistrum, Gtsrtn, 142.

Cal. 4 leaves, egg-shaped, channelled, rather

expanding, deciduous.

Bloss. 4 petals, forming a crofs. Petals large, blunt,

' broad, expanding. Claws upright, but standing rather^

open, as long as the cup.
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S rAM. Filamerits 6, 2 of them as long as tlie cup, the other

4 longer, and cloven at the end. Anthers simple, fixed

to the outermost division of the filaments.

Nectarljerous Glands placed on each side, between

the blofsom and the longer stamens.

PiST. oblong. Style wowg , Awww/V rather thick,

S. Vess. Berry dry, globular, of i ceil, deciduous.

Seed single, roundish.
^

Obs. The cloven tops of the filaments constitute the efsential

character. Linn.

rSATIS. T’ourn, 100. Geertn, 142.
'

I

Ckh, Cup 4. leaves, leaps egg-shaped, rather expanding,

coloured, deciduous.

Bloss. 4 petals, forming a crofs. Petals oblong, blunt,

expanding, gradually tapering into claws,

St AM. Filaments 6, upright, but expanding, as long as

the blofsom, but 2 of them shorter. Anthers oblong,

lateral.

Pi ST. Germen oblong, 2-edged, comprefsed, as long as

the shorter stamens. Style none. Summit a blunt knob,
S. Vess. oblong spear-shaped, blunt, comprefsed,

2-edged, with i cell, not opening. Valves 2, boat-

shaped, comprefsed, keeled, deciduous.

Seed single, egg-shaped, in the centre of the seed-vefsel.

4

VEL'LA. Gcertn, 14 1.

Cal. Cup 4 leaves, upright, cylindrical, leaps strap-shap-

ed, blunt, deciduous.

Bloss. 4 petals, forming a crofs. Petals inversely egg-

shaped, expanding. Claws as long as the cup.

Stam. Filaments 6, as long as the cup, the 4 opposite

ones a little longer than the other 2. Anthers simple.

Pi ST. Gfmm egg-shaped. conicaU Summit
S, Vess. Pouch globular, entire. Cdls 2.- Partition twice

as large as the pouch ; the part extending beyond the

pouch, egg-shaped and upright4

Seeds several, roundish.

U «

e
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SUBULA'RIA. FL dan, 35.

Cal. Cup 4 leaves, leajits cgg-sliapeci, cdnca^'e^ a littlr

expanding, deciduous.

Bloss. 4 forming a crofs. Petals inversely egg-

shaped, entire, rather larger than the cup.

S'FAM. Filaments 6, shorter than the blofsom, the 2 stand-

ing opposite still shorter. Anthers sim})le.

Fist. Gemnen egg-shaped. Style shorter than the pouch.
Summit blunt.

I

S. Vess. Pouch egg-shaped, somewhat comprefsed, entire,

furnished with a very short style. Cells 2. Partition

placed in a contrary direction to the valves, which are

egg-shaped and concave. '

Seeds several, vevy minute, roundish.

DRA'BA* Gartn. 14 1.

Cal. Cup 4 leaves, leafits egg-shaped, concave, upright

but expanding, deciduous.

Bloss. 4 petals^ forming a crols, petals oblong, rather ex-

panding. Claws very minute.

Stam. Filaments 6 y
as long as the cup, 4 opposite ones a

^ little longer than the other 2, upright-expanding.

Anthers simple.

Fist. Germen egg-shaped. Style hardly any, Summit a

flat knob.
S. Vess. Ppuch o\tl\ oblong, comprefsed, entire, without

a ^style. Cells 2. Partition parallel to tlie valves.

Valves flat, hut a little conca\ e.

Seeds many, small, roundish.

Obs. In some species the petals are divided down to the base,

in others they are only notched at the end, and in others again

they are quite entire. They eisential Char, consists in the pouch
being oval-oblong, comprefsed, and almost without a style.'

—

These circumstances readily distinguish it from the Alyfsum, the

' Subularla and the Lunaria. Linn. '

EEPID'IUM. Jcurn. ;o3. Geertn, 14 1.

I

Cal. Cup 4 Jeeves, leajits egg-shaped, concave, deciduous.

Bloss. 4 petals^ forming a crols, petals inversely egg-sliap-

ed, twice as long as the cup, Clavos narrow.

Stam, Filaments 6 ,
awl-shaped, as long as the cup, the 2

opposite ones shorter than the others. Anther^ i^iiuple.

/
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Pi ST. Germen heart-shaped. Style simple, as long as the

stamens. Summit blunt.

S. Vess. heart-shaped, notched at the end, com-
prel'sed, sharp at the edge. Cells 2. Valves lx)at-

shaped, keeled. Partition spear-shaped, placed in a

contrary direction to the valves.

Seeds several, egg-shaped, but tapering to a point, nai-

rower at the base, inclining downwards.

Obs. L. ruderale only i seed in each cell. (St.) The,

Lepidium angUcim has either 2 or ^ stamens only, as is also

case with the L. ruderak..
s

'THLAS'PI. Tourn. loi. Geertn. 14 1.

Cal. Cup 4 leaves, egg-shaped, concave, upright^

but expanding, deciduous.

Bloss. 4 forming a exops., petals inversely egg-shap-

ed, twice as long as the cup. Claws narrow.

Stam. Filamef^ts 6, lialf as long as the blofsom, the 2

opposite ones shorter than the others. Anthers taper-

ing to a point.

Pi ST. Germen circular, comprefsed,. notched at the end.

Style simple, as long as the sta;nens. Summit blunt.

S. Vess. Pouch comprefsed, inversely heart-shaped, notch-

ed at the end, the depth of the notch being equal to the

length' of the style,. Cells “i. Partition spear-shaped.

Valves boat-shaped, bordered with a keel.

Seeds many, inclining, fixed to the scams.

Obs. In Thlaspi Bursa-pastoris the pouch is inversely heart-*

shaped, but without a border
;
but in some other species it is sur-

rounded by a sharp border. Linn.—

I

n T. campestre there is only
one seed in each cell. St.

COCHCEA'R’IA. Tourn. 10 1.

Cal. Cup 4 leaves; leafits egg-shaped, concave, standing

open, deciduous.

Bloss. 4 petals
^
forming a crofs; inversely egg-

shaped, expanding, twice as large as the cup. Clazvs

narrow, shorter than the cup, standing wdde.

StAM. Filaments 6, awl-shaped, as long as the cup, the 2

o])positc ones sliorter than the others. Anther^ blimt^

comprefsed.
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Pi ST. 'Germen heart-shaped. Style simple, very short,

permanent. Summit blunt.

S. Vess. heart-shaped, bulgimj, turgid, 2-celled,

notched at the end, furnished with a style, rough.
Ptf/wj bulging, blunt.

Seeds, about 4 in each cell.

I

I'BERIS. Geertn, 141.

Cal. C«/)4leaves; inversely egg-shaped, concave,

expanding, small, equal, deciduous, .

Bloss. 4 petals, unequal; petals inversely egg-shaped,

blunt, expanding, the 2 outer ones much larger, equal,

the 2 inner small, reflected. Claws oblong, upright.

Stam. Filaments 6, awl-shaped, upright, the 2 lateral' ones

shortest. Anthers roundish.

Pi ST. Germen roundish, comprefsed. Style simple, short. ^

Summit blunt.

S. Vess. Pouch upright, nearly circular, comprefsed,

notched at the end, encompafsed by an acute border.

Cells 2. Partition spear-shaped. Valves boat-shaped,

keeled, comprefsed.

Seeds several, somewhat egg-shaped.

SILI^OSA.

DENTA'RIA. Toum, no.

Cal. Cup 4 leaves ; leafits egg-oblong, approaching towards

the top, blunt, deciduons.

Bloss. 4 forming a crofs ;
Petals circular, blunt,

very slightly notched at the end, flat, ending in claws

as long as the cup.

StAM. Filamerits 6, awl-shaped, as long as the cup, 2 cJf

them shorter. Anthers heart-oblong, upright.

Pi ST. Germen oblong, the length of the stamens. Style

very short and thick. Summit blunt, notched at the end. -

S. Vess. Pod long, cylindrical ;
cells 2 ;

valves 2, opening
with a jerk, and the valves rolling back

;
partition ra-

ther longer than the valves.

Seeds many, somewhat egg-shaped.
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I

CARDAM'INE. Tourn, 109. Gccrtn* 143.

Cal. Cup 4 leaves ; leafits egg-oblong, blunt, rather open,

bulging, small, deciduous.

Bloss. 4 petals, forming a crofs; petals oblong-egg-

shaped, greatly expanded, ending in claws, which are

upright, and twice as long as the cup.

Stam. Filaments 6 ,
awl-shaped, the 2 opposite ones twice

as long as the cup, the other 4 still longer. Anthers

small, heart-oblong, upright.

Pi ST. Germen slender, cylindrical, as long as the stamens.

^tyle none. Summit a blunt knob, entire.

S. Vess. PoJlong, cylindrical, but comprefsed. Cells 2*

Valves 2, when they open rolling back in a spiral.

Seeds many, roundish.

Obs. One species is often found destitute of the 2 shorter

stamens; in some others the petals are wanting. In C. petreca the

valves open at the base, but do not roll back. Linn. ^

SISYM'BRIUM. Tourn. 109.

Cal. Cwp 4 leaves; leafits spear-strapshaped, expanding,

coloured, deciduous.

Bloss. petals, forming a crofs. Petals oblong, expand-

ing, generally smaller than the cup. Claws very
minute.

Stam, Filaments €, longer than the cup, the 2 opposite

ones somewhat shorter. Anthers simple. '

Pi ST. Germen oblong, thread-shaped. Style very short.

Summit h\Mnt, •

'

S, Vess. long, crooked, bulging, cylindrical. Cells

2. Valves 2, nearly straight when open, rather shorter

than the partition. - .

Seeds many, small,

Obs. S. Sophia has the petals shorter than the cup ; and a very

long and very slender pod. In S. sylvestre and S. amphihium, the

pd is bulging, and very short. Linn,
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TiRYS'IMUM. Town. 1 1 1 . Gxrtn. 143.
t

Cal. C«/) 4 leaves ; leafits egg-oblong, parallel, but a])-

proaching, coloured, deciduous.
Bloss. 4 petals, forming a crofs. Petals oblong, flat, very

blunt at the end. Claios as long as the cup, upright.
Nectarifej'otis Gland double, on the inner side of the

shorter filament.

Stam. Filaments 6 ,
as long as the cup, the 2 opposite ones

shorter than the others. Anthers simple.

PisT. Germen strap-shaped, 4-edged, as long as the sta-

mens. Style very short. Summit a small knob, per-
manent.

S. V ESS. Pod long, strap-shaped, stiflP, and straight, exactly

4-cornered, with 2 valves, and 2 cells.

-Seeds many, small, roundish.

,
CHEIRAN'THUS. Tourn, 107, Leucojum, Geertn, 143.

Cal. Cup 4 leaves, comprefsed; leafits spear-shaped, con-
cave, upright, parallel, but approaching towards the

top, deciduous, the 2 bulging at the base.

Bloss. 4 forming a crofs. Petals circular, longer

than the cup. Claws as long as the cup.

Stam. Filaments 6 , awl-shaped, parallel, as long as the cup,

2 of them shorter and bulging at the base, within the

cup. Anthers upright, cloven at the base, acute and
reflected at the top,

A Nectariferous Gland surrounding the base of the

short stamen on each side.

Fist. Germ.en prism-sfiaped, with 4 edges, as long as the

stamens, with a small tubercle on each side tlie base. ,

Style very short, compressed. Summit ohXoTi^, divided,

< reflected, thick, permanent.

iS. Vess. Pod\on^, comprefsed, the, 2 opposite angles ob-

literated and marked with a Jittle tooth. Cells 2,

valves 2, furnished with a very short style, and an up-

right cloven summit.

Seeds many, pendant, alternate, somewhat egg-shaped,

comprefsed, vdlh a membranaceous border,

Obs. The little tooth on each side of the germen, in some
species, almost disappears, in others it grows larger. In the Ch,

tricu:pidatus the pod has 3 points at the end. Linn,
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HES'PERIS. rourn, 108.

Cal. C«/) 4 leaves ; leajits spear-strap-shapccl, parallel,

approaching towards the top, and lying on each other,

wide at the base, deciduous, the 2 opposite ones bulging

at the base.

Bloss. petals, forming a crofs. Petals oh\ox\^, the length

of the cup, a little bent obliquely to the left, ending in

taper claivs which are as long as the cup.

StAM. Filaments 6, awl-shaped, as long as the tube, 2 of

them only half as long. Anthers strap-shaped, upright,
' reflected at the top.

Nectariferous Glands tapering to a point, placed

})etween the shorter stamens and the germcn, surround-

ing the stamen.

Pi ST. Germen as long as the cup, prism-shaped, with 4
edges. St'sF none. Summit divided, placed inwards,

oblong, upright, forked at the base, approaching at the

top, shrivelling.

S. Vess. Pod\on^, comprefsed and flat, stiff and straight,

of 2 cells; valves 2, as long as the partition.

Seeds many, egg-shaped, comprefsed.

V

AR'ABIS. E.bot. 178. Curt, li, 13.

Cal. Cwp 4-lcaved, deciduous ; leafits parallel-, and ap-

proaching at the top, 2 of them opposite, cgg-oblong,

acute, larger, a little prominent at the base, bulging,

concave; the other 2 strap-shaped, upright.

Bloss. 4 petals, forming a crofs. Petals egg-shaped, ex-

panding, ending in claws as long as the cup.

Nectaries 4, each composed of a little, reflected, per-

manent scale, fixed to the receptacle at the bottom, and
on the inner side of the leaves of the cup; reflected,

permaneht.

Stam. Filaments 6, awl-shaped, upright, 2 as long as the

cup, 4 twice as long. Anthers heart-shaped, upright.

Pi ST. Germen cylindrical, as long as the stamens. . Style

none. Summit blunt, entire.

S. Vess. Pod comprefsed, very long, strap-shaped, une-

qual from protuberances occasioned by the seeds. Valves

mostly as long as the partition.

Seeds many, roundish, comprcfstxl.

Obs. The nectaries and the summit demonstrate that it is

>ieithera Cheiranthus nor a Hesperis, Linn,
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TURRITIS. G^rtn. 143.

Cal. Cw/) 4 leaves leajits egg-oblong, parallel, but ap-

proaching towards the top, deciduous.

Bloss, 4 petals; forming a crofs. Petals egg-oblong,

l)Iunls upriglit, entire. Claws upright.

Stam. Filaments 6, awl-shaped, upright, as long as the

‘tube, 2 of them shorter. Anthers simple.

Pi ST. Gerrrtcn as long as the blolsom, cylindrical, a little

compreised. A/y/f none. Summit h\imt,

S. Vess. Pod exceedingly long, stiff and straight, with 4
edges, but 2 of the edges, which are opposite'; almost

obliterated, and somewhat comprefsed. Cells 2, valves

2, rather shorter than the partition.

Seeds vejy numerous, roundish, notched at the end.

BRAS'SICA. Tdourn, 106, 113, Rapa, Geertn, 143*

Cal. Cup upright leaves; leajits spear-strapshaped,

concave and channelled, bulging at the base, parallel,

deciduous.

Bloss. 4 petals
^
forming a crofs. Petals nearly egg-

shaped, flat, expanding, entire, gradually tapering into

claws, which are nearly as long as the cup.

Nectariferous Glands egg-shaped, i placed between
each short stamen and the germen ; and i between each
pair of the longer stamens and the cup. ' '

Stam. 6, awl-shaped, upright, the 2 opposite

ones as long as the cup, the other 4 longer. Anthers

upright, tapering to a point.

Pi ST. Germen cylindrical, as long as the stamens. Style

short, as thick as the germen. Summit a knob, entire.

S. Vess. Pod long, nearly cylindrical, but deprefsed on

each side. Partition projecting at the end, cylindrical.

Cells 2. Valves 2, shorter than the partition.

Seeps many, globular.

Obs. In Brafsica Rapa the cup and theblofsom are of the same
colour. Linn. '

\

SINA'PIS. T’ourn, 112. Geertn, 143.

Cal. Cap 4 leaves, expanding; leafts strap-shaped, con-

cave, channelled, standing crofs-ways and expanding,

deciduous.
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Bloss. 4 petals^ foriuing; a crofs. circular, expand-

ing, entire. Claws upright, strap-shaped, rather shorter

than the cup, sitting.

Nectariferous Glands 4, egg-shaped, i between each

shorter stamen and the pistil, and i between each pair

of longer stamens and the cup.

StAM. Filaments 6 , awl-shaped, upright, the 2 opposite

ones as long as the cup, the other 4 longer. Anthers

upright, but expanding, tapering to a point.

Pi ST. Germen cylindrical. Style as long as’ the germen,
and as tall as the stamens. Summit 2i knob, entire.

S. Vess. PeJ oblong, with protuberances on the lower

part, rough. Cells 2. Valves 2. Partition large, com-
prefsed, generally twice as long as the valves.

Seeds many, globular. ,

Obs. Differs from the Brafsica in having the claws of the pe-

tals upright, and the leafits of the calyx expanding. Linn.

RAPH'ANUS. Tourn, 114 & 115, Raphanistrum.

Gccrtn* 143.

Cal. Cup 4 1 eagres, upright; oblong, parallel, ap-

proaching, deciduous, bulging at the base.

Bloss. 4 petals, forming a crofs. Petals inversely heart-

shaped, expanding; claws a little longer than the cup.

Nectariferous Glands 4, i between each shorter sta-

men and the pistil, and i on each side, between the

longer stamens and the cup.
'

StAM. Filaments 6, awl-shaped, upright, 2 opposite ones

as long as the cup, the other 4 as long as the claws of

the blofsom. Anthers

Pi ST. Germen oblong, bellying, slender upwards, as long

asthe stamens. hardly any. a knob, entire.

S. Vess. Pod oblong, but pointed, bellying with protu-

berances as ifjointed, round.
Seeds roundish, smooth.

Obs. 'fhe Raph. Raphanistrum has a jointed pod, which sepa-

rates at the Joints. Linn.
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this clafs the filaments are all united together at the
bottom, hut separate at the top. The Orders aredeter-
jnined by the number of s-tamens. The llowers admit oT
the folloudng

Natural Character.
.

’

,
• \

\ t

Cal. always present, permanent, in many instance's i

double. ’

j

Bloss. Petals 5, inversely heart-shaped, the edge of one 1

' lying over the edge of the next, from the right to the
i

left. ,

StAM. Filaments united at the bottom, separate at the top;
j

the outer ones the shortest. Anthers fixed sideways. 'j

Pi ST. Receptacle of thefruit projecting in the centre of the
j

flower. '
1

Germens upright, surrounding the top of the rccept-^ ;

fide in a jointed circle. Styles united at the bottom
into one body with the receptacle, but separated at the

top into as many parts ns there are germens. Summits '

expanding, slender.

S. Vess. Capsules divided intoas many cells as there ar^

styjes; of various figures in different genera; and often,

composed of the same number of seed-coats united.

.Seeds kidney-shaped.

Obs. The plants of this natural clafs were considered by
Tourn. as having only 1 petal. But all the petals are distinct at

the base, though, by the intervention of the united fiLaments, \
they cohere all together as one body; on which account they may
jnore properly be considered as having 5 petals.
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The fruit does not afford sufficient marks whereby to distin-

guish the genera, in this clafs; but the calyx is of the utmost im-
portance, and furnishes invariable characters. Linn.— The pe-

tals arc truly a continuation of the cylindrical flieath, formed by
the united filaments, which incloses the styles and germens as it

^jescends; when rising upwards, it spreads out into petals.

MONADELPHIA. (Filaments itnilcd.)

Triandria. (3 Stamens.)

‘Junipcnis,

Decandria. (10 Stamens.)

Oeramutn,

PoLYANDRiA^ (many Stamens.)

Althaea,

Taxus.

Malva
Finns \

Lavnter^i,
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'
' rRlANDRIA.

JUNIP'ERUS. Tourn.^61. Geertn.<^\A
\

Milk flowers.

Cal. Catkin conical, consisting of a common spike-stalk,

in which 3 opposite flowers *are placed in a triple row,
and a loth flower at the end. At the base of each
flower is a

Scale ;
broad, short, fijved sideways to a little pillar

like a foot-stalk.

Bloss. none.

Stam. Filaments (in the terminating flower) 3, awl-shaped,

united at the bottom into one body; in the lateral

flowers hardly perceptible; Anthers 3, distinct in the

terminating flower; but in the lateral flowers fixed to

the scale of the calyx.

' Female flower.

Cal. Cup with 3 divisions, very small, growing to the

germen, permanent.

Bloss. Petals 3^
rigid, acute, permanent.

Pi ST. Gelinen hicnc'dih.. Styles 0,, simple. Summits simple^

S. Vess. firrry fleshy, roundish, marked on the lower

part with 3 opposite tubercles which were formerly the

cup, and marked at the top by 3 little.teeth which
were originally the petals.

Seeds 3, bony, convex on one side, angular on the other,

oblong.

DECANDRIA.

GERA'NIUM. Tourn. 142. Geertn. 79.
'

^ Cal. Cup 5 leaves, or i leaf with 5 divisions; leaftse^g-^ .
'

shaped, acute, concave, permanent.

Bloss. Petals 5,' inversely heart-shaped, or egg-shaped,

expanding, large,

^TAM. Filaments 10, awl-shaped, united at the base, so as
'

to form a sort of cup, expanding towards the top, alter-

nately longer and shorter, shorter than the blofsom.

Anthers oblong, turning about like a vane.

PiST. Germen with 5 angles, beaked. Style awl-shaped,

longer than the stamens, permanent. Summits 5, re-

flected.
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S,y Kss, Capsule 5-seeded, beaked, cells opening inwardly,'
each terminated by an awn-like tail, very long, and
rolling up spirally.

Seeds solitary, rarely in pairs, egg-oblong.

Obs. In some species the blofsom is irregular; in others it is

regular, and the union of the filaments is not very evident. In

the G. cicutariiim^pimpineUifolhmy moschatum^ and maritimum^ the

flowers grow :n umbels; the cup consists of 5 leaves; the blofsom

is not quite regular; glands are placed betwixt the petals; the fila-

ments are 10, but only every other filament is furnished with an
anther: the awn of the feed is hairy. In the other (British) spe-

cies, the flowers arc solitary, or in pairs ;
the cup has 5 leaves; the

I

petals are regular, with glands placed betwixt them; the stamens
' are 10, distinct, all bearing anthers; the awn of the seed is smooth.

Linn.—In the Geranium pusilliim 5 of the filaments are without

anthers, and the awns of the seeds are covered with line hairs.

POLTANDRIA.

ALTHiLi'A. Tourn» 23 24, Malva, Gcertn* 135.

Cal. Cup double.

Outer cup of i leaf, small and permanent, with 6 to

9 clefts : segments very narrow.

Inner cup i leaf, with 5 shallow clefts : segments

broader, more acute, permanent.

Bloss. Petals 5,' united at the ba^e to the tube formed by
the union of the filaments, inversely heart-shaped,

bitten, fiat.

Stam. Filaments numerous, united at the bottom into a

cylinder, separate at the top, and on the surface of the

tube. Anthers nearly kidney-shaped.

Fist. Germen round and flat. Style cylindrical, short.

Summits numerous, (about 20,) bristle-shaped, as long
' as the styles.

S. Vess. Capsule round and flat, composed of many cells,

(as many as there were styles,) 2-valved, disposed in

a whirl round the pillar-like receptacle; when quite

"ripe, separating. '

Seeds solitary, kidney-shaped, but comprefsed.

MAL'VA. Gartn. 136.

Cal. Cup double.

Outer cup 3 leaves, narrower; leafits heart-shaped,

acute, perman^ent. Inner cup i leaf, with 5 shallow

vlefts, larger, broader, permanent.
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Bloss. 5, inversely heart-shaped, hitten, flat, united

at the base to the tube of the stamen,

Stam. Vilamenis numerous, united at the Ijottom into a

cylinder, separate at tiie top, and on the surface oi’ the

tube. Anthers kidney-shaped.

PisT. Germen round, and flat,. A/y/t’ cylindrical, sliort.

Summits m-Awy

i

bristle-shaped, as long as the style.

S. Vess. roundish, composed of several cells, (as

many as styles,) 2-valved, disposed in a wliirl rouml
the pillar-like receptacle

; at length falling off.

Seeds solitary, (sometimes, though rarely 2 or 3,) kidney-
shaped.

Obs. All the species of this, as well as of the Genera Althaea

and Lavatera, are mucilaginous and emollient. The Farina is a

pretty microscopic object, appearing toothed like the wheel of a

watch. Linn*. It is globular and covered with prickles, which
give it the toothed appearance.

LAVATE'RA. Gccrtn, 136. .

Cal. Cup double.

Outer cup I leaf, with 3 clefts, blunt, shorter, per-

manent.

Inner ctip i leaf, with 5 shallow elefts, segments

more acute, upright, permanent.

Bloss. Petals'^, united at the base to the tube of the

stamens, inversely heart-shaped, flat, expanding.

Stam. Filaments numerous, united at the bottom into a

cylinder, separate at the top, and on the surface of the

tube.- Anthers kidney-shaped.

Pi ST. Germen round and flat-; Style cylindrical, short.

Surntnits many, (y to 14,) bristle-shaped, as long as the

«tyle.

S. A^ess. Capsule round and flat, composed of as many
cells as there were summits, 2-valved, placed in a whirl

round the pillar-like receptacle; at length falling off.

^EEDs solitary, kidney-shaped.

TAX'US. Tourn» 0^62, Gcertn»<^i*

Male flowers.

Cal. none, except the Bud^ which resembles a cup with

4 leaves.

Bloss. none.

Stam. Filaments numerous, united below into a column
longer than the bud. Anthers deprefsed, blunt at the
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ecl^c, witli 8 clefts, opening all round at the base ; after

shedding their pollen, flat, target-shaped, and the clefts

in the edge become more remarkable.

Female flowers on another plant.

Cal. as above.

Bloss. none.

Pi ST. Germen egg-shaped, but tapering to a point. Style

none. ' Summit blunt,

S, Vess. Berry an expansion of the receptacle, succulent

and globular, open at the end, coloured. In course

of time it grows dry, decays, and disappears.

Seed single, egg-oblong, its top standing out of the 02>en

end of the berry.

Obs. This species of berry is very singular, and, strictly

speaking, it ought not to be called a seed-vefsel. Linn,

PI'NUS. T‘ourn* 356. Gcsrtn, 91,

Male flowers forming a bunch.

Cal. none, but the gaping scales of' the bud.

Bloss, none,

Stam. Filaments\n2iTiYj united below into an upright pil-

lar, divided at the top. Anthers upright, naked.

Female flowers on the same plant.

Cal. Cone somewhat egg-shaped, composed of

Scales

f

with 2 flowers in each, oblong, tiled,* perma-
nent, inflexible.

Bloss. none.

Pi ST. very small. awl-shaped. simple.

S. Vess. none. The Scales of the cone, which before stood

open, closing upon the seed.

Seed. Nut enlarged by a membranaceous wing, larger

than the seed, but smaller than the scales of the cone,

oblong, on one side straight, but rounded on the other.

%

VoL. I.-X
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CLASS XVII.

DIADELPHIA.
%

*

\ %

This dais comprehends the butterjly-shaped HoworSy znd
the Leguminous plants ofsome authors. Linnaeus takes the

Classic diaracter from the dispositiont and the character

of the Orders from the number of the stamens. From
the title' of this clafs, the young botanist will be led to

imagine, that the filaments are always formed into two sets,

but this is by no means the case ; in many instances they are

united into one set. The butterjiy-shape blofsom will,

therefore, be a surer guide. If the student will get the

flower, of a garden pea, and compare it with the following

Natural Charagt^er, there will no longer remain any
difficulty in pronouncing, at first sight, whether a plant

belong to this clafs or not.

t

\

Natural Character,

Cal. Cup I leaf, bell-shaped, shriyelling, bulging at

the ba^e» the lower part connected with the fruit-

stalk, upper part blunt, containing honey. Rim with 5
teeth, acute, upright, oblique, unequal. The lower-

most tqgth longer; 2 upper teeth shorter, and standing

further asunder. The bottom of the cup inclosing the

receptacle, moistened with a liquorlike honey.
butterjiy-shaped unequal, each petal having a dis-

tinct name. Thus the

Standard^ is the.largest petal, lying upon, and cover-
* ing the others. It is flat, horizontal, fixed by a claw to

the upper edge of the receptacle; that part of it which
stands out of the cu]) nearly circular and entire ; a rising

line, marking it lengthways, particularly towards the

end, as if it had been prefse'd down at the sides. That
part of the petal next the base is somewhat like half a
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cyllndec, and it inclos'es tlie parts wiiich lie under it.

The border is deprelsed on each side, but the sides

next to the edge are turned upwaifds, where the half
cylinder terminates. At the commencement of the
border there are 2 concave imprefsions, prominent on
the under side, and comprefsing the wings which lie

beneath them. The
Wings are 2 equal petals ; i placed on each side of the

flower under the standard. The borders incumbent,
parallel, rounded and oblong, broadest outwards, the

upper edge pretty straight, the lower extended and
rounded. The base of each wing is cloven, the lower

segment extending into a claw, fixed to the side, of the

leceptacie, and about as long as the cup; the u'pper

segment shorter, and bent inwards. The
Keel is the lowennost petal, generally deeply divided,

placed under the standard, and between the wings. It

is boat-shaped> concave, comprefsed at the sides, placed

^ in the positiop ofa boat upon the water. It is muti-

lated at the base, the lower part extending into a claw

as long as the cup,' and fixed to the receptacle. The
upper and lateral segments shorter, and enfolded

with those parts of the wings which resemble them in

shape. The sides of the keel are shaped like the wings,

and have a similar situation, only lower and more in-

wards. The line that forms the keel, in this petal, is

straight as far as the middle, and then gradually rises'

in an -arch; but the marginal line runs straight to the

extremity, until it meets with, and is lost in that of

the keel.

Stam. Filaments united into 2 sets, differing in shape. The
lower filament inclosing the pistil ; the upper filament

lying upon it.

Lowerfilament inclosing, sheathing the germen, mem-
branaceous below the middle, and cylindrical, opening

upwards and lengthways, terminating in 9 awl-shaped

filaments, bent like the keel, and equal to it in len^h,
alternately 2 longer and 2 shorter.

Upper filament awl or bristle-shaped ; similar in

situation to, and lying upon the opening of the cylin-

drical part of the lower filament, simple, and a little

shorter than that: separated from the others at the

base, so as to give a vent on each side for the honey.
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Anthers lo, i upon the upper filament, 9 upon the

lower, small, equal in size, terminating.

Pi ST. single, superior.

Germen oblong, nearly cylindrical, slightly com-
prel'sed, straight, as long as the cylinder of the lower

filament, which incloses it.

Style awl-shaped, or thread-shaped, ascending, agree-

ing in length and situation with the divisions of the
' lower filament, and placed in the middle of them,

shrivelling.

Summit downy as far as it is turned upwards, placed

directly under the anthers.’

S. Vess. Legumen comprefsed, blunt, with 2 valves,

and a seam running lengthways both above and be-

low ; both seams straight, but the upper seam falling

near the base, and the lower seam rising towards the

end. It opens at the upper seam.

Seeds several, roundish, smooth, fleshy, pendant, marked
with a prominence caused by the young plant near the

insertion ofthe eye. When the young pant is excluded,

the side lobes retain the figure of half the seed.

Receptacles proper to the seeds; small, very short,

slender at the base, blunt and oblong at the part by
which they are fixed. Inserted lengthways in the

upper seam only of the pod, but alternately, so that the

valves being separated, the seeds adhere alternately to

each vndve.

Obs. This ciafs is perfectly natural, and the structure of the

flowers extremely singular: their situation is generally obliquely

pendant.

The figure of the Legumen is not of so much consequence in

ascertaining the genera as some have imagined; but the Cup,
which has been hitherto thought unworthy of notice, is of the

greatest use. The Leaves never should be considered in form-

ing the characters of genera.
The Seeds of this ciafs furnish food for men, and other ani-

mals: they are farinaceous and flatulent. The Leaves are food

.for cattle. None of them are poisonous.

Dr. Pulteney, in a note added to his translation of the Pan
Suecicus, says, “ A general view of this ciafs, shews at once how
“ very acceptable its plants are to almost all cattle; cows and
** sheep refused none, and horses not more than three, out of the

“ whole number with which they, were tried. They afford the
‘‘ richest food for cattle, and are cultivated in divers parts of

Europe, with all pofsible attention. \Vith us, the Trifoi.'ium
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“ fratensey (or Cl(wery) Is mostly sown. Lately some trials have
“been made with the Hedysarum {Salmfoin) and
“ some have thought that it answers better than clover. I say

nothing of the exotic Lucem, Among these plants the An-
“ THYLLis vulnerarm is particularly acceptable to sheep; inso-

“ much, that the separate cultivation ofit has been recommended,
“ but it will not succeed well except on chalky grounds.” (See

Dr. Pulteney’s accurate and judicious work, entitled, A
“ General View of the Life and Writings of Linnaeus.)”

DIADELPHIA. (Filaments in 2 sets.)

Hexandria. (6 Stamens.)

Fumaria»

OcTANDRiA. (8 Stamens.)
^

Poly^ala*

Decandria. (10 Stamens.)

Spartmm»
Genista\

Ulex,

Ononis*

AnthylUs*

Phum*

Orohtts*

Lathyrus*

Vida,

prvum*
Ornithopus*

Hippocrepis,

Hedysartem*

Astragalus*

T'rifolitm*

Lotus*

Medicag^*
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HEXANDRIA,
' «•

FUMA'RIA,, T^^ourn, 237. Gtsrtn, IJ5.

Cax* Cup, 2 leaves.; kafits opposite, equal, lateral,.up^

right, acute, small, deciduous.

B1.0SS. oblong, tubular, gaping, palate projecting and filling

up the mouth.
Upper' lip flat, blunt, notched at the end, reflected.

[The Standard,)

The Nectary is the base of the upper lip projecting

backwards, blunt.

Lower lip altogether similar to the upper lip, towards

the base keeled; ' [The Keel,}

Nectary at the base keeled, but projecting lets thaq'

in the other.

Mouth 4-cornered, blunt, cloven perpendicularly.

[The Wings,)

Stam. ' Filaments 2, equal, broad, tapering, one inclosed

within each lip. Anthers^ 3 at the end of each filament.

Pi ST. Germen oblong, comprefsed, tapering to a point,

short. tS'www/V round', comprefsedy upright.

S. Vess. Pouch with I cell.

Seeds roundish.

Obs. The stamens arc almost the only invariable part in

this genus. The Fumaria has. a, roundish pouch, gene-

rally containing a single seed, deciduous.

L

inn.—In
the seed-vefsel is an oblong, taper-pointed pod'.

«

/

OCTANDRIA,

POLYG'AIlA. Tourm 79* Gccrtn* 62.

Cal. Cup 5 leaves, small ; leafits egg-shaped, acute, perr

manent, 2 placed beneath, and i above the blofsom,

the 2 middle leafits nearly egg-shaped, fiat, large, co-

loured, (the Wings) deciduous.

Bloss. nearly butterfly-shaped.

Standard generally cylindrical, tubular, short. Rim
reflected, small, cloven.

Keel concave, comprefsed, bulging towards the end.

Appendages to the keel (generally) 2 pencil-shaped

substances, with 3 divisions, fixed towards the ^nd of

the keel.
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1

I

'StAM. Filaments 8, united, inclosed in the keel. Anthers

8, simple.

Pi ST. Gertnen oblong. Style simple, upright. Summit
terminating, rather thick, cloven.

S, Vess. Capsule inversely heart-shaped, comprefsed,

acute at the edge. Cells 2, Valves 2, Partition \A2iCGd

crofswaysto the valves, opening at the edge oneacli side.

Seeds solitary, egg-shaped,

Obs, The appendages to the keel are different in different

species, and in many they are not to be found. Linn.

DECANDRIA.

SPAR'TIUM. Tourn.
, Genista, G(jertn.'-\^y^.

Cal. Cup i leaf, heart-sha]^ed, but tubular, small, cofour-

ed, the upper margin' very short, the lower towards the

end set with 5 little teeth.

Bloss. butterfly-shaped. Petals 5,

Staiidard inversely heart-shaped, entirely reflected,

very large.

Wings egg-shaped, oblong, shorter than the standard,

connected to the filaments.

Keely petals 2, spear-shaped, oblong, longer than the

wings, connected at the keel-shaped margin by soft

hairs, fixed to the filaments. ‘
/

Stam. Filaments 10, connected, unequal, adhering to the

germen, the uppermost very short, and from that grow-
ing gradually longer; the lower cloven into 9 parts.

Anthers rather oblong, ^

Fist. Gerr^en oblongj haiiy. Style awl-shaped, rising

upwards. • Summit fixed to the upper side of the end
of the style, hairy.

S. Vess, Legutnen cylindrical, loilg, blunt, with i cell and
2 valves.

Seeds many, globular, but somewhat kidney-shaped.
I

GENdS'TA. Fouriu ^I2f Spartium. Geertn, 151.
m

Cal. Cup i leaf, small, tubular, 2-lipped. Upper lip

with 2 teeth, more deeply divided than the lower lipy

which has 3 teeth nearly equal.

Bloss. butter%-shaped.
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oblong, distant from the keel, entirely bent

back.

Wings oblong, flexible, shorter than the other petals.

Keel straight, notched at the end, longer than the

standard.

Stam. Filaments lo, connected, rising out of the keel.

Anthers simple.

Pi ST. Germen oblong. Style simple, rising upwards. Sum-^

mit acute, rolled inwards.

S. Vess. Legumen roundish, turgid, with i cell and 2 A'alves,

Seeds solitary, generally kidney-shaped.

U'LEX. T’otirn* 112. Geertn,

Cal. Cup 2-leafed, permanent; leafits egg-oblong, con«r

cave, straight, equal, a little shorter than the keel, the

upper with 2 teeth, the lower with 3.

Bloss. butterfly-shaped, of 5 petals.

Standard inversely heart-shaped, notched at the end,

upright, very large.

Wings oblong, blunt, shorter than the standard.

Keel of 2 petals, stra.ight, blunt, approaching at the
' lower edge,

Stam. Filaments 10, united, (i simple, and i with 9 clefts.)

Anthers simple.

Pi ST. Germen oblong, cylindrical, hairy. Style thread-

shaped, rising upwards. Summit blunt, very small.

S. Vess. Legumen turgid, little longer than the

cup, straight, with i cell and 2 valves.

Seeds few, roundish, notched.

ONO'NIS. Tourn* 22^,- Anonis, Geertn, 154.

Cal. Cup with 5 divisions, nearly as long as the blofsom :

segments strap-shaped, tapering to a point, a little

bowed upwards, the lowest under the keel,

Bloss. butterfly-shaped.

Standard scored,, the sides deprefsed

more than in the rest.

Wings egg-shaped, half as long as the standard.

Keel tapering to a point, generally longer than the

wings.

Stam. Filaments 10, united and forming a complete undi-

vided cylinder. Anthers simple.
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Pi ST. Germen oblong, woolly. Style simple, rising up-
wards. Summit blunt.

S, V ESS. I.egumen diamond-shaped, turgid, a little woolly,

with I cell and 2 valves, sitting.

Seeds few, kidney-shaped.

ANTHYL'LIS. T’ourn* 211, Vulneraria, G(srt7i» 145.
I

Cal. Cup i leaf, egg-oblong, bellying, woolly: rim with

5 unequal teeth, permanent.

Bldss. butteitly-shaped.

Standard longer, with reflected sides, and a claw as'

long as the cup.
’ '

Wings 2, oblong, shorter than the standard.

Keel comprefsed, as long as the wings, and like them.
Stam. Filaments 10, connected, rising upwards. Anthers

simple.

Pi ST. Germen oblong. Style simple, ascending. Summit
blunt.

S. V ESS. Legumen roundish, inclosed in the ctip, very small,

with 2' valves.

Seeds i or 2.

Obs. The singular structure of the filaments in the Anthyllis

•vulneraria merits attention. The top of each filament is distended

like a hollow bladder, in form of an inverted pyramid, and the

anther is fixed in the centre of the base of the pyramid. This
follow vesicle probably answers the purpose of a nectary,

PrSUM. 7ourn» 215. Geertn* 152.

Cal. Cup I leaf, with 5 clefts, acute, permanent, the 2

upper segments the shortest.

Blos,s. butterfly-shaped.

Standard very broad, inversely-heart-shaped, reflect-

ed, notched at the end, with a point between.

Wings 2, circular, approaching, shorter than the

standard.

Keel comprefsed, half-moon-shapcd, shorter than the

, wings.

Stam. Filaments 10, i simple’, superior, awl-shaped, but flat:

9 awl-shaped, united from the middle downwards into

a cylinder, which is cloven towards tiie top. Anthers

roundish.

Fist. Germen oblong, comprefsed. Style ascending, tri-

angular, membranaceous, keeled, the sides bent out-
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wjirds. , Summit fixed to the superior angle, oblong,
woolly.

S. V ESS. Legumen large, long, somewhat cylindrical, or
comprelsed underneath ; tjie point tapering upwards,
1 cell, 2 valves.

Seeds many, globular.

OR'OBUS. Tourju 214. Gcertn^ 151.

Cal. Cup I leaf, tubular, blunfat the base: rim oblique,

very short, with 5 teeth, the 3 lower the sharpest, the

2 upper shorter, deeper and more bluntly divided, shri-

velling.

Rloss. butterfly-shaped.

Standard inversely heart-shaped, longer, reflected

at the end and at the sides.

Wings 2, oblong, nearly as long as the standard, ris-

ing upwards, approaching.

Keel evidently cloven in the lower part, tapering to

a point, rising upwards, edges approaching, parallel,

comprelsed, the bottom bellying.

Stam. Filaments 10, ascending, 9 united. Anthers roundish. -

Pi ST. Germen- cylindrical, cbmprefsed. Style thread-

shaped, bent upwards, upright. \Summit strap-shaped,

on the inner side downy from the middle to the end of

the style.

S. Vess'. Legumen cylindrical, long, tapering to a point,

ascending at the end, i cell,. 2 valves,

Seeds many, roundish-.

LATH'YRUS. T’ourn, 216, 217, 223, Aphaca.

Geertn, 152.

Cal. Cup I leaf, bell-shaped, with 5 shallow clefts; seg^

ments spear-shaped, acute, the 2 upper shortest, the

lower one longer.

Bloss. butterfly-shaped.

A/^^J^^r^inversely heart-shaped, very Targe, reflected

at the end and at the sides.

Wings ob*onT,,qrescent-shaped, short, blunt.

Keel h lif a circle, as large as the wings, but broader,

opening inwardly at the middle.

Stam. Filaments io>4 rising upwards, 9 united. Anthers

roundish.
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PisT. Gennett comprelsecl, oblong, strap-shaped. Style

upright, flat, broader towards the top,, acute at the
end. Summih extending from the middle of the style

to the end, woolly along the fore part.

S. Vess. Legume?! very long, cylindrical, or -comprefsed,

tapering to a point. Valves 2. Cell i.

Seeds many, either cylindrical,, or globular but somewhat
angular.

*

OBs..This Genus is nearly allierddo Pisum, but its style is

evidently different.

t

* *

VrCIA. Tourn: 212, Gartn. r5i.

Cal. Cup I leaf, tubular, upright,. with 5* shallow clefts,

acute, the upper teeth shortest, approaching, all the

teeth equal in breadth.
' ' ‘

Bloss. butterfly-shaped.

Standard ov2.\, with a broad oblong.^law, notched at

the end, with a sharp point in the middle, reflected, at

• the sides, comprefsed and raised in a line running
lengthways.

Wings 2, oblong, upright, in- the shape of' half a
'heart, with an oblong claw, shorter than the standard.

Keel with, an oblong cloven- claw, the bellying' part

comprefsed, in the shape of half a circle, shorter than

the wings.

StAM. Filaments 10, 9 united. Anthers upright, round-

ish, with 4‘ fiirrowsi

' Nectary gland short, tuperingto* a point, arising from
the receptacle; and situated between the' united flla-*

ments^ arrd the germen.

Pi ST. Germen strap-shaped, comprefsed, long. Style

thread-shaped, shorter, bent upwards, at alright angle'.

Summit blunt, bearded acrofs the under side below the

end.

S. Vess. Legumen long, like leather, with 2 valves and i

cell, terminated by a point.

Seeds many, roundish;

ER'VUM. Fourn, 221. Geertn. 151.

Cal* Cup with 5 divisions, as long as the blofsoim, ssg^

ments tapering to a point, nearly*equal.
^

Bloss. butterfly-shaped!
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Sf^andard flat, a little reflected, circular, large.

Wings bluat, half as long as the standard.

Keel shorter than the wings, tapering to a point.

Stam. Filaments 10, rising upwards, 9 united. Anthers
simple.

Pi ST. Germert oblong. Style simple, rising upwards.
Summit blunt, without a beard.

S. Vess. Legumen oblong, blunt, cylindrical,* with protu--

,
berances fo:med by the seeds.

Seeds 4, nearly round.

Obs. It differs from Victa solely in the summit. Linn.»—

I

n £“.

tctrasper?num the cup has 5 unequal teeth ; and the summit, when
viewed through a microscope, appears bearded, so that it should

be arranged with the Vidas, \

ORNI'THOPUS. Tourn, 224, Ornithopodium, Geertn»
\

* • *1 r-

Cal. Umbel simple.

Cicp I leaf, tubular, run with 5 teeth, nearly equal,

permanefnt.

Bloss. butterfly-shaped.

Standard inversely heart-shaped, entire.

Wings egg-shaped, straight, hardly so large as the

standard.

Keel comprefsed, very small.

Stam. Filaments 10, 9 united. Anthers simple.

Pi ST. Germen strap-shaped. Style bristle-shaped, ascend-

ing. Summit a dot at the end of the style.

S. Vess. awl-shaped, cylindrical, bowed, jointed,

separated by transverse partitions, separating at the

joints.

' Sleds solitary, roundish; .

HIPFOCRE'PIS. Fourn, 225, Ferrum equhium^

Cal. Umbel
Cup I leaf, with 5 teeth, the 2 upper conjoined and

lefs deeply divided, permanent.

Bloss. butterfly-shaped.

Standard heart-shaped, with a claw as long as the

cup.
' Wings egg-oblong, blunt.

Keel crescent-shaped, comprefsed.

I
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StAM. Filaments 10, 9 united, ascending. Anthers

simple.

PisT. Germen slender, oblong, ending 111 an awl-shaped

style^ ascending. Summit undivided.

S. Vess. Legumen comprefsed, membranaceous, very long,

crooked, deeply indented along one seam into rou tdish

hollows, so that it appears as if composed of many 3-

edged blunt joints, connected together by the upper
seam.

Seeds oblong, crooked, i in each joint.

Obs. The Efs. character consists in the Legumen being

shaped like a horse-shoe. Linn.

HEDYS'ARUM. Tourn. 225 ^ 21 1, Onobrychis,

Gcertn, 155.

Cal. Cup ! leaf, with 5 shallow clefts, segments awl«

shaped, upright, permanent.

Bloss. butterliy-shaped, scored,

Standard reflected and comprefsed, egg-oblo'ng,

notched at the end, long.

Wings oblong, narrower than the other petals,

straight.

Keel straight, comprefsed, broader at tlie outer part,

and transversely blunt, cloven from the base to the

bulging part.

StAM. Filaments 10, 9 united, bent at a right angle.

Anthers roundish, comprelsed.

Pi ST. Germen slender, comprefsed, strap-shaped. Style

awl-shaped, bent like the stamens. 6* undivided.

S. Vess. Legumen with roundish joints, comprefsed, Muth

2 valves and i seed in each joint.

Seeds kidney-shaped, solitary.

Obs. The Hedysarum Onobrychis has a legumen of only i

joint, and a single seed, Linn.

ASTRAG'ALUS. Tcmrn, 233. Geertn-. 154.

Cal. Cup I leaf, tubular, with 5 acute teeth, the lower
teeth gradually smaller.

Bloss. butterfly-shaped.

Standard longer than the other petals, reflected at

the sides, notched at the end, blunt, straight.
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Wings oblong, shorter than the standard. '

Keel as long as the wings, notched at the end.
SrAM. Filaments lo, almost straight, 9 uhited. Anthers

roundish.

Pi ST. Germen nearly cylindri al. Style awl-shaped,
ascending. Summit blunt.

S. V ESS. Legumen with 2 cells, the cells bending to one
side.

Seeds kidney-shaped.

Obs. The Legumen differs in different species.

I TRIhO'LIUM, Tourn, 228, ^ 229 Melilotm^
Geertn* 153.

« *

Cal. An umbellule or little head, upon a common recep-
tacle.

Cup I leaf, tubular, with 5 teeth, pQrmanent.
Bloss. buttertly-shaped, generally permanent, shrivelling.

Standard reflected.

Wings shorter than the standard. '

Keel shorter than the wings.

StAM. Filaments 10, 9 united. Anthers simple.

Pi ST. somewhat egg-shaped. awl-shaped,
ascending. Summit simple.

,

Legumen scarcely longer than the cup, with i

• valve, not opening, deciduous.

Seeds very few, roundish.

Obs. It is, perhaps, more difficult to give a true and efsential

. character to this genus, than to any other that I know, notwith-

standing the general habit, which is at once perceived, and the

properties of the plants which compose it shew that it is a natural

one; and those who have attempted to divide it, have not been

able to fix any certain limits to their sub-divisions, Linn.

LO'TUS, Town, 227. Gdertn, 153.

Cal. Umbel simple.

Cup I leaf, tubular, with 5 shallow clefts : teeth

acute, equal, upright, permanent.

Bloss. butterfly-shaped.

Standard circular, bent downwards, claw oblong,

concave.

Wings circular, shorter than the standard, broad,

' approaching' upwards.
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Keel bulging in the lower part, closed above, taper-
ing to a -point, ascending, short.

Stam. Filaments lo, ascending, 9 united, broadish at the

ends. small, simple.

PiST. Germen cylindrical, oblong. simple, ascend-

ing. Summit a dot, bending inwards.

S. Vess. Legumen cylindrical, stiff and straight, filled full,

longer than the cup, valves 2, cells many.
Seeds many, cylindrical,

MEDICA'GO. Totirn, 231. Geertn. 155.

Cal. Cup I leaf, straight, bellshaped-cylindrical, with 5
shallow clefts, tapering to a point, equal,

B L o s s . butterfly-shaped

.

'

Standard egg-shaped, entire, bent inwards at the

edge, entirely bent back.

Wings egg-oblong, fixed to the appendage of the

keel, approaching at the sides under the keel.

Keel oblong, cloven, expanding, blunt, bent down-
wards by the pistfl, and with the standard forming a

gaping mouth.

Stam. Filaments 10, united almost the whx)le length.

Anthers small.

Pi ST. Germen standing on a little fruit-stalk, oblong,

bowed inwards, comprefsed, inclosed by the filaments,

bursting out of the keel, and prefsing back the standard,

ending in a style which is short, awl-shaped, generally

straight. Summit terminating, very small.

S. Vess. Legumen comprefsed, long, bent inwards.

Seeds many, kidney-shaped, or angular.

Obs. The Legumen in some species is bent like a sickle; in

ethers it is spiral like a snail-shell. Linn.

X
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CLASS XVIIL

POLYADELPHIA.

T[ HIS Chifs comprehends the plants whose flowers have
stamens umtedhy the hlaments-into 3 or more sets. The'
ordci's depend upon the number of stamens. We have only

a single genus belonging to this clafs, in some species of

which the filaments are so far separated, that unlefs

they are examined quite down to the bottom, the young
botanist would be apt to search for them in the clafse*

Icosandria or Polyandria.

POLTANDRIA. '

I

HYPE'RICUM. Tourn. 131 128. Androstsmum,

Gd^rtn, 62.

Cal. Cw/)with 5 divisions; somewhat egg-shaped,

concave, permanent.
.

,

Bloss. Petals 5, oblong-egg-shaped, blunt, expanding,

bending from left to right.

StAM. Filaments numerous, hair-like, connected at the

base into 3 or 5 sets. Anthers snjall.

PisT. Germen roundish. Styles (sometimes i, 2, or 5,)

simple, distant, as long as the stamens. Summits simple.

S. Vess. Capsule roundish, with as many cells as there

are styles.

Seeds several, oblong.
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CLASS XIX.

Xhis clafs comprehends tliose flowers which botanists

liave very generally agreed to call compound. "I'he efsential

character of a Compound Flower consists in the An-
thers being united so as to form a cylinder, and a single'

Seed being placed upon the receptacle, under each floret.

The D.-\nd ELION and the Thistle are compound flowers

;

tliat is, each of these flowers are composed or compounded
of a number of small flowers, called Florets.

.
' Character of the Flower.

A Compound Flower is composed of many 'F/urr/r, sit-

ting upon a Common Receptacle, and inclosed by
I Common Calyx. The •

Surface of the Receptacle is either concave, flat, convex,
pyramidical, or globular. It is either

Nakedy that is, marked only with little dots, as in Dande-
lion ;

or

Hairy
f
covered with soft opright hairs as in Thistle ; or

Chaffy, beset with awl-shaped, narrow, comprefsed, upright,

chaffy substances, separating the florets, as in Cha-
momile or Yarrow.

The Common Calyx is a Cup which surrounds tlie flo-

rets and the common receptacle! [When the florets have
blofsomed it contracts; hut when the seeds are ripe it

expands, andfalls back.) It is either

Simple, when formed with only a single row of scales or
Leaves, as in Goats-beard ;

Tiled, when the scales are numerous, the outer ones P-ra-

dually growing shorter, and lying upon the inner ones,

like the tiles upon a house, as in Artichoke ;

Vol. L—

Y
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Leafy, when a single row of equal and longer segments
stands next to ^the florets, and another row of very
small scales surrounds the base only of those segments,
as in Daisey.
The structure of the Florets which compose a com-

pound flower, will be best understood by pulling to pieces
the flower of a 1 histle, of Dandelion, or of the Sunflower,
and comparing the florets with the following

Natural Character of a Floret.
Cal. none, but the crown of the feed sitting upon the top

of the germen.

Bloss. 1 Petal. Tube very slender and long, sitting upon
the germen. (// is either)

1. Tubular. bell-shaped, with 5 clefts. Segments

reflected and expanding, as in Thistle or Burdock.
2 . Narrow. strap-shaped, flat, turned outwards,

lopped at the end, which is either entire, or marked
with 3 or 5 teeth, as in Dandelion or Endive.

3. None. Border wanting, and sometimes the petal is

alto2;ether deficient.

Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like, very short, fixed to the

neck of the little blofsom. Anthers 5, upright, strap-

shaped, united at the sides so as to form a hollow cylin-

der, as long as the border of the blofsom, and marked
at the top with 5 teeth.

PisT. Germen oblong, standing under the little blofsom

upon the common receptacle. Style thread-shaped, up-

right, as long as the stamens, pafsing through the hol-

low cylinder formed by the anthers. Summit divided,

the segments rolled back and expanding.

S. Vess. properly speaking, none; though, in Osteosperma

and Strumpfia, {foreign genera,) there is a sort of lea-

thery crust over the seed.

Seed single, oblong, frequently with 4 edges, generally

narrower towards the base.

Crowned with Down, which either consists of many tindU

hair-like spokes, placed in a circle, or of spokes

that are branched or radiated. This down, again, is

cither supported upon a little pillar, or else sitting im-

mediately upon the seed. Dandelion. Thistle.
with a small Cup, which has generally 5 teetli,

and is permanent.
— neither with a Cup, nor with down. Tansey.

Obs. In examining the minuter florets, the Difsecting Instru-

ments and the Botanic Microscope, will be foundextremeiy useful.
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The disposition of the stamens and pistils

occasions the tollowing

Varying^

Distinctions ^ Fl o

R

ets i

Floret. Tubular, containing both stanlen^

and pistils.

* ' • Malcf containing stamens but no sum-
mits.— ^ ^ Fcmtile, containing a pistil but no sta-

mens.
-—i~*—- - — Ncuti'al, containing neither stamens

nor pistil.

•<—^ Strap-shapedj Hermaph'oditej as above*
——^— Malcy as above.

'' '—— ™——. Female, as above.
- Neutral, as above.

From considering these different structures of the florets,

it is evident, that these compound flowers may be com-
posed either

r I. Florets tubular in the centre, with stamens and pis-

tils. Tubular in the circumference, with stamens

and pistils.

2. Florets tubular in the centre, with stamens and pis-

tils. Tubular in the circumference ,
with only pistils.

3. Florets tubular in the centre, with stamens and pis-

tils. Tubular in the circumference, with neither

stamens nor pistils.

4. Florets tubular in the centre, with stamens and pis-

tils. Narrow in the circumference, with stamens and
pistils.

5. Florets tubular in the centre, with stamens and pis-

tils. Narrow in the circumference, with only pistils,

6. Florets tubular in the centre, with stamens and pis-

tils. Narrow in the circumference, with neither

stamens nor pistils.

7. Florets tubular in the centre, with stamens and pis-

tils. Pistils in the circumference without blofsoms,

8. Florets tubular in the centre, with stamens and im-

perfect pistils. Pistils in the circumference' with-

out blofsoms.

9. Florets narrow in the centre, with stamens and pis-

tils. Narrow in the circumference, with stamens

and pistils.

Y 2 .
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The Orders, therefore, according to the system wc
h ive adopted, will he as follows.

I. PoLYGAMiA ASQUALis; (florets all hermaphrodite.)
That is, when ail the florets are furnished with stamens
and pistils. (9. i. 4. of the preceding table.)

II. Pol YGAMiA suPERFLUA. ( Florcts of the circumference

female.) That is, when the florets in the centre have
both stamens and pistils; but the florets in the circam-
ference only pistils. (2. 5. 7. of the preceding table.)

III. Poi YGAMiA FRUSTRANEA. (Florctsof the circum-
f .eiice neutral.) that is, when the florets in the cen-

t e have both stimens and pistils; but the florets in the

circumference neither. (3. 6. of the preceding table.)

I V . Po L Y G A M I A N E c F, s s A R I A
.

( Ncccfsary female florets.
)

"I'hat is, when the florets in the centre have both sta-
' mens and pistils ; but, from some defect in the pistils,

produce no seed. i he florets in the circumference
have pistils only, and produce perfect seeds. (8. of the

preceding table.)

V. Pol YGAMIA Segregata. (Separated florets.) That
is, when several florets, each having its own proper

cup, are inclosed within one common calyx, so as to

form a’tocrether but one flower.

(
i'lie British flora does not furnish any example of this

order.)

I'he plants of this clafs are supposed to have various

Specific virtues. Most of them are bitter; none of them
poieonous, except, perhaps, the Lagtuca virosaj when
gl owing in shady situations. •

The elasticity of the calyx in the PicRis, Carduus,
and many other genera, is too remarkable to pals unnoticed

by the slightest observer. It seems as if the expansion of

the flo.ets first burst the calyx open, and when these

wither it closes again. The downy hairs that crown the

.seeds, before upright, now begin to' expand, and, by this

evnansion, again open the leaves of the calyx, and bend

th'un quite back. The seeds now escape, and the calyx,

beroming dry and withered, no longer retains its elastic

power.
The hairy, or downy appendages of the seeds, occasion

tliein to be wafted about in the air, and difsemiiiated far

and wide. The structure of tliis doym deserves our no-

tice : there is hardly a child drat is insensible to its beauty

in the Leontodon ori)^?/47V//£/«,
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SYNGENESIA. (United Anthers.)

\

PoLYGAkiA iEQUALis. (Florcts all Hermaphrodite.)

Tragopogon*

Picris,

Sonchus,

Lactuca,

Prenanthes»

Leontodon.

Hierachitn^

Crepis,

Hyoseris,

Hypoch(£rts»

LapSana,
Cicborium,

Arctium,

Serratula,

Carduus,

Ompordon*
CarUna,

/

Bidtns*

Eupatorhml
Santoiina,

PoLYGAMiA SUPERFLUA. (Florets of the Circumference

Tanacefum,

Artemisia,

Gnaphallum,

Conyza.

Erlgeron,

TufsilagQ,

Female.)

Seneclo,
'

-

A'i er,

Sotldago,

Cineraria,

Inula,

Doronlcum,

Beilis,

Chrysanthemum,

Matricaria,

Anthemls,

Achillea,

PoLYGAMiA FRUSTRANEA. (Florets ofthe Circimiference

Neutral.)

Centaurea,

PoLYGAMiA NECEssARiA. (Nccefsary Female Florcts.)

Calendula, Eilago,

I

\
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/

POLWJMIA ^^ALIS.

TRAGOPO'GON. Tourn, 270. Gartn, 159.

Cal. common^ simple, with 8 leaves; leafiH spear-shapcc?j^

equal, every other standing more inwards, all united at

the ba^e.

Bloss, tiled, uniform. F/<?rr/r hermaphrodite,
numerous, the outer rather longer.

Individuals of i petal, strap-shaped, lopped, with 5
teeth.

Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like, very short, forming
a cylinder.

Pi ST. Germen oblong. Style thread-shaped, a.s long as

the stamens. Summits 2, rolled back.

S. Vess. none, the calyx closing, tapering to a point, as

long as the seeds, a little bellying.

Seeds solitary, oblong, tapering towards each end,angular,

rough, terminated by a long awl-shaped pillar support-

ing the down^ which is feathered and flat, with about

32 spokes,

Recept. naked, flat, rough,

Obs. In some species the seeds are straight, and the cup
longer than the blofsoms ; in others, the seeds crooked, and the

cup shorter than the blofsoms,
\

PI'CRIS. Geertn» 159.

Cal. common^ double, the outer, very large, with 5 leaves;

leafits heart-shaped, flat, flexible, approaching; the

inner tiled, egg-shaped.

Bloss. tiled, uniform. Florets hermaphrodite,^

numerous.
Individuals of I petal, narrow, strap-shaped, lopped,

with 5 teeth. •

Stam. 5, hair-like, very short. Anthers form-

ing a hollow cylinder.

Pi ST. Germen nearly egg-shaped. Style as long as the

stamens. Summits 2, reflected.

S. Vess. none. The unchanged, at length reflected^

Seeds solitary, bellying, blunt, furrowed transversely#.

Down feathered, standing on a pedicle<>

Recept, naked,
‘ V
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SON'CHUS. Tourn, 268. Gdsrtn, 158.

Cal. common tiled, bellying. Scales many, strap-shaped,

unequal. <

Bloss. compound

f

tiled, uniform. Florets hermaphrodites,

numerous, equal.

Individuals i petal, narrow, strap-shaped, Icpped;

with 5 teeth.

Stam. plaments 5, hair-like; very short. Anthers form-
ing a hollow cylinder.

Pi ST. Germen somewhat egg-shaped. Style thread-shap-

ed ; as long as the stamens. Summits 2, reflected.

S. Vess . none, the calyx closing forms a comprefsed globe,

but tapering to a point.

Seeds solitary, rather long. Down hair-like, sitting.

Recept. naked*

LACTU^CA. Tourrj, 267. Gcertn* 158,

Cax. common tiled, cylindrical, scales many, tapering to a
point, membranaceous at the edge.

Bloss. compound, tiled, uniform. Florets hermaphrodite,

many, equal.
‘

Individuals of i petal, strap-shaped,' lopped, with 4
or 5 teeth,

Stam* Filaments 5, hair-like, very short. Anthers form-
ing a hollow cylinder.

' Pi ST, Germen somewhat egg-shaped. Style thread-shaped,

as long as the stamens. Summits 2, rellected.

S. Vess. none. Calyx closing, egg-shaped, cylindrical.

Seeds solitary, egg-shaped, tapering to a point, comprefs-

ed, smooth. Down hair-like, on a long pedicle, ta-

pering downwards*
Recept. naked,

PRENAN'THES. G^rt?t. 158.

Cal. common, double, cylindrical, smooth, scales of the

cylinder equal in nmnber to the florets, scales of the

base few, Ynequal, very short,

Bloss. compound, generally consisting of a single row of

florets. Florets 5 to 8 or more, hermaphrodite, equal,

standing in a circle.

Individuals of i petal, strap-shaped, lopped, with 4
teeth*

•
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Stam. 5, hair-like, very short. Anthers fomi- i

ing a hollow cylinder. *
'

Pi ST. Germen nearly egg-shaped. Style thread-shaped,
.]

longer than the stamens. Summit cloven, reflected.
|

S. Vess. none. Calyx cylindrical, closing a little at the i

rim. . J

Seeds solitary, heart-shaped. Doivn hair-like, sitting. ]

Recept. naked '

;

Obs. In some species the down is supported on a pedicle,

Linn.

LEON'TODON. Toun?. 266. ,

I

Cal. common, tiled, oblong, inner jcales strap-shaped,

parallel, equal, outer scales fewer, and generally reflect-

ed down to the base.'

Bloss. compound, tiled, uniform. Florets hermaphrodite,

numerous, equal.

Individuals of i petal, strap-shaped, narrow, lopped,

with 5 teeth,

Stam. Filaments hair-like, very short. Anthers form-

ing a hollow cylinder.

Pi ST. Germtn nearly egg-shaped. Style thread-shaped,

as long as the florets. Summits 2, rolled back.

S. Vess. none. Gz/y;r oblong, straight, at length reflected.

Seeds solitary, oblong, rough. Doxut? hair-like supported

on a pedicle.

Recept. naked, dotted.

Obs. In Leontodon Faraxacim the down is supported on a

long pedicle, in all the other English species it is sitting, except

in the L. autumnale, where, as ha's been observed by Leers in the

seeds of the circumference it is silting, but in those of the centre

it bometimes stands on a short pedicle.

' HIERA'ClUM*. Fourn, 267. Gcertn, 158.

Cal. common, tiled, egg-shaped, scales many, strap-shap-

ed, very unequal, lying lengthways one over another.

Bloss. compound, tiled, uniform. Florets hermaphrodite,

numerous, equal.

Individuals of i petal, narrow, strap-shaped, lopped,

with 5 teeth.

Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like, very short. Anthers form-

ing a hollow cylinder.
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Pi ST. Germen nearly egg-shaped. Style thread-shaped, as

long as the stamens. Summits 2, bent hack.

S. Vess. none. closing, egg-shaped. ,

Seeds solitary, with 4 blunt edges, short. Doum hair-

like, sitting.

Recep t. naked.

CRE'PIS. G^rtn. 158.
'

Cal. common

f

double.

Outer A^ery short, open, deciduous.

Inner egg-shaped, simple, furrowed, permanent.
Scales strap-shaped, approaching.

Bloss. compoimdy tiled, uniform. Florets hermaphrodite,

many, equal.

Individuals oi i petal, narrow, strap-shaped, lopped,

Avith 5 teeth.

Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like, A^ery short. Anthers form-

ing a hollow cylinder.

Pi ST. Germen nearly egg-shaped. 'Style thread-shaped,

as song as the stamens. Summits 2, reflected.

S. Vess. none. Calvx roundish.
./

Seeds solitary, oblong. Dow?i hairlike, standing on a

pedicle.

Recept. naked.

Obs. In C. tectorwn and C. hknnis the down is sitting. (Su)

\

HYO'SERIS. Gartn, 160.

Gal. common, cylindrical angular, of about 8 leaATs, per-

manent. Scales spear-shaped, upright, equal, acute, the

base closely surrounded with a little calyx, composed
of a'few very short scales.

Bloss. compound, somewhat tiled, uniform. Florets her-

maphrodite, many.
Individuals oi i petal, narrow, strap-shaped, lopped,

with 5 teeth.

Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like, very short. A?ithers form-

ing a hollow cylinder.

P16T. Germen oblong. Style thread-shaped, as long as

the stamens. Summits 2, reflected.

S. Vess. none. c^z/yv straight, or expanding.

Seeds solitary, oblong, membranaceous, scored on the

middle of one side, about as long as the calyx, those of
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the cir umference covered by the scales of the calyx,

broader or narrower than the others, 3-sided, crooked.

Down sittinsr, hair-like, surrounded by awned chaff,

which in the seeds of the circumference is A^ery short.

Recept. naked.

HYPOCH^'RIS.- Gcertn. 160.

Cal. common, roundish, tiled, bellying at the base. Scale

i

spear-shaped, acute.

Bloss. compound, tiled, uniform. Florets hermaphrodite,

equal, numerous.

Individuals of i petal, narrow, strap-shaped, lopped,

with 5 teeth.

StAM, Filaments very short. Anthers ioxm-

ing a hollow cylinder.

PisT. Germen egg-shaped. Style thread-shaped, as long

as the stamens. Summits 2, reflected.

S. Vess. none, caly^e, becoming globular, but tapering,

closes on the seeds.

Seeds solitary, oblong. Down feathered, standing on a

pedicle.

Recept. chaffy. Chaff spear-strapshaped, as long as the

seeds.

Obs. In YL. glabra, the central seeds have the down on ^
pedicle, but not so those of the circumference, (Haller.),

Lx\P'SANA. Tourn. 272. Gcertn. 157,

Cal. common, double, egg-shaped, angular. Scales of the

tube 8, equal, strap-shaped, with a hollow channel,

keeled, acute. Seales of the base 6, tiled, small, every

other smaller.

Bloss. compound, tUect, uniform. Florets hermaphrodite,

about 16, equal.

Individuals of I petal, strap-shaped, lopped, with 5
teeth .

Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like, very short. Anthers form-

ing a hollow cylinder.

Fist. Germen rather oblong. Style thread-shaped, as long
as the stamens. Summit cXoYtvs, reflected.

S. Vess. none. Calyx e<rg-shaped, closing.

Seeds solitary, oblong, cylindrical, but with 3 edges,

scorn'd. Down none.

Recept. naked, flat.
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CICHO'RIUM. T^ourn, 2*72. G^rin* 557.

Cal. commoriy double, cylindricaL Scaks S, juarrow,

spear-shaped, equal, fojmmg: a cylinder, 3 of tlieiii

shorter than, anA lying upon the- others,

Rloss. compound, flat, uniform. Florets hermaphrodite,

20, placed in a circle.

Individuals of i petal, strap-shaped, lopped, deeply

divided into 5 teeth.

Sta M. 5, hair-like, very short, Anihers fonxi’-

ing a hollow cylinder, with 5 edges.

Pi ST. Germen Q\A(yn^, Style thread-shaped, as long as

the stamens. Summits 2, rolled back.

S. Ve ss.' none. Calyx cylindriad, closing at the top.

Seeds solitary, compiefsed, with about 5 acute angles.

Down like chaff, the chaffy substances very small,

nDmeroiis*.

Recept. somewhat chaffy.

ARC'TIUM. Tomn, 25b, Lappa» Gjerin. 162,

Cal remmijn, globular, tiled, iS’ri7/ci- spear-shaped, ending
in awl-shaped prickles, long, and hookedat the points.

Ploss. compoundi tubular, uniform. Florets hernaaphio-
dite, equal.

Individuals of i petal, tubular. Tube slender, very
long. Border egg-shaped, with 5 clefts. Segments
strap-shaped, equal.

5ta M. Filaments 5, hair-like, very short. Antlsers form-
•ing a hallow cylinder, as long as the blofsom, with 5
teeth.

Fist. Germen oblong, with soft hairs at the end. Style

thread-shaped, longer than the stamens. Summit clo-

ven, reflected.

S. Vess. none. Calyx closing.

Seeds solitary, like an inverted pyramid, the 2 opposite

angles indistinct, bulging on the outer side. Down
simple, shorter than the seed.

Recept. chaffy, fiat. Qjaff lik^ bristles.,

SERR ATULA. G^rtn. 162.

Ca L. common, oblong, rather cylindrical, tiled. Scales

spear-shaped, acute, or blunt, without awns,.
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Bloss. compound, tubular, uniform. Florets hermaphro-
dite, equal.

Individuals of i petal, funnel-shaped. Tube bent

inwards. Border bellying, with 5 clefts.

Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like, very short. Anthers form-

ing a hollow cylinder.

Pi ST. Germen egg-shaped. Style thread-shaped, as long

as the stamens. Summits 2, oblong, reflected.

S. Vess. none. unchanged.
^

Seeds solitary, inversely egg-shaped. Dozvn sitting,

' feathered.

Recept. chaffy, flat.

Obts. The Down in some species Is feathered, in others but

little so. Carduus is distinguished from Serratula by the

receptacle being hairy; the calyx bellying, its scales thorny, and
the summit not so deeply cloven. Linn.

CAR'DUUS. G^rtn, 162.

Cal. common, bellying, tiled. Scales numerous, spear-
shaped, tapering to a point, thorny.

Bloss. compound, tubular, uniform. Florets hermaphrodite,
nearly ec|ual, reflected.

Individuals of i petal, funnel-shaped. Tube very
slender. Border upright, egg-shaped at the base, with

5 clefts. Segments strap-shaped, equal, i more deeply
divided.

Stam. 5, hair-like, very short. Anthers
ing a hollow cylinder as long as the floret, with 5
teeth at the rim.

Pi ST. Gey'men egg-shaped. Style thread-shaped, longer
than the stamens. Summit simple, awl-shaped, naked,
notched at the end.

S. Vess. none. Calyx closing a little.
'

Seeds solitary, inversely egg-shaped, with 4 angles, hair-
like, 2 opposite ones indistinct. Down sitting, very
long.

Recept. hairy, flat.

/

Oes. Several species arranged by Linnasus under this genus
have the Dawn feathered. (Schreb.)
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ONOPOR^DUM. Tourn. 253, Carduus, Gd^rtn, i6i.

Cal. common, roundish, bellying, tiled. Scales numerous,

thorny, projecting on every side.

Bloss. compound, tubular, uniform. F/orc/j hermaphrodite,

equal.

Individuals of i petal, funnel-siiaped. Tube very

slender. Border upright, bellying, with- 5 clefts. Seg-

ments I more deeply divided.

Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like, very short. Anthers foxm-

ing a hollow cylinder as long as the blolsom, with 5

teeth.

Pi SI". Germen egg-shaped. Style thread-shaped, longer

than the stamens. Summit crowned.

S. Vess. none. Calyx closing a little.

Seeds solitary.
' hair-like, sitting.

Regept. chaffy. lopped, but sharp pointed, shorter

i
than the seeds, united so as to form ceils.

CARLPNA. Toiirn, 285. Gcertn* 163.

Cal. common, bellying, radiate, tiled. Acij/er numerous,

iiexible, acute, the inner in a circle, very long, expand-

ing, shining, coloured, forming rays to the compound
flower.

Bloss. compound, uniform, tubular. Florets hermaphrodite,

equal.

Individuals of i ])etal, funnel-shaped. Tube ;

funnel-shaped, with 5 clefts.

Stam. Filaments hair-like, very short. Anthers form-

ing a hollow cylinder.

Pi ST. Germen short. Style thread-shaped, as long as the

stamens. Summit oblong, cloven or entire.

S. Vess. none. Calyx unchanged.

Seeds solitary, rather cylindrical. Down divided into

rays, somewhat chaff-like, branched, feathered.

Regept. fiat, chaff bristle-like, membranaceous, and a

little united at tJie base, forming cells, with many clefts,

rays awl-sha])cd. Bristles somewhat longer than the

cjiaff, and club-shaped, are intermixed with it.

BPDENS. Tourn, 262. Geertn, 167.

Cal. tiled, upright ; nearly equal, oblong,

concave and channelled.
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Bloss. cmnpotmd, uniform, tubular. Florets hermaphrodite,
tubular.

Individimls of i petal
j
funnel-shaped. Border with

5 clefts, upright.

Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like, very short. Anthers form-
ing a hollow cylinder.

p£ST. Germen oblong. Style simple, as long as the sta-

mens. Summits 2, oblong, reflected.

S. Vess. none. Ca/yv unchanged.
Seeds solitary, blunt, angular. Dovon 2 or more awns,

oblong, straight, acute, rough with hooks turned back-
wards.

Recept. chafty, flat. ChaffdGciduom, flatfish.

EUPATO'RIUM. Tourn. 259. G^rtn. 166.

Cal. commoriy oblong, nearly cylindrical, tiled. Scales

strap-spearshaped, upright, unequal.

Bloss. compound^ uniform, tubular. hermaphrodite,^

equal

.

Individuals of i petal, funnel-shaped. * Border with

5 clefts, open.

SrAM. Filaments 5, hair-like, very short. Anthers form-
ing a hollow cylinder.

Pi ST. Germen very small. Style thread-shaped, very long,

cloven down to the stamens, straight. Summits %\^ndGV,

S. Vess. none. Calyx unchanged.

Seeds solitary, oblong. Down long, hair-like, or feathered.

Recept. naked.

SANTOLPNA. Toui'n* 260. Giertn, 165.

Cal. common, hemispherical, tiled. Scales egg-oblong,

acute, laid close.

Bloss. uniform, longer than the calyx. Florets

hermaphrodite, equal, numerous.
Individuals oi i petal, funnel-shaped; border with. 5

clefts, rolled back,

,
Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like, very short. Anthers iorm-

ing a hollow cylinder.

Pi ST. (jt’rwcw 4-cornered, oblong, tSVy/c thread

as the stamens. Summits 2, oblong,

-shaped, as

deprefsed.
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Vess. none. Calyx uncharged.

Seeds solitary, oblong, 4-cornered. Down none,

Recept. chatly, flattisli. concave.

POLIVAMIA SUPERFLUA.

TANACE'TUM. T’ourn, 261. G<ertn. 165,

Cal. common, hemispherical, tiled. Scales acute, compact.

Bloss. compound, tubular, convex. Florets hermaphrodite,

numerous, tubular, placed in the centre. Florets fe-

male, a few in the circumference.

Individual hermaphrodites, funnel-shaped. Border

with 5 clefts, reflected.

Individual females with 3 clefts, more deeply divided

on the inner side.

Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like, very short. Anthers form-
ing a hollow cylinder.

PiST. Germen in the hermaphi'odites, oblong, small. Style

thread-shaped, as long as the stamens. Summit cloven,

rolled back,

in females oblong. simple. Summits 2,

reflected.

S. Vess. none. Calyx unchanged.

Seeds solitary, oblong. Down a sort of border.

Recept. convex, naked.

ARTEMISIA. Tourn, 260. Gcertn, 164.

Cal. common, roundish, tiled. Scales rounded, approaching.

Bloss. compound. Florets hermaphrodite, many, tubular,

placed in the centre. Florets female, generally without

any petal, in the circumference.

Individual hermaphrodites funnel-shaped ; border

with 5 clefts. •

Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like, very short. Atitherslonilm^

a hollow cylinder, with 5 teeth in the rim.

Pi ST. Germen in the hermaphrodites, small. Style thread-

shaped, as long as the stamens. Summit cloven, rolled

back,

Germen in females very small. Style thread-shaped,

longer than in the others. Summit the same.

S. Vess. none. Calyx but little changed.

Seeds in all the florets, solitary, naked.

Recept. flat, naked, or woolly.

Obs. In some species the receptacle is naked ; in the Arte-

misia Absinthium itis woolly, and the calyx ismore globular. Linn.
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GAA PIIA'LIUAI. Tourn» 259, TLlychrysum. Gartn, 165.

Cal. common, roundisli, tiled, bordering. "I'he scales round-
ed, skinny, coloured.

Bloss. compound. Florets hermaphrodite, tubular, some-
times mixed with lema e florets without petals.

Individual funnel-shaped. Border with 5 clefts, re-

flected.

Individual females, without any petal.

Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like, very short. Anthers forming

a hollow cylinder.

Pi ST. Germen in the hermaphrodites, egg-shaped. Style

thread-sln})ed, as long as the stamens. Summit cloven.

Germen in the females, egg-shaped. Style thread-

shaped, as long as in the other florets. Summit aw

y

reflected.

S. Vess. none. Gz/yv permanent, sliining.

Seeds in all the florets solitary, oblong, small, crowned
with doiV7i, which is hair-like or feathered.

Regept. naked.

Obs. In Gnaph. dioicum the male and female florets are on
distinct plants

;
a circumstance very unusual in this clafs. Linn.

CONY'ZA. Gdcrtit. 166.

Cal. common, tiled, oblong, scurfy: scales acute, the

outer a little expanded. -

Bloss. compound, tubular. Florets hermaphrodite, nume-
rous, tubular, in the centre. Florets female numerous,
like the others, in the circumference.

Individual hermaphrodites, funnel-shaped. Border

with 5 clefts, open.

'Individual females, funnel-shaped. Border with 3
clefts.

Stam. Filam.ents hair-like, very short. Anthers ionmn^
a hollow cylinder.

Pi ST. Germen in the hermaphrodites, oblong. Style ’ds long

as the stamens, thread-shaped. Summit cloven.

Germen in the females oblong. Style thread-shaped,

as long, but irtore slender than in the other florets.

Summits 2, very slender.

S. Vess. none. Calyx closing.

Seeds in all the florets solitary, oblong. Down simple.

R K c e p T . naked, flat.
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ERIG'ILRON. Gt£ 7't 7i. 170.

Cal. cot7imo 7iy oblong, cylindrical, tiled. Scales a\vl-slia|)ed,

upright, gradually longer, nearly equal.

Bloss. compound, radiate. Florets bermaphroditt, tubular,

in the centre. Florets female, strap-shaped, in the cir-

cumference.

Individual hei'maphrodltes funnel-sliaped* Border

with 5 clefts.

Individual females, narrow, between strap and awl-

shaped, upright, generally very entire.

Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like, very short. Anthers lorm-

ing a hollow cylinder.

Pi ST. Ge 7'men in the hermaphrodites, very small, crowned
with a down longer than the blofsom. Style thread-

shaped, as long as the down. Summits 2, oblong,, roll-

ed back,

Germen in females, very small, crowned with down,
nearly as long as its blofsom. Style hair-like, as long

as the down. Summits 2, very slender,

S. Vess. none. Gz/yr closing.

Seeds in all the florets oblong, small, Down long, hair-

like,

Recept. naked, flat.

TUSSILA'GO. Tourn» 258, Petasites, Gcertn» 170.

Cal, common, cy\m^nc2^» Scales strap-spear-shaped, equal,

(15 or 20,) somewhat membranaceous, even wdth the

top of the flower.

Bloss. compou 7id, various. Florets hermaphrodite, in some
species all tubular, in others only tubular in the centre.

Floretsfemale, in some species strap-shaped, in others

entirely wanting.

Individual hermaphrodites funnel-shaped. Border
with 4 or 5 clefts, acute, reflected, longer than the calyx.

Individualfemales either none at ail, or strap-shaped

and very narrow, entire, longer than the calyx.

Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like, very short. Anthers lonv.*

ing a hollow cylinder.

Pi ST. Germen in the hermaphrodites, short. Style thread-

shaped, longer than the stamens. Summit thickish,

Germen in the females, short. Style thread-shaped,

as long as the other, thickish, cloven.

VoL.I,—

Z
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S. Vess. none. Calyx hui little changed.

Seeds in all the florets solitary; oblong, comprefsed.

Down hairy, standing on a pedicle.

Regept. naked.

Obs. In 7". hyh^ida and Y. Fetantes there are no strap-shaped

florets in the circumference, but there are female florets, without

blofsoms. The T. Fa^fara has always strap-shaped florets in the

circumference, which are female. Linn.

SENE'CIO. Journ* 260, Gartn, 166.

Cal. double, conical, lopped, awl-shaped,

numerous, contiguous, equal, dead at the ends, parallel,

contracted above' into a cylinder, the base tiled by a

few^ scales.

Bloss. compound, taller than the calyx. Florets hermaphro^

dite tubular, numerous, in the centre. Florets female,

(if any,) in the circitmfercnce, strap-shaped.

Individual hermaphrodites funnel-shaped. Border

reflected, wdth 5 clefts'.

Individualfemales (if any,) oblong, with 3 indistinct

teeth.

Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like, very small.
^

Anthers form-

ing a hollow cylinder.

Pi ST. Germen in both sorts of florets egg-shaped. Style

thread-shaped, as long as the stamens. Summits 2,

oblong, rolled back.

S. Vess. none. Calyx closing so as to form a cone.

Seeds in both sorts of florets solitary, egg-shaped. Doivn

hair-like, long.

Regept,. naked, flat.

Obs. In some species the florets are all tubular, in others,

the florets of the circumference are strap-shaped. Linn,

AS'TER. Y/9«r«. 274. Gcertn, 170.

Cal. coTjimon, tiled, the inner scales standing out at the

^.qjoints, the lower open.

Bloss. compound, radiate. Florets hermaphrodite, nume-
rous, in 4he centre. Florets females^ io, or mor^, strap-

shaned, in the circumference.
i

Individual hermaphrodites, funnelTsJiaped. Border

with 5 clefts, open.
,
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Ifidividital females^ narrow, spear-shaped, with 3
teeth, (at length rolling up.)

Stam. Filaments hair-like, very short* form-

ing a hollow cylinder.

Pi ST. Germen in the hermaphrodites, oblong. Style thread-

shaped, as long as the stamens. Summit cloven-ex-

panding.

Germen in females, oblong. Style the same as the

other. Summits 2, oblong, relied back.

S. Vess. none. Calyx but little changed.

Seeds in all the florets, solitary, oblong or egg-shaped*

Down hair-like.

Recept. naked, flattish.

SOLIDA'GO. Tourn* 275, Virga atirea* Geertn* 170.

Cal. common, oblong tiled, scales oblong, narrow, taper-

ing to a point, straight, approaching.

Bloss. compound, radiate. Florets hermaphrodites, tubular,^

numerous, in the centre. Florets female, strap-shaped,

fewer than 10, (mostly 5,) in the circumference.

Individual hermaphrodites, funnel-shaped. Border

with 5 clefts, open.

Individual female, narrow, spear-sfiaped, with 3
teeth.

Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like, very short. Anthers form-
ing a hollow cylinder.

Pi ST. Germen in hermaphrodites, oblong. Style as long

as the stamens, thread-shaped. Summit cloven, ex-

panding.

Germen in the females, oblong. Style thread-shaped,

as long as the other. Summits 2, rolled back.

S. Vess. none. G//yv but little changed.

Seeds in all the florets, solitary, inversely egg-shaped ob-

long, Down hair-like.

Recept. flat, naked.

CINERA'RIA. Geertn, 170. ,

Cal. common, simple, of many leaves: leafts equal,

Bloss, compound, radiate. Florets hermaphrodites, equal,

numerous, in the centre. Florets female strap-shaped,

equal in number to the leaves of the calyx, in the cir-

cumference.

Z 2
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Individual her'tnaphrodites, funnel-shaped, with 5
clefts, upright.

Individual females^ narrow, spear-shaped, finely

toothed at the end.

StAM. Filaments 5, thread-shaped, short. Anthers form-

ing a hollow cylinder, with 5 clefts at the top.

Pi ST. Germen in hermaphrodites, oblong. Style thread-

shaped, as long as the stamens. Summits 2, rather

upright.

Germen in females, oblong. Style thread-shaped,

short. Summits 2, oblong, rather blunt, rolled back.

S. Vess. none. G//yT unchanged.
'Seeds in all the florets, solitary, strap-shaped, with 4

angles. Down hair-like, in large quantity.

Recept. naked, rather flat,

IN'ULA. Gcertn* 170.

Cal. common^ tiled, leafits flexible, open, the outer ones

the largest, equal in length.

Bloss. compound y
radiate, broad. Florets hermaphrodites

equal, very numerous. In the centre. Florets female,

strap-shaped, numerous, crowded, in the circumference.

Individual hermaphrodites funnel-shaped, Border with

5 clefts, somewhat upright,

Individualfemales, narrow, strap-shaped, very entire.

Stam. Filaments 5, thread-shaped, short. Anthers 5, nar-

row, united, forming a hollow cylinder, each anther

ending at the base in 2 straight bristles, as long as the

filaments.

Pi ST. Germen in hermaphrodites, long. Style as long as

the stamens, thread-shaped. Summit cloven, nearly

upright.

Germen in females long, ftyle thread-shaped, a little

cloven. Summits upright.

S. Vess. none. Calyx unclianged.

Seeds in all the florets, solitary, strap-shaped, with 4
angles. Down hair-like, as long as the seed.

Recept. naked, flat. ,

Obs. The 10 bristles at the base of the cylinder formed by
the anthers, is sufficient to distinguish it from most other genera.

Linn.
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DORO'NICUM. T’ourn, 277. G(srtn» 173.

Cal. common, "with spear-awl-shapccl ' leafts, about 20,

equal, upright, in 2 rows, often as long as the rays of

the blofsoin.

15 loss. compound, radiate. Florets hei'maphrodtte, tubular,

numerous, in the centre. Florets female strap-shaped,

equal in number to the leaves of the calyx, in the Cir-

cumference.

hidividual hei'maphrodites, funnel-shaped. Border

with 5 clefts, segments open.

Individual females, narrow, spear-shaped, with 3
teeth.

Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like, very short. Anthers united,

forming a hollow cylinder.

Pi ST. Germen in hermaphrodites, oblong. Style thread-

shaped, as long iis the stamens. Summit notched at the
end.

Germen and Style in females, the same. Summits 2,

bent back.
S. Vess. none. The calyx slightly closing.

Seeds in hermaphrodites solitary, inversely egg-shaped,

comprefsed, furrowed. Down hair-like.

Infemales the same, only slightly comprefsed. Dozvn
none.

-Recept. naked, fiat.

BELT IS. Fourn. 280. Geertn* 168.

Cal. common hemispherical, upright, leafits from 10 to 20,

placed in a double row, spear-shaped, equal.

Bloss. compound, radiate. Florets hermaphrodite, tubular,

numerous, in the centre. Floretsfemale strap-shaped,

more in number than the leaves of the calyx, in the

circumference.

Individual hermaphrodites, funnel-shaped, with 5
clefts.

Individualfemales, narrow, spear-shaped, very slight-

ly marked with 3 teeth.

Stam. Filamefits 5, hair-like, very short. Anthers form-

ing a hollow cylinder.

Pi ST. Germen in hermaphrodites, egg-shaped. Style sim-

ple. Summit notched at the end.
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Germen in females egg-shaped. Style thread-shaped.

Summits 2, standing wide.

S. VESs.none. Calyx unchanged.

Seeds in all the florets, solitary, inversely egg-shaped,

comprefsed. Down none.

Recept. naked, conical.

CHRYSAN'THEMUM. Tcurn. 2S0. G^rtn. i 6S.

Cal. common f
hemispherical, tiled. Scales lying close

upon each other; the inner gradually larger ; the very

innermost terminating in a skinny scale.

Bloss. compound^ radiate. Florets hermaphrodite, nume-
rous, tubular, in the centre. Florets 12 or more,

in the circumference.

Individual hermaphrodites, funnel-shaped, with 5
clefts, open, as long as the cup.

htdividual females, strap-shaped, oblong, with 3 teeth.

Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like, very short. Anthers forming

a hollow cylinder, generally shorter than the blofsom. ^

Pi ST. in hermaphrodites, egg-shaped. thread-

shaped, longer than the stamens. Summits 2, rolled

back.

Germen m females, egg-shaped. thread-shaped,

as long as the other. Summits 2, blunt, rolled back.

S. Vess. none. Calyx unchanged.

Seeds in all the florets, solitary, oblong, Down none, or

only a border.

Recept. naked, dotted, convex,

Obs. In the first division of the species, the female florets are

spear-shaped and the membranes of the calyx narrow
; but in

the second division egg-shaped and lopped, and the membranes
of the calyx egg-shaped. Limn.

MATRICA'RIA. Fourn. 281. Geertn* 168.

Cal. common^ hemispherical. Scales strap-shaped, tiled,

not c^uite equal ; not skinny.

Bloss. compound, radiate. Florets hermaphrodite, tubular,

numerous, in the centre, which is hemispherical. Florets

female many, in the circumference.

Individual hermaphrodites^ funnel-shaped, with 3
clefts, expanding,

hidividual females oblong, with 3 teeth,

JStam. Filaments 5, hair-like, very short. Anthers form-

ing a hollow cylinder.
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Pi ST. Germen in hermaphrodites, oblong, ftaked. Style

as long as the stamens, thread-shaped. Summit cloven,

expanding.

Germen in females, naked. Style thread-shaped,

nearly as long as in the others. Summits 2, rolled back.

S. Vess. none. Calyx unchanged.
Seeds in all the florets, solitary, oblong. J)own none.
Recept. naked, convex.

AN'THEMIS. Toiirn. 2^1 ^ Chameemelon, Gartn, 1^9..

Cal. common, hemispherical. Scales strap-shaped, nearly

equal.

Bloss. compound, radiate. Florets Iiermaphrodite, tubular,

numerous, in the centre, which is convex. Florets fe-

male, more than 5, in the circumference.

Individual hermaphrodites, funnel-shaped, with 5
teeth, upright.

Individual iQm7i\es narraw, spear-shaped, sometimes

with 3 teeth.

Stam. Filaments 5, hair-like., very short. Anthers forming

a hollow ^:ylinder.

Pi ST. 'Germen hermaphrodites, oblong, as long

as the stamens, thread-shaped. Summits 2, bent back.

Germen in females oblong. Style the same as in the

others. Summits 2, rolled back.

S. Vess. none. Gz/yv unchanged.

Seeds in all the florets solitary, oblong. Jlown nonp, or

only a border.

Recept. chaffy, conical or convex,

ACHILLE'A. Tourn, 283, Millefolium, Gdettn, i68.

Cal. egg-shaped, tiled. Scales egg-shaped, acute,

approaching.

Bloss. compound, radiate. Florets hermaphrodite, tubular,

in the centre. Florets female, 5 to ip, strap-shaped,

in the circumference.

Individual hermaphrodites funnel-shaped, with 5
clefts, open.

Individual females strap-shaped, inversely heart-

shaped, expanding, cloven into 3 segments, the middle-

most the smallest.

Stam. 5, hair-like, very short, Anthers ioxm’-

in^ a hollow cylinder.
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Pi ST. Gei'men in hermaphrodites small. Style thread^

shaped, as long as the stamens, Summit blunt, notched

at the end.

Germen in females small. Style thread-shaped, as

long as th^ other. Summits 2, blunt, bent back.

S. V ESS. none. Calyx but little changed. Receptacle thread-^

shaped, lengthens out when loaded with the seeds, egg-,

shaped, and twice as long as the calyx.

Seeds in all the florets, solitary, egg-shaped, woolly,

Down none.

Reg EPT. chafty, elevated. Chaff spear-shaped, as long as

the florets.

POLTGAMIA FRUSTRANEA.

CENTAURE'A. T’ourn» 256 254. Gccrtn, 161,

Cyanus,

Cal. common, tiled, roundish; scales often terminating

variously.

Bloss. compound, florets all tubular, but of different shapes,

Florets hermaphrodite, many, in the centre. Florets

female not so many, larger, more flexible, in the cir-

cumference.

Individual hermaphrodites of i petal. T’ube thread-

shaped. Border bellying, oblong, upright, terminating

in 5 strap-shaped upright segments,

Individual females of i petal, funnel-shaped. T’ube

slender, gradually becoming wider, bent backwards.

Border oblong, oblique, unequally divided.

StAM. Filaments 5, hair-like, very short. Anthers form-
ing a hollow cylinder, as long as the blofsom.

Pi ST. Germen in hermaphrodites small. Style thread-

shaped, as long as the stamens. Summit very blunt,

{in many cloven,) with a projecting point.

Germen in females very small. Style next to none,

Summit none.

S. Vess. none. unchanged, closing.

Seeds in the hermaphrodites solitary. Down mostly fea-

thered, sometimes hair-like.

~ Recept. bristly.

Obs. The scales of the calyx, and the down of the seeds, are

different in different species. Linn,
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POLrCAMIA NECESSARIA.

CALEN'DULA. lourn. 284, Caltha^ Gdtrtn. 168.

Cal. common^ simple, of many leaves, rather upright; seg-^

merits strap-spear shaped, 14 to 20, nearly equal.

3loss. compound^ radiate
;

fiorets, hermaphrodites many, in

the center. Florets
^
females many, very long, in the

circumference; as many as the scales of the calyx.

Individuals^ hermaphrodite, tubular, with 5 shallow

clefts, as long as the calyx.

Individuals strap-shaped, very long, with 3
« teeth, without nerves, woolly at the base.

Stam. Filarmnts 5, hair-like, very short. Anthers united

so as to form a hollow cylinder, as long as the blofsom.

PjST. Germen in the hermaphiodites, oblong. A/y/c thread-

shaped, hardly so long as the stamens. Summit blunt,

cloven, straight.

Germen ’miho^ females, oblong, 3-sided. A/yA thread-

shaped, as long as the stamens. Summits 2, oblong,

tapering to a point, reflected.

S. Vess .none. Cz/yv closing, roundish, deprefsed.

Seeds in the hermaphrodites in the centre, none : more
outwardly, few, solitary,* membranaceoiis, invqrsely-

heart shaped, comprefsed.

Females (in the circumference,) solitary, larger, ob-

long, bent inwards, triangular, membranaceous at the

angles, marked on the outer side lengthways, as if en-
graved with the figure of a plant. Down none.

Recept. naked, flat.

FILA'GO. Gcertn, 166.

Cal. common, cylindrical or 5-cornered, tiled. Scales

outer, egg-spearshaped, acute, cottony; inner shining,

coloured, tapering to a point.

Bloss. compound* hermaphrodites, few, tubular,

in the centre. Florets, females tubular, numerous, sur-

rounding the former. Other females, mostly without

petals, fewer, placed immediately within the scales of

the calyx.

Individuals, hermaphrodite, funnel-shaped ; border

wdth 4 clefts, expanding.
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Individuals, female, immediately surrounding the

preceding, funnel-shaped ; tube very slender, swollen
at the base ; border c\o\cn, acute.

Stam. Filaments in the hermaphrodites 4, very short. An~
thers forming a cylinder.

V\%T ^Germen, in the hermaphrodites, very small, abortive.

Style haif-like, as long as the border. Summits 2, up-
right, but standing wide.

Germen in the ferhales immediately surrounding the

above, oblong. Style hair-like, longer than the border.

Summits 2, open.

Females immediately within the calyx. Germen ob-

long. Style hair-like, longer than the border. Summits

2, long, expanding.
S. Vess. none. Gz/yv unchanged.

Seeds of the hermaphrodites barren, crowned with down.
of the innerfemales oblong, crowned. Down short,

simple.

of the outerfemales oblong, naked.
Recept. naked.

Oes. This generic description is taken from the observations

of the very accurate and admirable Leers ; it accords with our spe-

cies, which is by no means .the case with that given by Linnxus,
who is said to have formed it from a view of the Filago acaulis,
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CLASS XX.

CRYPTOGAMIA.

It is well known, that the attention of Linnzeus was much
lels engaged by the Clafs Cryptogamia, than by the other

daises which are formed of plants with more obvious fruc-

tifications. It was his glory to have established a system

upon the organs of generation, (the stamens and pistils,) of

all others the most eisential parts of a plant, and this system

he has wrought up to such a state of perfection, that little,

compared to what he himself has done, remains for his sue-

cefsors to do ; except the additions it may receive from
more extended researches in countries imperfectly, or not

at ail explored before. But the plants of the Cryptogamia
clafs, not falling under his peculiar system, were to him
lefs interesting, and therefore, probably, were lefs attended

to. Of the four natural Orders into which he divided this

clafs, he seems chiefly to have improved our knowledge of

the Filices. The Musci and the Alg^e hud been so

succefsfully explored and so excellently figured by Micheli

and Dillenius; and Gmelin having done much on the sub-

ject of the Fuci, there remained, in these extensive tribes,

hut little more for Linnaeus to do, than to distribute and
characterize them according to his own ideas. The Fungi,
at one time, attracted his attention, but the difficulty of
preserving them in a state fit for comparing together, and
the impracticability of transporting his books along with
himself in his various journies, seem to have checked his

pursuits ; neither could he benefit, as we now do, by the

almost innumerable figures which have been published

since the formation of his system. From these causes he
has done but little in the Fungi, and that little has been ill

understood. Our countryman, the excellent Ray, paid

great attention to these subjects, but for want of figures,

or more extended descriptions, it is often difficult, some-
times impofsiblc, to determine his- species..
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It has just been observed, that we arc indebted for the
knowledge we have of the Mofses, the Lichens, and most
of the other genera of the Algae, to the indefatigable in-

dustry of Dillcnius, and the sagacious scrutiny of Micheli,
from these authors, therefore, as well as from the Historia

hucorum of Gmelin, the reader will find the most impor-
tant parts of the descriptions extracted and subjoined to

each species. These can hardly fail to be considered as

acceptable additions to the present work, not only because

none can be expected to describe these plants better than
those wlio have figured them so well, but also on account

of the great scarcity of the original work of Dillenius,

which few are so happy to pofsefs. The copies printed

were only 250, and of these, but few remain in England.
Imprefsions of his plates are easily obtained, and the

scarcity of the letter-prefs will, hereafter, in this country,

be the lefs regretted. Nor have the labours of Jacquin, or

Hofiinan, of Wiegel, orofBatsch,of Pollich, orofWeis, been
neglected; they, and several others, now contribute occa-

sionally to the illustration of the species, and to the instruction

of the English botanist. It must be observed that, on these

occasions, the author has not aimed at a literal translation;

he has endeavoured to catch the ideas of the vvriters, and

to communicate them to his readers in as smalt a compafs

as the English language would well permit; carefully

afsigning to each the share they have contributed. But

in biinging my readers to an acquaintance with this clafs,

it would be unpardonable to make no mention of the illus-

trious Hedwig, who has immortalized his name by tlie

accuracy of his researches, and the splendor of his disco-

veries, in these obscure families of plants. He commu-
nicated the result of his observations to the Academy of

Sciences at Petersbiigh, in the year 1783.* As this Mmrk
is but little known to the English botanist, I shall subjoin

the following compendious view of the subject, confining

rnyself principally to the discoveries more immediately

relating to the parts of fructification. Those who wish lor

further information, cannot fail of being highly gratified by

an examination of the original work, and by a perusal of

this A'ery ingenious author’s subsequent publications.

He introduces his subject with an account of the views

of his predecefsors in this branch of Natural History and

* Sec Theoria Generationis et Fructificationis plantarum Cryptogamicat'

rum Linnaei.—Petropoli. 1784. quarto.
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though he mentions the mistakes in which many of them
had been involved, he does ample justice to those who had
anticipated him in any part of his discoveries.

The Cryptogamia Clafs may be considered as con-
taining a number of vegetables whose flowers and fructifi-

cation are but little or very imperfectly known, and whose
stamens and pistils are too minute to admit of that mode of

investigation which prevails througli the preceding clafses.

Tiie structure, too, ofthese vegetables differs considerably

from that of other plants.

They may be divided into the following orders or

afsemblages: i, MlSCELLANETi ; 2, FILICES; 2,

MUSCl. 4, HEPATICAE; 5, ALG^i; 6, FUNGI.
Concerning each of these we shall now speak more parti-

cularly.

MlSCELLANEiE, (Schreb.) Miscellaneous*
/

The plants comprized in this Order, are such as are

incapable ofarranging under any of the subsequent orders,

neither do they agree one with another. They are re-

ducible to some one of the following Genera.

Equisetum, Lycopodium, Fllidaria, hoetes,

0

EQUISETUM. H EDWIG illustrates the structure of

this genus by a particular examination of the Equi setum
sylvaticum, and E. palustre. The former, as well as the

E, arvense, protrudes its club-shaped head out of the earth

early in the spring. Round this head are placed, in circles,

target-shaped substances, each supported on a pedicle, and
comprefsed into angles in consequence of resting against

each other previous to the expansion of the spike. PI, xiii.

f. I. e»f. Beneath each of these targets we find from 4
to 7 conical substances, with their points leaning a little

inwards towards the pedicle, fig, 2./. They open on the

inner side, and upon shaking them over a piece of paper, a

greenish powdery mafs falls out, which at first is full of

motion, but soon after looks like cotton or tow. So far

may be discerned by the naked eye, but a good microscope

discovers green oval bodies, and attached to each of them,

i
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generally 4 pellucid and very slender filaments, spoon-

shaped at the end. f. 3. 4. These are almost constantly in

motion, contracting upon the least breath of moist air, and
when wet with water rolling round the oval body. f. 5.

In the Equisetum palustr'e the filaments are broader,

and the green oval or globular substance more pointed, f. 6.

This is undoubtedly the Seed, for it gradually increases in

bulk, and when it falls, the spike shrivels. Its projecting

point is the Summit, and the conical substances under the

targets are the capsules.

The scales which surround the flowering stalk at cer-

tain distances after its protrusion, served whilst it w’as yet

young, as a general fence to the spike.

Hence it appears, that the genus Equisetum contains

both stamens and pistils, within the same calyx.

The flowering Spike, or general calyx, scaly and tiled;

the partial calyx target-shaped.

Filaments 2. Anthers 4, one at each end of the filament.

Summit single.

Capsule a target of 4, 5, 6, or y cells.

Seeds numerous, egg-shaped or globular; placed upon,

and lapped up within the filaments.

For the other three genera in this afsemblage, the

reader is desired to look forward to their respective generic

characters.

FITICES. (Ferns.)

The plants of this order have their flowers generally

disposed in spots or lines on the under surface of the leaves,

us in the Asplenium, (plate I. B.) but sometimes in

spikes, as in the Osmunda.

Male flowers.

Anthers sitting, or supported on a very short filament,

egg-shaped or globular, scattered on the under surface

of the leaves.

Female flowers, uniting so as to form a spike, or col-

lected into a biinth

;

or forming lines or dots, which are

found underneath the leaves, either on the surface, at

,
the edge, or at the point; and in some instances en-
tirely covering the whole under surface.

Calyx none, or only a scale formed from the leaf, opening,

containing globules.
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Bloss. none.

Pi ST. A globule sitting, or supported on a pedicle. Style

none.

S. Vess. Capsule sitting, or on a pedicle, nearly globular

;

in most instances surrounded by an elastic and jointed

ring which is produced from the pedicle ; opening

transversely when ripe, and discharging the seeds.

Seeds many, very minute, globular. (Schreb.)

In the months of September and October this curious

mechanism is very evident in the Common Brakes,

(PTERIS,) or in the Harts-tongue, (xVSPLENIUM
Scolop,) by the afsistance of a good single Microscope with

a reflecting Speculum. »The sudden jerk of the springing

cord frequently carries the object out of the field of view,

so that it requires some patience to observe the whole of

the procefs.

As there are no certain distinctions in the flowers them-
I f

selves sufficient to establish the Genera, these are known
by the disposition of the seeds under their covers.

OPHIOGLOSSUM vulgatum. Examining the spike

in its advanced state, with a moderate magnifier, we find

columns on each side, with cavities opening transversely,

scattering a powder, and beset with innumerable eminencies

tiled one upon another like scales. \Vith a very fine

knife slice off a portion, so as it may have a little of the

column on each side. Examine this in a good compound
microscope, reflecting the light through it. Transverse lines

will then appear, which, as well as the interstices between
them, are more opake than the part on each side. PI. xiii.

f. y. It is easy to scrape off some of the emlnenctes with

the back of a knife; put them into a little water, and use

highet* and higher magnifying powers,' you will then dis-

cover simple and compound bodies, mostly oval, surround-

ed with a more pellucid line, and containing a granulated

substance within, f. 8.

Others may decide whether the leaf in this plant an-
fwers the purpose of an Involucre or calyx whilst it is in

flower; but I consider the spike as bearing both Stamens
and Pistils; Anthers occupying the interstices of the

Gerniens. wffiich are furnished with a transverse Summit.
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It may be remarked that the Spike is at first yellowish,

changing to brown, when the Capsules open and discharge

their powder. This powder is the real seed, for after its

discharge the plant gradually perisiies, though new shoots

are sent out the ensuing year.

OSMUNDA splcant, Hedwig thinks this undoubtedly
belongs to the Genus Acrostichum, but we rather refer

it with Dr. Smith to the Blp:chnum.
Early in the spring the fiowering leaves come up, al-

most rolled into a ball, and not the leaves only, but the

leafits also are rolled up. f. 9. On the back side of each
of these leafits there are two white lines, extending from
the base of the leafit to the point, they are bordered with

green and deprefsed in the middle, f. 10. These white

lines are fijie membranes, and on carefully separating

them at tlieir union with the leafit, we discover very rni-

nute pellucid bodies, supported upon footstalks, f. i i.r. r.

In th(‘ younger leafits, by the afsistance of high mag-
nifiers, we may discover small bodies of a brownish cast,

composed of two parts, the one very slender and pellucid,

proceeding from the rib, tlie other a coloured oval globule

standing upo!i it. PI. 13. f. ii. When the leafit is fully

unfolded, and the lines become more turgid, these corpuscles

upon the rib disappear. (Iledwig.)

POTvYPODIUM T’helypteris. This as Hedwig ob-

serves does not well rank with the Acrostichum’s, to which
(tciuis Linnxus referred it. The disposition of its fructi-

fication accords with the Polypodium’s.

Schmidel, Icon, plant, t. xi. 13. p. 45. has delineated

and dcscril)(‘d tliis plant so accutely, that nothing remains

to be added, hut that the vesicles of a shining yellow

colour, viz. the Anthers, are found upon the, rib, and its

ramifications, as well as upon the projecting edges of the

.membranes which cover the clusters ot seed vefsels.

(Iledwig.)

POLYPODIUM F. famina* When it first springs

out of t he earth and is yet in its curled state, we find by
the afsistance of a good Microscope, the back side of the

leafits covered with turgid capsules, f. 12. On the other side.
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libunclaiice of spherules of a milky colourj supported upon

pedicles.

Undei' the highest magnifier^ these substances appear

to consist of a very pellucid and tender pedicle^ supporting

a nearly opake globule, filled with a granulated mafs. f. 13,

When the leafits and leaf are quite unfolded, all these

substances disappear, whilst those on tiie under surface

gradually enlarge, and ripen their seed. (Hedwig.)

ASPLENIUM- Irtchomanes* Whilst this spidngs out

of the ground and is yet rolled inwards, the leafits are very

minute and fleshy. On their under surface, when highly

magnified, crescent-shaped membranes may be perceived

covering the minute grains which afterwards become cap-

sules. fi 14. At the same time, but chiefly towards the

middle nerve of the leafit, white shining globules are found.

These put into a drop of water, and viewed with the high-

est magnifier, will be seen to consist of a thick and very

transparent foot-stalk, supporting a globule filled with a

granulated mafs i f. i*
,

It is unnecefsary to be particular respecting the A s p l e-

NiUiM Srolopendriuniy Aspl. Ruta-murariay Polyp odium
F, Mas, Polypod. Ph<£gopterisy Poly pod. Dryopterisy all

which 1 have examined in a recent state, and in all which
I have found similar organs ^

at the time the leaves first

put forth. . .

The membranaceous scaly productions upon the stalks,

so plentiful in some species, have probably been the cover-

ings of the now expanded parts, during the winter season.

There can be lio doubt as to the uses of the other parts

described above. None of these are found in the full

grown plant. It is well known that whilst perennial plants

ripen their seeds, the formation of new fructifications is

going on. It is shewn, that the Equisetums perform
their impregnations before they spring up. When the
curled-up leaves of the Ferns begin to unfold, the Capsules
are generally swollen; this is particularly obvious in the
OSMUNDA regalisy whose fertile leaves shoot up early in

the spring, and ripen their capsules in July,

There can be no doubt that these Capsules are real

Seed-vefsls, sometimes opening vertically, and sometimes
horizontally into two hemispheres, which are surrounded
by an elastic ring, (Hedwig.

VoL. I*—A a
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Explanation of the Plate belonging to the

FILICES.

PI. xiii. Fig. i.

2 .

3 -

4 -

5 -

6 .

7 -

9 -

lO.

1

1

.

12 .

^ 3 -

14.

A fruit bearing head of the Equisetum
sylvaticurn of its natural size, beginning
to disperse its seeds.

A Capsule bearing Target, with its fruit-

stalk magnified.*

An unripe Seed, with its stamens.
A ripe Seed, with the dust of the An-
thers scattered on the filaments.

A Germen, with the Stamens rolled round

it in their natural position.

A Seed of the Equisetum palustre,

A particle from the side of the^ Stalk of

the Ophioglofsum vulgare, whilst very

young, (a) the convex part, bearing both

the Stamens and Pistils, (b) ?i portion of

the skin, with a little of the pulp, from
the outer side of the stalk, (c) the same
from the inner side.

Anthers of the same plant simple and
compound. t

A back view of a leafit of the Blechnum
spicantf of its natural size.

A particle of the leaf with a single leafit.

the leafit. Scales, membra-
naceous coverings of the Capsules.

A particle of the same more highly mag-
nified. (a) the rib, with the Stamens up-

on it. (bb) the membrane turned back

each way. (cc) the rudiment of the fruit.

An extremely small leafit of the Polypo-

dium Filix feem, carefully expanded to

shew the Stamens.

Two of the Stamens taken out.

Leafits of the Asplenium Trichomanes

from the yet unfolded extremity of the

f To prevent repetition, it is always understood that the parts

ar^ more or lefs magnified, unlefs when the contrary is particu-

larly exprefsed. The Author used a good compound Microscope,

with six magnifying powers.
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leaf. The Globules supported on foot-

stalks are the Stameils* the oblong spots

the membrane covering the pistils.

F IG. 15. Two of the Stamens taken out.

16. A particle of the receptacle of the female

tlorets. (a) the receptacle, (b) the skin
of the leafit, v/ith its air ducts.

The Uses of the Filices are but little known: few of

them are efculent. They have a disagreeable heavy smell.

In large doses they destroy worms, and some of them are

purgative. The ashes produced by a slow incineration of
the green plants, contain a considerable portion of veget-
able alkaly, and in this kingdom are very generally sold

under the name of Ash-balls, to make lyc for the scouring
linen.

In the hot house they become evergreens* and their
“ beauty is greatly imporved in colour and delicacy. The.
“ leaves if cut down when fully grown, and properly dried,

make a thatch more durable than that of any kind of
straw.

‘‘ In most of the Genera of the second subdivision, the
‘‘ seedling plants require a succefsion of seasons before they
“ produce their fructifications. The first year a single
“ leaf is produced, which seldom attains to more than an
‘‘ inch in height, is thin, semi-transparent, and most com-
monly entire. The second year two or three are pro-
duced, one larger than the other. The third year, four
or five are produced, and thefourth year, more in num-

“ her proportionable to the richnefs of the soil and the
‘‘ suitablenefs of the situation. In moist fertile soils, shad-

V ed situations, mofsy dripping rocks, or near currents or
rills of spring water, the leaves are thin, light and semi-

<< transparent; larger and more numerous, and apt to be-
come monstrous in shape or size. On dry rocks, and
in barren soils exposed to air and sun, the leaves are few,

“ short, firm and opaque, producing seeds in fewer years
“ from the first springing up, and they generally retain
“ their own proper figure.” Bo lt.

A a 2
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MUSCI. (Mofses.)

I

The female parts of fructification are inclosed in a

Veil, which adheres to the top of the ripe capsule and

covers it. Capsule (rarely entire) opening transversely.

Stems leafy. Leaves membranaceous, reticulated, after

being dried reviving when soaked in water.

Male flowers.

Cal. common, of many leaves. Leafits in structure re-

sembling those of the plant, but generally broader, some-
times coloured, open and expanding like the rays of

star or the petals of a full blown rose, or else closing

and approaching like a bud. A fe\f mofses have no
appearance of a calyx.

Bloss, none.

StAM. numerous, within the common calyx, mostly sepa-

rated by succulent threads or chafl'-like substances.

Sometimes they unite so as to form a little knob, or are

placed in the bosoms of the upper branches. Filament

short, thread-shaped. Anthey's sometimes heart or egg-

shaped, but mostly cylindrical, i-celled, opening at the

top and discharging granulated pollen.

Female flowers on the same or on a different plant,

sometimes intermixed with the males.

Cal. Perichsetium many-leaved, leafits various, general-

ly inclosing several pistsls intermixed with succulent

threads.

Bloss. Veil cylindrical or conical, investing the germen

and fixed to its top, united at the base to the sheath of

the fruitstalk, but not else, where attached.

Pi ST. Germen cylindrical or conical. Style slender, stand-

ing on the veil. Summit lopped.

S. Vess. Capsule standing on a fruit-stalk which is sheath-

ed at its base, when unripe crowned by the veil which

separates at its base, adhering to the point of the cap-

sule, but falls off* when that becomes ripe. The cap-

sule then opens horizontally, the lid separating.

Lid with or without a ring, single? or double, the

outer one cartilaginous, sometimes swollen, or else con-

tracted at the base, forming a kind of excrescence called

Apophysis.

Mouth of the capsule either naked, or closed with an

outer fringe.
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Outer fringe with from 4 to 32 teeth, which arc

» upriglit or reflected, straight or twisted, triangular,

spear-shaped, or bristle-shaped ; acute or blunt.

Innerfringe finer, either closely adhering to the

outer, or joined to it by threads from its inner side, or

loose and unconnected, or fixed to the pedicle on its

little bulb. Mouth naked, or covered with a membrane
or network of the inner fringe, or vaiiously jagged, or

closed by distinct and regular teeth. Column extending

from the base to tfie point of the capsule, thread-shaped,

straight, pafsing through the lid into the style, and
often giving the lid a pointed appearance.

Seeds numerous, minute, spherical, smooth or rough.

Such is the general character of the Mofses, which
Schreber has made out from the discoveries and observa-

tions of Hedwig, but we shall now introduce some more
particular remarks from Hedwig himself.

Hedwig defines Mofses, as being vegetables in which
the female parts of fractification are furnished with a veil-

like petal, bearing a style. He divides them into two
Orders ;

1, Capsule either entire, lidded, and opening transversely:

frondosi.

2. Capsule with 4 valves, opening lengthways; h'epaiici^

These definitions exclude the Lycopodiums from
amongst the Mofses, Perhaps they should rank with the
Osmunda ; but their fructification has not yet been suffi-

ciently examined. The Musci hepatici are now formed
into an afsemblage of thems^elves, separate from the
proper Mofses, See the fourth Order,

Observations on the proper Mofses^ or Musci of Linnerus,

If we except the Bryum pomiforme, subulatum of Haller,
—trichodesy and a few other non-descript species, the
Mofses bear the stamens and pistils in separate flowers,
either on the same, or on distinct plants.
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The time of flowering generally coincides witii that of
the fruit attaining maturity, as happens in other evergreen
perennials. Thus in the Polytrichum, urnigerumy
Mniumfontanum,hornum, punctaturn, undulatum; Bryum
trichodes, c^espititium, &c. the veils fall off early in the
spring, and the seed is scattered abroad ; whilst at the same
time the lefs obvious unimpregnated germens, and the male
or stameniferous flowers are performing their respective

functions. This circumstance has caused these ripe cap-

sules to be mistaken for anthers, and the seeds for the

pollen.

Calyx or PERicHiE-xiuM,

Both the Male and Female flowers are furnished

with an Involucrum, which gives the outward figure to the

flower. This involucrum in Mofses, has attained the ap-

propriate name of Pcrichaetium. It varies more in the

male than in the female flowers,* and is more to be attended

to. The radiated disks of the Polvtrighums and the

Mnium s, are very remarkable, and the scales composing
them differ in many respects from the other leaves of the

plant. The heads which put forth at the extremities of

the Bryums have been hitherto unnoticed, though they

contain the parts of fructification, and are composed of

leafits or scales different both in shape and size from the

stem-leaves. Thus in the Bryum rurale, they are not

terminated by hairs, and are shorter than the stem-leaves;

in the Br. pellucens, Br. scoparium, Br. heteromallum, Br.
aciculare^ &c, they are broader than the other leaves, and
more hollow at the base, Where the disk-like substances

form a kind of bud, as in almost all the Hypnums, the

Bryum extinctoriuniy subulatunif pulvinatum, Br,
hypnoideum^ See, they are much smaller than the leaves;

they are also concave, egg or spoon-shaped, and destitute

of the hairs which adorn the real leaves of the plant. These
therefore are truly the calyx, and as they include the

florets with" stamens only, we call them the Perichaetiums

of the ma/e Florets.
Upon an accurate inspection of the Mofses which bear

capsules towards their extremities, i. e. female flowers, we
observe that the leaves adjoining to the fruit-stalk are

much more beautiful than those on the stems. But some-
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times tlie inner leaves become gradually smaller, and those

nearest to the flowers so very minute, that without a mi-

croscope it is not pol'sible to difsect them away so as to

expose the flower. Thus pl.xiv. f. 19. exhibits a plant of

the Bryum pyriforme, (a) contains the male, (Z>) the fe-

male dower; f. 20. shews the female flower laid bare to

the last conspicuous leaf, within which the flower lies hid-

den, but this being removed, other still smaller* scales come
into view, f, 21.

These therefore arc to be considered as the involu-

crums of the female flowers, surrounding and embracing

the germen. These involucrums, like those in many
other well known plants, often grow larger as the capsule

advances to maturity. PI. xiv. f. 17. A small plant of the

Bryum exthjctorium, with the lower leaves taken away, to

shew the bud-like calyx of the male floret, [a)

f. 18. A plant of the Bryum pulvwatum, with the

leaves taken away to shew the flowering buds, [a) the

male, (b) the female flower.

f. 19. A female and a male plant of the Br yum
f. 20. The female floret enclosed within its innermost

leaves.

f. 21. The same, with all but one of its leaves removed.

Male, or stameniferous flowers.

The Anthers are almost universally cylindrical, and
either straight or crooked, but in the Sphagnum palustre,

and the Mnium androgyiium, they are egg-shaped and more
or lefs tapering to a point. Their colour is a very dilute

green, almost white. When viewed under the highest

magnifiers, and strongly illuminated by reflected light,

they are found to contain a granulated substance; but
their tops are very pellucid, and this pellucid part expands
into a rising vesicle at the time the pollen is about to be
discharged, as at c pi. xiv. f. 22. The top then opens and
the pollen is ejected, the space from which it ifsues becom-
ing more transparent. This pollen, when evacuated, seems
to explode in the drop of water, in which these observa-

ations ought to be made. See f, 23.

Besides the anthers, included within the same involu-

crum, we find some very delicate succulent bodies, of
various shapes. In the Polvtrichum cowwwwf they are
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club-shaped, but tapering to a point; in the Mnium
tammy and palustre, the Bryum rurale and undulatum,

they are jointed and bluntish. In the Bryum hornum the

last joint is acute. In serpyllifolkimy punctatuniy

cuspidatuniy and Bryum pyrtformey they have a jointed

stem terminated by a globule, f. 24. In the Mnium hygro^

metricum i\\Qy have different shapes in the same floret; in

some they are thread-shaped and more or lei's pointed ; in

the Sphagnum palustre they encircle the anther. Some-
times they are much longer than the anthers, as in the

Bryum pellucldum and pyriform^y at other times shorter^

as in Buxbaumia sefsilisy and Bryum pulvinatum.

We must add, respecting the shape of these barren

florets, that in the Polytrichums and Mniums some are

like disks, others like roses, and some like stars, when in

a fully expanded state. In the stellated Polytrichums, the

scales are placed in concentric circles^ In Mnium hor-

nuruy palustre
y
fontanwriy &c. they are more like a rose or

a disk. After the pollen is dispersed^ these roses or stars

become more expanded, but previous thereto, they are gene-

rally so open as to admit a view of the parts they cpntaiu.

In some Mofses the flowers terminate the branches', as in

Mnium pyrtforme'y and purpureum; Bryum pelluciduniy

acicularcy scopariuniy heteromalluniy viridulumy simplexy &c,

in such, though a little open, they are not enough so to

allow a sight of the anthers, until the flowering be past.

Some florets are like buds, and sit in the bosom of the

leaves, and others in the tiled and thickened tennination

of the branches, as in the Sphagnum.
Two stamens of the Bryum extinctoriurriy (c) one ready

to burst, {^d) one throwing out its pollen, {e e e) succulent

vefsels. PI. xiy. f. 22.

f. 23. An Anther of the Bryum truncatulum viewed

in the Solar Microscope whilst it throws out its pollen.

f. 24. An Anther of the Bryum pyriforme, with (a^)

the succulent vefsels.

Female flowers.

These are furnished with the usual female organs, viz.

a Germen, a Style, and a Summit, pi. xiv. fig. 25; but

being accompanied by other substances much resembling

jliem, they are difficult to be distinguished until the ger-.
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men begins to swell, in consequence of its iin|>jcgnation^

These substances, of whose use I acknowledge myself ig-

norant, may for the present be called succulent pistils, see

lig. 26. They are so like the real pistils, that one might

readily believe nature had formed the flowers with many
pistils, in order that some might have the better chance of

impregnation. But there are several ciicumstances which

refute this supposition. Probably they are intended to sup-

ply the flowers with moisture in dry weather.*

The rudiment of the fruit, or pistil of the Buxbaumia
sefsilts. PI. xiv. f. 25.

f. 26. A female flower of the Bryum extinctorium,\v\^\

the succulent pistils.

Of the Capsule and the Calyptra or Veil.

The pistils, after impregnation, daily growing larger,

and rising upwards, shew the part well known by the

name of Calyptra or Veil. It may be considered as a

kind of petal, which is perforated at the top by the style of

the pistil. This style is sometimes permanent, falling off

with the veil, but where it i^ not so, the remains of it are

always to be found.

f. 27. A Capsule of the Bryum pulvinatum^ with a part

of the fruit-stalk. The Veil being throvm off, the Ring
and the Peristoma or Fringe becoihe visible.

f. 28. The Ring when separated and expanded.

f. 29. The Veil.
f, 29.* The Veil qf the Jungermannia pusllla.

Of //^£" Capsule or Seed-vefsel,

From what has been alledged, it is evident that wliat

Linnaeus called the Anthers, are really the Seed-vefsels,

and by sowing the seed which they contain, I have repeat-

edly procured a crop of young plants, in all respects similar

to their parents.

The Capsules of Mofses are always supported upon a

fruit-stalk, though sometimes it is very short, and except-
* These substances may aptly be compared to the florets with super-

fluous pistils in the order Polypmia superflua of the clafs Syngenesia, or to

{he barren florets in the umbelliferous plants of the Pentandria clafs ; and
their uses may probably be the same, whatever those uses may be.
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ing only in the Sphagnum palustre, this fiuit-stalk U
sheathed and conical at its base. The Capsule!; vary in

shape, size, and consistence. In some species there is an

elastic ring between the capsule and the veil, pi, xiv. f. 28.

which when the seed is ripe, throws offthe veil witli more
or lels force. The Veil, f. 29, being thrown olf, we find

certain fringe-like procefses or projections, f. 27. (a) vary-

ing greatly in size, shape, structure, number, and disposi-

tion. They surround the opening of the capsule in a

single or double, rarely in a triple series. These sub-

stances I shall beg leave to call the* Peristoma, or Fringe.

The use of this Peristoma or Fringe, seems to be to defend

the seeds in wet weather. In dry weather it expands and
leaves the mouth of the capsule open, but upon the least

nioisture, even that of one’s breath, it closes again.

SEEDS.

The seeds of Mofses are spherical, generally smooth,

sometimes dotted as in Bryum extinctorhmy sometimes

prickly

y

as in Bryum pyriforme, or heteromallum. They are

brown, yellow, or greenish. (Hedwig.) ,

Uses.—Mosses thrive best in barren places. Most of

them love cold and moisture. Triding and insignificant as

many people think them, their uses arc by no means incon-

siderable. They protect the more tender plants when
they first begin to expand in the spring, as the experience

of the gardener can testify, which teaches him to cover with

mofs the soil and pots which contain his tenderest plants

;

for it equally defends the roots against the scorching sun

beams and the severity of the frost. In the spring, wdien

the sun has considerable powmr in the day time, and the

frosts at night are severe, the roots of young trees and
shrubs are liable to be thrown out of the ground, particu-

larly in light spongy soils. But if they are covered witli

mofs, this accident never can happen. Those wTo are fond

of raising trees from seeds, will find their interofit in attend-

ing to this remark.

* On the varying structure of the Peristoma, and the figure and dispo-

sition of the barren fiorcts, the author proposes to establish the Genera of
Mofses,
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Mofses retain moisture a long time without being dis-

posed to putrely. The angler takes advantage of this cir-

cumstance to preserve his worms, and the gardener to

keep moist the roots of such plants as are to be transported

to any considerable distance.

It is a vulgar error to suppose that Mofses impoverish '

land. It is true they grow upon poor land which can sup-

port nothing else; but their roots penetrate very little, in

general hardly a quarter of an inch into the earth. Take
away the Mofs, and instead of more gnifs you will have
lets; but manure and drain the land, the grafs will increase

and the Mofs disappear.

The Sphagnum palustre^ the Mnium triquetrum, the

Bryum paludosum and (sstivum, the Hypnum aduncum,

scorpioides, riparium and cuspidatum grow upon the sides

and shallower parts of pools and marshes ; and in procefs

of time, occupying the space heretofore filled with water,

are in their half decayed state, dug up and used as fuel,

under the name of Peat. These marshes, drained partly

by human industry, and partly by the long continued

operations of vegetables, are at length converted into fer-

tile meadews.
Very few Mofses are eaten by cattle. The Bishop

Moth, and the Brufsels Lace Moth feed upon some of

them. Their medicinal virtues are but little known, and
lefs attended to. I think it probable, that on account of

their astringent properties, some of them might be worth

trying as a substitute for oak bark in tanning leather.

HEPATICM.

Female fructifications inclosed in a veil, wdiich splits

open at the top, and discharges the capsule.

Capsule opening lengthways, filled with seeds.

Seeds numerous, fixed to an elastic cord, formed of one
or two spiral threads.

Some plants are referred to this subdivision on account

of their agreement in general habit, though the female

fructification has no veil, but is placed upon, or immersed
in the substance of the leaf.

The leaves are mostly lobed, exhibiting a network of

vesicles, and though dried, reviving again when moistened
with water,
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Hedwig observes that all the female florets have a dou-
ble cdlyx, or a Cup and a Blossom. In shape and struc-t

hire he says they greatly resemble the proper Mofses, but

tfmt he never found the succulent threads ; the Pistil-Hke

substances are however found, accompanying both the

germcn and the ripened capsule ; but not in all the species.

The Capsule, like those of the preceding Mofses, is

inclosed in a Veil, to which the style adheres ; but this Veil

is not as in them, loosened at its attachment and raised

along with tlic growing Capsule, it tears open in two,
tliree, or four places, and has therefore been sometimes
considered as a petal.

All these Mofses agree in ripening their fruit, which
is raised u];x)ii an elongated fruit-stalk, and opens into 4
Valves, tilled with the seeds, attached to elastic cords,

'hhese seeds proved upon trial to reproduce their respec-

tive plants^

JUNGERMANNIA nernorea. It bears its male, or

barren tlowers, which are of a reddish brown colour, at

the summit or extremity of the Stem, in one plaijt, and its

female florets at the extremity> of another plant,

lb. xiv, f. 30. A male,plant of its natural size,

f. 31. The dowering summit of the male plant,

f. 33. The germen of the female plant, with its pistil,

and 3 pistiUlike bodies at its base, taken from the calyx

leavps at the top of the plant,

JUNGERMANNIA asplenkides* The extremity of

ihe male plant forms a beautiful tiled, two-rowed Involu-

ennu of leahts, very conegve at the base, within each of

v/hich are found 2 or 3 stamens of a milky colour.

The female flowers are on a distinct plant, included

also in a leafy calyx or perichaetium, at the top of the plant,

f. 35. A male plant of its natural size,

f, 36. The tiled leaves at the extremity of the plant,

•which includes the anthers.

f. 37. An anther taken out of the Perichsetium or leafy

calyx.

f. 38. An anther open at the end, after shedding its

pollen.

f. 39. A female plant of its natural size.
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f. 40. The germen with its style and accompanying

pistil-like veisels, taken out of its Pcrichaetium at the ex-

tremity of the plant. '

f. 41. The Seeds, with the elastic threads to which

they are attached.

JUNGERMANNIA pusllla. The stamens very

mucii resemble those of the Sphagnum palustre; they arc

placed upon the Stem, in the bosom of the leaves; their

colour greenish, changing to yellow. The female flower

is found towards the top of the same plant, in a pericha;-

tium, but by the growth of the plant during the ripening

of the Capsules, they are at length found about its middle,

f. 42. The plant of its natural size.

PI. XV, f. 43, The same magnified, to shew the 4
stamens at its base, and the female flower at its summit,

PI, xiv. f. 44. A Stamen more highly magnified,

f. 45. The germen and style taken out of its peri-

chaetium.

f. 29.* The Veil separated from the ripened capsule,

f. 46. A Seed, with its elastic thread.

JUNGERMANNIA palmata. The flowers with sta-

mens are found at the extremities of the branches ; after

flowering, they fall off, and give the branch the appear-
ance of having been lopped. The female flower is gene-
rally at the base of the branches, but sometimes also at

their sides, on a distinct plant.

PI. xiv. f. 47. A male or barren plant of the natural size.

PE XV. f. 48. The same magnified, to shew the barren
florets (aa), (c) one of them open at the end.

PI. xiv. f. 49. Two stamens separated,

f. 50. A fertile or female plant of the same species

magnified, with the Capsule open, its valves turned back,
and the elastic threads at its extremity.

f. 51. The elastic thread, with the seeds.

JUNGERMANNIA furcata* The male flowers of
this are found concealed in the substance of its trunk ; the
female ones are on the same plant, and pofsefs nearly a

S'imilar situation.

PI. XV. f. 52. The plant of the natural size,

f. 53. A small bit of it highly magnified, to shew the
two male florets (aa) and the female floret (h)»
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i, 54. A male floret further magnified.
f. 55. A Stamen separated.

f. 56. The Perichaetiuin of the female floret cut through
lengthways.

f. 57. The ripe Capsule open, and the Seeds adhering
to the elastic threads. .

JUNGERMANNIA epiphylla. The male florets form
protuberances on the upper surface of the leaves. The
female florets are formed at the extremity of the leaf, but

as they ripen, the growth of the leaf continuing, they ulti-

mately appear on its disk. Want of attention to this cir-

cumstance has given rise to errors respecting the species of

these plants.

f. 58. The plant somewhat magnified to shew more
distinctly the dots of male florets, and the female floret

concealed under its scaly calyx at the end of the leaf, at [d.)

f. 59. The female floret taken out of its calyx.

«

AiARCHANTIA polymorpha. Early in the spring we
find upon this plant certain glafs-shaped cups, containing

lentile-shaped substances ; these are perfect young plants,

cither formed at once from the parent plant, or else grow-
ing from seeds deposited thereon. Soon after We may
observe some entire targets formed ; and as these rise upon
their foot-stalks, on other plants, either on the same, or

on a different tuft, stellated targets appear, which grow
taller than the entire ones. The entire targets, when cut

through, vertically, are found to contain the stamens; sur-

rounded by their succulent vefsels. The stellated targets

contain the germens, two or three of which are found un-

der each of the rays, invested with its membrane, out of

which the pistil projects previous to the impregnation of

the germen. These germens do not ripen all at the same

time. In a favourable situation this plant flowers again

in July. From what has been said, it is evident that in

this species the male and female florets are to be sought

for on distinct plants.

PI.. XV. f. 60. A target of male flowers cut perpendi-

cularly down through the foot-stajk.

f. 61. A follicle of stamens taken out and more mag-

nified, to shew its surrounding ring.

f. 62. A Germen with its projecting style.
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f, 63. A Capsule, with its 3 succulent fibres.

f. 64. An elastic Cord taken out of the ripe Capsule,

with one of the seeds.

MARCHANTIA co?iica» The male flowers are sit-

ting; in every other respect they so exactly resemble those

of the preceding species, as to render any further descrip-

tion of them unnccefsary ; but the female dowers have a

singular structure in respect to the pistils. At the time

the stamens attain perfection, the conical afsemblage of

female dowers displays within their proper membranes, as

many pointed styles as there aregermens. On account of

their tender structure, it is very difficult to examine them, hut

when nicely difsected, the style appears to proceed from the

base of the germen, and to bend upwards towards its point.

The capsule is furnished with a veil, which does not fall

off, but bursts by the expansion of the capsule, which at

length, when quite ripe, opens with 4 valves, which roll

back.

PI. XV. f. 65. A Disk of male dorets cut down perpen-

dicularly.

f. 66. Six female dowers taken from the common fruit-

stalk, with the six styles bent back.

f. 67. A ripe Capsule opened by the rolling back of

the Valves [h.) shewing the seeds fixed to the elastic

Cords (/.)

i

ANTHOCEROS loevls. The stamens, covered by the

outer skin of the leaf, form spots of a yellowish green co-

lour, and somewhat raised. As they approach to maturity,

the skin bursts and contracts into an oval shape, forming
a kind of calyx. Each of these spots contains three or

more follicles of Stamens, of a redish yellow colour.

—

Each Stamen is furnished with its filament, and surrounded
by a jointed succulent vefsel. At the same time the female

dower afsumes an elevated conical figure, supporting a Veil

on its extremity, furnished with a very short Style. When
ripe, it changes to a dark brown colour, divides into two
valves, scattering its seeds with an explosive power.

The Anthoceros punctatum resembles this species

in its parts of fructidcation,

PI. xvi. f. 68. A part of the leaf magnided, to shew
©ne female, and four male fiords.
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PI. XV. f. 69. Two of the Stamens taken oiit of a male
floret.

f. 70. A perpendicular Section, to shew the Capsule
just emerging from its sheaths, and supporting its veil.

PI, xvi. f. 71. The ripe Capsule opened, with the co-

lumnar receptacle, and a few remaining seeds.

f. 72. A ripe Seed, prickly, and its elastic membrane,

BLASIA piisilla* It flowers in the beginning ofMay;
at which time the leaf is narrow, and the stamens appear

very near to its rib ; but as the membranaceous parts ex-

pand with the growth of the leaf, they at length appear at

a distance from the rib. The anthers are yellowish, rather

protuberating, inclosed in a follicle, from which they are

with difficulty extracted. Towards the end of the plant

we discover the pistil, with its summit sitting on the rudi-

ment of the fruit, but it is very fugacious. As the fruit

ripens, the place before occupied by the style. appears as a

tube, not unlike the conical horn of the Anthoceros. The
capsule now becomes more heart-shaped, and its narrow
point looks towards the root of the plant. At length the

globular seeds in its cavity become visible, and when ripe,

they are pushed out of the mouth of the tube either by their

own expansion, or by the contraction of the capsule, and
sticking there, have an appearance like the male floret of

the Mniuin androgynum*

f. 73. The plant magnified, to shew the dots of the

male florets, and the two female florets.

PI. xvi. f. 74. A Stamen taken out of a male floret,

f. 75. An unripe Capsule divided perpendicularly to

shew the seeds,

RICCIA glauca. The leaf has no rib, but seems com-
posed of vefsels equally dispersed. When magnified, it

appears covered with tubercles, and amongst these we ob-

serve distinct shining globules. One of these globules,

when nicely difsected, and exposed to the highest magni-

fying power, in a drop of water, appears of a granulated

texture. 1 consider those as the anthers, for nothing else

appears like them. The female flower lies imbedded in

the substance ofthe plant, where it ripens its fruit. They
who reflect how small a part of a body is dedicated to the

purposes of generation, in comparison of its whole bulk,
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will conceive the difficulty of observing the very minute

])istil of this plant, buried as it is in the substance of the

plant, its summit only, opening on its surface. ' As the

capsule swells, it becomes more apparent, and by a per- '

])endicular section through the substance of the leaf, we
discover the style of a beautiful brown colour, ascending

from the capsule to its surface. The seeds are at first

white, afterwards greenish, but nearly transparent, and

surrounded with a very transparent white border. The
capsules, when ripe, open on the surface of the plant,

forming a black spot, visible to the naked eye. They are

generally observable towards the base of the leaf. ‘

f. 76. The plant of its natural size.

f. 77. Part of the same magnified, to shew the more
superficial spots containing the stamens, and the deeper

seated female flowers (aa).

f. 78. A follicle of anthers separated, and highly mag-
nified.

'

f. 79. A perpendicular section through the substance

of the plant, to shew the ripening capsules, and their styles

rising up to the surface of the leaf.

f. 80. A Capsule taken out, together with its style*

I

ALG AE,»

The plants comprized under this division scarcely ad-

mit of a distinction of root, stem, and leaf; much lefs are

we enabled to describe the parts of the flowers. The
Genera, therefore, are distinguished by the situation of

what we suppose to be the flowers or seeds, or by the re-

semblance of the whole plant to some other substance wc
are well acquainted with. PI. i.E. and F. represent Li-

chens, and C. a Fucus.

The female fructifcations are either to be found in

saucers or tubercles, as in Lichens ; in hollow bladders as

in Fucus, or dispersed through the substance of the plant,

as in Ulva.

The substante of these plants varies much ; it is flesh-

like, or leather-like ; membranaceous, or fibrous; jelly-

like, or horn-like ;
or resembling calcareous earth.

Some of them pofsefs irritability, or an appearance of

sensation.

VoL. L-^Bb

/
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Hcdwig has done lefs to elucidate this Order than those

which we have already spoken of; but shapelefs and un-
organized as some of the Lichens seem to be, his genius,

aided by indefatigable industry, has explored the hereto-

fore latent secrets of their fructification, as will appear

from the following account of the
1

LICHEN ciViaris, The fringes from the extremities

destined to take root, and the downy matter on the surface,

have nothing to do with the -real parts of fructification.

These are to be found in the concave saucers, or convex
targets or v'-arts, either on the same or on a different plant.

T. hey both arise from a kind of knot on the under surface

of the plant. The warts change to a brown, and then to a

black colour at the top; but before they become brown, a

perpendicular section through one of them, discovers a sin-

gle or double cell buried in the tender pulp of the plant, and
filled with a granulated substance. Whenever the top of

this wart or tubercle turns black, the granulated mafs has

then escaped through it, and only a kind of jelly remains

Jn the cells; which, however, soon vanishes, whilst the

whole tubercle becomes black and hard. This procefs is

])erformcd in a short time.

The rising particle, which is destined to form a con-

cave saucer, becomes hollow' and green at the top, through

whicli, if w'C make a perpendicular section, w'c find fibres

radiating from its centre, and forming a semi-circle, bound-
ed by a more opake line. As this continues growing, the

saucer becomes larger, and more and more open. Its cavity

is at first reddish, gradually becoming darker. At length

it becomes a perfect saucer, either sitting, or supported on
a short foot; its border scolloped or entire, black within

wdien moist, and greyish when dry.

If now' we cut the saucer through, and examine a ver-

tical section of it in a little w’ater, w^e shall find immedi-
ately under the black crust at the top, the seeds disposed

in straight perpendicular columns. When very highly

magnified, these seeds appear egg-shaped, but marked wdth

a distinct groove transversely. No unprejudiced jrerson

can therefore doubt that that the w^'arts wdth the black tops

are the male, and the saucers the female flowers.

The saucers, in all the species of Lichens, resemble the

above in the mode of flow'ering, and in the same dEposi-
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tion of their IVuit, The male flowers are also similar,

whether contained like those of the L. ciliaris In the sub-

stance of the plant, or as in oilieis, on its surface. In some
species, as in the L. physodes, they are found on the extre-

mities of the branches; in others on the edges, as in the

farhiaceus
;
fraxineus; in others again on the under

surface, as in the 1^, pulmonavius, aphihosusy &c. where they
sometimes form circles somewhat resembling saucers, as in

the L. stellaris.

PI. xvi. f. 81. Part of tliC plant magnified to shew
(0 0 0) the male, and [m) the female flower, [n n) The
fringes which strike root; some ofthem expanding at the
end.

f. 82. The section of a stameniferous flower cut through
perpendicularly.

f. 83. The section of an unopened flower,

f. 84. Section of a flower,with the ripe seeds,

f. 85. Ripe seeds taken out.

LICHEN physodes.

f. 86. The male, or barren plant of its natural size,

f. 87. Its stameniferous extremity highly magnified.

Some of the Fuci and Confervas have been lately

illustrated 83/ the accurate enquiries of Major Velley; ^

and my friend Mr. Stackhouse has undertaken the history

of the Flici, the Ulvae, and the Conferva of the British

shores, particularly -until a view to the discovery of their

modes of fructification ; f so that we may hope soon to

attain a more scientific knowledge of these obscure tribes

of plants.

Uses.—Some of the P'uci are used as food, and all of

them, as well as the Conferva, are an useful manure, of

the greatest importance to our farmers on the sea coast.

The Lichens, though generally looked upon as unwor-
thy of notice, are of great consequence in the ceconomy of
nature, and afford the first foundation for vegetation. The

* See coloured figures of marine plants, with descriptions and
observations, by Thomas Velley, Esq. fob 1795.

F Nereis Britannica, or a Botanic Description of the British

Marine Plants, with drawings from nature, by John Stackhouse,
Esq. F. L. S. fol. 1795.

Bb 2
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crustaceous kinds fix upon the barest rocks, and are nou-
rished by such slender supplies as the air and the rains

afford them. When these die, they are converted into a

very fine earth, in which the tiled Lichens find nourish-

ment, and when these putrefy, and fall to dust, various

Mofses, as the Blyum, PIypnum, &c. occupy their place;

and in length of time, when these perish in their turn,

there is a sufficiency of soil, in which trees and other

plants take root. This procefs of nature is sufficiently

apparent upon the smooth and barren rocks upon the sea

shore.

Many of the Lichens are a grateful food to goats;

and the rein-deer, which constitutes the whole ceconomy
of the Laplanders, and supports many thousand inhabitants,

lives upon one of the species. Many of the species afford

colours for dying. One of them, brought from the Canary
Islands, viz. the Orchel, or Argol, makes a very considera-

ble article of traffic. It is not improbable, that some of

thq species growing in our own island, may afford very

beautiful and useful colours ; but this matter has not been

sufficiently examined. Mr. Hellot gives us the following

procefs, for discovering whether any of these plants will

yield a red or purple colour. “ Put about a quarter of an

ounce of the plant in question into a small glafs ; moisten

it well with equal parts of strong lime water, and spirit of

Sal Ammoniac; or the spirit of Sal Ammoniac rnade with

([uick lime, will do, without lime water. Tye a wet biad-

(ler close over the top of the vefsel, and let it stand three or

four days. If any colour is likely to be obtained, the

small quantity of liquor you will find in the glafs will be

of a deep crimson red; and the plant will retain the same

colour when the liquor is all dried up. If neither the

liquor nor the plant have taken any colour, it is needlefs

to make any further trials.”

FUNGI.

This Order consists of plants mostly of a cork-like

texture, of short duration ; bearing their seeds either in

gills or tubes, or attached to fibres, or to a spongy sub-

stance. As we know but little of their fructification, the

Generic characters are taken from their external form, or

from the disposition of their seeds. An Agaric is reprc-
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sentcd in pi. i. at H. to shew (a) the Ring; (^) the

Stem; (r) the Pileus.

The following are the principal discoveries of Hedwig
on the subject of Fungi.

AGARICUS {^Amanita) arborea mollis, colorls exacte

crocei, Dill, Gifs. p. 1^2.

On dividing a plant of this species longitudinally

through the middle, before the curtain had began to sepa-

rate from the edge of the pileus, the whole inner surface

appeared white; but whilst my attention had been arrested

by some still whiter lines observable in the flesh of the

pileus and of the stem, the upper and inner surface of the

curtain changed to a violet, and in a short time to a

brownish colour. On nicely raising a small portion of

this surface, and viewing it under high magnifiers, I dis-

covered pellucid succulent vefsels, and innumerable oval

globules connected therewith, of a dilute brown colour.

The part 'from which this portion had been taken away,

did not change colour again.

I next examined a portion taken from one of the gills,

whilst it was yet white. It was divisible, though not rea-

dily, into two lamina. The lower edge was thickly set

with tender cylindrical substances, some of which had a

globule at their extremities, but others not. The gill it-

self appeared of a reticulated structure, with larger and
more distinct spots, a little raised.

In another older plant of the same species, wherein the

curtain was torn, the pileus pretty fully expanded, and the

gills turned yellow, the upper part of the stem began to be

tinged by a brown powder shed from the gills. It was
evident, on examination, that this brown powder was the

seeds, and that it proceeded from the larger spots before

observed in the gill, the two laminae of which now readily

separated.

PI. xvi. f. 88. A view of the plant cut down length-

ways.

f. 89. Strings of the Stamens very much magnified.

f. 90. A portion of the Gill, to shew the unripe seeds.

f. 91. The ripe seeds.

There is therefore reason to believe that the stamens
are the globules attached to the threads found within the

B b 3
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curtain. After these vanish, the plant Continues to grow
until it scatters its seeds, and then it dies.

We learn from these observations, that the full expan-
sion of the pileus indicates the maturity of the seeds, and
that the fructification is performed previous to the rupture

of the curtain.

On examining the curtains and the rings of different

Agarics and Boleti, I have always found the above-men-
tioned globules on their upper or inner surface. In some
of the yellow Agarics, they are so numerous on the upper
surface, as to stain the fingers when touched, but the under
side is smooth and entirely destitute of them. Some few
Agarics seem to have only a row of these threads beset

with globules at the edge of the Pileus, whilst it is in contact

with the stem, and upon this expansion they shrivel and
drop off.

It is true that in many Agarics we neither find curtain

nor ring, nor these threads at the edge of the pileus, but

when this is the case, the threads are placed upon the stem

;

and may readily be found by examining the plant in its

very young state, before the edge of the pileus separates

from the stem. This structure takes place in many of the

Agarics, the Hydnum imbricatum, and the Boleti, which
are rarely furnished with a curtain. After the pileus in

these is expanded, and the stem grown longer, its upper

part where the stamens were seated, becomes reticulated.

The seeds of the Boleti are found within the membrane
that lines the tubes.

The stemlefs Agarics and Boleti present similar appear-

ances about the edge, and at the base. I have also found

something of the same kind in the Peziza cyathoides, whose

seeds appear to be inclosed in a kind of pod,* and likewise

in one or more of the Lycoperdons
; but these have not

yet been sufficiently examined.

Whether the succulent vefsels in the margin, fig. 90.

or the surface of the gills, or the mouths of the tubes be,

or be hot, styles and summits; or whether they are de-

signed for any other pupose, I shall not determine.

It is, however, sufficiently evident, that the Agarics,

and the Boleti are vegetables, and that they bear their sta-

mens and pistils on the same plant. (Hedwig.)

For the practical purposes of investigation, it is there-

fore evident, that the minutias of the fructification can

avail us but little.
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The Agarics and the Boleti, numerous and heautiful

tribes of plants, are now arranged in a method \\diich the

author hopes will be found sufficient to obvi'ate thp pru^ici-

pal difhculties which have attended the study of them,

and to render the investigation of the species,, at least as

easy as any other pa t of the system. He theretore requests

the attention of the reader to the following explanation of

the principles on which they are arranged, referring h in,

for the preservation of the specimens, to what has been

already said at page 38 and 39.

AGARICS are composed of a Cap, or Pi leus with

Gills underneath, and have either Ste.ms or no Stems,
I »

The Stems are either central or lateral; hence arise

3 primary divisions of the Genus, already in use, and
adopted by Linnaeus,

A. Stems central,

B. Stems lateral,

C. Stemlefs,

They have also a Root, more or lefs obvious, and
some of them, in a yet unfolded state, are wholly enclosed in

a membranaceous or leather-like case, called a Wrapper,
Some of them have a Curtain, or thin membrane, ex-

tending from the stem to the edge of the pileus ; this cur-

tain tears as the pileus expanrki, and soon vanishes; but

the part attached to the stem often remains, forming a ring

round it. This Ring is more or lefs permanent, as its

substance is more or lefs tender, but some of the species

appear some years with, and other years without a ring, *

so that though it forms a very obvious character, it cannot
be admitted as a ground of specific distinction,

PI. 19. fig. (F.) (borrowed from M. Bulliard,) shews a

vertical section of an Agaric of the more compleat kind, in

its egg-state, in order to demonstrate all the parts mentioned
above.—(m.m.m.m.m.) the Wrapper.— (n. n.) the Pileils.

—(o. o.) the Gill.—-(p.) the Stem, before it shoots up.

—

(q. q.) the Curtain. On the section of a Stem at (B)

* e. g. Ag, aeruginosas.
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may be seen the remains of a Curtain, then called a Ring#
The Curtain and the Ring must be rejected in forming
characters of Agarics, for the reason just now mentioned,
and the Wrapper is not easily accefsible, nor is it very
often found, so that it does not afford much aid in the dis-

crimination of the species. The Curtain and its remnant
the Ring, are common to all our secondary subdivisions of

Agarics with central Stems, but the Wrapper seems to be
confined to the plants with solid stems only, nor has it been
found attendant even upon those when the Gills are de-

current.

The Stem of an Agaric is either solid, or hollow.

The solid Stem is represented at (A.) the hollow Stem at

' (B.) When an Agaric is to be examined, cut the stem

acrofs about the middle, with a sharp knife, and it must
immediately appear whether it be solid or hollow. Let it

be remarked, however, that \\iq- solid Stem varies much in

degree ; it may be as solid as the flesh of an apple, or as

spongv as the pith of an elder stick, or a sun-flower stalk,

but still it is solid, i. e» there is no regular hollow pervad-

ing its whole length ; though the more spongy and larger

Stems sometimes shew irregular and partial hollow places

from the shrinking of the pithy substance when the plant

grows old, but this can never be mistaken for a regular,

uniform, and native hollownefs. (B.) represents a hollow

Stem. The width of this hollow part varies much in dif-

ferent species, and is by no means always proportioned to

the size of the Stem ; though it is uniform and regular

throughout its whole length, except perhaps at the bottom,

where it changes to a root. This hollow is sometimes

entitely empty i
sometimes loosely filled with a pithy sub-

stance, but its regularity is not affected by that circum-

stance, Next to the Gills, the Stem of an Agaric is the

part least liable to variation. When its shape is not that

of a cylinder, its diameter, as exprefsed in the descriptions,

must be understood to be the diameter of its middle part.

The Gills are the flat, thin substances, found under-

neath the Pileus, and attached to it; they are of a texture

evidently different from that of the Stem or the Pileus, they

afsume different colours in different species, and vary much
in their respective lengths. Each Gill consists of two

membranes, and between these the Seeds are formed.
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The Gills are always attached to the Pileus, am! sometimes

to that only, as at fig. (E. c. c.) They often shoulder

up against the Stem, and are fixed to it, as at fig. (A. b.)

and frequently they are not merely fixed to the Stem, but

extended along it, downwards, as at (a) in the last men-
tioned hgure. This is what we shall call a deciirrent

Gill. The fixed and decurrent Gills are attached to the

Stem only by their ends, which are next to the centre of the

Pileus, not by their edges, as is sometimes the case in some
of the Agarics whose Pilei or Caps are nearly cylindrical.

In some of these the edges of the Gills are prefsed close to

the Stem, and even adhere to it more or lefs in the young-

state of the plant, but separate befoie it attains its full ex-

pansion. This therefore is a very different kind of attach-

ment to that which we mean to exprefs by the terms fixed

or decurrent,
'

Our secondary subdivisions of the Agarics, are founded
upon what has been just now explained, and are

follows :
—

( I. Gills decurrent.

STEM solid; <2. Gills fixed,

( 3. Gills loose.

(4. Gills decurrent.

STEM hollow; < 5. Gills fixed.

(
6. Gills loose.

I

But the Gills containing the fructification of these

plants, are of the utmost importance, and therefore demand
more particular notice. They vary very much in length,

for though they all extend to the edge of the Pileus, they
do not, except in a few instances, all reach to the Stem;
moreover they are sometimes forked or divided, and some-
times connected or anastomosing one with another. All
these circumstances are explained by the two circular figures

at the bottom of plate XIX.—thus:

(d.) Gills uniform. These uniform Gills sometimes seem
connected together at the edge of the Pileus, as

represented below (d.)
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(e.) Gills in pairs.

(f.) Gills 4 in a set.

(g.) Gills 8 in a set.

(h.) Gills irregular, that is, no determinate number in a
set.

(i.) Gills branching.
^

(k.) Gills branching and anastomosing.

C. Gills loose from the stem, but tlie inner end fixed to a
Collar which surrounds the top of the Stem,
though not in contact with it.

'I hese various circumstances of the Gills seem at first

sight well adapted for subdivisions of the species, and also

for the formation of specific characters; but they are so

much subject to variation, that no use can be made ofthem
for either purpose. Thus, the Gills called umfornij are

seldom strictly so, a shorter Gill now and then interven-
ing. Tlie Gills m pairs, have place only in a few species,

and are subject to vary; the Gills 4 in a set, occupy by
far the greater part of the species, and those which have

4 in a set in the younger plants, are very apt to shew 8
when more fully expanded, some of the longer Gills tear-

ing from the Stem. Moreover, though 4 in a set be the

predominant number in many of these plants, we often find

but three, or even two, owing to the absence ofone or more
of the smaller Gills. The colour of the Gills is fortunately

an obvious, and at the same time a permanent circumstance;
and when we reflect, that their colour is principally, if

not solely, caused by that of the Fructifications or Seeds

within them, we might [a priori) have expected, what
experience has taught me to be the case, that it is the most
fixed, the most certain characteristic, on which to found
the distinctions of the species; and that this, together with
the structure, will be at all times sufficient to afford per-

manent specific distinctions. It is allowed that these co-

lours change when the plant begins to decay, but no
Botanist would complain that the characters are wanting
in a subject collected in a rotten state. The colour of the

flat sides of the Gills is what I wish to be attended to, be-

cause the colour at the edge, in some plants, is different,

through all the stages of growth, and in others it changes

sooner than that of the sides, evidently from the discharge of

the Seeds when ripe. The colour of the whole ofthe Gill be-

jngsometimes influenced by the ripened Seeds, it is clear that
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this (Colour ouGil be described, where it is liable to such

a change, not only in the perfect and vigorous state of the

plant, but also in its mature and nearly decaying state, tak-

ing its character from the former, A lms in several of the

deliquescent Agarics, especially such as difsolve in decay
to an inky liquor, the plants, when very young, have white

Gills ;
tliese become ^’rey when the Seeds are formed, and

black when quite ripe, and the ])lant difsolves in decay.

These circumstances may be properly noticed in the his-

tory of the plant, but no one would think of taking its

character from its yet but half unfolded state, any more
than from its state of decay; such a plant, therefore, must
be placed amongst others whose Gills are

The Stem is a lefs variable part than the Pileus; its

shape, the proportions of its length to its breadth, and of
])oth to the Pilous, afford tolerable distinctive marks, and
its colours, though more changeable than those of the

Gills, are perhaps rather more fixed than those of the
Pileus.

The Pileus, or Cap, is the part of an Agaric the last

to be attended to, and the least to be depended on. Its

shape is either conical, convex, Hat, or hollowed at the top
like a funnel;* it is constantly varying in the same plant,

but is pretty uniformly the same in the same species when
the plant is in perfection, that is, when fully or nearly fully

expanded, but before it exhibits symptoms of decay.

The colour of the Pileus is often extremely uncertain,

and in that case can no further be admitted into a charac-
ter, than as it may serve to mark the varieties.

The Viscidity, or clamminefs on the surface of the
Pileus and Stem, frequently observed in some Agarics, has
been made a part of their character ; but it is not much to

be depended on
; for in dry weather some of the viscid

species shew no symptom of a moist or even adhesive sub-
stance, and in a moist atmosphere, many, at other times
dry to the feel, become more or lefs viscid.

* (E.) represents a conical, (D.) a convex Pileus.
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The Lactescenty or milky juiced Agarics, at one time
seemed to force tliemselves into observation, as laying
claim to a well-founded subdivision

; but further experience
demonstrated, that neither those with a mild, nor those with
an acrid milky juice, were invariably milky. This was
an unexpected circumstance, nor does it yet appear upon
what it depends. Some plants apparently healthy and vigo-

*

rous shall shew no signs of milk when wounded, whilst

others of the same species on the same spot, and at the

same time, shall pour out their milk in abundance. It

must be acknowledged, that this difference is not very
common; but it certainly does take place.*

Such are the grounds of the present attempt to re-

duce the Agarics to a System; an attempt, which, if

established, will greatly facilitate the investigation of the

species, and if it fail to merit the countenance of the pub-
lic, will probably give birth to another and a better.

^'lie author is sensible that some of the specific charac-

ters may be thought too long, whilst a few may be found

too short; but these cannot be ultimately adjusted until

the discovery of new species shall cease. That many new
ones still remain to be ascertained, is highly probable,

since so many have occurred within his own observation,

and that of his correspondents.

A few, and only a few exceptions have occurred to the

general laws of the System; and it will be right to men-
tion them here. The Agaricus velutipes, and the Ag.
suicatus, have such a striking resemblance, that they

must be pronounced to be the same, were not the Stem
hollozv in the one, and solid in the other. Can such a dif-

ference of structure be sup})osed to exist in the same spe-

cies? If this question be answered in the affirmative, the

exception must be allowed, and extended to one or two

more of the minuter species. The other exception de-

pends upon the different colours of the Gills ot the Agari-

cus aurantius. This sportive species disdains the rules of

the System, and exists under almost every kind of colour

that can be imagined; the chief variations however, to

obviate difficulties, are inserted where the investigating

ilotanist would be led to look for them.

In the execution of the preceding plan, the references

to figures are not very numerous, because peculiar care

* The Agaricus rubescens, and Agaricus xerampelinus arc

instances of this kind of deviation.
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has been taken to avoid doubtful references. WJiat use

can there be in the insertion ot a figure or a fynonym with

a note of interrogation at the end ot it? If the Author,

with all his attention collected upon the subject, and potsi-

bly with the plant before him, cannot decide, why perplex

his readers by desiring them to do it? In some cases it

may be useful to refer to a figure which it is well

known was not drawn fur the plant in (piestion. Thus

when a new species occurs, or one which has never yet

been figured, a reference to a drawing which resembles it

in size, and in habit, may be useful, if care be taken to

announce the circumstance, and to point out the difsimi-

litudes.

The reader will find, on turning to other authors, that

a number of references to the species before known, are

omitted in this work; but he is not hastily to conclude

that this has been in consequence of carelcfs inattention.

He may be afsured that they have been examined, and are

not omitted without a cause. Sometimes circumstances

made it necefsary more directly to point out these errors,

but it was an invidious task; and believing, that notwith-

standing his utmost care, the present work will still be

liable to errors of the same nature, he has felt unwilling

to censure his predecefsors, to whose labours he should

have thought himself greatly indebted, even were their

errors ten fold what they are.

The specific character of Linn^us is always added,

I
where no doubt existed of the identity of the species, and
it was the Author’s wish to haA^e quoted all the Agarics of

Mr. Ray under their proper heads, but the want of figures,

I and the brevity of the descriptions, deterred him from

I
afsigning a place to many of them. Here it may be ob-

I'
served, that where the descriptions of that admirable Bota-
nist are sufficiently full, or where he could refer to a figure,

:the Agarics of the present day appear to be precisely what
'their predecefsors were a hundred years ago. This it was
I thought necefsary to remark,to quiet the apjArehensions of
I some who haA’c been deterred from the study of these sub-
jects, by a prevalent idea that they were for cA'er cliangino-,

and were consequently incapable of any fixed or settled

(character. It would not be difficult to point out the origin
I of this opinion, but it is sufficient to say that it is not true,
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and that do part of the Vegetable System is lefs liable to
change, or more steady to the rules of a well formed me-
thod than the Agarics are.

It must however be allowed, that new species of Fungi
are daily discovered; but this may be owing partly to the
greater attention that has of late been bestowed upon these
subjects, and partly, as Major Velley suggested to me,
to the introduction of so many exotic trees.

It remains now only to speak of the trivial namCrS.

This has been a much more arduous labour than can well be
imagined. Much of the difficulties of Botanists, and many of
the conlusions of writers, have been owing to the application
ot ditferent names to the same species, or of the same name to

ditferent species. The extent of this evil is hardly credible.

Some species have six or eight different names, given by
as many different authors, and in several instances the
same name has been applied to ten or a dozen different

plants. Surely it is time to put a stop to this uselefs in-

crease of difficulties. In the execution of this work, the

following rules have been adopted, and they are submitted
to the consideration of others who may be engaged in simi-

lar pursuits.

1st. When a well known species occurs, to continue the

name given it by its first inventor, unlefs obviously and
liighly improper, or unlefs a long continued attachment

to another name had quite superseded the use of the

former, or unlefs the former name had been previously

appropriated to another species.

2d. Never to change a name adopted by Linnseus, except

where his name included more than one species', and
then to afsign it to that which he has more particularly

described.

3d. In naming a non-descript species, to use the most ap-

propriate term that occurs, provided it be such as has

not before been attached to any well established

species.

The discoverer of a new species may find some trouble

in complying with these rules, but he will be rewarded by
considering, how much more trouble hew^ill save to others,

and how much his fellow labourers in the science will feel

themselves obliged by his attentions.
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The Genus Boletus, and the other Genera of the

order of Fungi, require no particular explanation, for the

System adopted in the Agarics has been applied to them,
as far as it was applicable, and imperfect as our knowledge
of these plants at present is, such is the ardour of numbers
in enquiries concerning them, that we may soon expect to

strike out more perfect characters of the Genera, as well

as a more judicious distribution of the species.

I. MiscelHane^. (Miscellaneous.)

Equisetum,

Isoetes, '

Lycopodium, Pilularia,

11. Filices. (Ferns.)

Ophtoglqfsiim,

Osmunda,
Acrostichum,

Eteris,

Asplenium,

Blechnum,

Polypodium,

Adiantum,
Trichomanes

III. Musci. (Mofses.)

Fhascum*

Sphagnum,

Splachnum,

Polytrichum,

Mnium,
Bryum,

Hypnum,
Fontinalis^

Buxbaumia,

IV. Hepatic^e.

Marchantia,

"Jungermannia,

Targionia,

Anthoceros,

Blasia,

Riccia,

' V V. Alg^.

Lichen,

Tremella,

Ulva,

Fucus,
Conferva,

Byfsus,

VI. Fungi. (Fungufses.)

MeruUus,
Agaricus,

Eistulina,

Boletus,

Hydnum,
Helvetia,

Auricularia,

Peziza,
t

Nidularia,

Phallus,

Clavaria,

Tduher,

Lycoperdon,

Retictdaria:

Spheeria,

Frichia,

Mucor,
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miscellanea.

EQUISE’TUM. PI. I. A. & PI. 13. f. 1-6.

Fructifications forming an egg-oblong, club-like ter-

minating spike. PI. 13. f. !•

Individuals in whirls, on foot-stalks, target-shaped,

flat, many-sided, furnished underneath with tubes.

Tubes from 4 to 7, parallel to the foot-stalk, angular,

rounded at the end, opening on the inner side, con-

taining a powdery mafs. PI. 13. f. 2.

LYCOPO'DIUM. PI. I. C.
#

Fructifications forming oblongspikes, tiled with scales,

or leaves, the fruit sitting within the bosom of the scales.

Capsules kidney-shaped, i -celled, with 2 elastic valves.

Seeds very numerous and extremely minute.

FILICES.

* Capsules without an elastic ring.

OPIIIOGLO'SSUM. PI. 13. f. 7- 8. Tourn, 325.

Capsules numerous, united by a membrane into a 2-rowed
spike, nearly globular, opening crofsways when ripe.

Seeds numerous, very minute.

OSMUN'DA. Tourn. 324.

Capsules distinct, either forming a i-rowed bunch, or
crowded on the back of a leafit, ora segment of the leaf,

sitting, nearly globular, 2-valved, opening crofsways,
(or lengthways.)

Seeds numerous, very minute.
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* * Capsules roundish, on foot-stalks, surrounded with a jointed

elastic ring, and opening irregularly into 2 parts.

ACRO'STICHUM. Bolton 8. FL dan. 60.

Cap*sules accumulated upon the under surface of the leaf,

so as entirely to cover it.

* $

PTE'RIS. Bolt. 10.

Capsules disposed in a line under the edge 'of the leaf

which is turned back,

PILULA'RIA. Dill. 79. I.

Fructification globular, sitting within the leaves at

each joint.

Calyx common^ globular, woolly, 4-celled; each cell in-

closed within its own thin membrane which opens in

4 directions.

Bloss. none.

Stam. Filaments none. Anthers in the upper part of eacli

cell, numerous, inversely conical or pyramidal, taper-

. ing downwards, membranaceous, i -celled, opening
crofsways? Pollen spherical, copious.

Pi ST. Germens in the lower part of each cell, numerous,
obliquely pear-shaped, fixed by the slender end. Style

none. Summit on the crown of the thicker end, coni-

cal, furrowed.

S.'Vess. none, except the oblique pear-shaped membrane
empty in the lower, but inclosing the seed in the upper
part.

Seeds globular.

Receptacle fleshy, fixed to the outside of each cell in

the space between the 2 partitions, supporting the pistil

and anthers.

ISO'ETES. Dill. 80.

Male flowers solitary, within the base of the inner
leaves.

Cal. Scale heart-shaped, acute, sitting.

Bloss none.

Stam. Filament none. Anther i-cclled, roundish,'

VoL. I.—Cc
»
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Female llowcrs solitary, within the base of the outer
leaves of the same plant.

Cal. as above.

Bloss. none. ^

Pi ST. egg-shaped, within the leaf. Style.—Summit .

—

S. Vess. Ceipsule somewhat egg-shaped, 2-celled, con-
cealed within the leaf.

Seeds numerous, globular.

ASPLE'NIUM. PI. 13.^14.15.16. 315. 319.
\ •

Capsules disposed in straight scattered lines on the under
suriiace of the leaf.

BLECH'NUM. PI. 13. f. 9. 10. ii.

Capsules disposed in lines parallel to the rib of the leaf;

approaching.

POLYPO'DIUM. PI. 13. f. 12. 13. 7'ourn. 314.316.

Ca psuLES disposed in circular spots on the under surface

of the leaf.

ADIAN'TUM. Tourn. 317.

Capsules crowded into oval spots underneath the points

of the leaf, which are rolled back.

TRICHO'MANES. Pet. pter. 13. 13.

Capsule a turban-shaped scale, solitary, on the very edge

of the leaf.

MUSCI.

PHAS'CUM. (Schreb.)

Capsule egg-shaped, sitting, or on a short pedicle, some-

times with the rudiment of a lid, closed on all sides, not

opening.

Male either star-like and terminating, or bud-like and

axillary.
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SPHAG'NUM. Dill. 32. i. 2. 3. 6 .

Capsules sitting in a circle, terminating the fruit-stalk,

often surrounded at bottom by an imperfect veil. Fringe

none.

Male, axillary in the upper branches*

SPLACH'NUM. Hedvo, stirp. ii* 13. 14. 15*

Capsule cylindrical, sitting on a hollow nearly globular

or umbrella-shaped receptacle. Fringe simple, with 8

teeth, in pairs.

Male, a bud with a star-like top; those on fruit-stalks

only, fertile.

. POLY^TRICHUM. DHL 54. t.

Capsule oblong, sometimes, 4-sided, sitting on a 4-sldcd

receptacle. Fringe double, the outer with 32 short

crooked teeth, united at the base; the inner aflat

transverse membrane, adhering to the ends of the teetli

of the outer. Feil hairy.

Male star-like,

MNl'UM. Dill. 31. I. 2. Hedw. stirp. i. 37.

Capsule with a lid. Veil smooth. Fringe with 16 teeth,

sometimes with 4~.

Male a circular bud, sometimes though rarely a knob

;

generally on a separate plant.

BRY'UM. Hediv. stirp. i. 20.

Capsule egg-oblong. Frij2ge doiilAe; the outer with 16

broad, acute teeth; the inner membranaceous, plaited,

keeled, jagged ; segments alternately broader and nar-

rower.

Male a knob, or a star, ora bud, on the same or on a dis-

tinct plant.
/

HYP'NUM. Hedw.lsih'p. iv. 15.

Capsule oblong. Fringe double, the outer with 16

broadish teeth ; the inner membranaceous, equal, jag-

ged ; segments broadish, with hair-like .segments be-

twixt them,
Male bud-like, on distinct plants.'

Cc 2
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FONTINA'LIS. Hvdw. stirp. iii. 12.
V

Capsule oblong, enveloped by a tiled' Perichaetium, and
sitting on a short pedicle. Frhige double, the outer

with 16 broadish teeth, the inner' like network.
ATale, bud-like, axillary.

BUXBAU’MIA. D/7/. 32. 13,

Capsule egg-shaped, oblique, deprefsed, bellying on one

side; in one' species bordered. Fringe double, the

outer with 16 teeth; lopped; the inner membranaceous,
plaited.

Male, star-like.

HEPATICM.

MARCHx\N'TIA. PI. 15. f. 60-67. Dill. 76. 6.

flowers either sitting or on a pedicle.

Cal. Cup a membranaceous border, open, iobed or entire,

permanent, pimpled in tlie centre.

Bloss. none.

Si am. Filaments none. Anthers nunierous, pear-shaped,

i-cclled, buried in the substance of the calyx, but with

a tul)C opening upon its surface.

Female flower, on the same, or on a difterent plant.

Cal. common, large, star-like, conical or hemispherical,

bearing the flowers underneath, the florets looking

downwards.
Proper cup sitting, bell-shaped, with 4 or 5 teeth,

membranaceous, coloured, tender.

Bloss. Veil sitting, shorter than its proper cup, globular

or oblong, membranaceous, tender and delicate, crown-
ed with the style, at length tearing open at the top into

2, 3, 4 or 5 segments, the style remaining on the top

of one of the segments.

' Pi ST. globular but oblong, sitting, encompafsed by the

veil. Style either straight or bent, short, protruding

through the top of the veil. Summit simple.

*S. Vess. Capsules sitting on a short and slender pedicle,

inversely egg-shaped, i -celled, opening at the top with

from 5 to 10 teeth, 'the teeth at length rolling back.
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Seeds many, globular, fixed to elastic spirally convoluted

threads.

Obs. The March ANTI A of the author, from whom It took

its name, has the male calyx on a foot-stalk, its centre marked

with 8 rays, and its border cut into 8 segments. The female

calyx has 8 or lo divisions, the segments roundish, with an equal

number of 2 -valved involucres, containing many flowers placed'"

underneath, and alternating with the segments. Besides these

flowers, there are also little bud-bearing cups, toothed at the

edge.

TheLuNULARiA of Michell has the male calyx sitting, ex-

tending only half round ;
the female with 4 divisions forming a

crofs, the segments involving the florets.

The Hepatica of Micheli has the male calyx either sitting,

or on a foot-stalk, roundish; the female hemispheric-conical,

with the cells underneath, i flower in each cell,

JUNGERMAN'NIA. PL 14. f. 29"^ to L 59. DHL
71. 18.

Male flowers sitting, crowxled together on the stem

or the leaves.

Cal. hardly any.

Bloss. none.

Stam. Filaments \v<vc<\\y any. Anthers egg-shaped^ i-celled,

opening at the top.

Female flower on the same or on a different plant.

Cal. Cup upright, tubular, lopped, scolloped or jagged,

Bloss. Veil sitting, smaller than the cup, nearly globular,

closed on all sides, membranaceous, delicate, crowned
by the style, at length opening at the top.

Pi ST. Germen oblong, wrapped in the veil, sitting. Style

short, straight, protruding through the top of the veil.

Summit simple.

S. Vess. Capsule sitting oira long and slender fruit-stalk,

globular, i -celled, opening at length longways witiL4
equal, expanding, permanent valves..

Seeds many, globular, adhering to elastic twisted threads,

fixed to some part of the valves of the capsule.

Obs. a single cup often contains several germens, but only

i of these attains perfection.

The stemlefs Jungermannia’s have the anthers within the '

substance of the leaves, and the female flowers have no calyx,

therefore it may be doubted whetbei these really belong jo the

genus.

9
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TARGIO'NIA. Mich. 3.

Male flower solitary, at the enfl of the le^f or seg-
ment.

Cal. none.

Bloss. nane.

Stam. Filaments none. Anthers somewhat cylindrical^

clustered together.

Female flower solitary, under the point of the leaf.

Cal. 2-valved, comprefsed.

Bloss. Veil nearly sitting, almost globular, membrana-

,

ceous, closed on all sides, crowned with the styles

opening?

Pi ST. Germen wrapped in the veil. Style short, rather
bent. Summit lopped. *

S. Vess. Capsule nearly sitting, globular, i-celled^ open-
ing at the top? with 4 or more teeth? Mich»

Seeds many, globular, fixed to twisted elastic threads.

Obs. I have never seen the capsule open, but can hardly

doubt that it does open when the seeds are ripe.

ANTHO'CEROS. PI, 15 and 16. f. 68 to 72. Mich,

7 *

'

2 .
, ,

Male flowers within the substance of the leaf.

Cal. I leaf, entire, or cut into segments,

Bloss. none.

Stam. Filaments hardly from 3 to 8, inversely

egg-shaped, at thfe bottom of the calyx.

Female flowers on the same plant.

Cal. I leaf, cylindrical, lopped, the rim entire or toothed,

Bloss. Veil fibrous, crowned with the style.

Pi ST. Germen short, conical. 6’ very short. Summit
simple.

S, Vess. very long, awl-shaped, 2-valved ;
parti-

tion loose, reaching from end to end.

Seeds many, globular, prickly, each fixed to an elastic

twisted thread connected with the valves or with the

partition.

BLA'SIA. PI. 1,6. f. 73. 74. 75. DHL 31,7.
*

Male flowers solitary, scattered through*the substance

of the leaf.

Cal. none.
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Bloss. none.

Stam. Filaments Yiowc, nearly globular, buried in

the leaf, covered with a thin skin.

Fefnale flowers on the same plant.

Cal. none.

Bloss. none.

PiST. egg-shaped, oblique, ending in an upright

tube. Style very short and slender, lixcd on the tube,

soon falling off. Summit
S. Vess. egg-shaped, slanting, i-celled, crowned

on the outer side with a short tube, which is lopped and
open at the end.

Seeds many, roundish but comprefsed, escaping through

the tube.

RIC'CIA, PI. 1 6, f. 76 to 80. Schmid* 44 & 45.

Male flowers ? sitting on the surfa'ce of the leaf.

Cal. none.

Bloss, none.

Stam. Anthers? qowic^, lopped, sitting, opening at the top?

Female flowers on the same or on a different plant.

Cal. none, except a membranaceous cavity within the

substance of the leaf.

Bloss. none,

PisT. Germen turban-shaped. Style thread-shap'ed, up-
right, reaching to or above the surface of the leaf.

Summit simple.

S. Vess. globular, i-celled, crowned by the style.

Seeds many, hemispherical, on pedicles.

i

Obs. The little substances which Micheli considered as

anthers, much resemble, excepting only in size, the other pimply

substances shewn by the microscope on the upper surface of the

leaves, and appear too solid to be anthers. But having observed

the tube on the top of the germen full of small granules, I have
considered them as the pollen and the tube as the anther. Let

others decide this matter, but let them examine the fructification

l;)efore the gefme'ri becomes spherical.

I
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ALG^.

LICHEN. PL I. E. F. PL i6. f. 8i to 87.

Male flowers?

Vesicles in heaps, extremely minute, like meal, either

thick set or scattered on the, surface, the edge, or the

points of the leaves.

Female flowers ? on the same or on a different plant.

Receptacle roundish but flatted, either a convex tuber-

cky a concave saucer, or a target with the edge rolled

back, and fixed to the leaf. These are often of a

different colour to the leaf, and contain within them
the seeds regularly disposed.

TREMEL'LA. Dill. 10. 14.

Substance uniform, membranaceous, jelly-like, pel-

' lucid,

UL'VA. Fructifications in a transparent membrane,
Growing in water,

FU'CUS. PL I. G.

Male flowers ?

Bladders smooth, hollow, with hairs on the inside.

Female flowers.

Bladders smooth, filled with jelly, sprinkled with

perforated granules containing the seed.

Seeds solitary.

* %

CONFER'VA. Dill, 2, f 6 . and f. 25.

Fibres simple, uniform, hair-like, or thread-like.

Obs. These fibres are either uniform or jointed.

BYS’SUS. Dill, I.

Fibres simple, woolly, .
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FUNGL

MERU'LIUS, FI. dan. 384.

Pile us with rising veins underneath, of the same sub-

stance with the rest of the plant.

AGA'RICUS. PL' I, H. PL 19. PL 16, f. 88 to 91.

Pile us with gills underneath.
Gills differing in substance from the rest of the plant,

composed of 2 lamina.

Seeds numerous, between the 2 lamina or plates which
constitute each gill.

FISTULPNA. Bull. 464.

PiL Eus with distinct tubes underneath.

Seeds in the tubes.

BOLE'TUS. Bull. 60,

Pi LEus with united tubes underneath.

Seeds in the tubes.

HA'D'NUM. Bull. 34. Curt. 190,
/

Pi LEUS horizontal, with awl-shaped solid, soft prickly-*

like substances underneath.

Seeds on the surface of the prickle-shaped substances,

I
^

HELVEL'LA. Bull. 466 & 190.

Pi LEUS smooth on both sides.

AURICULA'RIA. Bull. 274.

Fungus flat, membranaceous, fixed by its whole under

surface, but at length becoming detached and turning

upside down.
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Seeds discharged slowly from what was the u])per, but now
become the under surface.

PLZrZA. Bull, 497.

Fungus concave, sitting or on a stem.
Seeds on the edges and the upper surface, discharged by

jerks.

NIDULA'RIA. Bull,^%^,

Fungus bell-shaped, leather-like, sitting.

Capsules large, flat, fixed by pedicles to the bottom of
the bell.

PHAL'LUS. Curt, icjcj.

PiLEUS on a stem, smooth underneath, with a fleshy net-
work, on its upper surface.

Seeds in the network,

CLAVA'RIA. Sc/jmiJ, 15.

Fungus upright, smooth, oblong, surface uniform.

Seeds emitted from every part of the surface,

'V
TU'BER. Bull. Bolt, 116,

Fungus stemlefs, solid, fleshy, not becoming powdery,
not opeing at the top.

LYCOPER'DON. rJ//. 117.

Fungus roundish, opening irregularly at the top, full

of powder-like inapalpable seeds intermixed with wool-
like filaments,

RETICULA'RIA. Bull.^jS. i. Bolt. 134.

Fungus soft and gelatinous, becoming firm and

friable, opening indiscriminately.

Seeds entangled in wool-like fibres, network membranes,
or leather-like cases.

i
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SPHtE'RIA. Bolt. i8o. *

Fimgus of various shapes.

Friictificatio 72s mostly spherical, filled with a powdery
mafs, wdthoiis fibres.

Obs. The capsules are often immersed in the subtance of the

plant, so that their orifices only are visible.

TRPCHIA. Bull. 502. I.

Capsules sitting or on a stem, globular or oblong, most-

ly fixed to a membranaceous base.

Seeds escaping from the whole surface of the capsule

through the interstices of the fibres.

MU'COR. Mich. 91.2. & 95.

Fungus consisting of vesicles on fruit- stalks, contain-

ing a number of seedSf

\
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Acer, 00

Anthemis,
Anthericiim,

343
219

Achilleay 343 Antlioceros,

Anthoxanthum,
39^

Acorus^ 221 129
Acrostichum, 385 Anthyllis, 313

'

Actsea, 260 Antirrhinum,- 284
Atliantimiy 386 Aphanes, 1.7
Adonis, 267 Apium, 210
Adoxa, 232 Aquilegia, 263
Aigopodiam, 210 Arabis, 297.
Aitlmsa,

s
205 Arbutus, '238

Agariciis, 393 Arctium, ’

33 ^

Agrimonia, 248 Arenaria, • 242
Agrostcmma, 243 Aristolochia, 225
Agrostis, 144 ' Artemisia, 335
Aira', 145 Arum, 265
Ajuga,

_

271 Arundo,

Alcliemilla, ,166 Asarum, 247
Alisma, 225 Asparagus, 220
Allium, 217 Asperugo, 176
Alopecurus, '143 ' Asperiila, 161

Alsine, 212 Asplenium, 386
Althxa, 303 Aster, 338
Ainaranthus, 155 Astragalus, 317
Anagallis, 179 xithamanta. 200
Anchusa, 174 Atriplex, 191

Andromeda, 237 Atropa, 184
Anemone, 266 A uric ill aria. 393

, Anetlium, 208 Arena, 150
Angelica, 202 Azalea, 179

B \

Ballota, 276 Betula, 167
Bartsia 281 / Bidens, 000000
Beilis, 341 Blasia, 39^
Berb-eris

,

* 222 Blechnum, 386
Beta, 192 Boletus, 393
Betunica . 27 j

'

Borago, ^75
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Bra Is ica, 298 Bunium, 199
Briza, 147 Bupleurum, 196
Bromus, 149 Butomus, 2 ^ rc

Bryonia, 136 Buxbaumia,- 388
Bryum, 387 Buxus, 169
Butlbnia, 167 Bylsus, 392
Bunias, 290

C

Calendula, 345 Cistus, 262
Callitriche,* 118 Clav aria. 394
Caltha, 269 Clematis, 266
Campanula, .

181 Clinopodium, 278
- Cardamine, 295 Cochlearia, 293
Carduus, 332 Cokhicum, 225
Carex, 140 Comarum, 258
Carlina, 333 Conferv^a, 392
Carpinus, 248 Conium, 199
Carum, 209 Convallaria, 220
Caucalis, 198 Convolvulus, j8o
Centaurea, 344 Conyza, 33^
Centunculus, 163 Coriandrum, 206
Cerastium, 244 Comus, 164
Ceratophyllum, 247 Corrigiola, 21

1

Chara, 117 Cor)dus 231
Chaerophyllum, 207 Cotyledon, 242
Clieiranthus, 296 Cranibe, 200
Chelidonium, 260 Crataegus, 253
Chenopodium, 191 Crepis,

kJ\J

329
Cherleria, 242 Crithmum, 2or
Chironia, 185 Crocus, 107
Chlora, 228 Cucubalus, > 241
Chrysanthemum, 342 Cuscuta, 168
Chrysosplenium, 239. Cyclamen, 177
Cichorium, 33 J Cynoglolsum, 174
Cicuta, 205 Cynosurus, 148
Cineraria, 339 Cyperus, 139
Circsea, 122 Cypripedium, 127

D

Dactylis,

Daphne,
148 » Datura,

230 Dane us.

184

198
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Delphinium,
Dentaria,

Dianthus,

Digitalis,

Dipsacus,

Echinophora,

Echium,
Elatine,

Elymus,
Empetrum,
Epilobiiim,

Epimedium,
Eqiiisetum,

Erica,

Erigeron,

Fagus,

Festuca,

Filago,

Fistulina,

Fontinalis,

Fragaria,

Galanlhus,

Galeobdoh)ii,

Galeopsis,

Galium,
Genista, '

Gentiana,

Hedera,

Hedysarum,
Helleborus,

Helvella,

Heracleum,
Herniaria,

INDEX.

263 Doronicum, 34 '

294 Draba, 292
240 Drosera, 2 14
285 Dry as. 257
159

E

197 Eriocaulon, 160

177 Eriepborum, 138
232 Ervum, 3'5
153 b^ryngium. '95
'57 Erysimum, 296
227 Eupatorium, 334
164 Euphorbia, ' 250
3^4 Euphrasia, 282
229 Evonymus, 1 86

337 Exacum

,

162

F

249 Frankenia,

149 Fraxinus,

345 Fritillaria,

393 Fucus,_ ,

c'88 Fumaria,

256

G
216 Geranium, 302

275 Geum, 257
274 Glaux, 1 89’

161 Glecoma, 273

3"
'94

Gnapbalium, 33S

H
188 Hesperls, 297
3'7 Hieracium, 328
268 Hippocrepis, 316

393 Hippopbae, 166

201 Hippuris, 118

190 Holcus, 145

,223
129

217

392
310
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Ilolostcuni, 156 Hydrocotyle, 195

Horcleiim, 154 Hyoscyamiis, 184

Hottonia, 178 Hyoseris, 329
Hiimuliis, 192 Elypericum, 320
Hyacintlius, 22

1

Elypnum, 387
Hydiium,
Hyclrocharis,

393
235

EIy}X)cli2eris*, 33^

I

Jasione, 183 Iris, 137
Iberis, 294 Isatis, 291

Ilex, 169 Isoetis, 385
Illecebruin, 189 Juncus, 222

Impatiens, >87 Jungermannia, 389
Imperatoria, 207 Juniperus, 002

Inula, 340

L

Lactuca, 327 Linum, 213
Lagurus,' Limosella, 287’

Lamium, 274 Lithospermum, '73
Lapsana, 330 Littorella, 162

Lathrcca, 283 Lobelia, 18 I

Lathyrus, 3M Lolium, 152
Lavatera, 304 Lonicera, 182

Lemna, 128 Lotus, 318
Leontodon, 328 Lychnis, 244
Leomirus, 277 Lycoperdon, 394
'Lepidiuin, 292 Lycopodium, 384
Leiicojum, 216 Lycopsis, j 76
Lichen, 392 Lycopus, J24
Ligusticum, 202 Lysimachia, 179
Ligustrum, 1 22 Lythrum, 247
Linnsea, 286

M '

Malaxis, 126 Melica, '146

Malva, 303 Melifsa, 279
Marchantia, 388 Melittis, ' 280
Marrubium, 277 Mentha, 237
Matricaria, 342 Menyanthes, 178
Medicago, 319 Mercurialis, 235
Melampyrum, 283 Merulius, 393
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Mespiliis, ^ 253 Myagrum, 290
Milium, 144 Myrica,

Myriophylltiin,

168

Milium, 387 234
Monotropa, 237 Myosotis, 173
Montia, 155 Myosurus,

, 214
Mucor, 395 1'

N
Narcifsus, 217 Nepeta, 272
Nardus, 138 Nidularia, 394
Narthecium, 219 Nyinphsea, 261

1 - 0
s,

Oenanthe, 204 Ornithogalum, 218

Ononis, Ornithopus, 316
Onopordum, .333 Orobanche, 287
Ophioglol'sum, 3^4 0robus. 314
Ophrys, ' 126 Osmunda, 384
Orchis,

Origanum,
125

278

Oxalis, 243

p

Panicum, 142. Pisum,
. 3^3

Papai^er, 261 Plantago, 163
Parietaria, 164 Poa,

.
J47

Paris, 232 Polemonium, 180
Parnafsia, 212 . Polycarpon, 156
Pastinaca, 208 Poiygala, 310
Pcdicularis, 284 Polygonum, 231
Peplis, 223 Polypodium, 386
Peucedanum, 200 Polytrichum, 387
‘Peziza, 394 Populus, 230
Phalaris, 141 Potamogeton, • 170
Phallus,

7 ^ 394 Potfentilla, 256
Phascum, > 386 ' Poterium, 262
Phellandrium, 204 Prenanthes, 327
Phleum, 143 Primula, 177
Phyteuma, 181 Prunella, • 281
Picris, 326 Prunus, 252
Pilularia, 3^5 Pteris, 385
Pimpinella, 209 Pulmonaria, »75
Pinguicula, 123 Pyrola, • - 238
Pinus, 305 Pyrus, 254
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Ranimculus
Raphaniis>

Reseda,

Rcticularia,

Rhamniis,
Rhinanthus^

Rhodiola,

Ribes,

Sagina,

Sagittaria,

Salicornia,

Salix,

Salsola^

Salvia^

Sambucus,
Samolus,

Sanguisorba,

Sanicula,

Santolina,

(Saponaria,

Satyrium,

.jSaxifraga,

Scabiosa,

Scandix,

Schaenus,

Scilla,

Scirpiis,

Scleranthus,

J^crophularky

Scutellaria,

Scdum,
Sellnum,

Sempervivum,
Senecio,

Serapias,.

Serratula,

Sesleria,
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Riccia)
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if!:^ : 1U^99 Ro^a,

.u-jr 249 RoUboellia

m': 394 Rubia,

vM*; 186 Rubus,
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•K) RUinex^

,6^.233 Ruppia,

r.;.i8S Ruscusj

•X

170 Sherardia,

269 Sibbaldia,

ji8 Sibthorpia^

1 28 Silene,

?^^!rg2 Siriapis,

Sjson,

210 Sisymbrium j

182 Slum,

163 Sinyrnium,

1^.96 Solanum,

,e; 334 Sohdago,

^^,,240 Sqnchu?,

Sprbus,

rruij.239 .Sparganium,

159 ,Spartium,

206 Spergula>

139' Sphieria,

219 Sphagnum,

1 39 i Spiraea,

239 Splachnum,

285 Stachys,

280 ^Staphylxa,

243 Statice,

200 Stellaria>

251 Stipa,

338 Stratiotes,

127 Subularia,

331 Swertia,

146 Symphytum
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Tamarix, 21 1 Tragopogon. 326
Tamus, 221 Tremella, 392
Tanaceturn, 335 Trichia, 395
Targionia, 390' Trichomanes, 386
Taxus, ^ 304 Trientalis, 226
Tcucrimn, » 272 Trifoliuni, 318
Thalictrum, '* ” 267 Tnglochin, 224
Thesiinn, 189 Triticum, *154

Thlaspi, 293 TfolHus, 1 268
Thymus* 279 Tuber, 394
Tilia, Tulipa, '•!i:!1;'2I8

Tillcea, "'I56 Turritis, 298
TordiliiiiTi; 197 Tufsilago, 337
Tofieldia, 224 Typha, 140
Tormcntilia, ;>c.1257
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Ulmu?, JJtnculada,

Ulva,
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Vacclnium,
'

'V'229 Viburnum, ‘ ‘ 2'lO

V aleriana, 136 ‘Vicia,

291 Vinca,
313

Vella, ri

Verhascum,
:

;'^’i 83 Viola, jUL'l; jSy

Verbena,
*

‘'7 *273 "Viscum, 165
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